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01. ABSTRACT
This thesis explores the challenges of decision-making processes in the context of urban renewal
projects. More specifically, it conjoins foresight into the service design approach to enhance public engagement within decision-making spaces. It does so through the investigation of a total of
three themes, these being foresight, service design, and public engagement within decision-making processes. The choice of these themes was based on the authors’ endeavour to democratise
processes specifically by moving service design, foresight, and public decision-making away from
expert-dominated forums.
From the extensive investigations done throughout this project it was concluded that futures literacy and collective intelligence are crucial to address when navigating within these areas and especially when doing public engagement initiatives. To account for this, the outcome of these explorations consists of a framework. The framework was developed as a proposed asset for municipal
actors to navigate the complexity of decision-making processes, and to ultimately implement more
public engagement initiatives. It was developed through the notion of participatory futures to innovate the decision-making processes, within urban renewal projects. Together with the production of
preferable futures through systematic thinking and to make planning for the future into an inclusive
people-centred, co-creational process.
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1.0
INTRODUCTION
This chapter presents and introduces the theme of this thesis followed
by a brief introduction of the authors, motivation, and learning objectives.
The context of this project will be presented together with the initial
problem statement to provide the reader with the relevant background.
This chapter consists of the following sections:
1.0 Introduction
1.1 Authors and motivation
1.2 Learning objectives
1.3 Project context
1.4 Problem statement
1.5 Reading guide
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
Making decisions can be challenging, but making the right decisions is almost impossible. Phycologist Kahneman
has made an extensive effort in describing the errors and biases affecting people in the process of making decisions
(Kahneman, 2011). In the context of thinking about the future, there are a multitude of biases to watch out for such as
‘status quo bias’ or ‘present-bias’, ‘confimation-bias’ and ‘overconfidents-bias’ (Larsen, 2021) (Münster, 2017). This
tendency also occurs in the brains of politicians, experts and top decision-makers in businesses and governments.
The tendency to avoid difficult decisions has been referred to as ‘the epidemic of short-termism’. The problem with
short-termism is that decisions are being made on the basis of what we can, when the real question to consider more
often than not is whether we should (Ramos, 2019). This master’s thesis explores the challenges of decision-making
processes in the context of urban renewal projects. More specifically, it conjoins foresight into the service design approach to enhance public engagement within decision-making spaces.
The processes where decisions are made, within urban renewal projects, consist of a multitude of both public and
private actors with different approaches, concerns, biases, and agendas, not to mention the legislation and structures
of the municipal playground. When introducing public engagement, these all need to be considered, challenged, or
aligned, thereby increasing the level of complexity of the decision-making processes within this context.
As the innovation report established by OECD points out, the barriers of the future require innovation on a different
level with challenges of e.g. climate and demographic changes that we currently do not have answers for, and it is
therefore a certainty that the answers and solutions we will need are different from those we know today (Wendelboe & Wolf, 2021). This paper proposes the integration of foresight into service design as a means of tackling these
challenges in the context of public engagement within decision-making processes. Foresight brings the futures perspective and ways of tackling the conscious and unconscious biases and assumptions we have about the present and
the future. While service design brings the democratic approach to public engagement practices to ensure the citizens
perspective. The choice of these themes was based on the authors’ endeavour to democratise processes specifically
by moving service design, foresight, and public decision-making away from expert-dominated forums. Through the
analysis of the problem statement, this paper highlights two main findings which are crucial for the integration of
foresight and service design to help navigate the increased complexity of the world in the context of public engagement within decision-making processes of urban renewal projects.
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1.1 AUTHORS AND MOTIVATION
This paper has been written by Maria Villadsen and Anne Nørholm Iversen for the master’s
program service systems design at the Copenhagen campus of Aalborg University. The project has been carried out in the period January
– May 2022 and has been supervised by Luca
Simeone.
The thesis includes the themes of public engagement and foresight in conjunction with service design. The choice of these themes is based
on the authors’ endeavour to democratise processes specifically by moving service design,
foresight and public decision making away from
expert-design and foresight experts. As well as
to move citizen involvement towards user and
citizen lead processes. The choice of theme was
an aim to further increase experiences and capabilities in navigating complex systems and a
multitude of actors to facilitate forums for actors to define their desired outcome.
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MA Service System Design
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ANNE NØRHOLM IVERSEN
BA Industrial Design
MA Service System Design
anorholmiversen@gmail.com
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1.2 LEARNING OBJECTIVES
The following sections presents the official
learning goals directly followed by the personal
ones for this thesis.

1.2.1 OFFICIAL LEARNING
OBJECTIVES

The official learning objectives
University, 2022) are as follows:

(Aalborg

KNOWLEDGE

SKILLS

•

•

•

•
•

Must have knowledge about the possibilities to apply
appropriate methodological approaches to specific study
areas
Must have knowledge about design theories and methods
that focus on the design of advanced and complex productservice systems
Account for the scientific foundation, and scientific problem
areas, of the specialization
Describe the state of the art of relevant research in the
specialization.

•

•
•
•

•

•

Must be able to work independently, to identify major
problem areas (analysis) and adequately address problems
and opportunities (synthesis)
Must demonstrate the capability of analysing, designing and
representing innovative solutions
Must demonstrate the ability to evaluate and address
(synthesis) major organisational and business issues
emerging in the design of a product-service system
Master the scientific methods and general skills associated
with the specialization.
Produce a project report according to norms of the area, apply
correct terminology, document extensive command over
relevant literature, communicate and discuss the researchbased foundation, problem and results of the project orally,
graphically and in writing in a coherent manner
Critically evaluate the results of the project in relation to
relevant literature and established scientific methods and
models, evaluate and discuss the project’s problem area in a
relevant scientific context.
Evaluate and discuss the project’s potential for further
development

COMPETENCIES

•
•
•
•
•

•

Must be able to master design and development work in
situations that are complex, unpredictable and require new
solutions (synthesis)
Must be able to independently initiate and implement
discipline-specific and interdisciplinary cooperation and
assume professional responsibility (synthesis)
Must have the capability to independently take responsibility
for own professional development and specialisation
(synthesis)
Participate in, and independently carry out, technological
development and research, and apply scientific methods in
solving complex problems.
Plan, execute and manage complex research and/or
development tasks, and assume a professional responsibility
for independently carrying out, potentially cross-disciplinary,
collaborations
Independently assume responsibility for own scientific
development and specialization.
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1.2.2 PERSONAL LEARNING
OBJECTIVES

In addition to objectives provided by the study
board, the personal learning objectives are
defined as follows:

•

•
•

•

•

To combine and increase capabilities and experiences,
obtained from the past modules of the masters program,
within navigating complex systems as well as actor
networks, to increase skills within complexity and systemic
design.
Obtain more theoretical knowledge and get hands on
experiences in utilising foresight in a service design and
participatory context.
Gain more theoretical and practical knowledge on how
to democratise decision-making processes. Engaging a
multitude of actors and utilising tools and methods to
empower actors decision-making.
Develop insights and opportunity spaces that contributes
and inspires public actors to increase the level of public
engagement and ultimately challenge the traditional
approaches.
Contribute with research that further expands the
understanding of service design as a field and service
designers.
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1.3 PROJECT CONTEXT
The context of this project is how foresight
in conjunction with service design can
empower decision-makers within public
urban renewal projects to utilise more public
engagement within its decision-making
processes. The different fields of interest
offer great complexity; thus, a concrete
example of a public urban renewal project
was needed. The Paper Island is a public
urban renewal project which was in the
construction phase whilst this thesis was
developed, in this context it offered all the
needed context of exploration.
The project is an example of a complex
decision-making process with a wide
variety of stakeholders, hereafter referred
to as actors. The project is a mixture of
public and private, seeing as the ownership
of the island changed from being owned
by the Copenhagen municipality and later
sold to a private company. The collaboration
of the two parties was highly interesting
and especially how the different actors
had taken the interests of the public and
citizens into account. From a service design

perspective, the urban renewal project
of the Paper Island was interesting as it
carried out a vast variety of participation
and inclusion of citizens, which all can serve
as inspiration and for reflections on possible
improvements. From a foresight point of
view, the Paper Island can represent many
interesting considerations. It was a project
that will affect the future generations that
will visit, live, and use the location of the
Paper Island.
From a pragmatic and practical point of view,
the decision-making process of the Paper
Island was at a good place. The location in
itself is highly central, and many citizens and
visitors have at least seen the site, some may
have participated in the project, and most
would have an opinion. It was an thoughtprovoking case to investigate seeing as
most decisions had been made, however,
many people within the general public only
realize the results of these decision when
the construction was being carried out. It
has been a long decision-making process
of about 10 years, nevertheless, it was

assumed that the people involved in the
project would still be able to remember their
part and that many still were playing a part,
to some extent, seeing as the project was
not yet completed.

1.3.1 THE TIMELINE OF THE
PROJECT
The island of Christiansholm was previously
used to store paper for all local newspapers.
Thus, the island became known to many
as the Papirøen in Danish, translated to
Paper Island, which it will henceforth be
mentioned as. However, the function as
an industrial storage space was bound to
change due to the gradual transformation
of the Copenhagen harbour from industrial
to recreational. The Paper Island was one of
the last industrial areas in the inner harbour
of Copenhagen, when it in 2011 became
empty as the paper storage company
terminated their leasing of the island (By &
Havn, 2016).
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The timeline in figure 20 visualises the
project from 2011 when it stood empty
to 2022 when the construction of the
new buildings is carried out. The timeline
is based on desktop research and each
highlighted step on the timeline includes its
own references to both public publications,
social media posts, reports and summaries,
private companies and other statements
related to the development and decisionmaking process of the Paper Island. Woth
highlighting are the facts that the island was
originally owned by By & Havn who sold a
corner of the island to the Copenhagen
municipality and the rest to the private
developing company of CØ P/S. Copenhagen
municipality are developing a Water Culture
House on their part of the island and CØ
P/S are developing private and public
housing together with room for commercial
endeavours.

When
Title

What

2011

Paper island became empty

In December 2011, the tenant of Papirøen, Den Danske
Presses Fællesindkøbsforening, announced their
termination of the lease.

2013-14

An initial investigation of the
future of the island

The initial process started with the municipal planning
strategy for 2014. The Papirøen was deﬁned as a place
with potential to accommodate housing, businesses,
cultural institutions and recreational facilities. In this
process it was decided that swimming facilities should
be included in the plan.
Furthermore, it was decided that the development of
the area should be carried out on the basis of a broad
involvement of Copenhageners and the general public.

okt.
2014

2014

Copenhagen Street Food and
other temporary activities
opened on the island
When the paper storage moved away from the island,
new initiatives were developed. One of these were the
highly popular Copenhagen Street Food which opened
in May 2014, as Denmark's ﬁrst street food market.
This was the ﬁrst time the island was opened up to the
public.
By & Havn has since 2012 had a cooperation with CØ
P/S (consisting of Unionkul Holding, Nordkranen and
Danica properties). The agreement ensured, among
other things, that temporary activities were initiated on
Christiansholm until the plans were developed so the
whole island could be sold to CØ P/S.

The Paper Island is sold

The collaboration between the public development
company By & Havn and the project and real estate
companies Nordkranen and Union Holding has made
the temporary initiatives possible on the island.
Nordkranen and Union Holding now includes Danske
Bank's large pension company in the fold, Danica
Pension.

4. marts
2015

The open idea
competition started
Copenhagen municipality created an idea
competition called 'what should the Paper island
become?'
It was an open competition meaning that anyone
and everyone could enter their ideas. A jury would
award 5 winners, each of which would receive
10.000 DKK. The competition was presented as a
way for the municipality to get inspiration for the
further development.

2015
feb

Internal hearings in the
local committees
Copenhagen municipality conducted an internal
hearing session with the local committees
(lokaludvalg)

7. april
2015

Winners of the idea
competition
The idea competition resulted in 160 proposals which a
jury, consisting of three mayors, selected ﬁve winners.
The ﬁve winners were as follows:
'Life Between the Quays' Proposed by Andy Michev and
Anne Nielsen
'Bath, food and perspective' Suggested by Brian
Lottenburger and Anders Ojgaard
'Copenhagen's Maker City' Proposed by Christina
Fleuron
'Folkebadet' Proposed by Jaja Arkitekter
'Art Swim' Proposed by Copenhagen Contemporary

2015

Preliminary public
consultation meeting
Copenhagen Municipality held a preliminary public
consultation where 17 consultation responses were
collected.

Th
co

By
co
Th
th

The winner projects were planned to serve as
inspiration for the further planning of the area.

The landowner By & Havn
Den Danske Presses Fællesindkøbsforening

Who
Sources

https://byoghavn.dk/koebenhavns-haller-vinderkonkurrenceom-masterplan-paa-christiansholm/

The landowner By & Havn
Copenhagen municipality (The Center for Urban
Development in the Financial Administration is
responsible for the overall municipal planning, including
the designation of various land uses.)

https://www.kk.dk/sites/default/ﬁles/agenda/cd8738
56-2d3b-487c-b487-9fd008677887/54ddc817-c9df487a-8ebb-4b560879d64c-bilag-1.pdf
https://www.kk.dk/sites/default/ﬁles/agenda/2bfea2
0a-3671-4a59-9de4-7a3ccc3f4f17/a64a5c76-9af840cb-b0ef-b97091fbafd4-bilag-2.pdf

The landowner By & Havn
Copenhagen Street Food
Explamatariet
CØ P/S
Unionkul Holding
Nordkranen
Danica properties.

By & Havn
CØ P/S
Unionkul Holding
Nordkranen
Danica Pension

https://lovecopenhagen.com/en-hyldest-til-papiroen/

https://www.berlingske.dk/virksomheder/pengetankkoeber-halvdelen-af-koebenhavns-hemmelige-oe

Copenhagen municipality
The general public

Copenhagen municipality

https://www.valbylokaludvalg.kk.dk/idekonkurrencefor-christiansholmpapiroeen/

https://www.tv2lorry.dk/sondagsmagasinet/papiroen
?autoplay=1#player

https://docplayer.dk/23492875-Idekonkurrence-nykultur-og-fritidsfunktion-paa-christiansholmdommerbetaenkning-maj-2015.html
https://docplayer.dk/3942497-Liste-og-kort-resumeover-alle-indkommende-forslag-fra-idekonkurrencenfor-en-ny-kultur-og-fritidsfunktion-paachristiansholm.html

https://byoghavn.dk/koebenhavns-haller-vinderkonkurrenceom-masterplan-paa-christiansholm/

https://www.kk.dk/sites/default/ﬁles/agenda/cd8738
56-2d3b-487c-b487-9fd008677887/54ddc817-c9df487a-8ebb-4b560879d64c-bilag-1.pdf
https://www.kk.dk/sites/default/ﬁles/agenda/2bfea2
0a-3671-4a59-9de4-7a3ccc3f4f17/a64a5c76-9af840cb-b0ef-b97091fbafd4-bilag-2.pdf

Da Copenhagen
Street Food åbnede
i maj 2014, var det
Danmarks første
street food marked.

https://www.kk.dk/sites/default/ﬁles/agenda/cd8738
56-2d3b-487c-b487-9fd008677887/54ddc817-c9df487a-8ebb-4b560879d64c-bilag-1.pdf

Hvad skal Papirøen
bruges til?

En hyldest til Papirøen LoveCopenhagen

Den 22. december har Papirøens
madmarked sidste åbningsdag, og det
er ikke kun et farvel til det yderst
populære Copenhagen Street Food og
de mange andre kreative virksomheder,
der har haft

Den 22. december har Papirøens
madmarked sidste åbningsdag, og det
er ikke kun et farvel til det yderst
populære Copenhagen Street Food og
de mange andre kreative virksomheder,
der har haft

ht
pa

ht
56
48

https://www.kk.dk/sites/default/ﬁles/agenda/2cf01be
c-e585-4bfe-8d61-7988ab742613/111aa088-b19e4f67-a28b-364987a82a63-bilag-7.pdf
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forudgående hørring
5 vindere blev udvalg
af et dommerpanel
Kommunens har i den anledning afholdt åben
på 5 borgmestre idékonkurrence
om oﬀentlig funktion 160 forslag

Københavns kommune afholdte forudgående
oﬀentlig høring 17 høringssvar

twitter.com

www.tv2lorry.dk

404 | TV 2 Lorry

404 | TV 2 Lorry

Men vi tror, vi har noget andet indhold,
som interesserer dig!

Men vi tror, vi har noget andet indhold,
som interesserer dig!

www.magasinetkbh.dk

5 vindere: Papirøens
fremtid
Byens bedste beliggenhed kan fremover
byde på havnebad, madhal, kunst eller
måske åbne værksteder.

"Alle kan deltage i konkurrencen som ikke
handler om at kåre én vinder og udvælge ét
projekt men om at ﬁnde inspiration til det videre
udviklingsarbejde. De fem bedste forslag
præmieres med 10.000 kr. hver og vil fungere
som inspiration til det videre arbejde. Valget af
den endelige kultur- eller fritidsfunktion på
Christiansholm vil derfor ske senere i processen
og ikke i selve idékonkurrencen."

www.kk.dk

Kommuneplanstrategi
2014 - Den
sammenhængende by
Økonomiudvalgets beslutning den 2.

www.valbylokaludvalg.kk.dk

In the City of Copenhagen, See eg https://kp19.kk.dk/. I sense that you have to start "further
up in the helicopter", so I would suggest starting by contacting them.

Idekonkurrence for
Christiansholm/Papirøen
- Valby Lokaludvalg
En original idé, der passer til området og
bliver til glæde for mange. Sådan lyder
kriterierne i idékonkurrencen om en ny,
markant kultur- eller fritidsfunktion på
Christiansholm (i folkemunde Papirøen),
som netop er skudt i gang af
Københavns Kommune o…

10.000kr gør det
mere attraktivt for
virksomheder og
skaber mindre
reel
borgerindragelse?

2015 Idékonkurrence
I foråret 2015 afholdte Københavns
Kommune en idékonkurrence om en ny
kultur- og fritidsfunktion på Papirøen

docplayer.dk

Liste og kort resume
over alle indkommende
forslag fra
Idekonkurrencen for en
ny kultur- og
fritidsfunktion på
Christiansholm - PDF
Gratis download
Liste og kort resume over alle
indkommende forslag fra
Idekonkurrencen for en ny kultur- og
fritidsfunktion på Christiansholm NR.
Navn Resumé 1 Mayasarah Lohse
Kulturhus for unge Til iværksætter,
innovation,

docplayer.dk

IDÈKONKURRENCE Ny
Kultur- og
fritidsfunktion på
Christiansholm.
Dommerbetænkning
maj PDF Gratis
download
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https://www.magasinetkbh.dk/indhold/vinderefremtiden-papir%C3%B8en

lovecopenhagen.com

En hyldest til Papirøen LoveCopenhagen

www.tv2lorry.dk
I Københavns Kommune er det Center for Byudvikling i
Økonomiforvaltningen, der sidder med det ansvaret for den
overordnede kommuneplanlægning, herunder udstikningen af
forskellige arealanvendelser. Se fx https://kp19.kk.dk/. Jeg
fornemmer, at I skal starte ”længere oppe i helikopteren”, så jeg
vil foreslå at starte med at tage kontakt til dem.

Copenhagen municipality
The general public

Da Copenhagen
Street Food åbnede
i maj 2014, var det
Danmarks første
street food marked.

Konkurence for alle
af KK med præmier
på 10.000 kr
lovecopenhagen.com

The ﬁve winners

https://www.berlingske.dk/kultur/hvad-skal-dervaere-paa-papiroeen

https://twitter.com/antrolab/status/578111782834704
385?lang=ar
2013 – 2014 Indledende proces
Papirøen blev i kommuneplanstrategien
2014 udpeget som et sted med potentiale
for at rumme boliger, erhverv, kulturelle
institutioner samt rekreative faciliteter
Københavns Kommune begyndte sammen
med grundejer By & Havn i løbet af 2014 at
undersøge mulighederne for områdets
fremtidige anvendelse
Indledende ideer til hvilke typer kulturelle
institutioner/faciliteter, der kan placeres på
Papirøen, herunder en svømmefacilitet
Der blev lagt vægt på, at ideer til og
planlægningen af Papirøen skulle udvikles
på baggrund af en bred inddragelse af
københavnerne og oﬀentligheden generelt

Copenhagen municipality
A panel of judges consisting of three mayors:
Deputy Mayor Frank Jensen (S), Technical and
Environmental Mayor Morten Kabell (Enl.) And Culture
Leisure Mayor Carl Christian Ebbesen (DF)

www.berlingske.dk

Hvad skal der være på
Papirøen?
Læs mere her.

Københavns Kommune sendte tidligere på året
spørgsmålet videre til københavnerne i form af en
idékonkurrence om Papirøens fremtid. Det har
resulteret i 160 forslag.
Et dommerpanel bestående af tre borgmestre –
overborgmester Frank Jensen (S), teknik- og
miljøborgmester Morten Kabell (Enl.) og kultur- og
fritidsborgmester Carl Christian Ebbesen (DF) – har
netop udpeget fem vinderforslag, som man vil
arbejde videre med. Det er planen, at et af
vinderforslagene enten vil blive realiseret eller tjene
som inspiration for de kommende faciliteter på
Papirøen.

IDÈKONKURRENCE Ny Kultur- og
fritidsfunktion på Christiansholm
Dommerbetænkning maj 2015 Forord
Med denne idékonkurrence er vi gået i
gang med en spændende
byomdannelse i vores havn nemlig på
Christiansholm

Figure 1 working progress of the timeline
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juni
2015

he masterplan
ompetition started

y & Havn announced the seven teams that would
ompete in drawing the masterplan for the area.
he winning masterplan would form the basis for
he local plan of the Paper island.

Initial plan and budget
was proposed
A proposal for the local plan (lokalplan) was
proposed by the municipal planning supplement
(kommuneplantillæget).
Here the budget 2016 was agreed with an allocated
1.4 million DKK for an outdoor and indoor
swimming facility on Paper Island.

Aug oct
2016

11 feb
2016

2016

COBE Architects wins
the masterplan
In February 2016, the architect COBE won the
competition with their master plan called
'Copenhagen Halls' (Københavns haller)

Citizens hearings

The Copenhagen municipality held Citizens'
hearings over a period of two months, these
resulted in 466 responses.

The constraints for the competition included that
the masterplan should include housing, businesses
and public institutions.
Among other things, they incorporated a swimming
facility on the northwest corner of the island and
the possibility to open a 4,000 m2 for a "art and
culture center".

y & Havn (owner of the island)
enning Larsen Architects (DK)
OBE (DK)
.F. Møller (DK)
dept (DK)
olscher Nordberg
olyform (DK)
MVRDV (NL)
MA (NL)

Copenhagen municipality

https://www.kk.dk/sites/default/ﬁles/agenda/cd8738
56-2d3b-487c-b487-9fd008677887/54ddc817-c9df487a-8ebb-4b560879d64c-bilag-1.pdf

ttps://www.magasinetkbh.dk/indhold/masterplanapiroen-i-gang

ttps://www.kk.dk/sites/default/ﬁles/agenda/cd8738
6-2d3b-487c-b487-9fd008677887/54ddc817-c9df87a-8ebb-4b560879d64c-bilag-1.pdf
Forslag til lokalplan
og
kommuneplantillæg
et. inklusiv budget til
vandkunsten

Masterplan
konkurrence/
udbud skudt i
gang

I dag oﬀentliggjorde By & Havn hvilke syv teams,
der skal tegne på den egentlige masterplan for
området. Masterplanen kommer til at danne
grundlag for den lokalplan, der i sidste ende skal
resultere i, at nye herligheder begynder at rejse sig
på Papirøen.
Arbejdet med masterplanen går i gang i starten af
oktober, og nogle måneder senere udvælges så en
vinder blandt de syv forslag. Vinderen vil
efterfølgende få lejlighed til at arbejde videre på
planen.
De syv teams der har vundet retten til overhovedet
at komme med forslag er:
1. Henning Larsen Arkitekter (DK) 2. COBE (DK) 3.
C.F. Møller (DK) 4. Adept (DK) 5. Holscher Nordberg
og Polyform (DK) 6. MVRDV (NL) 7. OMA (NL)

Budget 2016 vandkunsten
Ved budget 2016 blev parterne enige om at
etablere en uden- og indendørs svømmefacilitet på
Papirøen/Christiansholm.
Der blev afsat 1,4 mio. kr. til forundersøgelser

COBE architects
Jury: Rita Justesen, Head of Planning and Architecture,
City & Port, Chairman of the Judging Committee,
Michael Soetmann, Development and Sales Director,
City & Port, Klaus Kastbjerg, CØ P / S, Flemming Ibsen,
architect MAA, professional judge appointed by the
Association of Architects, Mette Tony, architect MAA,
professional judge appointed by the Association of
Architects.
Supporting Jury: Tina Saabye, City Architect, Technical
and Environmental Administration, City of
Copenhagen, Ingvar Sejr Hansen, Oﬃce Manager,
Finance Administration, City of Copenhagen, Jens
Damgaard, Project Director CØ P / S, Christian F.W.
Dalsdorf, project manager, City & Port, Lise Pedersen,
project manager, Finance Administration,
Copenhagen Municipality, Vida Christeller, project
manager, Technology and Environment
Administration, Copenhagen Municipality, Mads
Nørby Hansen, partner, Nordkranen
Ejendomsudvikling.
Judge of the Judging Committee: Bent Kolind,
architect MAA, The Danish Association of Architects'
Competition Department.

https://byensejendom.dk/article/cobe-vinderkonkurrence-om-45000-kvm-byggeri-paa-papiroen17786

Copenhagen municipality
The general public
Christianshavn localcommity

https://www.kk.dk/sites/default/ﬁles/agenda/cd8738
56-2d3b-487c-b487-9fd008677887/54ddc817-c9df487a-8ebb-4b560879d64c-bilag-1.pdf

nov
2016

Citizen panel survey

A citizen panel survey was conducted by the name of
'Paper island culture and leisure facilities'. The survey
was sent out to locals in the area of Christianshavn.
The results were summarised as follows:
322 respondents answered questionnaire survey.
51.9% of these live north of Torvegade, 25.5% live
south of Torvegade, 17.4% live on Holmen and
5, 3% live on Margretheholm.
No respondents lives on Refshaleøen
In terms of age, 45.7% were aged 36 - 60, 36.3% were
aged 61-80 years, 14.6% 26-35 years, and 3.4% were
aged 15-25 years. No respondents are over 80
There are roughly equal numbers of women (50.9%)
and men (48.4%) and 0.7% other sex.

The locals of Christianshavn
Christianshavn local comity

https://christianshavnslokaludvalg.kk.dk/ﬁles/media/
dokumenter/Nyheder/Papir%C3%B8en/Konklusioner
-p%C3%A5-borgerpanelunders%C3%B8gelse-17-21nov.-16.pdf

nov 2016

Citizen meeting and
hearings
After announcing the winners of the masterplan, By
& Havn held a public meeting about the winning
project. Copenhagen Municipality also sent a
proposal for a local plan for Papirøen for public
hearing where approximately 150 citizens showed
up.

By og Havn
Copenhagen municipality
The general public

https://byoghavn.dk/koebenhavns-haller-vinderkonkurrenceom-masterplan-paa-christiansholm/
https://christianshavnslokaludvalg.kk.dk/ﬁles/media/
dokumenter/Nyheder/Papir%C3%B8en/Lokalplansfo
rslag%20Papir%C3%B8en.pdf
https://christianshavnslokaludvalg.kk.dk/ﬁles/media/
dokumenter/Nyheder/Papir%C3%B8en/Referat-afborgerm%C3%B8de_Final..pdf

oﬀentlige hørringer
Kommunens har i den anledning afholdt
Borgerpanel 466 svar

Borgermøde om
lokalplanen

marts
2017

The competition for the
'water culture house' is
launched
The 'water culture house' competition was based on
COBE's masterplan for the whole area, and thus the
winning project for the water culture house should be
linked to this masterplan.
By and Havn selected ﬁve teams to bid on the design
of a water culture house and a harbour bath that
should correspond with Copenhagen municipalitie's
vision for the area.
In the spring of 2017, the international architectural
competition was announced with support from the
Nordea Foundation for a water culture house with
association rooms of a total of 5,000 m2 as well as a
harbour promenade and harbour bath. Particular
emphasis was placed on it being an extraordinary
swimming facility that stands out from other
swimming pools in Copenhagen and which provides
new water and bathing experiences. Furthermore, the
house should connect inside and outside in new
ways.
In the 2017 budget, funds were set aside for planning
grants, architectural competitions and the purchase
of the building right for a municipal facility.

Copenhagen municipality
Team BIG & COBE
Team Kengo Kuma and Associates
Team 3XN
Team AART
Team ALA Architects Ltd.

29. april
2017

22.
decemb
er 2017

nov
2017

The local plan is
approved

The winner of the 'cultural
water house' is announced

The citizens' representation adopted the local plan
for the Paper island. It has the possibility of 45,000
sqm of buildings. There will be between 270 and
340 homes, of which 25 percent will be 'almene'. In
addition, there is a hotel, swimming function and a
large number of outward-facing functions in the
island's new halls.

The international architectural competition for
Papirøen's water culture house in tender. In
December 2017, Kengo Kuma & Associates /
Cornelius Vöge was named the winner of the
architectural competition.

www.magasinetkbh.dk

On 22 December 2017, was the last day for the
public to enjoy Copenhagen Street Food and the
other creative companies that have had oﬃces on
the island.
It was an oﬃcial farewell to a piece of Copenhagen
history seeing as the whole island would be
transformed according to the new plans.

The excavation is stared

In October 2019 and until August 2020, G.
Tscherning A / S was responsible for excavating the
construction pit, where Per Aarsleﬀ A / S was
responsible for completing the development work
and upgrading Trangravsvej.

Final approval of the local plan and municipal plan
supplement and a notice about the matter were
announced to the general public.
Local plan for Papirøen (Christiansholm) ﬁnally
announced in May 2017
Prior to this, the Municipality has on that occasion
held open Facebook posts: 78 posts, 255
comments, 2143 likes, 1883 followers, 55 shares of
posts.

Hvem

G. Tscherning A / S

https://lovecopenhagen.com/en-hyldest-til-papiroen/

https://papiroeen.dk/naboer/

2020 2024

2020

Archaeology

Prior to the Paper island's transformation into a
new, vibrant city district, archaeologists from the
Copenhagen Museum have examined the 300year-old island, armed with shovels, digging
spoons and brushes.
The ﬁrst boreholes showed traces of the Stone
Age, and there may be a settlement from before
the sea rises on the seabed below the island. The
many layers under the artiﬁcial island tell a story
about the entire development of the city, and
about how people have lived their lives for
hundreds of years. The island is built partly of
waste from the surrounding town, which contains
a great deal of knowledge about consumption and
household in the late 17th and early 18th
centuries.

The construction is
stared
In the late summer of 2020, NCC moved into the
construction site, and the new construction could
begin. The next four years of work on PAPIRØEN
will fall into several phases. Roughly speaking, in
the summer of 2021, lids will be laid on the
parking basement, and in the summer of 2023, the
ﬁrst phase of housing construction (owneroccupied ﬂats) will be ready. In the spring of 2024,
the hotel, the halls and the remaining apartments
(public and owner-occupied housing) will be
completed.
The Water Culture House is being built in the
north-western corner, but this project is not part
of the construction project for which NCC is
responsible and will start up in 2020. Read more
about the Water Culture House at

Copenhagen museum

NCC

https://papiroeen.dk/historien/

By og Havn
Copenhagen municipality TMU, ØU, BR
The general public

Copenhagen municipality
Team Kengo Kuma and Associates

https://byensejendom.dk/article/arkitektkonkurrence
-om-5000-kvm-vandkulturhus-paa-papiroen-paa-vej20208

https://www.kk.dk/sites/default/ﬁles/agenda/cd8738
56-2d3b-487c-b487-9fd008677887/54ddc817-c9df487a-8ebb-4b560879d64c-bilag-1.pdf

https://nordeafonden.dk/projekter/vand-kulturhuset

https://byensejendom.dk/article/lokalplan-for-45000kvm-byggeri-paa-papiroen-vedtaget-21393

https://www.kk.dk/sites/default/ﬁles/agenda/3e4592
8f-fb42-4972-b485-f42789be2947/e45fa9ac-524b4628-9423-bbd42ac4c46d-bilag-3.pdf

https://papiroeen.dk/naboer/

The jury consisted of: Frank Jensen Copenhagen
Mayor, Morten Kabell Technology and
environmental mayor, Carl Christian Ebbesen
Culture and leisure mayor, Mogens Hugo
Chairman of the Board of Nordeafonden
Jury advisors were: Reiulf Ramstad Professional
judges, Lars Steﬀensen Professional judges, Tina
Saabye City Architect

sidste dag
foodmarket er åben
på papirøen

lovecopenhagen.com

En hyldest til Papirøen LoveCopenhagen

https://www.kk.dk/sites/default/ﬁles/agenda/cd873
856-2d3b-487c-b487-9fd008677887/54ddc817c9df-487a-8ebb-4b560879d64c-bilag-1.pdf
https://byoghavn.dk/koebenhavns-haller-vinderkonkurrenceom-masterplan-paa-christiansholm/
https://www.buildingsupply.dk/article/view/240239/cobe_skal_udvikle_p
apiroen?rel=related

Den 22. december har Papirøens
madmarked sidste åbningsdag, og det
er ikke kun et farvel til det yderst
populære Copenhagen Street Food og
de mange andre kreative virksomheder,
der har haft

https://nordeafonden.dk/projekter/vand-kulturhuset
https://www.kk.dk/sites/default/ﬁles/agenda/3e4592
8f-fb42-4972-b485-f42789be2947/e45fa9ac-524b4628-9423-bbd42ac4c46d-bilag-3.pdf

christianshavnslokaludvalg.kk.dk

Lokalplanforslag om
Papirøen i høring
Københavns Kommune har sendt et
forslag til en lokalplan for Papirøen i
oﬀentlig høring.

Københavns Kommune har sendt et
forslag til en lokalplan for Papirøen i
oﬀentlig høring. I samarbejde med
Indre By Lokaludvalg og kommunens
forvaltninger afholdt vi i den forbindelse
borgermøde om forslaget d. 7
december 2016. Mødet fandt sted på
arkitektskolen, hvor ca. 150 borgere
mødte frem.

byensejendom.dk

Lokalplan for 45.000
kvm byggeri på
Papirøen vedtaget
ByensEjendom formidler viden om
byudvikling i Danmark via artikler,
konferencer og kurser om investering,
udvikling og projekter.

Lokalplan for Papirøen (Christiansholm)
endeligt bekendtgjort i maj 2017

Masterplan for
Papirøen i gang

The last day of the
street food

2019

Forud for dette har Kommunens har i
den anledning afholdt åben Facebook
opslag: 78 opslag, 255 kommentarer,
2143 likes, 1883 følgere, 55 delinger af
opslag.

COBE arkitekter
vinder udbud og
arkitektkonkurence

I dag oﬀentliggjorde By & Havn hvilke
syv teams, der skal tegne på den
egentlige masterplan for området.
Masterplanen kommer til at danne
grundlag for den lokalplan, der i sidste
ende skal resultere i, at nye herligheder
begynder at rejse sig på Papirø…

I februar 2016 vandt Cobe By & Havns projektkonkurrence
om en ny masterplan for Christiansholm - også kaldet
Papirøen. Siden er der sket en kvaliﬁcering af masterplanen
"Byens Haller", og den 27. april 2017 blev lokalplanen så
vedtaget af Borgerrepræsentationen på Københavns
Rådhus.
By & Havn har siden 2012 haft en samarbejdsaftale med
selskabet CØ P/S, som består af Unionkul Holding,
Nordkranen og Danica Ejendomme. Det er denne aftale,
der hidtil har sikret, at de midlertidige aktiviteter på
Christiansholm kunne være på øen frem til det tidspunkt,
hvor udviklingsplanerne kan realiseres og ejendommene
sælges til CØ P/S.

byoghavn.dk

'Københavns haller'
vinder konkurrence om
masterplan på
Christiansholm | By &
Havn

byensejendom.dk

COBE vinder
konkurrence om 45.000
kvm byggeri på
Papirøen

Den københavnske arkitektvirksomhed
COBE har vundet By & Havns
projektkonkurrence om en ny
masterplan for Christiansholm - i daglig
tale Papirøen. Mød vinderne, udviklerne,
By & Havn og...

ByensEjendom formidler viden om
byudvikling i Danmark via artikler,
konferencer og kurser om investering,
udvikling og projekter.

Kommunens har i den anledning
afholdt åben Oﬀentligt møde – ca. 100
deltagere

Lejeaftalen med de midlertidige aktiviteter udløber ved
årsskiftet 2017/2018. Derefter forventes følgende tidsplan:

Arkitektﬁrmaet COBE vandt i
2016 konkurrencen om områdets
udformning og helhedsplan.

I efteråret 2015 udskrev By og Havn en
arkitektkonkurrence for en masterplan for
Papirøens samlede udformning
tager fat i By & Havn (de ejer grunden, og udskrev
konkurrence for masterplanen for papirøen i sin
tid.

konkurrence om
vandhuset skydes i
gang

byensejendom.dk

Arkitektkonkurrence
om 5.000 kvm
vandkulturhus på
Papirøen på vej
www.building-su…

Cobe skal udvikle
Papirøen
Projektet "Københavns Haller" vinder
konkurrence om 45.000 kvadratmeter
masterplan på Christiansholm i
Københavns Havn.

I februar 2016 vandt
tegnestuen COBE
arkitektkonkurrencen med
deres masterplan
Københavns Haller
Heri var bl.a. indarbejdet en
svømmefacilitet på øens
nordvestlige hjørne
Option på 4.000 m2 til
”kunst- og kulturcenter”
Herudover afholder By & Havn et
oﬀentligt møde om
vinderprojektet for
masterplankonkurrence den 25.
februar 2016.

ByensEjendom formidler viden om
byudvikling i Danmark via artikler,
konferencer og kurser om investering,
udvikling og projekter.

nordeafonden.dk

Vand-kulturhuset
Nordea-fonden støtter det kommende
vand-kulturhus på Papirøen med 400
millioner. Det unikke vand-kulturhus
åbner i København i 2025.

Proces for konkurrencen
Frist for anmodning om deltagelse i prækvaliﬁkationsfasen er den 2.
marts 2017.
Bedømmelsesperioden løber frem til d. 31. marts 2017. Herefter vil
de ansøgere, der er gået videre til konkurrencefasen, få besked.
De fem teams aﬂeverer deres konkurrenceprojekt den 2. juni 2017.
Herefter begynder bedømmelsesfasen, som afsluttes den 31. juli
2017.
Vinderen oﬀentliggøres i november 2017
Tager afsæt i Cobes masterplan
Den københavnske arkitektvirksomhed Cobe vandt i februar 2016 By
& Havns projektkonkurrence om en ny masterplan for Papirøen.
Det kommende vinderprojekt for vand-kulturhuset skal hænge
sammen med denne masterplan og være med til at sikre, at
Papirøen fastholder sin åbenhed og folkelighed, så området også
fremover tiltrækker og inspirerer både københavnere og byens
gæster.
Efter prækvalifationsfasen vil Københavns Kommune udvælge fem
teams, der skal komme med bud på udformningen af et
vandkulturhus og et havnebad, der svarer på Københavns
Kommunes vision.
Arkitektkonkurrence
Der blev i foråret 2017 udskrevet arkitektkonkurrence (i 2 faser)
med støtte fra Nordea Fonden for et vandkulturhus med
foreningslokaler på samlet 5.000 m2 samt havnepromenade og
havnebad
Særligt blev vægt lagt på: • Folkelighed
En ekstraordinær svømmefacilitet, der skiller sig ud fra
øvrige svømmehaller i København og som giver nye vandog badeoplevelser
Et hus der forbinder inde og ude på nye måder
Ved budget 2017 blev der afsat midler til planlægningsbevilling,
arkitektkonkurrence samt køb af byggeret til en kommunal facilitet

Begyndelsen af 2018: nedrivning af eksisterende
bygninger med undtagelse af kedelhuset, samt
træspær fra papirhallen som genetableres i en af de
nye haller. Udbedring af øens brygger med ny spuns
Resten af 2018: Byggemodning
2019: udgravning / konstruktion af kælder og
parkeringskælder
2019 – 21: Forventet opførsel af svømmefunktion
2020 – 21: opførsel af nye haller, boligbyggeri og ny
infrastruktur, træbrygge
Forventet aﬂevering i midten af 2021 for det private
byggeri

Historien
Vi kender det alle sammen som Papirøen, men i
virkeligheden hedder det Christiansholm, og den lille
ø har mere end 300 år på bagen. Du har måske aldrig
tænkt over, hvorfor den kom til at hedde Papirøen,
men den har også været igennem en del, inden den
kom dertil og sidenhen blev så populær for madglade
københavnere og turister. Den kunstige ø blev anlagt i
1696 af Kaptajn Johan Georg Motzmann som en
kølhalingsplads, og blev i 1723 opkøbt og overdraget
til Marinen. Herefter havde øen mange forskellige
funktioner bl.a. krigshospital og oplaringsplads for
kanoner, indtil Marinen i 1866 solgte øen til en
grosserervirksomhed, hvorefter et salt- og kulﬁrma
havde fabrikker på øen. I 1958 rykkede Den Danske
Presses Fællesindkøbsforening ind på øen og opførte
de store halanlæg, som vi kender dem i dag til at have
oplag af papir til landets aviser og dagblade – og deraf
kom kælenavnet Papirøen. Øen er ejet af By & Havn,
og efter at lejeaftalen med papirlageret ophørte, blev
den ellers lukkede ø i 2013 åbnet op for
københavnerne, og der blev gjort plads til en masse
kreative virksomheder. Øen har siden 2014 udover
Copenhagen Street Food bl.a. også huset
Experimentarium, COBE, Purpose Makers, Henrik
Vibskov, &Tradition, Tommy Hilﬁger, Netto-bådene og
Canal Tours. Lejeaftalen med alle disse virksomheder
ophører med udgangen af 2017, og derfor har By &
Havn valgt at restaurere og modernisere øen med det
helt nye byggeri Byens Haller, som skal huse boliger,
erhverv, et hotel og svømmeanlæg.

Lokalplanen bliver
vedtaget

Endelig
vedtagelse af
lokalplanen og
kommuneplan
Lokalplan for

Vandkulturhus
vinder
oﬀentliggøres:
Søren Jensen med
Kengo Kuma &
Cornelius Vöge

45.000 kvm
byggeri på
Papirøen vedtaget

Fase: Projektkonkurrence April – august 2017
De fem forslag
3xN med Tredje Natur
AART med CUBO arkitekter
ALA (Finland) med Masu Planning
Bjarke Ingels Group med COBE
Kengo Kuma and Associates (Japan) med Cornelius Vöge
Fase: Forhandlingsfase august – december 2017
• De to ﬁnalister, Bjarke Ingels Group/ COBE (th.) og Kengo
Kuma & Associates (ned.), blev inviteret til en
forhandlingsfase i løbet af efteråret 2017, hvor de to
projektforslag blev yderligere kvaliﬁceret og konkretiseret

www.sj.dk

Vinder af
Vandkulturhuset
Søren Jensen har i samarbejde med
Kengo Kuma og Cornelius Vöge
udarbejdet det vindende forslag til
Københavns nye Vandkulturhus

Søren Jensen har i samarbejde med Kengo Kuma
og Cornelius Vöge udarbejdet det vindende forslag
til Københavns nye Vandkulturhus, der skal ligge på
Papirøen i Københavns havn. Konkurrencen er
udbudt af Københavns Kommune med støtte fra
Nordea Fonden.

www.sj.dk

Søren Jensen - Projekter
Søren Jensen har stået for og bidraget til
en lang række projekter, vi ønsker et
tidligt engagement og vi går til
projekterne med kreativitet og mod.
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1.4 PROBLEM STATEMENT
The literature review in relation to this
paper shows a wide range of overlaps
between the fields of interests, those
being service design, foresight, and public
decision-making processes. It is recognised
that public governance has a critical role in
involving citizens in decisions made that
ultimately will affect society. It is found that
citizens should be involved and supported
as much as possible in these decisionmaking processes, and that the practice of
service design has the potential of further
fuelling the needed participation. Moreover,
governmental decisions, more often than
not, involve long-term planning, and the
decisions made in the present will thereby
be executed in and impact the future. Be
that the near future or a more distant future.
When exploring the field of participatory
futures, which will be presented in the
literature review, urban renewal processes

are relevant to consider due to the number
of decision-making processes and the
timeframe of the project. Moreover, the later
sections will outline that public engagement
processes often are centred around
planning or ideation, and not on decisionmaking processes. Therefore, the decisionmaking process is seen as an opportunity to
investigate how participatory futures might
influence the decision-making process
within urban renewal. The literature review
on these matters has further clarified that
there is a broad variety of examples of public
engagement within ideation and planning.
However, public engagement within
decision-making processes of governmental
projects appears to have been explored less.
Therefore, this paper will be dedicated to the
exploration and possible improvement of the
public decision-making processes. This will
include the experienced services of citizens

when engaging in these processes. Public
decision-making processes within urban
renewal projects are defined as processes
where the affected citizens have been
involved both directly or indirectly but also
in cases where citizens have been excluded.
This paper will specifically investigate the
decision-making processes within municipal
urban renewal projects. Consequently, the
following sections within this thesis will
further explore the case of the Paper Island
and the forthgoing decision-making process
to allow us to identify challenges and
experiment on alternatives where foresight
and service design are included. The initial
problem statement for this design process
is thereby as follows:
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How might we use foresight in conjunction
with service design to strengthen the flow of
the public engagement within decision-making
processes in the context of urban renewal
projects, by exploring the case of the Paper
Island and its flow between citizens, public
actors, and private actors?
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1.5 READING GUIDE
Three main themes have been investigated
throughout this master thesis, these
are service design, foresight, and public
engagement
within
decision-making
processes, as visualised in figure 2. The
visualisation is presented to offer clarity of
the extensive assessment and work done
for this thesis which are as follows: Initially,
these three themes will be examined in the
literature review in chapter 2, hereafter,
parts of the approach of foresight is
utilised within the capabilities of service
design in the design project in chapter 4.
The aim of the explorations is to examine
how foresight and service design can be
combined to empower public engagement
within decision-making processes. To do
this, the public urban renewal project of the
Paper Island is utilised as presented in the
project context in chapter 1. The following is
a reading guide with a short introduction to
the chapters presented in this report.

Figure 2 visualisation of the three themes of the thesis
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
This section presents an introduction of the fields
of interest together with motivations, learning
objectives and the project context.
CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW
This section of the paper introduces the body of
literature researched and discussed to form the
basis of exploration within the three themes of
this thesis. The research question is presented
as a desired direction of investigation.
CHAPTER 3: METHODOLOGY
This section presents the chosen methodological approaches and frameworks.
CHAPTER 4: ANALYTICAL DESCRIPTION OF
THE DOUBLE DIAMOND FRAMEWORK TO
ADDRESS THE PROBLEM STATEMENT
This section presents a detailed account of the
design project and process carried out in its entirety. This account includes several analyses,
discussions, insights, reflections. Theoretical
and methodological knowledge identified in the
literature review is utilised and reflected upon.
This section includes the development and
identification of insights and opportunity spaces
presented as a framework in the product report,

to be found in the appendix.
CHAPTER 5: DISCUSSION
This section presents a critical discussion of
both the outcome of the project, the process
itself together with reflections on learning objectives, research question and problem statement.
CHAPTER 6: CONCLUSION
Finally, this section concludes on the achievements of this project in its entirety. Together
with limitation and considerations on future
work.
CHAPTER 7: REFERENCES
CHAPTER 8: APPENDIX
This section includes all information that was
not otherwise presented throughout the report.
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2.0
LITTERATURE REVIEW
This chapter presents the theoretical foundation for the thesis. As such, it investigates the following
themes and their intersections, service design, foresight, and public engagement within decision-making processes. The literature review covers the origin together with key aspects and terms within each
of the three themes. Projects, cases, and experiments of integrating foresight approaches into service
design thinking processes are presented to question how they might be relevant in the context of public
urban renewal projects. This chapter is wrapped up and summarised in the relations section where the
research focus of this master’s thesis is presented.
This chapter consists of the following sections:
2.1 Service design
2.2 Foresight
2.3 Public engagement within decision-making processes
2.4 Relations
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2.1 SERVICE DESIGN
2.1.1 THE ORIGIN AND EVOLUTION OF SERVICE DESIGN
Service design, the act of planning a
service offering and the design of services
in general can be seen to originate from
a multitude of places. On one hand, the
discipline and roles of design have over time
evolved and branched into a multitude of
sub-disciplines, service design being one of
these. Design can overall be described as
both an activity and a discipline. The design
practice in general originated as industrial
design, where the focus was on creating
products for increasingly new needs and
with new technologies (Buehring & Bishop,
2020). The process of design thinking is
what links all the disciplines of design
together. Design thinking can be seen as
an approach to innovation where specific
processes of thinking and creativity are
utilised to achieve new outcomes (Gordon
& Rohrbeck, 2019). There is a multitude
of frameworks and methodologies on
how to plan and execute the processes of
design thinking. A common trait of them
all involves the processes of divergent and

convergent thinking (Stickdorn et al., 2012).
Gordon adds that there are variations when
comparing the most well-known design
thinking methodologies, however, some
commonalities are as follows; a clear focus
on the end user, a ‘build, test and learn’
approach, need-finding, and phases such
as inspiration, ideation and implementation
(Gordon & Rohrbeck, 2019).
On the other hand, it can be reasoned that
services have existed since humans started
to communicate and socialise. Services have,
to some extent, always been designed or at
least planned and executed (Morelli et al.,
2021). The origin of the term service design
can be traced back to Shostack in the 1980’s
who identified that there is a difference
between designing products and services. In
the process of defining service design as its
own discipline, Shostack introduced terms
and tools such as touchpoints and blueprints
as arguments for how designing services is
different from designing products (Shostack,

1982) (Shostack, 1884). Zeithaml agreed by
defining the key characteristics of service
design, which are intangibility, inseparability,
heterogeneity, and perishability. With these,
they argued that the design of services
should be perceived as a performance in
contrast to designing a physical product or
object (Zeithaml et al., 1985). Zeithaml’s
key characteristics of services furthermore
shed light on some of the key challenges of
designing and performing good services. A
classic example of proof of service can be
experienced when the toilet paper is folded
in a hotel room, this little hint is proof to the
user that the service of cleaning the room
has taken place. Had the toilet paper not
been folded, a similar gesture might have
taken place e.g., a chocolate on the pillow.
These small gestures remind the user that
they are experiencing the performance of
a service. Zeithaml’s key characteristics
of services are defined by how they are
different to products, also known as the
goods-dominant logic.
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The opposite of the goods dominant logic
is the service-dominant logic, which is
defined not by how services are different
from products, but rather by how the value
is created and by whom. In the servicedominant logic the key characteristics of
services are still true, however, the focus
is much more on the people involved, their
interaction, exchange and experience of
a given service. The user becomes a coproducer of the service, and the value is
defined by the user in sharp contrast to
goods, the exchange of value happens at
a specific time and cannot be stored nor
owned, only experienced. The transition of
goods, on the other hand, is a physical object
that when exchanged to the user will be
consumed or ruined (Vargo & Lusch, 2004).
Today, services and the process of
designing services are, if not integrated,
then at least known to most governments,
organisations, and institutions, such as
public administration, tourism, education,
healthcare to name a few. From this point

of view, service design can be seen as an
interdisciplinary approach that combines an
array of tools and methods in a variety of
ways. It is not a sharply defined methodology
but rather an everchanging approach that
can be defined in as many ways as there are
people performing it (Stickdorn et al., 2012).

failure is allowed to enable learning and
improvements for new iterations (Stickdorn
et al., 2018). With these, Stickdorn et al.
define a guideline for service designers to
follow while leaving plenty of space for
the approach to be tailored to the specific
context.

The key principles of thinking and working in
the service design approach can be defined
as follows. First, it is a user-centred approach
and should be perceived through the
user’s experience. Second, it is an inclusive
approach where all stakeholders should be
represented. Third, the approach should be
visualised as a series of interactions. Fourth,
the approach should highlight the invisible
service through physical artefacts, and fifth,
the approach of designing services is holistic
and should not be performed in a vacuum
(Stickdorn et al., 2012). Finally, service
design is a design-led approach, meaning
that iterations should continuously be made
in the process such as experiments where
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2.1.2 THE ROLE OF THE USER
The user plays a key part in defining a
service, nevertheless it is up to the individual
service designers to define how they would
like to integrate the user in both the process
of developing the service offering and in the
co-production of the service in exchange
for value. Depending on the project context
there may be many ways to refer to the
people who will be the end-users or
otherwise affected by the outcome. Users,
actors, customers, consumers, citizens,
are but a few variations. For each way of

referring to this, an array of possibilities
on how to include or exclude follows. To
understand how citizen participation brings
value to the design process, the concept of
participation in design practices is important
to recognise. Even with the focus on citizen
participation, an understanding of other
views of the user role is relevant together
with the different lenses applied to the user
and citizen role. With separate opinions
and views still being discussed today about
participation, there are no right and wrong

practices of engaging users. However, there
are some key differentiations in the different
approaches to consider and choose between
as a service designer. To understand this, it is
beneficial to understand the different views
of user involvement in design practices. To
clarify how users and citizens have been
engaged in design practices throughout
history, this section investigates different
views on the user.

Figure 3 the evolution of participatory design approaches
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When discussing how participation became
part of design practices, user-centred and
participatory design are important factors.
One of the directions that have been
practised is expert design, which can be
seen as a design process where all decisions
are made by the designer.
This approach is commonly seen as being
on the end of one line regarding user
involvement in the design process, where
the user is not participating. On the other
end, co-design is to be found. In co-design,
the user is involved in all stages and all
decisions of the design process (Sanders &
Stappers, 2008). The user-centred design

approach originated in the US, with a view
of the user as a subject. Here, the designer
is seen as the expert observing the user and
testing with the user (Sanders & Stappers,
2008).
Where user-centred design emerged in the
US, participatory design practices were led
by Northern Europeans. In participatory
design, the users are viewed as partners
co-creating the design (Sanders & Stappers,
2008). In the Scandinavian countries, the
groundwork of participatory design emerged
in the world of democracy, as a part of the
democratization of democracy and as a

means of supplementing representative
democracy with democracy at work around
1968 (Binder et al., 2015).
The Scandinavian countries have a history
of participatory practices, but even with
this tradition, there are parts of the process
which have remained in the hands of experts.
The planning processes have remained
in the hands of experts, challenging the
impact and control given to the end-users,
specifically in municipalities (Munthe-kaas,
2015). These radically different views on
user participation are relevant to be aware
of when designing services.
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2.1.3 AGENCY
A big part of the participatory practice is to provide agency to actors who might not be heard
in matters affecting their lives. The concept of
agency originates from social science and is
crucial to the understanding of what value participation brings to the citizens when they are
part of design processes. Moreover, the notion
of agency helps explain why participation in
decision making processes matter.
To understand agency, it can be defined based
on Cole’s definition of agency as the power of
people to think for themselves and their ability
to act in ways that impact their experiences and life trajectories both in individual and
collective ways. Agency and social structures
influence and change each other, with a shift
in one, the other change. Thereby, the lives of
people are shaped by the current social structures, while the people have the agency to
make decisions and impact these social structures (Cole, 2019).
It can be argued that agency is not always given to those who are unaware of their stakes in
decision-making processes, therefore making
it even more relevant to advance the agency
given to those actors and allowing them to use
their power to influence processes that impact
their lives. Viewing agency through the lens
of service design, the service designer plays a
crucial role in the inclusion and exclusion of the

agency of actors that can be argued to lead to
dramatic consequences socially, economically,
ecologically, and politically. Therefore, the designer must be aware of this when navigating
the process (Metzger, 2013).

“Agency is the power
of people to think for
themselves and their
ability to act in ways that
impact their experiences
and life trajectories
both in individual and
collective ways.”
(Cole, 2019)
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2.1.4 THE ROLE OF THE
SERVICE DESIGNER
The service designer should be an expert
in the approach itself, thereby it may be
a natural next step to also facilitate the
participation. Fischer argues that presented
with the right skills and tools, communities
of users or citizens may be able to facilitate
and communally solve problems through a
design process on their own, this is referred
to as participatory governance. It is further
argued that the process is dependent on
mutual respect and power, therefore a
facilitator could be perceived to have more
power than the participants and thereby
disrupt the process (Fischer, 2016).
Others argue that the service designer
should empower participants to imagine
and create their own future (MuntheKaas & Hoffmann, 2017). This is seconded
by Björgvinsson who argues that the
facilitation should be done by designers so
they can create public arenas of participation
(Björgvinsson et al., 2010). Arguments
against user and citizen participation have
frequently been made – it is costly and time
consuming since participants need to be
aligned throughout the process, meaning
arguments and conflict are likely to arise.

Even so, by applying the notion of agonism,
participatory design practices encourage
these events as a means of bringing
opinions forward and building consensus.
As Pløger implies, agonism could be said to
be the ethos of democracy since it through
public participation allows and values the
legitimacy of difference. It is argued that
ideally planning should be a place to explore
opinions on the road towards commonly
agreed solutions between opposing views
(Pløger, 2004).

ways to meet each other and find common
ground. Therefore, the great value of
agonism in participatory design is the way
it allows opposites to find constitutions that
change them from conflicting opponents
towards constructive dialogue ending up in
passionate, imaginative discussions, that
are far more likely to deliver innovative
and creative outcomes (Björgvinsson et al.,
2010).

Agonism, as a key concept of democracy,
allows designers to contemplate how they
create opportunity for citizens to participate
in decision-making processes. Björgvinsson
argues that with agonism, these processes
enable, nurture, and direct the complexities
that are brought to light when multiple
citizens are given a voice while being
allowed to challenge each other’s views
and opinions. These agonistic sessions
are structured to facilitate the resistance
that will inevitably occur when bringing
opposing views into play. Highlighting these
opposing views and concerns early on
allows the citizens to discover innovative
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2.1.4.1 THE NAVIGATIONAL APPROACH
One might wonder which tools and
techniques the service designer can make
use of when planning the process of
facilitating a participatory design project.
Here, the navigational approach, proposed
by Hoffmann and Munte-Kaas, may come
in handy. The navigational approach, as

Sensitivity is argued to investigate
transformation through an understanding
of context. It offers an overview of the
complexity of situations and opportunities
by approaching the actors and actor
networks that are present in the scene while
mapping out the inclusion and exclusion of
actors Sensitivity is thereby a way to bring
awareness to which actors are allowed
agency in the project and thereby whose
perspectives are included and excluded
and what this might mean for both the
parties who are invited into the project and
who are purposely or un-purposely left out
(Munthe-Kaas & Hoffmann, 2017).

described in figure 4, is a way of being
mindful of the impact and agency provided
in projects with sensitivity, staging and
mobilization as key aspects (MuntheKaas & Hoffmann, 2017). Due to the
awareness of actor inclusion and exclusion
in sensitivity, the future perspective in

Staging
challenges,
the
current
circumstances by rehearsing possible
futures through experimentation and
exploration of new possibilities and
generation of new ideas. As a part of the
navigational approach, staging brings in the
perspective of testing out future scenarios
with citizens (Munthe-Kaas & Hoffmann,
2017).

staging and the importance of mobilisation,
the navigational approach to citizen
participation can be considered as a strong
approach for citizen participation to ensure
real agency, participation and involvement
in the decision-making processes.

Mobilisation reimagines the socio-material
context and capacity to engage and bring
participatory systems together. MuntheKaas and Hoffmann argue through their
research that mobilisation is of great
importance and value when the designer
is able to retie the connections between
actors (Munthe-Kaas & Hoffmann, 2017).

Figure 4 the navigational approach
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2.1.4.2 ACTOR-NETWORK THEORY
In participatory design, a significant
aspect to consider is the actor-network
theory, henceforth referred to as ANT,
where everything is considered to exist in
constantly shifting social actor networks.
Munthe-Kaas elaborates this theory by
emphasising how the social comes together
through associations and connections
between human and non-human actors and
elements (Munthe-Kaas, 2015). ANT takes

both human and non-human actors into
account as equally important actors in design
practices that impact the interconnection
of all actors within the network. Moreover,
methodologies of ANT can be critical
to capture agency and to overcome the
inclination to take participation for granted
(Binder et al., 2015). As a service designer
this theory can be seen as highly relevant
when working with citizen participation in

connection to foresight, as we live in a time
of great uncertainty and changeability with
technology being a central part of most
people’s everyday life. Moreover, Binder
argues that participatory design practices
answer the ANT challenges of how to draw
things together by literally making things
public through participation and not building
utopian visions of the future (Binder et al.,
2015).
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2.1.5 THE NEXT STEP FOR
SERVICE DESIGN
Historically seen, people were fortunate
enough to only have to focus on concrete
problems of the present. However, in the
reality we find ourselves, this has changed.
There is a complexity of the challenges
facing people today as all decisions made
presently have an impact on the following
generations. The same could be said to be
true for past generations with actions they
did not foresee the future implications of.
However, the scale, awareness and urgency
of our actions have increased. Technology
risks, climate change and the biodiversity
crisis are but to name a few of the complex
issues, threats and dilemmas that have to be
processed and made decisions for, on behalf
of future generations (Ramos, 2019). When
presented in this manner, it should not be a
question of if change needs to happen but
rather how.
Due to rising complexity, the emphasis of
design practitioners is now changing. Focus
has shifted towards complex systems. With
this shift, the principles of design are not
enough. New ones are needed, and these
can be found when merging and creating

new cross-disciplinary fields of practice
(Buehring & Bishop, 2020).
To make matters worse, it can be argued
that design, research, science, and many
other fields traditionally have been pastoriented. Past-oriented refers to the act of
looking back on statistics and other data
about how things have been before, to
then make choices about the current state
of things (Poli, 2014). Service designers,
together with key stakeholders, make
decisions about products and services that
will, or should, last for a long time. Decisions
about the aesthetics of a public building,
the navigation in a hospital, the journey
within a public transportation system are
all examples of big decisions where a few
people affect the lives of many others. Not
just in the present time or immediate future
but for as long as the service, product or
building will last. Decisions made in the
present based on the past will arguably
already be outdated by the time they are
developed or launched.

can be seen in the increased popularity of
dystopian fiction, where worst-case future
scenarios are being displayed (Larsen,
2021). The uncertainty of the future is
becoming a fearful and negative entity in
people’s minds which has been linked to
the increase of nationalism and religion
as people are searching for communities
that can support and supply answers
(Ramos, 2019). Service designers could
facilitate forums where people in a safe
and undramatic way could perform thinking
about their desirable future. These could
empower people to feel and develop agency
of the future, with an emphasis on peoplecentred values of ethics. This should be seen
as an opportunity for both public and private
projects, with both users and citizens. There
is great potential in the exploration of future
and present needs, as the investigation of
both known and unknown needs can ignite
new unexplored knowledge. In this way,
Bason manifests the importance of service
design principles by examining motivations
and needs of people (Bason et al., 2009).

Globally, people are feeling more anxious
and pessimistic about the future. This

The complexity currently facing the world
today can be described as three significant
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accelerations, these being globalisation,
climate change and the technological
revolution. The combination of these three
accelerations is reshaping all aspects of
life be that social, cultural or economic
(Larsen, 2021). Thus, it can be argued that
there is a sense of urgency of change.
“This is comparable to when people used
to believe that the Earth was flat and were
consequently afraid to venture too far out to
sea, because they were scared, they would
fall off the edge of the world. So, what is
not real has an effect on reality, in the same
way that what does not yet exist has an
effect on what already does exist” (Van der
Duin, 2016, p. 51). From this point of view,
one might decide not to consider what the
future might bring. However, this will not
mean that the future will not be affected
by the planning and speculations of others.
Including thinking about the future does not

exclude the past ways of thinking, it rather
builds on these by looping between the
three stages of the past, the present and the
future (Van der Duin, 2016). Moreover, it can
be argued that the traditional approach of
design thinking is too focused on problemsolving and to make matters worse too
tangled up in commercial agendas (Dunne &
Raby, 2013). Solving problems may not be
a bad thing, however, it is worth wondering
if solving problems in the present restricts
service design thinkers in creating products
and services for and of the future. The
need and focus now is to guide change by
defining preferred futures together with
visions and decisions on how to achieve
them. In Buehring’s account, design and
futures thinking should be intertwined, one
cannot work without the other. The merger
of the two practices will empower fruitful
collaborations where diverse stakeholders

can identify common goals and visions to
ultimately facilitate the decisions allowing
change to happen (Buehring & Bishop,
2020).
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2.2 FORESIGHT
2.2.1 THE ORIGIN OF
FORESIGHT
Wondering about what tomorrow brings
or what the future, in general, might look
like has always led to uncertainty for
those raising these questions. It feels like
a natural thing for people to wonder about
the future, leading to the assumption
that organisations and businesses must
wonder too. Surely, a good business model
must account for the future in some way.
Vecchiato found that businesses across
industries have made use of what was
referred to as future science going as far
back as 1970, today it is called it foresight.
Vecchiato argues that foresight can offer a
framework for strategic decision making,
not to predict the uncertainties of the future
but rather act and plan more efficiently
when change happens (Vecchiato, 2012).
Several directions or areas can be found
within the field of designing for the future,
each of which has its own distinct name and
origin. Nothing emerges from a vacuum, in
contrast, it can be argued that everything is
connected to the history of its origin and so

what a thing is called or named is important
for the way it is perceived and understood.
The following is a selection of some of the
directions and fields of speculating about
the future.

Design fiction, originally derived from
science fiction design which was formed
from science fiction and industrial design.
Sterling argues that science fiction and
industrial design were brought together
as a reaction to the financial crises to
challenge the way to perceive value.
Indeed, he argues that the new discipline
developed to ask critical questions about
the current situation to challenge and
imagine what might come (Sterling,
2009).

Critical design originated in movements
of art and design as a catalyst to challenge
the status quo. Specifically, challenging
assumptions of the relationship between
humans and products or technologies
through conceptual designs. The
concepts and critiques are future-focused
and often investigates not yet invented
technologies, thereby being critical about
the given situation and asking questions
about the future (Dunne & Raby, 2013).

Speculative design is yet another
variation of contemplating about what
might be. Specifically, speculative
design investigates plausible futures by
examining emerging technologies and
their use and/or misuse through a variety
of cross-disciplinary skills and tools.
Speculative design often times include
the use of storytelling (Auger, 2013).
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Foresight can be seen as a method to empower
collective intelligence in a diverse group of people
so that they together can imagine and define a
preferred future. Candy and Kornet underline the
importance of design to facilitate this process
(Candy & Kornet, 2019). The perspective of
foresight as a means of gathering collective
intelligence can be seen to further strengthen
its relevance in relation to citizen participation
and the need to apply diverse perspectives in the
process of designing. One definition of foresight
is as follows: “Foresight is the ability, the skill and
art of describing, explaining, exploring, predicting
and/or interpreting future developments, as well
as assessing their consequences for decisions and
other actions in the present” (Berkhout et al., 2007,
p. 74)

Strategic foresight can be seen as the
process of scanning the current state of
things for any so-called drivers of change to
ultimately utilise methods and techniques
to enable the needed change. Buehring and
Bishop reflect that it overlaps with strategic
design since both apply strategies to form
visions to ultimately determine decision
making and drive implementation within
organisations (Buehring & Bishop, 2020).

The list of directions and sub-genres of
future studies goes on with branches such
as futurology, future science, futurism and
more which have also been investigated.
Common to them all is that the names tend
to imply too much, specifically that these
fields can predict knowledge about the
future. There are several misunderstandings
to be found here, the most important one is
that there is not just one future, secondly,
no one can know what the future might
bring, this can only be revealed in time
(Sardar, 2010). This paper will not invent
yet another new name but rather use the
term foresight to account for all the above.
Many past fields of study were summarised
into the common name of foresight in late
2000s, and thereby we appreciate and build
upon the field and its heritage through this
choice (Candy & Kornet, 2019).
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2.2.2 DIFFERENT WAYS OF
THINKING WITHIN FORESIGHT
Looping between the past, the present and
the future can be understood as the basis
of foresight. To navigate the practice of
foresight, three different approaches can
be outlined: the predictive, the explorative
and the normative. Each approach has a
specific set of preferred methods and tools.
The three approaches are not separate
entities, rather they overlap and flow
together. Nevertheless, it can be beneficial

to understand each of them to navigate
between them (Van der Duin, 2016).
The predictive approach has a focus on the
past and how historical data and patterns
anticipate the future. As the name suggests,
the predictive approach strives to ask
questions such as ‘what will happen in the
future?’. The explorative approach has its
focus on speculations of what might or could
happen in the future, by asking questions

such as ‘what could happen in the future?’.
It views the future as its own and is not
defined by either the past or the present. The
normative approach has a focus on solving
the problems in the present, it perceives the
future as an opportunity to eliminate the
current challenges. It does this by asking
questions such as ‘what should happen in
the future?’ (Van der Duin, 2016).

Figure 5 the three streams of foresight
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To visualise the ways of thinking within
foresight one might make use of the PPPP
model, which illustrates the different kinds
of futures in an array of levels, or cones, of
likelihood. The cone of the probable futures
is the first one and the most likely since
it is closest to the present. The plausible
futures take one step further into what
might happen, it is a space for investigating
different scenarios and planning for what
might be. Even so, it should be stressed that
the plausible futures cone is not focused
on predicting but rather investigating and
speculating.
The last and broadest cone in the PPPP
model is the possible futures. This is a space
for the extreme, for things that are not yet
possible at the present but could be feasible
in time with e.g., future technologies. The
possible futures are where everything can
happen, and nothing is impossible within
this cone. However, Dunne and Raby do
reflect that there is a space outside the
possible cone which is the space of fantasy.
When working with a foresight project the
aim is to gather a diverse team and define
one or several preferable futures cones.

This should be done, Dunne and Raby argue,
through critical thinking (Dunne & Raby,
2013).

Figure 6 the pppp-model
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Another approach to foresight is suggested
by Smith who proposes the futuring process
as shown through figure 7.
Here, the futuring process is structured
through phases of collecting, learning,
understanding,
communicating,
and
assessing to approach possible futures as

landscapes of the unknown to explore. The
phases are possible to implement, but also
as a phase of its own allowing for different
outcomes and helpful insights depending
on its combination with other approaches.
Moreover, the futuring process allows for
insights and learnings to take place along

the way. To comprehend the benefits of
the futuring process, Smith outlines the
different stages of the process as; sensing,
sense-making, scenarios, storytelling and
assessment (Smith & Ashby, 2020).

Figure 7 the futuring process
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The sensing stage is the initial stage. Here,
information, data, signals, and observations
are gathered and structured to collect
valuable inputs determining which futures
might be created. Doing so with a strongly
outlined structure of research and analysis
allows for stronger pattern recognition and
validation later. The process of sensing
can be done as a one-off or continuously
throughout the process. Smith explains
the sense-making stage as focusing on
moving from data to insights, evaluating
and establishing sorting criteria to explore
different mappings and clustering of
the data. Doing so brings patterns and
themes to the surface from signals that
were otherwise not connected, and lead
to fuller narratives that enable a shift in
direction, inform current strategies or imply

innovation. To be able to move the sensemaking into rich narratives, scenarios assist
the formation of patterns into narratives
to enrich and provoke based on patterns
(Smith & Ashby, 2020).
The scenarios can range from emergent to
extremely structured and used to provide
relevance to the insights and patterns
by probing, analysing, or making them
tangible through mapping or prototyping.
Storytelling, then, utilises those prototypes,
creative outputs, and speculative business
models into engagement. Here, the values
and disadvantages of specific futures are
better explored and checked. Moreover, in
this stage people outside the organisation
are invited to reflect on the impacts of
the future scenarios. New additions and
concepts should emerge that redirect and

enrich the strategies and innovations. As
a final stage, an assessment of learnings
throughout the futuring process should be
carried out to investigate the usefulness of
the tools, and allow framing of questions,
meaningful metrics, assumptions, biases,
and outdated paradigms to be considered.
Moreover, these reflections should guide
the future futuring processes (Smith &
Ashby, 2020).
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2.2.3 CRITICISM OF FORESIGHT
To understand the value and potential
but also pitfalls of foresight, critiques
of foresight practices were relevant to
explore, to get a full understanding of the
limitations and barriers this practice might
face. Here, Ramos offers an interesting
critique, that there is an imbalance in the
field of planning and long-term thinking
since it has traditionally been dominated
by experts in order to drive competitive
advantages. These experts are more
often than not positioned in technology
companies and other large corporations.
This creates an imbalance as they will plan
and perform long-term thinking on behalf
of themselves. The traditional field of
foresight has opened up for a broader list
of experts such as consultancies, academia
and governments. However, Ramos still
criticises that the field is still dominated by

experts and therefore the imbalance is still
present (Ramos, 2019). Another critique of
foresight is provided by Bonn who presents
strategic thinking as key to perform longterm planning and thinking of the future.
In her definition, strategic thinking consists
of systems thinking, creativity and visions.
From this point of view, foresight processes
cannot be performed in a reliable manner
without design thinking (Bonn, 2005). Yet
another criticism of foresight consists
of the challenge of representing nonexisting future generations in the process
of framing the future combined with the
fact that most future planning processes
are typically conducted by a narrow group
of privileged people. Both of these aspects
make for futures being planned in a nonrepresentable manner (Uwasu et al., 2020).

2.2.4 DESIGN-DRIVEN
FORESIGHT
The fields of design and foresight have
indeed been supporting each other for a
long time and in a variety of ways. Simeone
specifically points out three areas where
design has influenced foresight, those being
involvement, visualisation, and facilitation.
Design methods have been used to invite for
participation and specifically involving nonexperts into the processes of foresight. The
design practices of mapping and visualising
materials with e.g., affinity mapping and
clustering have been used to analyse
large quantities of materials generated
in foresight processes. And finally, the
capabilities and tools of design facilitation
to engage stakeholders in e.g., workshops
have been utilised in foresight, too (Simeone
& D’Ippolito, 2022).
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Figure 8 the flow of foresight

A concrete example of foresight and design
merging is presented in figure 8 “the flow for
foresight” where choosing an approach to
the future is followed by defining foresight
method(s), creating a foresight study, and
finally making choices and or actions. Van der
Durin presents the flow in a linear process
in figure 8, however, they emphasise that
the process itself is not linear. It oftentimes
will involve additional research, tools, and
methods in loops both going backwards
and forward. These additional loops may,
pointed out by Van der Durin, come from
other foresight approaches or from different
fields altogether. Ultimately, it is essential to
stress that one method or approach cannot
be seen as better than another, seeing as
each method and approach has its own
unique objective. It is not about choosing
one or another but rather about tailoring the

approach to the relevant problem at hand. For
this, they suggest using creativity through
e.g., facilitating workshops, convergent, and
divergent thinking throughout a foresight
project. It is argued that processes of design
thinking offer the people involved the ability
to break away from the existing thought
patterns to ultimately come up with new
original solutions to a given problem.
Furthermore, they argues, just like Simeone,
that the best way to engage stakeholders
and create ownership is by inviting them
into the process through e.g., workshops
(Van der Duin, 2016). This is seconded by
Smith who uses design thinking to include
people, and more specifically users, into
the foresight processes. Smith builds upon
older methods of foresight to create a new
framework for working with futures. One of
the things they emphasise is that in the new

framework they have added people, their
needs, wants, skills and personalities. This
emphasis on people-centricity is inspired
directly from the practice of design (Smith
& Ashby, 2020). Another comparison of the
two fields of design thinking and foresight
was made by Gordon who compares
the two thinking processes and merges
them together into one integrated so
called ‘foresight-informed design thinking
process’. This has the following stages: 1.
Empathize and perceive, 2. Prospect and
define, 3. Ideate, 4. Prototype and 5. Probe
and test (Gordon & Rohrbeck, 2019).
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Designers and futurists have a great many
things to offer each other to ultimately
improve both practises. Candy and Potter
offer their take on how each practice can
benefit from the other. Designers can learn
to acknowledge, and potentially prevent,
the long-term impacts and consequences
that their products, services, and systems
are helping to enable. Futurists on the other
hand can benefit by exploring, converging,
diverging, visualising, prototyping, iterating
and ultimately learning how to create impact
(Candy & potter, 2019).
The overlap of these fields can be
summarised as design-inspired foresight
(Bühring & Koskinen, 2017). Bühring argues
that design has infiltrated businesses,
organisations, and governments. Thereby,

designers are playing a part across all
aspects of innovation and should therefore
evolve their capabilities to be able to tackle
strategic future planning and systemic
uncertainties through design-inspired
foresight activities. In this way, designinspired foresight will, Bühring argues,
innovate the decision-making processes,
creating more informed strategic choices
with the potential to shape the future
(Bühring & Koskinen, 2017).

specify preferred futures. ‘Foresight by
design’ specifically covers the range of 5-15
years of future planning, thereby filling the
gap in between traditional organisational
planning and traditional foresight planning
(Bühring & Liedtka, 2018).

‘Foresight by design’ is another merger
of the two fields. This includes a strategic
planning process where design tools and
capabilities are used to achieve deeper
insights within the current reality and to
facilitate conversations and alignment
through a diverse set of stakeholders to

Figure 9 foresight by design
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Another relevant merger between foresight
and design is called participatory futures,
specifically focusing on democratising
the long-term thinking and planning of
foresight. Participatory futures strive to
shift traditional foresight from being expertcentred into being people-centred, to unlock
the collective intelligence of the people
involved or affected by the decisions made
(Ramos, 2019). Design-driven foresight can

thereby take many forms depending on the
project context and indeed it can mobilise
and motivate people in the decisionmaking process. It turns out that design and
foresight have had a great impact on each
other for many great reasons and that many
examples of this overlap exist. However, in
the context of this paper it is specifically
interesting to investigate examples of
service design and foresight influencing each

other, which unfortunately has proven more
difficult to obtain examples of. The other
examples are not at all irrelevant as service
design has been defined as a participatory
design thinking practice within this paper. In
this relation, many of the examples above
have an emphasis on involving a range of
people into the foresight processes.

Figure 10 evolved service design tools for a foresight project
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Traditional service design tools such as
journey maps, personas and scenarios,
system maps and others can be tweaked
to take future aspects into consideration
(Løgager et al., 2021) (Hines & Zindato,
2016). Service designers make use of these
tools to enable the users’ presence in the
given project. Løgager further reflects that
foresight and service design are both future
oriented in the sense that they are both
centred around something that does not
yet exist. However, this can to some extent
be said for all design thinking processes,
except maybe for the act of solving concrete
and present problems. Løgager presents
an interesting comparison of service
design and the exploratory and normative
foresight approaches (Van der Duin, 2016).
The divergent thinking of service design was
fuelled by foresight tools and explorations
of a multitude of future possibilities. The
convergent thinking of service design was
also empowered by the foresight in the
creative constraints of having to focus on

one preferable futures cone (Dunne & Raby,
2013).
The lack of examples of service design
and foresight being brought together is
unfortunate, however, one can only hope
that this is only the beginning. The evolution
and use of foresight has been affected by
design practitioners. Smith argues that
designers were quick to start adopting tools
and methods from foresight and integrating
those in their design practice. In this way,
foresight was developed and even merged
with new tools and methods but also a
whole new way of thinking, that being
design thinking. Smith sees this as marking
an important shift for foresight in general.
It resulted in foresight moving away from
the original static and calculated way of
thinking, towards a wider and more creative
way of thinking including more qualitative
tools. This new shift resulted in foresight
embracing a multitude of new fields which
included an emphasis on people, culture,
and behaviour.

At the time, there was a great focus on
design and design-driven companies such
as Apple, IKEA, Google, and Nike. Their
attention was on future-proofing their
businesses by knowing user needs of the
future, which further added attention back
to foresight. Thus, Smith argues, foresight
and design can be seen as interconnected
approaches with overlapping tools and ways
of thinking. Foresight, like design, is a distinct
approach that borrows tools and methods
from a multitude of fields that will be further
improved by a diverse team (Smith & Ashby,
2020). Moreover, it can be argued that some
of the streams of foresight, as described in
the sections above, have already merged
the fields of foresight and design. Design
fictions (Sterling, 2009), speculative design
(Auger, 2013), and critical design (Dunne &
Raby, 2013) all describe the use of a mix
of design capabilities and tools to utilise
foresight processes.
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Figure 11 service design and the normative foresight approach
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2.3 PUBLIC ENGAGEMENT WITHIN DECISION-MAKING
PROCESSES
For the sake of this paper and its focus on
service design and foresight in a conjunction
with public decision-making processes, it
is worth assuming that decision-making
processes of a shared future should indeed
be of a participatory manner, seeing as
the future will include all and therefore
the decisions should neither exclude nor
discriminate.
Creating agency can thereby be seen as
a key concept of democratic practices.
Empowering citizens to participate, or as a
minimum, offer critique to processes can
be seen as fundamental for democratic
institutions and governments. Saward
criticises the agency of governmental
figures in relation to democracy and social
acceleration. It is argued that citizens might
have a misleading perception of the ability
of their political figures to act on time and
speed when representing the citizens. They
can act on time and in time, and consciously
strategize to downplay or stress the time
and speed to their advantage, making time

a matter of politics where timescapes and
their apparent futures matter only if they
are made to matter (Saward, 2017).

2.3.1 DECISION-MAKING IS
DIFFICULT
Making decisions can be challenging but
making the right decisions can be almost
impossible. Phycologist Kahneman has
made an extensive effort in describing the
errors and biases affecting people in the
process of making decisions (Kahneman,
2011). In the context of thinking about the
future, people tend to favour the shortterm. Münster describes this tendency
as temporal focused, ‘status quo bias’
or ‘present-bias’. It is a result of people’s
tendency to, what behavioural designers
refer to as, picking the path of the least
resistance (Münster, 2017). Another bias
described in regards to decision-making
processes is the tendency to confirm own

beliefs, knowledge or previous decisions
also known as ‘confimation-bias’ (Larsen,
2021). This is often done unconsciously,
however, the consequences can be severe if
e.g., outdated decisions are being followed
regardless of new evidence displaying that
a new direction is needed.
Moreover, ‘confirmation-bias’ also affects
outdated decisions being carried out, simply
due to financial investments already being
made e.g., if a project is in progress, it may
be seen as more viable to carry out the
project regardless of evidence against the
old decisions. A last prejudice that affects
decision-making processes is the tendency
of being optimistic about the future and
what may be achieved also known as
‘overconfidence-bias’ (Münster, 2017).
Examples of this optimistic and positive
view on the future can be seen everywhere,
from people planning to start a diet next
Monday (rather than today) to governments
solving climate change in 2030 (rather than
today).
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To make matters worse, the act of thinking
about the future is demanding and timeconsuming, whereas making decisions
about the now is easy, fast and the results
can be seen and felt instantly. The difference
between these two thought processes is
also called system 1 and system 2 thinking.
System 1 covers habits and quick choices
and take up about 90% of all the thought
processes in the human brain. Consequently,
system 2 thinking takes up only about 10% of
the brain activity. This is due to the amount
of energy and concentration it consumes.
However, the magic of new thinking and
innovation happens within system 2
thinking (Kahneman, 2011). Therefore,
people’s tendency to make easy choices
based in the present is no surprise, since
the brain is wired to make those choices.
However, this is also the case for the brains
of politicians, experts and top decisionmakers in businesses and organisations.
Ramos calls this tendency to avoid difficult
decisions the epidemic of short-termism.

they argues that this is resulting in decisions
being made on the basis of what we can and
points out that the real question to consider
more often than not is whether we should
(Ramos, 2019).

2.3.2 PUBLIC DECISIONMAKING PROCESSES

The act of the public sector involving
citizens in democratic processes about new
initiatives can be seen as Danish cultural
heritage. The reason for inviting citizens to
share their opinions and potentially take
part in decisions about new public projects
is to get the input, ideas and inspiration
from the people who will potentially use
the end result. The public sector thereby
strives to get the citizens’ approval of the
outcome. In this context it may be worth
defining what a citizen is. A citizen can be
defined as a person that makes use of a

municipal offering e.g., a public hospital,
public space or public school, a citizen can
also be defined as a relative to a person
who makes use of a municipal offering
(videnscenter for brugerinddragelse, 2018).
How much the citizens are involved, and
which methods are used to facilitate the
involvement, is typically a decision made by
the governmental players. By that, two sides
are formed, on the one hand governmental
players and on the other citizens. Gustafson
defined three key factors of motivation for
citizens to participate in public engagement
which are as follows. The first factor is based
on the desire to improve and contribute to
one’s local community or for the sake of the
common good. The second factor is about
participating to promote one’s interests and
influence according to one’s own political
interests. The third and last factor is about
sharing one’s professional knowledge and
capabilities and thereby offer competences
back to the greater good (Gustafson &
Hertting, 2017).
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Figure 12 visualises the different approaches
to public engagement. The horizontal axis
map, the difference between involving a few
citizens and involving many citizens, and on
the vertical axis the polarities are mapped
from participating or being heard in decisions
about future decisions and on the other end
participating in creating an understanding of
the current situation. The strategy for public
engagement has historically focused on
including a great number of citizens through
e.g., surveys, hearings, or citizen councils.

Figure 12 citizen-centred innovation model

Still, professionals working with public
innovation suggest that even though
this method might lead to the successful
completion of a project, it lacks innovation
and greater value for the citizens and the
public in general. The projects that, on the
other hand, engage fewer citizens through
e.g. anthropological and design methods
bring out original, creative and innovative
outcomes as a result of the contribution
from the citizens (Bason et al., 2009).
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The act of transforming a decision-making
process into a participatory process can be
defined by some key characteristics. The first
one being that the explicit focus of the whole
process is on creating value for citizens and
society. The second characteristic is that
there is a distinct focus on the subjectivity
of the experiences of the citizens, often
through ethnography, anthropology, or
design methods.

engage in the decision making? In relation to
agonism, Munthe-Kaas explains how urban
orderings are temporary and that the idea
of the right solution is an illusion, why there
is a need for a different way to approach the
urban space (Munthe-Kaas, 2015).

Lastly, that it is a practice and experimental
approach with a constant synergy between
governmental actors and citizens (Bason et
al., 2009). When combining an innovative
and agonistic approach with public
engagement while emphasising the future
perspective of these practices, a question
occurs. Namely, can applying an agonistic
approach in connection with practices of
navigating futures be a way of bringing the
user into the decision-making processes?
And can it do so in a way that empowers
and provides them with tools to actively
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2.3.3 DIFFERENT LEVELS
OF PUBLIC ENGAGEMENT
There are many ways to invite citizens in,
many terms used to describe the process,
and many both good and bad examples of
past projects. The invitation can be arranged
through hearings and focus groups, through
facilitated ideation workshops or through
field studies and user journeys. Common
to all the processes is that the municipal
or governmental stakeholders would
like to hear the voices of the citizens. All
the examples above are about inviting
the citizen, for shorter or longer periods,
into the decision-making process, which
in Danish is called borgerinddragelse,
hereafter translated and referred to as
citizen involvement. One definition of citizen
involvement is that it is the act of listening
to citizens and other public actors in the
process of developing new public initiatives
(Ulrich, n.d.).
Another term often related to is the Danish
term borgerinvolvering, hereafter translated
and referred to as citizen participation, is
used to describe the act of inviting citizens
into the process and development of new
public initiatives. It is different from citizen
involvement in that the citizens are not

merely listened to as an inspiration, rather
they are involved in the concrete processes
including decision-making processes.
Citizen participation is also often referred
to as a process of co-creation, where the
goal of the process can be seen as twofold.
On the one hand, the governmental actors
have a specific problem to be solved and
on the other hand to involve and co-create
with relevant citizens (Ulrich, n.d.). Yet
another term of facilitating the process of
solving complex problems that will affect
a majority of the population e.g., urban
development can be translated into citizens
assembly or hearing from the Danish terms
borgersamling or borgerting. The method is
based on facilitated dialogue sessions. The
method is used to legitimise and thereby
strengthen the decision-making process
by involving conflicting interests, such as
citizens, professionals, experts, politicians,
and many other relevant groups of actors.
The citizens who are invited to the sessions
are randomly drawn from larger groups
of citizens based on socio-economic
parameters and other factors based on

the problem at hand, which ensure the
needed range of perspectives to represent
the general population (We do democracy,
2018).
There are, as listed above, a range of
definitions and ways to involve citizens
in project processes in general but not
specifically into the decision-making
processes. Thus, none of the terms listed
above are specifically relevant for this
project, therefore a new and broader term
must be defined to include all the above.
The term public engagement will be used
henceforth to describe activities where
governmental institutions engage citizens.
As with many other things, it is a decision, an
opinion, and a choice that must be made for
each project. It is not as simple as to say one
is better than the other. Therefore, it may be
of use to visualise the ways a municipality or
government can involve citizens on a scale.
A common way to map out the approaches
within public engagement is to differentiate
between informative, consulting, and
participatory approaches. However, as
acknowledged in the service design section
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about participation, it is up to someone
to decide how the participation should
happen. Therefore, a more distinct scale of
involvement would be beneficial. Here, both
Arnstein’s ladder of citizen participation
with eight levels and Ransbeek’s five level
definition approach to public engagement
appear to offer a sufficient overview.
Arnstein visualised the ladder of citizen
participation to showcase participation
ranging from low to high, the ladder itself
illustrates how much power the citizen has.
They further emphasise where the power is
by generically defining the stakeholders as
‘powerholders’ and ‘have-nots’. The ladder
consists of the following steps, starting at
the bottom of the ladder: 1 Manipulation,
2 Therapy, together they create the
‘nonparticipation levels. 3 Informing, 4
Consultation, and 5 Placation, describe
the levels of ‘tokenism’. 6 Partnership,
7 Delegation and 8 Citizen control, refer
to the levels of ‘citizen power’ (Arnstein,
1969). Ransbeek defines five levels of
citizen involvement by the government
which are informal, consulting, involvement,
co-creation, and empowerment. The
scale should be seen as steps where the
informal level is the bare minimum and
the empowerment level is the maximum,

therefore, e.g., the involvement level will
include all the tools and techniques from
the levels informal and consulting, as they
are below it (Ransbeeck, 2020). It appears
that Ransbeek has been widely inspired
by Arnstein’s ladder, however, some layers
have been removed. With that being said,
Ransbeek does offer some contemporary
reflections and examples, and thus
displaying the two ladders simultaneously
may offer a more nuanced picture for
the sake of this paper. Another benefit of
merging the two ladders is to make it more
relevant for this project, as Arnstein’s ladder
is more generic and governmental whereas
Ransbeeck’s ladder is specified towards
municipalities.
Upon investigating the combined ladder, it
could appear that the top layers may in fact
be where participatory decision-making
processes will be conducted. With this being
the area of interest within this paper, the
combined ladder could be utilised as a tool
for reflection and definition of whether a
project or example may indeed be defined
as a participatory decision-making process.
The ladder of public engagement, and a
description of each level are as follows:

FIGURE 13 THE LEVELS OF MANIPULATION AND THERAPY

THE LEVEL OF MANIPULATION AND
THERAPY
Together, these two levels describe ‘nonparticipation’.
The aim of these levels is for those with power to
educate or make decisions on behalf of the ‘havenots’ (Arnstein, 1969).
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FIGURE 14 THE LEVELS OF INFORMING AND INFORMAL

FIGURE 15 THE LEVELS OF CONSULTATION AND CONSULTING

FIGURE 16 THE LEVELS OF PLACATION AND INVOLVEMENT

THE LEVEL OF INFORMING AND INFORMAL

THE LEVEL OF CONSULTATION AND
CONSULTING

THE LEVEL OF PLACATION AND INVOLVEMENT

This is the first step for the ‘powerholders’ to initiate
participation. This level allows the ‘have-nots’ to
hear and give feedback. Unfortunately, there is often
insufficient focus on the feedback part on this level.
This level lacks the insurance for the ‘have-nots’ that
their voice has been heard by the ‘powerholders’
(Arnstein, 1969). Informal is the level of the least
involvement. Here, the municipality simply informs
the citizens of their rights and responsibilities. It is
a one-way stream of communication where the
municipality informs the citizens about the decisions
made to keep awareness of a specific project.
Examples of the informal level can be publications
such as flyers, posters and articles (Ransbeeck,
2020).

The level of consultation has an emphasis on letting
the ‘non-haves’ say their opinions, through surveys,
meetings, and hearings. Arnstein emphasises that
this is the level where participation is restricted
the most, as there is no assurance of any action or
change, it is simply a matter of being heard (Arnstein,
1969). The consulting level includes the informal
level, in addition, it offers the citizens the possibility
to provide feedback on the decisions made by the
municipality. It can be used by the municipality to
reach a specific segment of the population. This
level does not offer any validation to the citizens
on whether their feedback has been heard or acted
upon. Examples of the consulting level are ideation
sessions, surveys, citizen meetings, and hearings
together with focus groups (Ransbeeck, 2020).

The placation level is where citizens or the ‘nonhaves’ are invited to have a seat at the table, however,
the ‘powerholders’ maintain the right to do as they
please without having to take any of the advice
(Arnstein, 1969). The involvement level is where
the municipality strives to facilitate that the citizens
have a significant influence on the decision-making
process. Here, the citizens’ voices are weighted
high, however, the final decision is still made by the
municipality. The citizens can be involved through
e.g., facilitated meetings, planning committees, and
workshops, all of which are used to create twoway communication between the citizens and the
municipality (Ransbeeck, 2020).
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FIGURE 17 THE LEVELS OF PARTNERSHIP AND CO-CREATION

FIGURE 18 THE LEVELS OF DELEGATION AND EMPOWERMENT

FIGURE 19 THE LEVEL OF CITIZEN CONTROL

THE LEVEL OF PARTNERSHIP AND
CO-CREATION

THE LEVEL OF DELEGATION AND EMPOWERMENT

THE LEVEL OF CITIZEN CONTROL

The level of partnership is the first step within ‘citizen
power’. Here, the power is redistributed through
negotiations to enable the ‘non-haves’ to have a say
together with the ‘powerholders’. Thus, decisionmaking is a shared responsibility (Arnstein, 1969).
The level of co-creation is defined by the citizens
and the municipality having equal influence over
the process. The citizens are here seen as partners
in a communal collaboration throughout the entire
decision-making process. Examples of co-creation
include the tools from the past levels together
with e.g., online citizen involvement platforms
for feedback and builds by the general public and
ongoing cooperation between the municipality and
the citizens. By involving the citizens to this extent,
much more time and energy is put into the process,
however, the outcomes have been known to be more
successful (Ransbeeck, 2020).

The level of delegation is much the same as the
previous level, however, the power has turned in that
the ‘non-haves’ will hold a clear majority of the power
e.g., through the number of seats in a delegation
(Arnstein, 1969). The final level is empowerment, it
includes the tools and methods from all the other
levels. This level is where the ownership is flipped,
where the citizens have the ultimate responsibility
and power over the municipality. Examples of this
level include e.g. veto power for the citizens to
enforce or deny a suggestion, together with citizen
polls and juries. This level is considered to be the
future of citizen involvement (Ransbeeck, 2020).

The level of citizen control is defined by the ’nonhaves’ handling all the power through planning and
decision-making (Arnstein, 1969).
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2.3.5 CRITICISM OF DECISION-MAKING PROCESSES IN
PUBLIC ENGAGEMENT
The idea of involving citizens into the
decision-making process of public projects is
not new. However, the organisation and way
of working in governments often exclude
public engagement due to the closed nature
of all the processes. Bason argues that,
more often than not, it is too much of an
investment to invite for public engagement
in governmental development and decisionmaking. Thus, the public engagement part
of a given project is often restricted to
purely allow the citizens to offer feedback
to a given idea or proposal. Additionally,
confidentiality and a need for technical and
expert knowledge also offer restrictions for
public engagement. From a cynical point
of view, Bason claims that it simply is not
possible to include citizens in the entire
decision-making process (Bason et al.,
2009). For some time, the research focus
of the interconnection of design and public
engagement has been on the approach and

impact of incorporating citizens and users
in the planning and ideation processes.
This seems to be undergoing a change,
where a shift in public engagement in the
moment of decision is gaining more interest
in the design community as a way of
accommodating the wicked and escalating
problems of the man-made world (Sanders
& Stappers, 2008). Even so, when discussing
the user as a citizen, its often found that
citizens are excluded from the decisionmaking processes and that in processes
where they are included there is a great lack
of transparency of how their contributions
have impacted the following strategies or
legislations.
Challenges
towards
adapting
and
implementing public engagement have
throughout time been argued. Kujala
highlights the concerns of participatory
practices as struggling to prove their
cost-effectiveness since participatory

approaches are timelier and more difficult
due to recruitment efforts, scheduling etc.
(Kujala, 2003). Furthermore, the current
climate crisis has brought designers to
question the citizens’ ability to set the needs
of the planet above their own. Therefore,
arguments are raised that when designing
for planetary health there is a need to
postpone public engagement by practising
innovation with circular value streams at
the core (Parr, n.d.). This is seconded by
Gordon who argues that users cannot be
expected to make the right choices as they
do not have the right expertise to do so.
They further elaborate that observing and
questioning users is important, but it cannot
stand on its own as it will lack reliability
(Gordon & Rohrbeck, 2019). However, in the
context of public innovation processes and
decision-making, citizens are crucial actors
to activate through participatory practices.
The nature of public engagement is that
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public authorities initiate some form of
public engagement, thereby the process
becomes a top-down product of the
intentions of the policy makers, which
may be affected by the bottom-up voices
of the participants. The distribution of
power is also reflected in the fact that the
citizens are participating on a voluntary
basis in contrast to the governmental
participants. Gustafson further argues
that public engagement cannot be an
equal process due to the participatory
arrangements being vague and thereby up
for interpretation and uncertainty between
participants (Gustafson & Hertting, 2017).
This is seconded by Zhuang who claims that
one of the key challenges of collaborative
approaches in the public sector is the new
distribution of power, and the inequality of
stakeholders thereby becomes a source of
conflict (Zhuang et al., 2019).
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2.4 RELATIONS
2.4.1 FORESIGHT, SERVICE
DESIGN AND PUBLIC DECISION-MAKING PROCESS
Only two examples of a combination
of foresight, service design and public
engagement were identified in relation
to this paper. The foresight subfield of
‘participatory futures’ can be said to be
overlapping with public decision-making
processes and indirectly with service design
approaches, by bringing participatory
design practices to the forefront. It is an
exploratory approach to involving citizens
in shaping preferable futures. The aim
is to counteract the ‘epidemic of shortterm decision-making’ by empowering a
democratisation of long-term thinking. By
democratising the processes, the aim is
to eliminate the expert-driven imbalance
of foresight. Through inviting citizens to
participate, agency and motivation can be
created to enable change in the present
that is collectively future resilient. Ramos
argues that engaging in shaping the future
will enable better decisions such as politics

and municipal socialisation but also ranging
to more ethic choices of e.g., emerging
technologies (Ramos, 2019).

Figure 20 participatory futures
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Arguments are being made that public
engagement is more ineffective than the
traditional methods within governmental
projects e.g., it is more time-consuming to
invite citizens to have an opinion compared
with a municipal planning team just
making decisions. With that being said,
a change towards more involvement of
citizens is happening, and with that more
examples of successful projects also arise.
One of them being a project of planning
a long-term vision in a collaboration with
citizens. Uwasu concluded that the project
demanded a proactive approach in terms of
planning and facilitating the project upfront,
however, this cost invested was equal to the
cost eliminated post the collaboration e.g.,
informing the citizens and getting feedback
from citizens, all of which was eliminated
due to the collaboration and onboarding of
the citizens in the early stages of the project
(Uwasu et al., 2020).

Furthermore, Uwasu elaborates on how
it was beneficial to incorporate future
generation perspectives in the decisionmaking
process.
Naturally,
future
generations are not able to represent
themselves in decision-making processes
in the present. Thus, Uwasu utilises what
they refer to as ‘future design’, a method for
imagining future generations. Through this
method, Uwasu enables members of the
current generation to play the part of future
generations in decision-making processes,
which can be seen as a combination of both
design, foresight, and public engagement.
An interesting reflection made by Uwasu is
the fact that the current citizens, within the
project, were content with the considerable
costs it would have on them in their present
lives to think and plan on behalf of and to
support future generations (Uwasu et al.,
2020).
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2.5 RESEARCH FOCUS
This section will strive to summarise
the insights and perspectives gained
throughout the literature review within
the areas of service design, foresight, and
public engagement within decision-making
processes. It will further define a direction
of all the knowledge obtained within the
literature review.
For the context of this paper, service design
has been defined as the act of planning
service offerings in a manner that includes
traditional design thinking processes with
an emphasis on the end users, their needs,
wishes, motivations and desires (Stickdorn
et al., 2012). This emphasis arises due to
the key characteristics of services (Zeithaml
et al., 1985) together with the value being
created in a collaboration between the user
and the service provider, also referred to
as service dominant logic (Vargo & Lusch,
2004). Furthermore, it is an inclusive and
holistic approach, which is design-led with
a multitude of iterations (Stickdorn et al.,
2012) (Stickdorn et al., 2018). Depending on
the context there are a multitude of ways of

referring to, and working with, the people
who a given service offering is designed for.
In the context of this paper, the term citizen is
most relevant. The methods of participatory
design which bring the citizens into play
in a flexible manner are most relevant for
this project in the context of its democratic
heritage and way of co-creating during the
process (Sanders & Stappers, 2008).
The role of the service designer is defined
to empower participants through facilitated
arenas so the citizens themselves can imagine
and create their own future (Munthe-Kaas &
Hoffmann, 2017) (Björgvinsson et al., 2010).
Agonism is perceived as the ethos of public
engagement since it allows and values the
legitimacy of difference (Pløger, 2004). In
this space, the service designer’s capabilities
are brought into play by structuring the
artefacts interacting with the citizens. The
agonistic approach is connected to this
notion of empowering citizens as partners
in the design process, letting their voices be
heard, and finding constitutions that allow
for the transformation from antagonism

to agonism between opposing views and
concerns. The navigational approach, with
the key aspects of sensitivity, staging and
mobilization, is a way of being mindful of
the impact and agency provided in projects.
Actor-Network Theory is of high relevance
when navigating such complex systems
(Munthe-Kaas & Hoffmann, 2017).
Specifically interesting for this project are the
terms users and citizens as they both offer
interesting approaches. It is acknowledged
that users and citizens are not synonyms.
While our focus is specified through the
perspective of citizens, the concepts of
users or actors are applied in specific
sections since the research and theoretical
groundwork relates to the notion of these
concepts and not citizens. However, with
the strong historical perspective of citizen
engagement in participatory practices, its
implications in democracy and due to the
connection to decision-making processes,
the concept of citizens is the focal point of
this paper.
Agency has been highlighted as especially
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important in this project context. Agency
is the power of people to think and act for
themselves. Agency and social structures
influence and change each other (Cole,
2019). Agency is not always given to those
who are unaware of their stakes, thus, it
becomes relevant in relation to including
users and citizens into public decisionmaking processes (Metzger, 2013).
In this paper, service design has been
identified to have the capabilities to
facilitate collective intelligence in diverse
groups to enable change. Foresight has
been recognised as important for bringing
futures in connection to public engagement
and design thinking methods in the public
sector (Bason et al., 2009). The conjunction
of foresight practices within service design
has thereby been defined as an opportunity
which can result in collaborations where
diverse stakeholders can identify common
goals and visions to ultimately facilitate
the decisions allowing change to happen
(Buehring & Bishop, 2020).

There is an infinite array of practices and
approaches to speculating about the future
(Buehring & Bishop, 2020), (Candy & Kornet,
2019), (Auger, 2013), (Dunne & Raby, 2013),
(Sterling, 2009), (Vecchiato, 2012), (Sardar,
2010). This paper will account for and build
upon all the above under the term foresight.
To distinguish what is meant by the term
foresight it may be clearer to define what it
is not. Foresight cannot predict knowledge
about the future, no one can, only time will
tell, there is not just one future, there are
an infinite array of possible futures (Sardar,
2010). With that being said, it is possible
to make decisions today that ultimately
will impact the future (Larsen, 2021).
When investigating projects and examples
of foresight and design practices being
merged, a whole array of names, definitions
and processes reveals itself (Gordon &
Rohrbeck, 2019) (Bühring & Koskinen,
2017) (Bühring & Liedtka, 2018) (Ramos,
2019). This paper will refer to all accounts
of the three themes, relevant to this paper,
merged as participatory futures.

Public decision-making processes are
complex and adding public engagement into
the mix only increases the complexity (Bason
et al., 2009). As with the other areas of focus
within this master’s thesis, there are many
ways of naming, thinking, and planning
the process of inviting citizens into public
projects (Ulrich, n.d.) (We do democracy,
2018). For the benefit of this paper, a ladder
of public engagement was conducted,
derived from both Arnstein’s ladder of public
engagement and Ransbeek’s five level
definition approach to public engagement
(Arnstein, 1969) (Ransbeeck, 2020).
Extensive research into literature on public
engagement has been carried out in the
context of this paper, unfortunately, it has
proven difficult to obtain examples of public
engagement within the decision-making
processes of public projects. However, as the
literature review displays, several examples
of public engagement within the planning
process and within ideation processes have
been identified. The lack of examples further
intensifies the interest in engaging citizens,
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and other actors, into the decision-making
processes, as it appears to us that it would
increase the transparency for the citizens
and improve their understanding and
thereby their willingness to accommodate
the necessary governmental procedures.
Moreover, one might wonder why there
appears to be a lack of examples of where
governmental and municipal players have
facilitated distinctly to accommodate and
meet the citizens in their lives, as opposed
to the citizens both having to participate
on the premises of the government e.g.,
citizens typically participate for free and
must travel to a specific location. Here,
it may be interesting to investigate new
alternative ways of participating through
e.g., new technologies.
The integration of design, foresight, and
public decision-making processes is an
ongoing process with a variety of names,
examples and thereby also an infinite
number of possible ways to merge the
three. In this paper, the assumption that
combining the three approaches ultimately
will enrich decision-making processes is
made. It can empower the production of
preferable futures through systematic
thinking and dynamic experimentation
(Bühring & Liedtka, 2018). It can innovate the
decision-making processes and make sense

of complex systemic changes (Bühring &
Koskinen, 2017). And it can make planning
for the future into a people-centred, cocreational process (Ramos, 2019). There
appears to be a sparse number of examples
of the combination of the three. The most
relevant examples found in relation to this
paper are participatory futures (Ramos,
2019) and futures design (Uwasu et al.,
2020).
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2.5.1 RESEARCH QUESTION
This paper endeavours to see service design
as a participatory approach that attempts
to solve complex problems through
explorations and iterative loops of divergent
and convergent thinking. The role of the
service designer is seen to facilitate the
process for all involved, be those citizens,
users or other stakeholders and experts.
The service design approach thereby strives

to construct forums for user involvement
in democratic decision-making processes.
The approach of foresight is in this paper
understood as the exploration of possible
futures. In this context, design thinking
processes are established as an enabler of
the foresight approach. To emphasise the
focus of service design, this paper will further
focus on the approach of participatory

futures which overlaps and intertwines
in the manner of public engagement. The
investigation of existing work within the
combination of design and foresight has
led to many interesting insights and blends,
despite the lack of examples of foresight
and service design. Consequently, this paper
will pose the following research question:

How might the integration of foresight into
the service design practice help to tackle the
increased uncertainty and complexity of the
world, in the context of public engagement
within decision-making processes?
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3.0
METHODOLOGY
This chapter presents the methodology of the Double Diamond together with the framework of the Governance Future Lab which both has been utilised to conduct this master thesis. The combination of the
Double Diamon and the Governance Future Lab has empowered an explorative and iterative approach to
solving the problem statement, which will be presented in the research process. This project will investigate the possibilities incorporating foresight into service design practices ultimately to achieve a higher
level of public engagement within decision-making processes of public urban renewal projects. Lastly,
this chapter will present ethical considerations and thoughts on limitations.
This chapter consists of the following sections:
3.1 The Double Diamond
3.2 The Governance Future Lab Framework
3.3 Overall research process
3.4 Ethics
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3.1 THE DOUBLE DIAMOND

Connecting the dots and building relationships
between different citizens, stakeholders and partners.

DESIGN
PRINCIPLES
1. Be People Centred
2. Communicate (Visually & Inclusively)
3. Collaborate & Co-Create
4. Iterate, Iterate, Iterate
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For the purpose of the project, the
methodology of the double diamond is
applied for the overall structure of the
process. The double diamond is a model
used to clearly describe the design process
to designers and non-designers, too.
The model presents both divergent and
convergent thinking through the different
sections of the diamond. In figure 21, the
stages of the double diamond is visualized
as discover, a divergent stage, define, a
convergent stage, develop, a divergent
stage and deliver, a convergent stage
(Design Council, 2015).

METHODS
BANK
Explore, Shape, Build

Creating the conditions that allow innovation,
including culture change, skills and mindset.

Figure 21 the evolved double diamond
© Design Council 2019
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The double diamond was created to clearly
illustrate the design process (Design Council,
2015). It conveys the, at times, intangible
process of design with a simple illustration.
However, the simplicity of the model has
been criticised as being too simple and
lacking nuances of the more complex
problems solved by designers (Drew, 2019).
This critique has been embraced by the
creator of the double diamond, the design
council who therefore created a new,
updated version. This newer version is
utilised in the design project since it takes
into consideration the people-centricity of
design with collaboration and participation
in the process and the leadership and
engagement
needed
to
encourage
innovation and exploration. Furthermore,
the design process is not a linear process,
and the double diamond should not be
seen as a linear process. Here, the evolved

version of the double diamond uses arrows
to illustrate the ongoing iteration that helps
to avoid risk and create ongoing corrections
to fit the needs, behaviour, and motivation
throughout (Design Council, 2015).
Even so, Lechowicz and Lim emphasise
the limitations of the double diamond as
being too focused on the present time. They
argue that the double diamond is great for
understanding and solving problems in the
present. However, the issues and challenges
faced today are complex and ever-changing
and are not restricted to the present. These
challenges can have unmet opportunities,
while future problems are unaccounted for
in this model and therefore require other
tools and approaches (Lechowicz & Lim,
2020).
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3.2 GOVERNANCE FUTURES LAB FRAMEWORK
To meet the challenges that Lechowicz and
Lim point out (Lechowicz & Lim, 2020), the
governance futures lab framework is applied.
They provide an array of considerations
and questions to explore within the four
stages of its process. It is well suited for this
specific project as it combines both foresight
and design perspectives into the context
of governance (institute for the future,
2013). The toolkit is aimed to make social
governance more effective, as it claims that
governments are chosen by the citizens,
however, they do not always integrate the
voices of the citizens. Thereby, the toolkit
claims that the governments remain
stuck in the past, whereas the citizens are
evolving. This toolkit is thereby an effort to
rethink the relationship between the two
parties. The toolkit consists of four steps
followed by each other, which are as follows:
investigate, rethink, design, and prototype.
The investigate stage is the first and focuses
on the context of the specific governance
issue or project. It is about mapping out
the complexity of both the issue and its
surroundings, thus, emphasising that

nothing is made in a vacuum. It consists
of an array of themes to be discussed and
understood in the specific context, the
written themes have been rewritten into
questions for the sake of this project:

UNDEMOCRATIC
How is this democratic, if at all? Are decisions
being made by relevant people or by a few
‘powerful’ players?
UN-FUTURISTIC
Does it contain ‘present-bias’ where
decisions are made for the now rather than
for the future? Are incentives being made
that are short-term rather than long-term?
PATRIARCHAL
How is the gender equality in this context?
Consider if the context is inclusive or expert
driven e.g., decision making processes.
VIOLENT
Does anyone or anything exploit power and
thereby harm someone or something else?

NATIONALISTIC
Does it primarily focus on the national
context or include an international view?
What or who are excluded?
BUREAUCRATIC
Bureaucracies
were
developed
to
eliminate politics and general bias on the
administration of governments in the aim
to be neutral. Is this project striving to be
neutral? What is the level of complexity and
how is it beneficial?
UNJUST
Who can participate in the decision-making
processes? Whose voices are heard and
who are included to engage? Who cannot
be included e.g., future generations, other
living creatures, nature, and others not
represented?
SLOW
Can the government keep up with social
or technological changes on e.g., legal
legislations?
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The second step is rethink, which assesses
assumptions about behaviour, beliefs,
functionalities, values, and structures in the
specific context. Change may be needed in
the principles upon which governments
are based. The rethink step is utilised to
restructure the governing process through
six tasks as copied in here directly from the
toolkit (2013).
VALUES
Clearly state the values that will guide the
way governing processes and institutions
are created. Don’t try to solve the tensions
between values at this stage.
COSMOLOGY
Think about your beliefs about the nature of
reality and express these beliefs as clearly
and concisely as you can.

TERRITORY
Delineate the territory or territories that are
subject to your governing system and who it
would include.
HUMAN NATURE
Provide a logical, compelling, theory- and
evidence-based explanation of human
behaviour and decision-making, or an
argument for why there is no “human
nature.”
METRICS FOR SUCCESS
Provide a measurement tool or explicit
guidelines for measurement to determine
how successfully or unsuccessfully your
values are being represented.

POLITICAL SUBJECT
Think about and decide on a political
subject(s) that provides the most appropriate
level of governance to achieve your desired
values and outcomes.
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The third step is design where the processes
of the concrete issue or problem are aimed to
be solved through designing an architecture,
process or structure that represents the
vision defined in the past two steps. As
governmental processes cannot be made in
a vacuum, different perspectives will need
to be considered. This step consists of a
collection of mechanisms that will need to
be considered.
COMMONS
Which forms of participation or engagement
would support the values and desired goals?

MARKETS
Which offerings and experiences inspired
from different markets, could be introduced
to engage citizens?
LAW AND POLICY
What laws and regulations will strengthen
the architecture of the process so that it
supports citizens?
CULTURAL NORMS

What medium could be used to influence
the cultural norms of society to promote a
chosen value structure?

TECHNOLOGY
What technologies can be employed to
improve governance, participation, or
decision-making processes?
BUILT ENVIRONMENT
What aspects of the physical environment
could be designed or altered that would
influence behaviour to reach the goals?
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The final step in the governance futures
lab toolkit is prototype. This step is about
imagining and testing the design, to thereby
discover critiques, weaknesses, and other
possibilities of it failing. The step includes
a list of tools for prototyping the design,
however, it suggests making use of whatever
templates or prototyping techniques that
may be relevant for the concrete design
such as blueprints, user-tests, algorithms,
or something else.
PUBLISH A PREAMBLE
LAUNCH A CROWDFUNDING CAMPAIGN
DRAFT A NEWS HEADLINE
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3.3 OVERALL RESEARCH PROCESS
The Governance futures lab toolkit does
not have a flow or visualisations as such.
Consequently, a visualisation has been
developed that combines both the double
diamond and the governance futures lab
toolkit for the purpose of this project, as
seen in figure 22.
The visualisation consists of the overall
flow of the process and all potential tools
and methods within each stage, these tools
and methods have further been clustered
based on their origin within foresight or
design. This visualisation has also been
utilised to orchestrate progress on an online
collaboration platform, as seen in figure
23. The tools and methods integrated in
this visualisation does not all originate
from either the double diamond or the
governance futures lab toolkit, they are from
an array of different sources to empower
the continuous fuse of the two fields.

Figure 22 the methodological process
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Structure

Research stage
Anne
to do

TASKS

Maria
to do

ikke
uddelt

ANNE

Maria
doing

MARIA

Investigate

Rethink

Design

Prototype

Writing and reﬂection

TBD

FÆLLES

Maria, jeg har ﬂyttet the navigational approach ned til
deliver, det gav ikke mening at have den hvor den var
før. jeg fandt nogen af Birgittes spørgsmål fra UPSI og
svarede på dem så det kan du bare læse ved lejlighed
og se om det giver mening :)
5.1.8 Inclusion and exclusion of actors in the discover
& rethink stage: har jeg prøvet at skrive men er altså
slet ikke sikker. jeg er slet ikke kritisk nok tror jeg :(

TO DO

Alle dem der står tal
ud for er nogen der
skal skrives!
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Deﬁne insights and key pain points in timelines
Analyse the rethink questions
Decide on 2-3 areas to move forward on
create actor ecosystem based on respondents actor networks
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Thesis hand in deadline
disclaimer
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visualisering
og sætte op
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thesis til
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discussion til
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Deliver

Develop
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Research timeline
mobile ethnography
Cultural probes
Interactive interviews timeline
consider the Investigate step questions
Stakeholders map - network

7.2
Limitations
7.3 Future work / what was not possible??
[AI1]
[AI1]Dette thesis skal ses som a pilot
study obviosly there hasn’t been done
enough of anything. Reﬂect on what we
would do going forward.
Det ville have været mega fedt at gøre X
sådan eller at kunne kigge mere ind i det
her.
Sammel sammen løbende igennem hele
projektet hvor vi kunne tænke os at gøre
noget andet.
But I didn’t because I did not have
enough time.
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Goal for us when creating the toolkit

Goal for the toolkit - aspiration

-

-

Vision of the future –
Actionable Futures
Toolkit

Value - aspiration

The Actionable Futures Toolkit is a
practice proven toolkit made to work for
you in building and aligning a future for
an organisation, service or a product.

med familie

sende
13 NU
thesis til
Jeppe

Mobile ethnography

Progress board
Sketch 1

Sketch 2

Sketch 3

Sketch 4

Sketch 5

Sketch 6

Sketch 7

Initial Idea
area

futures.nordkapp.ﬁ
sketch
concepts

Process and Methods Actionable Futures
Toolkit

Story
boards

The Actionable Futures Toolkit is a
practice proven toolkit made to work for
you in building and aligning a future for
an organisation, service or a product.

Visual
direction/
method

Level
of the
scenario

A tried and tested method for exploring the future for SMEs is GPS for Enterprises by
FlandersDC (see www.ﬂandersdc.be/gps), which was developed by the author and used by
more than 5000 SMEs in Belgium and the Netherlands. This co-creation method uses
preselected trends, like individualization and aging population. Based on these trends,
concrete business ideas are designed for the company in question. Methods like Analogy
with Nature and Reframing are used to stimulate the imagination of the participants. After
the divergence phase, the ideas are selected via the COCD box, and combined into concrete
business concepts. These concepts are elaborated via the Business Model Generation
method (see www.businessmod-elgeneration.com). The accompanying Canvas Model is
very useful for deﬁning the proﬁt model, keeping in mind the principles of the creative
process. Together, GPS with Canvas Model, are integrated in the workshops of
Innovationwerkplaats.nl, providing concepts and business models for the future.

situationlab.org

The Thing From The
Future
The Thing From The Future is an awardwinning imagination game that
challenges players to collaboratively and
competitively describe objects from a
range of alternative futures. We are
currently sold out of this edition of The
Thing From The Future. Sta…

fra foresight in organisations
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01.02
Planning the process
divide and conquer writing tasks / questions

Uge: 6
03.02
individual writing

04.02
swap writing and build on each others

09.02
litterature write

Uge: 7
10.02
follow up research / reﬁne
plan mobile ethno (research design)
recruitment (deﬁne target group, create posts on facebook, reach
out to people from stakeholder-network etc.)

11.02
Full day of writing
Write reﬂections from this part of the process
Plan suppervision questions to Luca etc.
litterature write

15.02
supervision
start data collection through mobile ethno.
litterature write

Uge: 8
17.02
litterature write

18.02
litterature write

22.02
DEADLINE: get everything oﬀ mobile ethno
litterature write

Uge: 9
24.02
litterature write

25.02
Full day of writing (research question and focus area)
Write reﬂections from this part of the process
Plan suppervision questions to Luca etc.
litterature write

01.03
supervision
methodology writing
Prep cultural probes

Uge: 10

Uge: 11

Uge:

03.03
cultural probes DO!
Charlie Tango seminar

04.03
writing and wrap up on content for the thesis checkpoint
ﬁnalise stages: 0 and 1
cultural probes DO!

07.03
thesis checkpoint
Deﬁne stakeholders /who do we want to involve
start initial contact with stakeholders
stakeholder mapping

09.03
Futures seminar
start interview guide
prep for interviews / user journey
reminder/follow up with stakeholders

10.03
plan suppervision questions to Luca etc.
Interactive interview

15.03
supervision
revisit stakeholder map /stakeholders /who do we want to involve
Interactive interview

Uge: 12
17.03
analysis and identiﬁcation of insights/ pain points through user
journey
Placeholder for interviews etc.
Interactive interview

18.03
Full day of writing
Write reﬂections from this part of the process
Placeholder for interviews etc.

22.03
Deﬁne preliminary insights
Interactive interview

Uge: 13
24.03
Placeholder for interviews etc.
Interactive interview

25.03
Plan suppervision questions to Luca etc.
Placeholder for interviews etc.
Interactive interview

29.03
supervision
prep for interviews
reminder/follow up with stakeholders

Uge: 14
31.03
placeholder for interviews etc.

01.04
analysis and identiﬁcation of insights/ pain points through user
journey

05.04
Relational mapping / who are in contact with who? good and bad
relations/experiences

Uge: 15
07.04
Develop stakeholder network or blueprint?
start deﬁning insights
CIFS- Nicklas interview. Followup på Anticipation as a public good

08.04
Full day of writing
Write reﬂections from this part of the process

12.04
further work on insights

Uge: 16
14.04
ﬁnalise writing on stages: 2 and 3
Insights

15.04
plan suppervision questions to Luca etc.
testig w. stakeholders
ﬁnalise insights

Uge: 17

19.04

20.04

supervision
testing insights with stakeholders

22.04

draft version of thesis
testing insights with stakeholders

Uge: 18

26.04

Full day of writing
Write reﬂections from this part of the process
Plan suppervision questions to Luca etc.

27.04

initial opportunity spaces and pitfalls
testing insights with stakeholders

29.04

Deadline thesis draft
Thesis seminar with students

Uge 19

03.05

Follow up from the seminar, discuss and implement feedback
prep for interviews
reminder/follow up with stakeholders

05.05

Placeholder for interviews etc.
opportunity spaces and pitfalls

06.03

placeholder for interviews etc.
opportunity spaces and pitfalls

10.05

Full day of writing
Write reﬂections from this part of the process
Prep Maria foresight conference

Prototype

Full day of writing
visual design

Uge 20
12.05
Full day of writing
visual design

13.05
Full day of writing
visual design

17.05
ﬁnal version of thesis ready with visual design for Luca

Uge: 21
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implement edist/ feedback/ comments
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Send full thesis to proofreading

24.05
implement edist and comments
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insledende signal scanning
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gøre det mere
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at deltage

kig på Rike facilitering for
os https://miro.c
om/app/board/

'hacket
version'

stage det som fx
"der skal være både
udendørs og
indendørs arealer,
men det er endnu
ikke besluttet i
hvilket format..."

step ???: det
er den
kontekst det
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faciliteret
session
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med in i
fremtidspersp
ektivet og
sætter scenen

proposal

Winners are contacted

Send invitation to the
citizen hearing and
opening of the
project

Execute the citizen
hearing including a
presentation of the
project plan

Prepare citizen
hearing

Facilitate hearing, and
receive and store
notes and feedback
from citizens

The competition is
launched as a
campaign both
physical in the city
and digital on social
media

Respond on any
questions and
comments on social
media platforms

Post deadline
reminder on social
media platforms

Receive submissions

Post the launch of the
idea competition on
social media
platforms

Alignment and
qualiﬁcation of
responses on social
media

Send out deadline
reminders on social
media platforms

Store submissions

the
Send out a notice to
the 5 winners that
they have been
selected together
with an invite for the
ceremony

Send thanks to all
proposals received

THE LEVELS OF
PARTNERSHIP
AND COCREATION

Future use // Drawing

Hvilke oﬀentlige tilbud er
at foretrække på
Papirøen?

THE LEVELS OF
PLACATION AND
INVOLVEMENT
THE LEVELS OF
CONSULTATION
AND CONSULTING

THE LEVELS OF
INFORMING AND
INFORMAL

THE LEVELS OF
PLACATION AND
INVOLVEMENT

dualities.designit.com

Presentation of the 5
winning projects

THE LEVELS OF
MANIPULATION
AND THERAPY

Value // guiding principles

PPPP
model
inspiration
Hvordan
foretrækker du
fremtiden ser ud?

Mulig

kan
bruges til
at guide?

Sandsynlig

xxxx

forklaring
af "opgave"

There are many diﬀerent potential
future directions. Embrace the tensions,
discover the future dualities, and
explore your own futures with the
generator

Execute the
ceremony

Presentation of the
plan for the project
and the idea
competition

The Mayor

Hvilke oﬀentlige tilbud er
mulige at udbyde på
Papirøen i fremtiden?

Dualities: Futures
Generator - AI creating
prototypes to inspire
your futures

Line of interaction

Municipal actor actions

Hvilke oﬀentlige tilbud er
sandsynlige at udbyde på
et tidspunkt på Papirøen?

The project continues

ceremony

Citizen actions
THE LEVELS OF
PARTNERSHIP
AND COCREATION

THE LEVELS OF
PLACATION AND
INVOLVEMENT

THE LEVELS OF
INFORMING AND
INFORMAL

THE LEVELS OF
DELEGATION AND
EMPOWERMENT

Future cones // Postcards
Hvilke oﬀentlige tilbud
antager du der kommer
på Papirøen når den er
færdig?

THE LEVELS OF
MANIPULATION
AND THERAPY

Winners ceremony

to

to

Selecting the winners

THE LEVELS OF
CONSULTATION
AND CONSULTING

Notice
winners

n

of

and

and
the

for

of

invite
hearing

competitio
of
the

Receive

media on

THE LEVELS OF
INFORMING AND
INFORMAL

Organising proposals

Submission

Launch
idea

project

After the idea competition

THE LEVELS OF
INFORMING AND
INFORMAL

Receive
for
submission
thanks

Participate
citizen
the
opening
hearing
in

Reactions
responds
social

Receive
citizen

THE LEVELS OF
PLACATION AND
INVOLVEMENT

The idea competition

of
deadline
submission
reminder

THE LEVELS OF
DELEGATION AND
EMPOWERMENT

THE LEVELS OF
INFORMING AND
INFORMAL

in

THE LEVELS OF
CONSULTATION
AND CONSULTING

Participate
winners

THE LEVELS OF
INFORMING AND
INFORMAL

Planning the idea competition

THE LEVEL OF
CITIZEN CONTROL

THE LEVELS OF
CONSULTATION
AND CONSULTING

test: fysisk
nede ved
Paper
Island

vi lader som om vi
er kommunen som afsender:
hvad vil du have
der skal være der

THE LEVELS OF
PLACATION AND
INVOLVEMENT

kunne være
en måde at
inspirere
på??

Drivers of Change
Drivers of Change Investigate the key
global issues and trends ... Continued

During the idea competition

THE LEVELS OF
CONSULTATION
AND CONSULTING

step 58:
fremtiden??

THE LEVEL OF
CITIZEN CONTROL

Before the idea competition

THE LEVELS OF
INFORMING AND
INFORMAL

vi lader som om vi
er kommunen som afsender:
hvad vil du have
der skal være der

foresight.arup.com
servicedesigntools.org

Signal cards | Service
Design Tools
Support the ideation around new
service scenarios by using provocative
cards that depict possible future
situations and events.

Step 13: The open idea competition
Stages

test: feddback
interviews med
interactive
interview
deltagere +
nicklas

ret i reglerne for
idekonkurrence for at
få fremtidsperspektiver
ind. Inviter fx de bedste
10 ind til workshop
med foresight - hvor de
videreudvikler ideerne.

fremtidens
demograﬁ
(hvornår??)

kan
bruges til
at guide?

kig på når
vi
udarbejder
det

ikke speciﬁkt til Kbh,
men lav
visualisering der
viser området - en ø
med kulturfaciliteter
og boliger omkring

o9J_lZUh21g=/

Blueprint before

Hvilke oﬀentlige tilbud
antager du der kommer
på Papirøen når den er
færdig?

Hvilke oﬀentlige tilbud er
sandsynlige at udbyde på
et tidspunkt på Papirøen?

Hvilke oﬀentlige tilbud er
mulige at udbyde på
Papirøen i fremtiden?

Past // Present // Future

Hvilke oﬀentlige tilbud er
at foretrække på
Papirøen?

Channel
Hvilken værdi ønsker du Papirøen skal tilbyde dig som borger?

THE LEVELS OF
MANIPULATION
AND THERAPY

Line of visibility

Positiv værdi for dig

Project planning

Municipal actor actions

The Mayor

Organise and qualify
submissions in
clusters

Share organised
submission with the
jury

Receive the selected 5
winners

Receive and go
through submissions
and select the 5
winners

Notify the municipal
actors about the
winners

Negativ værdi for dig

Interessant værdi for dig

The project is
continued without
any further
communication with
the citizens nor the
winners

Align on who to involve
in the project including
goals, budgets and
scope

The jury

Sandsynligheder

Antagelser

Hvilke oﬀentlige tilbud er at foretrække på
Papirøen?

Lad os antage, at det er muligt for en dygtig
tryllekunstner at forudsige udfaldet af en
lottotrækning. Jamen hvis det er tilfældet, hvorfor i
alverden så spilde sin tid med gøgl, når man i
stedet ville kunne indkassere lottogevinster i
millionstørrelse på stribe. En dygtig tryllekunstner
ville vel næppe være så tåbelig. Ergo kan man roligt
gå ud fra, at den slags postulerede magiske numre
selvklart er ren svindel.

Print and post media
campaign about the
idea competition

Media company

Muligheder

Prioriteter

Ved sandsynligheden for en
hændelse forstås i
almindelighed den hyppighed,
hvormed hændelsen
indtræﬀer, når det forsøg,
hændelsen er knyttet til,
gentages mange gange.

muligheden er at skulle vælge
mellem ondt og godt. I begge
tilfælde er det en fremtidig
mulighed.

Hvilke oﬀentlige tilbud er
sandsynlige at udbyde på
et tidspunkt på Papirøen?

Hvilke oﬀentlige tilbud er
mulige at udbyde på
Papirøen i fremtiden?

Objektiv antagelse anses undertiden for at være
en erkendelse, som stemmer overens med
faktiske forhold, i modsætning til en subjektiv
antagelse, der kun udsiger noget om, hvordan
den person, der hævder antagelsen, opfatter
disse forhold.

foretrække handlinger, der
medfører den størst mulige
nytte og lykke for det størst
mulige antal mennesker.

Flow

Hvilke oﬀentlige tilbud
antager du der kommer på
Papirøen når den er færdig?

Hvilke oﬀentlige tilbud er at
foretrække på Papirøen?

Blueprint correction ideas
Blueprint before

Step 13: The open idea competition
During the idea competition

Step 58: When the buildings are ﬁnished
Stages

During the construction of the area and buildings

Channel

3. the 10 idea teams
are invited to a session
where they can
develop their ideas
further. involves
foresight methods and
aspects.

Send thanks to all
proposals received

Receive submissions

whilst creating
their proposal

Send out a notice to
the 5 winners that
they have been
selected together
with an invite for the
ceremony

values - creating a
receive and store
matrix from this to
notes and feedback
ideation upon?
frombase
citizens

Prepare citizen
hearing

Project planning

Alignment and
qualiﬁcation of
responses on social
media

Send out deadline
reminders on social
media platforms

Organise and qualify
submissions in
clusters

Store submissions

include the
ideation
principles
agreed upon in
the workhop

separate
competitions
for
professionals
and citizens

Scoping the idea
competition

etablering af
personaer ud
fra
fremtidsdemo
raﬁ?

Flow

and

of
Line of interaction

Ensure the engagement of
the citizens and the people
with stakes in the process,
by establishing measures
for participation in the
decision-making processes
after the competition ends.

Municipal actor actions

Releasing statements
regarding the timings
of the projects

Execute the opening
ceremony

Releasing statements
regarding the timings
of the projects

Execute the opening
ceremony

Channel
Post the launch of the
idea competition on
social media
platforms

Align on who to involve
in the project including
goals, budgets and
scope

Include foresight
measures to open
up the minds of the
participants and
allow them to ideate
signals of
change

Media company
based on

the

track
Keeping

4. maybe all ideas will be
presented and all
participants will be invited
to become a 'jury' that will
have a say in the actual
decision-making process of
the project.

Execute the
ceremony

Presentation of the 5
winning projects

establish the
choosing drivers of
values that
change/signals to
should be the
navigate and
connect them to the
guidelines
Facilitate hearing, and

Line of visibility

The Mayor

the

site
Respond on any
Post deadline
a forum for
questions and
to reminder on social
comments onparticipants
social
media platforms
media platforms
collaborate

Private development actors

The jury

The area is open for public use

on

progress
the

Citizen actions

The competition is
launched as a
campaign both
physical in the city
and digital on social
media

Presentation of the
plan for the project
and the idea
competition

Municipal actor actions

After the construction of the area and buildings

Planning the idea competition
4. maybe 2 winners
are selected and
these will be invited
to participate in the
decision-making
process of the actual
project

site

The project continues

ceremony

area

THE LEVELS OF
MANIPULATION
AND THERAPY

Winners ceremony

the

THE LEVELS OF
CONSULTATION
AND CONSULTING

of

Winners are contacted

in

to

THE LEVELS OF
INFORMING AND
INFORMAL

Selecting the winners

all but with speciﬁc
criteria formulated in
the brief (to
incorporate the vision
of the future )

Execute the citizen
hearing including a
presentation of the
project plan

Using
buildings
the

proposal

the

n

of

and

and
the

for

of

media on

Receive

competitio
of
the

After the idea competition

THE LEVELS OF
INFORMING AND
INFORMAL

Organising proposals

Submission

Launch
idea

invite
hearing

THE LEVELS OF
PLACATION AND
INVOLVEMENT

Receive
for
submission
thanks

Participate
citizen
the
opening
hearing
in

Receive
citizen

THE LEVELS OF
INFORMING AND
INFORMAL

The idea competition

to

THE LEVELS OF
CONSULTATION
AND CONSULTING

project
competition open for

Participate
winners

THE LEVELS OF
INFORMING AND
INFORMAL

1. have an idea

Reactions
responds
social

workshop with
citizens to initiate
the idea
generation based
on participatory
future methods

Send invitation to the
citizen hearing and
opening of the
project

Notice
winners

THE LEVELS OF
CONSULTATION
AND CONSULTING

Planning the idea competition

Line of interaction

The Mayor

Attending
launch

Before the idea competition

THE LEVELS OF
INFORMING AND
INFORMAL

Citizen actions

Municipal actor actions

of
deadline
submission
reminder

Stages

mulighedsrum

Print and post media
campaign about the
idea competition

Share organised
submission with the
jury

no clustering
or discarding.
the jury should
see all
proposals

ret i reglerne for
idekonkurrence for at
få fremtidsperspektiver
ind. Inviter fx de bedste
10 ind til workshop
med foresight - hvor de
videreudvikler ideerne.

establish a timeframe and
ﬁnd the prognosed
demograﬁc - how does it
change? Invite people
based on the future
demographic to have
"future citizens"
represented.

Receive the selected 5
winners

The project is
continued without
any further
communication with
the citizens nor the
winners

provide agency for
the participants by
(as a minimum)
allowing them to
present their own
winning solutions to
the rest of the group

2. selection of 10
ideas that are of a
good quality and
represent diverse
aspects (who should
select these??)

Receive and go
through submissions
and select the 5
winners

Line of visibility

citizens
incorporated
into the jury

Tracking and planning
progress on site

Municipal actor actions

Planning opening
ceremony

Tracking and planning
progress on site

Private development actors

Notify the municipal
actors about the
winners

Construction workers

a jury that
represents all
actors involved
and aﬀected by
the outcome

future citizen
representatives
in the jury

Construction work on
the site

Flow

Blueprint after
Step 15: The open idea competition
During the idea competition

After the idea competition

THE LEVELS OF
PARTNERSHIP
AND COCREATION

and

for
thanks

values

the
for 10
best
session

of
proposal

to

THE LEVELS OF
PARTNERSHIP
AND COCREATION

THE LEVELS OF
PARTNERSHIP
AND COCREATION

Present

Greetinging

THE LEVELS OF
INFORMING AND
INFORMAL

in
(as

THE LEVELS OF
PARTNERSHIP
AND COCREATION

THE LEVELS OF
CONSULTATION
AND CONSULTING

Winners are contacted

Winners ceremony

THE LEVELS OF
DELEGATION AND
EMPOWERMENT

The project continues

,

Winners are selected

and

panel e

with

to

and

forumparticipants
e
with

Communicat
other

responds

THE LEVELS OF
PARTNERSHIP
AND COCREATION

Development session with 10 best ideas (5 private, 5 professional)

and

idea

idea
ﬁnal
Present

new

THE LEVELS OF
PARTNERSHIP
AND COCREATION

ceremony

THE LEVELS OF
PARTNERSHIP
AND COCREATION

Notify 10 best

when
happening

THE LEVELS OF
PARTNERSHIP
AND COCREATION

Organising proposals

at

THE LEVELS OF
INFORMING AND
INFORMAL

is

THE LEVELS OF
PLACATION AND
INVOLVEMENT

of
reminder

mingleidea

THE LEVELS OF
INFORMING AND
INFORMAL

Receive

Present
and

THE LEVELS OF
PARTNERSHIP
AND COCREATION

on

social

media

idea

ideas

to

jury

the

idea

cluster

following

the

goodbyes

invitation

of

and

and

one
competitionrepresentativ
in

on

Invitation
more,
meetings
get to
e- participate
etc. mails

THE LEVELS OF
CONSULTATION
AND CONSULTING

the
Reactions

Choose
participate

the

Present

Participate
hearing
opening
project
and in
citizen
of
the the

of

guide
competition
the

Receive
hearing

Thanks

launch
competition

on
based

cards

in

to

for

on
values
motivation,

urban agenda

about

scoping

theme signals

ideas

signals

the

ﬁnd about

invite
hearing

who
citizens
the

Ideate
agenda,

Find

Hear
and

Learn
and

Present

Use
provocation
sharpen

groups

motivation
participating

represents
future out

signals
generations

of

Awareness

the
to winners
ceremony

THE LEVELS OF
INFORMING AND
INFORMAL

THE LEVELS OF
INFORMING AND
INFORMAL

goodbyes

THE LEVELS OF
INFORMING AND
INFORMAL

on
and provocations
criteria
scoping

THE LEVELS OF
PARTNERSHIP
AND COCREATION

The idea competition

values,

key

to

THE LEVELS OF
PARTNERSHIP
AND COCREATION

to

on

Decide

and

THE LEVELS OF
PARTNERSHIP
AND COCREATION

Notice
invitation

THE LEVELS OF
PARTNERSHIP
AND COCREATION

Thanks

THE LEVELS OF
PARTNERSHIP
AND COCREATION

to

groups

in

Arrive
workshop
at

Receive
citizen

renewal

future
and

of
of demographic
provocations
competition)

THE LEVELS OF
PARTNERSHIP
AND COCREATION

Submission

THE LEVELS OF
PARTNERSHIP
AND COCREATION

Get
and reminder
the
future
brief

THE LEVELS OF
PARTNERSHIP
AND COCREATION

Scoping the idea competition

present

motivation

THE LEVELS OF
PARTNERSHIP
AND COCREATION

Notice
invitation

THE LEVELS OF
PARTNERSHIP
AND COCREATION

project

Receive
submission

THE LEVELS OF
PARTNERSHIP
AND COCREATION

for

THE LEVELS OF
INFORMING AND
INFORMAL

Stages

THE LEVELS OF
PARTNERSHIP
AND COCREATION

deadline
submission

THE LEVELS OF
INFORMING AND
INFORMAL

Planning the frames of scoping the idea competition

THE LEVELS OF
DELEGATION AND
EMPOWERMENT

Ideate
future
workshop
based
demo

Before the idea competition

THE LEVEL OF
CITIZEN CONTROL

Citizen actions

THE LEVELS OF
PLACATION AND
INVOLVEMENT

Line of interaction

Send out recruitment posts

Greet participants

Introduce 'the public
engagement champion' and
how to get in contact

Greet participants

Present agenda for the day and
the urban renewal project

Look into materials for signal
scanning and drivers of change.
Decide on a structure to include
them in the facilitation

Prepare materials, presentation
and exercises for workshop

Municipal actor

THE LEVELS OF
CONSULTATION
AND CONSULTING
Facilitator

THE LEVELS OF
INFORMING AND
INFORMAL

Execute the citizen hearing
including a presentation of the
project plan

Introduce participantswho
represent the future citizens
and introduce the future
demography

Activate participants in a
presentation round: who are
they, why are they here, what
do they hope to get out of the
day

Introduce the participants to
signals and let them choose 2
dualities in groups to work with.
Groups include citizens and TMF
and B&H actors

Guide the presentation session

Guide the ideation session

Introduce provocation cards
and guide session

Guide presentation and
clustering session

Guide session

Facilitate and guide the
selection of a citizen jury
member for the competition

The competition is launched as a
campaign both physical in the city
and digital on social media with
criteria from the scoping
workshop

Respond to any questions and
comments on social media
platforms

facilitate participation and
respond

Post deadline reminder on
social media platforms

Receive submissions

Post the launch of the idea
competition on social media
platforms with criteria from the
scoping workshop and hearing

Alignment and qualiﬁcation of
responses on social media

Establish platforom/forum for
participants to communicate
and inspire each other

Send out deadline reminders on
social media platforms

Store submissions

Send out a notice to the 10 best
that they have been selected for
a session to include foresight

Send thanks to all proposals
received

Thanks and goodbyes

Invite winners to ceremony

Guide presentation of ideas and
motivations and values worked
with

Greet at session

Present to provocations and
future demographics

Facilitate ideation to align with
criteria from scoping workshop

Presentation of ﬁnal ideas

Execute the ceremony

Invite for continued inclusion

Thanks and goodbyes

Presentation of the plan for the
project and the idea
competition

The Mayor

THE LEVELS OF
MANIPULATION
AND THERAPY

Congratulate the winners and
hand over check

Channel

Line of visibility

Align on the time, budget, eﬀort
and roles. Assign public
engagement Champion

Municipal actor actions

Decide which future
perspectives to include
throughout the process. Brief
the facilitator

Send out invites to citizen
hearing

Accept invite

Coordinate participation
recruitment of future citizens

Facilitator

Book in actors from the
municipality, contractors,
private actors etc.

Prepare citizen hearing with
insights from scoping workshop

Receive and store notes and
feedback from citizens

Correct/add concerns/ ideas
from hearing. And write note
from the hearing

Organise and qualify
submissions in clusters of
private and professional
suggestions

Public engagement "Champion"

The one who ensures contact,
inclusion and who acts on the
citizens behalf in planning
processes, if they are not
themselves represented.

Share organised submission
with the jury

Receive the selected 10 best

Receive and go through
submissions and select the 10
best

Notify the municipal actors
about the winners

Invite 10 best for a day to
develop further with foresight
aspects

Translate data from session into
guiding principles for idea
competition

Collect the data from session

Share organised submission
with the jury

Receive the winners from jury

Receive and go through ideas to
select winners

Notify the municipal actors
about the winners

prep invitations to the winners

Save contact and include in
future steps of the process

Collect the data from session

Pinpoint key demographic
changes from current citizen
demographic to specify which to
recruit for.

The Mayor

Create recruitment posts for
participants as future citizens
based on the future
demographic.

Represent the citizens in
internal processes

Represent the citizens in
internal processes

Represent the citizens in
internal processes

Represent the citizens in
internal processes

Represent the citizens in
internal processes

Represent the citizens in
internal processes

Receive and go through
submissions and select the 10
best

Notify the municipal actors
about the winners

Receive and go through ideas to
select winners

Notify the municipal actors
about the winners

Answer and accept recruitment
post

Future citizens representatives

The jury

Media company
Print and post media campaign
about the idea competition

Flow

Barriers

format

Potentials

use

public
engagement

foresight

B&H

TMF

KF-P

-Hire in consultants to
facilitate meetings w
citizens and workshops
– an external is more
neutral and better at
addressing diﬀerent
actors

Ofthen the citizen
perspective lands w.
the communication
department and the
work group who are
in charge of the
overall project

we have done we
brought buzzwords
and sentences from
the citizens into our
work e.g.” build
more in wood, not
in stone.”

Many
stakeholders
makes it diﬃcult:
there are a lot of
people and lots of
opinions

-helps ask the
unpleasant
questions. Good
to have some that
provoke and
really question.

work with: -A
project leader
Crossdisciplina
ry workgroups

but they(the
processes) change
dependent on the
cities inhabitants

-We negotiate the
process of
inclusion: 2 or 3
times of inclusion
or should one be
a coﬀeemeeting?

-Bring in diﬀerent
perspectives and
challenge blind
spots and angles

The visionary and
professional is a must – to
dare to embrace today and
be visionary about the
future. Also about wht you
write into the idea
competition program ->
should embrace the good
life.

There’s a lot of
legislation that
makes it challenging
to do public
engagement
initiatives

Not everyone
understands what
happens backstage
(in relation to
transparency for
citizens)

-It’s exciting I’d
like to test out
something
new.

-Usually the population
we talk to is not that
diverse, unfortunately.
I’d like to work with
“nabourhood groups”

-The future setup is
quite interesting:
here there might be
ways to bring more
ﬂexibility into the
city.

Idea competition:
great way to get
indications of the
wants of citizens.
But have to be
professional in it

Interested in
understanding
how to bring it
further with
the future

-The
process
gets longer

-Not having
it be part of
“the
backbone”

-There are diﬀerent
levels in city planning:
local committees, could
be a great way to test it
out – it’s diﬃcult to do
in the local plan.

-Diﬃcult if it’s one
person who should
represent the citizens.
But deﬁnitely doable as
one of the hats to put
on. It’s important.

-There are lots of aspects
as a planner. How do you
accommodate and handle
the future; Theres always a
development we have to
relate to. why and which
trends etc. How can you as
a municipality act on this in
the individual case?

-To address it to the
diﬀerent actors: us, but
also the architectural
companies like COBE, it’s
interesting and important
for them to also
understand and relate to
the local and the future.

- It’s quite
interesting but
also diﬃcult, since
we get so close to
people and their
needs.

-To make is
easy to
implement, so
it’s actionable
to implement

-It’s diﬃcult to imagine
in a localplanprocess.
The developers have
speciﬁc demands and
the municipality has
speciﬁc frames that are
based in legislation.

-We miss
knowledge about
trends and the
future as a
municipality!
-

-it should be ﬂexible, not
too much of a template,
then it becomes a machine
(not how the reality of
decision-making in urban
renewal projects work).

-To question where
does the planner get
their knowledge from?
How do you search for
knowledge about the
local environment?

-As planners we
need to get better
at understanding
the local areas
and local citizens

-Diﬃcult: have
already tried the
format of
“playingcards”
with the
developers

-Is it used to
ligitimise the
opinions we already
have or is it done to
actually bring the
citizens into the
process?

-Often a lot of
projects
running at the
same time

KF-M

-A frame you can
look at for each
project or each
morning (a new
hat to put on)

-Being
aware of the
intention
and purpose

-There are some
steps that you
need to go
through that can’t
be touched or
altered.

-What we try to do
is to bring the real
world and the
thought up or
ideal world to
connect.

-The problem is that
some things are
improper but has to
be done. So how
schizophrenic can
we be, it’s diﬃcult to
accommodate both.

-Early inclusion: we
can’t not do an initial
report, but could we do
something before? It’s
an art to be innovative
in such set processes.

Good to have a
frame or
foundation for
what to consider.
Putting on
diﬀerent glasses

-Make sure the
frames are
understandable.
What’s up for
negotiation and
what’s not.

-Time and
laziness are
the main
barriers

Good format to
inspire and use
those that are
applicable and
discard those that
are not

-Being able to ﬁt it into
those prioritized places
where they make more
sence. There are a
certain production that
we need to prioritize.

-To be
provoked and
shaken out of
ﬁxed ideas

-It’s good with
some creative
constraints for
those unique
projects that just
have to play well!

There are some
institutional
representatives who are
biased. Therefore we have
to make sure to represent
the citizens generally or at
least the broader
population

It’s hard to give
privileged access
into some locked
processes (on the
winners in the loop
after idea
competition)

help us
answer:the core
messages we
want to deliver.
(communicationst
rategies)

-It’s
idealistic
and
objective

Diverse agendas with
multiple actors:
There Are diﬀerent people
with diﬀerent agendas.
Politicians, fondmanagers
who have strong agendas
in ﬁxed directions.

-It’s always good to
have discussions
and if there are no
other to discuss with
then it’s great that
tere are cards.

-To strategise: since
politicians are
changed and there
are then others who
are liable and
obligated to this.

-“Alle decisions
belong to a
political and
ﬁnancial
space”

-To challenge thos
who are very
uniwiling to change
perspective. To say
“For the purpose of
the exercise, what if
you had tis opinion”

-Doctrines
one can
work with

-Should be
easy to
implement

-Should be easily
accessible and fast
to do. (e.g. 10 ideas
a minute, 5
megatrends to think
into the ideas..)

-Who does it relate
to? Diﬃcult if it’s too
generic, it’s quite
hard to homogenize
the processes, they
are not alike.

-One really
needs to
understand the
framing to post
provocations.

-We hang on to the
argument “the
copenhageners asked for
this” in the discussions with
other actors. When the
going get’s tough.
We are often the
watchdogs of “citizen
interests”

-Like onboarding: a project
wit 90 actors, where
onboarding didn’t happen
well and you feel people
are pulling in diﬀerent
directions -> this could
possibly help create the
same preconception of the
project.

-Context and
mandate is
quite
important

Value of the framework
us? the
framework

urban
renewal
projects
municipal
actors

The proposed service
value of using the
framework in urban
renewal projects

Clustering Use

Format
Potentials

opens up to new
knowledge streams
-To question where
does the planner get
their knowledge from?
How do you search for
knowledge about the
local environment?

-Bring in diﬀerent
perspectives and
challenge blind
spots and angles

-It’s exciting I’d
like to test out
something
new.

-To challenge thos
who are very
uniwiling to change
perspective. To say
“For the purpose of
the exercise, what if
you had tis opinion”

it's objective, and
awareness focused

applicable for variety of
actors in group or solo
-To address it to the
diﬀerent actors: us, but
also the architectural
companies like COBE, it’s
interesting and important
for them to also
understand and relate to
the local and the future.

-It’s always good to
have discussions
and if there are no
other to discuss with
then it’s great that
tere are cards.

-Doctrines
one can
work with

-There are diﬀerent
levels in city planning:
local committees, could
be a great way to test it
out – it’s diﬃcult to do
in the local plan.

create shared
preconception
-Like onboarding: a project
wit 90 actors, where
onboarding didn’t happen
well and you feel people
are pulling in diﬀerent
directions -> this could
possibly help create the
same preconception of the
project.

Real world vs ideas
-What we try to do
is to bring the real
world and the
thought up or
ideal world to
connect.

-It’s
idealistic
and
objective

-Often a lot of
projects
running at the
same time

Foresight

Potentials
challenges the
comfortable/easy choice
-helps ask the
unpleasant
questions. Good
to have some that
provoke and
really question.

help strategise

help strategise

help us
answer:the core
messages we
want to deliver.
(communicationst
rategies)

-A frame you can
look at for each
project or each
morning (a new
hat to put on)

The visionary and
professional is a must – to
dare to embrace today and
be visionary about the
future. Also about wht you
write into the idea
competition program ->
should embrace the good
life.

bringing in new
perspectives

-Context and
mandate is
quite
important

-There are some
steps that you
need to go
through that can’t
be touched or
altered.

who does it apply to,
wheres the ownership?
work with: -A
project leader
Crossdisciplina
ry workgroups

Ofthen the citizen
perspective lands w.
the communication
department and the
work group who are
in charge of the
overall project

-We miss
knowledge about
trends and the
future as a
municipality!
-

-Not having
it be part of
“the
backbone”

-Should be
easy to
implement

-Who does it relate
to? Diﬃcult if it’s too
generic, it’s quite
hard to homogenize
the processes, they
are not alike.

Potentials

create understanding and
challenge ﬁxed ideas
Interested in
understanding -To be
provoked and
how to bring it
further with shaken out of
the future ﬁxed ideas

open up for broader
inclusion

ensure a thoughtful
process
-It’s good with
some creative
constraints for
those unique
projects that just
have to play well!

legislation leaves little
wiggle room

-Being able to ﬁt it into
those prioritized places
where they make more
sence. There are a
certain production that
we need to prioritize.

-it should be ﬂexible, not
too much of a template,
then it becomes a machine
(not how the reality of
decision-making in urban
renewal projects work).

-It’s diﬃcult to imagine
in a localplanprocess.
The developers have
speciﬁc demands and
the municipality has
speciﬁc frames that are
based in legislation.

clearly deﬁne the value
-Being
aware of the
intention
and purpose

question our
understanding of the local

get indications of needs
and motivations early
-Early inclusion: we
can not do an initial
report, but could we
do something
before? It’s an art to
be innovative in
such set processes.

-Usually the population
we talk to is not that
diverse, unfortunately.
I’d like to work with
“nabourhood groups”

Idea competition:
great way to get
indications of the
wants of citizens.
But have to be
professional in it

-As planners we
need to get better
at understanding
the local areas
and local citizens

more ﬂexability

-The future setup is
quite interesting:
here there might be
ways to bring more
ﬂexibility into the
city.

Barriers

costumisation to
speciﬁc steps

-To make is
easy to
-Diﬃcult: have
already tried
the
implement,
so
format
ofactionable
it’s
“playingcards”
to implement
with the
developers

-Diﬃcult if it’s one
person who should
represent the citizens.
But deﬁnitely doable as
one of the hats to put
on. It’s important.

-There are lots of aspects
as a planner. How do you
accommodate and handle
the future; Theres always a
development we have to
relate to. why and which
trends etc. How can you as
a municipality act on this in
the individual case?

Barriers

should be easy and not
too complex to use

time to learn to apply it

-To strategise: since
politicians are
changed and there
are then others who
are liable and
obligated to this.

understanding signals
and trends

Good to have a
frame or
foundation for
what to consider.
Putting on
diﬀerent glasses

-Should be easily
accessible and fast
to do. (e.g. 10 ideas
a minute, 5
megatrends to think
into the ideas..)

Barriers
some things aren't up
for change
-The problem is that
some things are
improper but has to
be done. So how
schizophrenic can
we be, it’s diﬃcult to
accommodate both.

ﬂexability: processes are
not alike all the time
many actors with many
agendas
Diverse agendas with
multiple actors:
There Are diﬀerent people
with diﬀerent agendas.
Politicians, fondmanagers
who have strong agendas
in ﬁxed directions.

Public Engagement

Potentials

using it as a guide

a format that seems to
allow for ﬂexibility
Good format to
inspire and use
those that are
applicable and
discard those that
are not

Barriers

mulitipe projects,
limited time and eﬀort
-Time and
laziness are
the main
barriers

but they(the
processes) change
dependent on the
cities population

-Should be easily
accessible and fast
to do. (e.g. 10 ideas
a minute, 5
megatrends to think
into the ideas..)

diﬃcult due to here and
now needs of citizens

- It’s quite
interesting but
also diﬃcult, since
we get so close to
people and their
needs.

to work hands on the
focus has to be sharp

-One really
needs to
understand the
framing to post
provocations.

frame what is
negitiable and what is
not
-Make sure the
frames are
understandable.
What’s up for
negotiation and
what’s not.

legislations leaves little
wiggle room

will it be misused to argue and
justify the political wants?

There’s a lot of
legislation that
makes it challenging
to do public
engagement
initiatives

-Is it used to
ligitimise the
opinions we already
have or is it done to
actually bring the
citizens into the
process?

political and ﬁnancial
spaces matter

-“Alle decisions
belong to a
political and
ﬁnancial
space”

many actors with many
agendas and biases
There are some
institutional
representatives who are
biased. Therefore we have
to make sure to represent
the citizens generally or at
least the broader
population

Many
stakeholders
makes it diﬃcult:
there are a lot of
people and lots of
opinions

not all parts are or should be
open to citizens
It’s hard to give
privileged access
into some locked
processes (on the
winners in the loop
after idea
competition)

Not everyone
understands what
happens backstage
(in relation to
transparency for
citizens)

time concern
-The
process
gets longer

Value mapping:
Current
citizen

Municipal
actor

Professional actors
within urban
renewal projects

The
municipality

Society and
the planet

the possibility to
be more included
in the projects
insp

municipal
actor

municipal
actor

foresight

citizens

- challenge the
comfortable, easy
choices of routines.
- opening up new
streams of knowledge
- strategising guidelines

citizens

architecture
companies

developers

the
municipality

future
citizens?

- opportunity for
more and better
inclusion and
transparency in
decision-making
-

-understanding of the
local life, moods, wants
and needs.
- ideas that are not
shut down by the
legislative compelxity
of the process

architecture
companies

public
engagement

developers

us? the
framework

the
municipality

future
citizens?

We acknowledge that the actors network of these projects vastly exceeds the
amount of actors presented in the value map, however, the framework was
created with the municipal actors as key users, therefore they are key actors to
include. Moreover, public engagement is a key concept in the framework, why
citizens and the municipality in general are key actors to include in the value map,
too. Since foresight is the other key element of the framework, society and planet
are included to propose the value of foresight . The many actors who are also
included in the process are combined as the actor group "professional actors
within urban renewal" not to say they are less relevant to the urban renewal
project, but that the scope of the framework are not the main priority.

The proposed service
value of using the
framework in urban
renewal projects

F gu e 23 p og ess cap u ed a ong he p ocess
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4.3.1 METHODS USED FOR
THE PROBLEM STATEMENT
The methods used in the overall research
process have been mapped out based
on the stages of the combination of the
double diamond and governance futures lab
methodologies, as seen on figure 22. Doing so
allows for the overview of methods utilised
to answer the research question to add to
the continuous growth of service design as
a field as well as answering the problem
statement which aims at strengthening the
flow of public engagement within decisionmaking processes of urban renewal projects.
The combined list of methods used are as
follows:
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3.4 ETHICS
When conducting projects of participation
and specifically work within qualitative
methods, ethical considerations are highly
important (Bjørner, 2015). In the context
of public engagement and service design,
ethical considerations include making sure
everyone is included or have the possibility
to be so. When working in the context of
foresight it is therefore natural to consider
ways to include future generations and
others who do not have a voice in the
present. Foresight is further criticised
for being for the few and privileged, and
thereby unable to represent all involved and
affected parties. Therefore, it is important
for us to empower a diverse group of people
to participate in this project. In this context,
it has been our intention throughout the
process of collecting data from people and
about people to protect the people involved.
In this way, it has been honest and legal in
our pursuit of this paper based on informed
consent.
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4.0

ANALYTICAL DESCRIPTION OF THE DOUBLE DIAMOND
FRAMEWORK TO ADDRESS THE PROBLEM STATEMENT
This chapter presents the design process of this thesis, together with documentation, analysis and reflections on the explorations and achievements
done throughout. The timeline of the decision-making process of the public urban renewal project of the Paper Island, as presented in the project context, will serve as a starting point for the entire design project.
The Discover and Investigate phases present an extensive assessment of citizens, public and private actors’ opinions and experiences with public engagement and public decision-making processes. In this phase, the timeline of the Paper Island will be validated and further detailed through interviews
public and private actors. The Define and Rethink phase consists of synthesis of a multitude of observations to form an assortment of insights, together
with a systematic selection of these. The timeline of the Paper Island will be further developed and analysed into key insights about the involved actors,
the levels of participation and most areas with the most potential. The Develop and Design phase present the systematic advancement of a framework
of insights, formed as questions for municipal actors to consider whilst in in the decision-making process of public urban renewal projects. The timeline
will in the Develop and Design phase be evolved into a generic timeline, to reflect onto other projects. The Deliver and Prototype phase presents the execution of experiments on several steps within the generic timeline. Throughout the design project external inspiration sessions have been added, these
range from seminars to small tests and interviews which all served the purpose of inspiring new thinking.
This chapter consists of the following sections:
4.1 Discover and Investigate
4.2 Define and Rethink
4.3 Develop and Design
4.4 Deliver and Prototype
4.5 Introduction to the product report
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DISCOVER & INVESTIGATE
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4.1 DISCOVER & INVESTIGATE
4.1.1 INSPIRATION SESSION 1

FUTURES FOR ALL - ANTICIPATION AS A PUBLIC GOOD SEMINAR BY CIFS
Throughout this project, a multitude of
interesting talks, interviews and seminars
have been attended, these will be sprinkled
throughout the project as they appeared.
They served as inspiration and new angles
of the interconnections between public
decision-making processes, service design
and foresight. The Futures for all anticipation
as a public good seminar was one of these
inspirational sessions. The theme of the
seminar was ’Participatory futures and
education’ and offered talks and discussions
by Abril Chimal, Chief Pollinator for the
Participatory Futures Global Swarm and Dr.
Loes Damhof, Consultant to UNESCO. The
seminar served as a refreshing collation of
inspirational cases and provided a concrete
contact to the Copenhagen Institute of
Future Studies.

Figure 24 futures for all seminar
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4.1.2 INSPIRATION SESSION 2

E-DEMOCRACY AND CITIZEN PROPOSAL SEMINAR BY CHARLIE TANGO
This was an afternoon seminar by Charlie Tango, a customer experience agency in Copenhagen. They presented their project ‘Digitizing the Democratic Process’ which was carried out as
a collaboration with the Danish parliament. The aim of the project was to utilise e-democratic
tools to increase engagement, here they specifically developed the online citizens’ proposals tool
and website. At the seminar they presented the project together with their reflections on how to
increase the dialogue and communication with the Danish citizens.
Some of the key insights presented are as follows:
-When developing such a project, be sure to have each
of the following: a champion that will own this project, a
sponsor that will fund it and political support to provide
the mandate needed to develop the project.
-Use clear communication and present the citizens’
proposal platform as a channel for communication. Be
clear in the opportunities and limitations of the platform
to avoid disappointing any citizens.
-Describe the demands of the citizens’ engagement
clearly, to allow them to understand that communal
proposals with a broader scope will more likely reach the
parliament as opposed to niche proposals only concerning a few people or a small area.
-The media and social medias play a big part in spreading
the word about citizen proposals which mobilize more
citizens.

The following is a list of our own reflections considered to be worth to keep in mind in relation to
this project.
-Citizen proposals is a method where ‘normal’ people can
add their suggestions and propose new initiatives, however, if the proposal is not written in the correct way and
formulated in a specific manner it will most likely not be
taken seriously by the public and nor will the parliament
consider it. It can therefore be questioned if this is indeed
democracy, if ‘normal’ language is not good enough for a
proposal.

however, most of them do not offer any security or
verification on e.g., if the citizen really is from the specific
municipality. Moreover, in many municipalities where
such a platform has been developed, almost none of
them are known to the local citizens, and thus most of
them are not being used.

-If a citizen proposal reaches 50.000 signatures it will
have to be taken up in parliament, however, the parliament can always just consider it and discard it. This is the
reason for Charlie Tango emphasising it being a communication channel for discussion rather than a tool for
change. It is worth reflecting on how many signatures it
should take to ‘force’ the parliament to action.
-Several Danish municipalities are mimicking the citizen’s
proposal platform for their local municipal governance,
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4.1.3 MOBILE ETHNOGRAPHY

Mobile ethnography is a means of gaining
insights from users through their phones.
This enables them to take part in the
research when it suits them. It allows for
wider groups of respondents as there is no
need for physical presence, e.g., citizens who
may be traveling are also able to participate.
Moreover, the respondents can answer
questions as they see fit, in the comfort of
their own home, the office or anywhere they
find appropriate. This enables them to take
control of their own time and participate
more on their own terms. Furthermore, this
research method allows for more intimate
responses since the respondents are
answering on their own terms, in a place
they find comfortable and safe. This brings
us closer to them than one might be able to
be from an interview in a more controlled
setting. Thereby, the responses become
more deeply rooted in their thoughts.
4.1.3.1 RESEARCH DESIGN
A strategy for the mobile ethnography
research was established to ensure it
aligned with the scope of the project. The
research design was created with a focus
on the interconnection of foresight and

citizen participation. To gain citizen insights
into different themes the research was
structured in five tasks; 0. Introduction and
GDPR, 1. Scenario 1, 2. Scenario 2, 3. Your
everyday and 4. Your city and you.
In this way, two scenarios were established within the same setting but with
slight variations about inclusion and
knowledge about a fictive urban renewal
project in their next-door building. The
scenarios were presented in each their task,
with a few questions to understand the
thought streams of the respondents. More
specifically, their motivation, emotions,
reservations, the impact on their daily life,
and expectations to inclusion in citizen
involvement. Furthermore, questions about
their local area were established to ensure
an understanding of their interconnection to
their surroundings and if and how it affects
their actions and opinions. Lastly, direct
questions about citizen involvement were
used to understand if the respondents know
of citizen involvement, their expectations
of citizen involvement, their experience
with citizen involvement and if they find it
relevant.

Figure 25 mobile ethnography
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4.1.3.2 RECRUITMENT
To establish a good foundation and inclusion in the research a recruitment
strategy with an online focus was created. Recruitment was performed on Facebook groups of different sizes creating
a reach of 274.615 members. Some of
these members are reoccurring in multiple
groups, however the reach in the greater
Copenhagen area has been substantial. To
gain deeper insights research recruitment
criteria were established. The criteria were
as follows:
•
•
•
•
•

Danish speakers
Living/working in the Copenhagen area
All genders
People of legal voting age
Somewhat active in the local community

To ensure that they were somewhat engaged in their surrounding area, they were
recruited from Facebook groups with social,
welfare or societal opinions formulated
in the title, groups for citizens in the area
around the Paper Island and other Copenhagen based neighbourhoods.
Figure 26 mobile ethnography post on social media
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The activity on the recruitment posts have
been positive with a multitude of likes,
comments and sharing of the post. 17
people actively signed up to participate.
Unfortunately, with only seven starting
to answer the research and five full
respondents. The respondents who finished
the mobile ethnography were from different
parts of the city but all in the age groups 2530 or 30-35 years.
•
•
•
•
•

Female,30, Valby
Male, 33, Nordvest
Female, 30, Christianshavn
Male, 30, Christianshavn
Female, 28, Frederiksberg

4.1.3.3 PARTICIPATING
The agency Will and Agency has developed
their own mobile ethnography platform,
which was generously lent to us to setup
and perform the research. The respondents
were presented to the tasks one by one,
starting with the introduction and GDPR
where they had to agree to our handling
of their data, and they were introduced to
the structure of the mobile ethnography. To
answer the tasks, the respondents recorded
a video through the platform. Once the
video was uploaded, they moved on to the
next task, watched the introduction of the
task, recorded a video of their answer, and
uploaded it. Once the data is collected, an
in-depth analysis was carried out to cluster
the insights and inform the design process.

Figure 27 uploading a video through the platform
image from will&agency website: https://willandagency.com/#oursoftwar
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4.1.3.4 INSIGHT ANALYSIS OF MOBILE
ETHNOGRAPHY

In the following analysis, the five replies
conducted in the mobile ethnography will
be summarised into general assumptions
of citizens. These assumptions will be taken
on and challenged further in the upcoming
stages of the process.

Citizen involvement is ”just” a way for governments to
flaunt that they have engaged citizens.

Citizens believe that their involvement in decision-making
enhances the value and relevance of the project outcome.

Citizens generally do not expect to have much influence in
public processes. They have reservations about whether
their attitudes and ideas are involved further in processes
or whether the public sector uses it as a checklist to say
that they have listened to the citizens’ needs and ideas.

Citizens see user involvement as a crucial parameter for
democratic processes. There is a recognition of the need for
citizen involvement and recognition of citizen involvement as
a way to develop ideas fit for the community and location.

”I have a feeling that it’s a bit fake, that the municipality

part of planning and therefore should be part of all projects
weather you are public or private.” -Man, 30, Christianshavn

is setting this up to be able to say - now we have this
meeting where you can be heard and make sure you are
listened to.” - woman, 28, Frederiksberg.
Citizens emphasize the importance of their opinion being
considered in the long run. They want to feel heard and
be invited throughout the process. Especially if they
contributed at the beginning of the specific project. It
is especially transparency throughout the process that
is important to them. Therefore, it is a great barrier for
successful citizen engagement when they experience a
lack of transparency in the decision-making processes and
an uncertainty of who the actual decision-makers are.
This key takeaway specifically revolves around the decisionmaking process and the players involved. It therefore helps
validate that the decision-making process within urban
renewal projects in the public sector is an important aspect
to focus on when working with citizen engagement. It is
critical for citizens to feel not just heard but engaged and
respected as an actual actor in the process, who has stakes
just as the municipality and developers of the project does.

”First and foremost, I believe citizens take up a fairly essential

The citizens are aware of what citizen involvement means
but do not have experience participating in the processes.

Actual representation is critical to represent the community.
The citizens believe in the importance of representation
in democratic processes. If citizens are to be involved, it is
important for the respondents that the parties involved
represent the population and do not become an echo
chamber for the attitudes of the same target group, unless
you specifically make projects e.g., young.
In addition, citizens point out the importance of involving
citizens who rarely participate or whose votes are often not
included
”To me, it means that you address the citizens and try to get

a broad spectrum of people engaged and so it is not just the
same group that participates. I think it is important that you
meet the citizens where they are.” woman, 30, Valby.

FIGURE 28 INSIGHT ANALYSIS OF THE MOBILE ETHNOGRAPHY
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The motivation for participation is highest if you feel permanently or semi-permanently
rooted in the local area.

There is a preconceived expectation of citizen involvement as a conflict-filled experience where disagreements create
division between the participating parties.

Respondents’ willingness to participate in decision-making processes about their local
area depends on their affiliation with the local area itself. A sense of temporality creates
less commitment and a lack of motivation to participate and engage in decisions about
the area. On the other hand, if the citizens know that they will stay in the area for a longer
period, the motivation to take an active part in the development of the area increases.

But despite this, several of the citizens point out that their motivation to participate in citizen-involving initiatives will be in
projects that they are strongly opposed to.

”I would say yes if it were a place where I owned an apartment, or if I knew I was going to

live there for a long time. Right now, when I do not live here permanently, I think I would
say no because then I have no real interest in participating. ” Female, 30, Valby

Bureaucracy and lengthy processes make participation exhausting and tiresome.
Engaging in dialogue with the public sector is demanding, as bureaucracy creates frustration and a feeling of powerlessness,
where the path from idea to action is slow and cumbersome.

“Engaging in dialog with the municipality, can be quite unmannagable. Often there are some processes and bueracracy that
you have to collaborate with. If you had a good idea this might actually discourage me from participating because it’s too slow
and cumbersome.”
The ultra-local is a strong motivator for citizens’ participation in municipal projects.
When it comes to local projects, it is especially important for the citizens’ desire to
participate that it is an ultra-local project. If not, they do not see the need to participate.
”If I would say yes to joining a civic gathering. Yes, I would probably. I like the idea of having
influence in my neighbourhood where I am.”” -Male, 33, Nordvest
They see it as a way to be involved in decisions that affect them and their daily lives, even
if they do not attribute citizen involvement in local projects to impact their everyday lives.

”I do not think it would mean anything in my everyday life to participate.”” -woman, 30,
Christianshavn
When citizens specify projects, they would engage in, they highlight projects about local
uniqueness. Their motivation for participating is increased in projects where they can
contribute and thereby ensure a unique vibe and soul in the area. In doing so they highlight
speciality shops vs chain stores and enable new thinking not solely new construction and
development.

The citizens desire to participate is challenged if it takes too much time and resources from them to join in.

In a busy everyday life, time is a luxury item where initiatives for more citizen involvement are not at the top of the priority
list. The time it takes to participate is, therefore, a major factor that is considered, when deciding if they should take part in
the process. When citizens expect the opportunity to be involved on an ongoing basis, despite the lack of time to be able to
participate, it is essential for them that it does not require a large investment of time to participate. It must be easy and simple
to be involved so that it can fit into the many other chores you have in your everyday life.
”I rarely have much free time I do not have very much time to engage in a lot of other things than what is necessary. But of
course, if there is something that really means something to me, then I would do it. ” -Male, 33, Nordvest
It is not always clear to the citizens who or where they can seek information about development projects.
In general, citizens will use their close networks to seek out knowledge. They talk to partners, roommates, and good
neighbours to find information about local projects. When they must go beyond these people, Google is an obvious help, but
if they move on, they will seek out signs on the construction site with the client and contractor as well as local plans, but how
to find this can be a challenge.

“I could do thant. It would probably be something like the local plan or something like that. I have no idea how to find it. That’s
actually a really good question.”
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4.1.3.5 LIMITATIONS FOR MOBILE ETHNOGRAPHY

The mobile ethnography was created
and executed under time pressure. Due
to the timeline of the thesis, the amount
of time needed to conduct a thorough
study on citizen participation through
mobile ethnography was not possible.
Furthermore, the possibility to use the
mobile ethnography software was restricted
to a short timeframe, since the platform was
undergoing development changes allowing
us to only spend a total of two weeks on
research design, recruitment, data collection
and analysis of the data.
Through the recruitment strategy 17 people
were recruited to participate in the research
with an age range of 28 – 65 years. Even so,
only five respondents finished the mobile
ethnography and all the respondents who
finished were between the age of 28-33
years. There might be several reasons why
the participants aged 33+ did not start or
finish the research. One reason might be the
technological skills required to take part in
the research. The participants must be tech
savvy to some extent to be able to use the
mobile ethnography platform and therefore
some might have problems with this. With
eight of the respondents recruited being in

the age group 55+, this might have been a
barrier for their participation in the research.
Moreover, a reluctancy towards videotaping
oneself might be a barrier for participation
too, since some of our respondents who
finished the mobile ethnography reported
back that they felt a degree of discomfort
when first having to record themselves. This
was a barrier which actively was tried to
accommodate, by allowing the participants
to not film themselves but turn the camera
away from them and then use it as a voice
recording instead.
Another barrier for participants might be
explained through the notion of ‘slactivism’.
Slactivism is a contraction of slacking and
activism. Slactivism has been used to
critique the online activism and participation
as not leading to actual change and allowing
people to sign a petition and then disengage
in the topic seconds after (‘“Slacktivism”:
Legitimate Action or Just Lazy Liking?’, n.d.).
Social media, such as Facebook used in the
recruitment of this research, allows people
to actively engage and participate in an
easy way. However, this might also make
them feel they are already participating and
engaging a lot through online channels and
therefore become more reluctant to take
extra steps towards participating physically.
Figure 29 the use of sound recordings
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Looking at the age groups, more Danes are
interacting through social media, while not
using the opportunities of sound and video
calls. Moreover, fewer people in the section
55-89 are present on social media with
even fewer using video and sound calls. This
might be one of the main barriers for their
participation in the mobile ethnography,
since they were recruited to have technical
skills to login to a platform, play video bites
and upload their own video responses (Tassy
& Bille Nielsen, 2020).

take part. Moreover, this format was also
chosen in the aim to include groups who
might struggle with the Danish written
language e.g., people with dyslexia, nonDanish natives, and people with cognitive
disabilities.

It is acknowledged that the participants
were not provided with participatory tools
to drive inclusion of all. Since some age
groups are less tech-savvy, unfamiliar with
video and sound calls and therefore might
easier give up on trying to participate, feel
overwhelmed by the thought of posting a
video or sound file instead of text response.
However, the choice of mobile ethnography
allowed us to ensure participation and
inclusion of citizens in their time and place
and allowed it to be as easy as possible to
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4.1.4 PROBE INTERVIEWS

To obtain a basic understanding of the local
citizens’ views on the Paper Island and citizen
involvement in urban renewal projects
the development of probe interviews was
undertaken. The research done through
mobile ethnography aimed at reaching the
citizens within the whole capital region of
Copenhagen whereas the probe interviews
were utilised in the area around the Paper
Island. The aim was that all probe interviews
were done whilst being able to see the
construction site on the Paper Island.

they would expect to have in such a process,
their experience with citizen engagement, if
they find it relevant or important and their
reservations about participating.
The probe was created to be a quick way
to engage people on the move in the city
to ensure the inclusion of citizens in the
beginning of the project.

4.1.4.1 RESEARCH DESIGN
The probe interviews were developed
through specific questions defined to
understand the citizens’ connection and
knowledge of the urban renewal project
at the Paper Island as well as questions
generally about citizen involvement and
their take on this to get deeper insights into
the barriers and motivation for participation
in projects of this kind. More specifically,
to gain insights into the local citizens’
knowledge about the urban renewal project
at the Paper Island, their use of the island
before, if they find value in the development
project, their motivation for participation in
public engagement processes, the influence

FIGURE 30 PROBE INTERVIEW TEMPLATE
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4.1.4.2 RECRUITMENT
The participants were approached by the
design team on the streets close to the
Paper Island. This was the recruitment
strategy to ensure the participation of
citizens with their everyday lives affected
by the urban renewal project at the Paper
Island. Moreover, the aim was to ensure
the possibility of participation for people
who are not active through social media or
who might not participate in established
formal participation forums. The research
was carried out over two weekdays during
different time intervals to allow for a
wider array of people to be included in the
process. Weekdays were chosen to connect
with locals rather than tourists, timeslots
throughout morning, midday and afternoon
were covered to include a wide range of
citizens travelling by in their day-to-day

routines. There was a good spread in age,
gender, and social status amongst the
participants. The probe did not specifically
ask about income or social class, however
the answers provided by the respondents
indicated their income level and social class
and indicated a good spread of social class
amongst the respondents.

Age
• 25-30= II
• 35-45: II
• 40-45= II
• 45-55= I
• 60-65 =III
• 65+ = V
Gender
• Male : V III
• Female: V III
More respondents were approached about
participating however 6 people said no to
participate in the cultural probes.
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4.1.4.3 PARTICIPATION
The respondents spent 5-15 minutes
responding to the questions on the go.
Some answered while walking, whereas
others stopped to answer and spent time
reflecting. Some respondents were on their
way to work, some walking dogs, grocery
shopping, spending time with friends or
taking a lunch or coffee break in the sun. The
premise for participating was that it should
not require more of the participants than a
few minutes of their time.

Figure 31 probe in context
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4.1.4.4 INSIGHT ANALYSIS OF PROBE
INTERVIEWS

Citizens have many views on urban
development, their participation and how
decision-making processes take place. Even
with the citizens’ strong views on e.g., slow
processes, political reluctance, capital, and
democratic processes, they are not actively
engaged in participating in public processes.

”Folkelighed”, diversity and community are traded in for the financial assets of private stakeholders.
With more and more construction and more people in the city, an increase in the housing market is
happening and consequently an increase in the citizens need for diverse spaces, oases within the city
to find peace, relaxation and special vibes that occur when people from different classes, cultures and
genders come together in a casual informal setting. A place where everyone is welcome, where the
common people are, and where community is felt. Specifically, the Paper Island as it was before was
described as an unpolished, diverse community that the citizens connected to.

”We’ve been to the Paper Island a lot before. Due to the cosy atmosphere. It’s central, easy to get to and
from for family and friends. There was just a good atmosphere. It was a great place to hang out with
friends.” Male, 25-30 years

To citizens, hearings are the main synonym for citizen
involvement
There are few citizens who have participated in hearings mostly in
the age group 65+, however, the majority of the respondents have
an overall idea of citizen involvement processes as hearings or as
an invitation that pops up in your e-boks occasionally.

“Hearings. But I’m unsure if there has been any.”
“Yes, Citizen Hearings as citizen engagement. “
“My wife participated in hearings about Lynetteholmen”.

Moreover, the respondents point out that from their perspective money controls the development, why
those who have the money have the power to make decisions. Leaving little room for the people to act.

”There is no more time for ‘folkelighed’ (A Danish term describing originality, genuine and authentic
culture)” - Male, 35-40 years

However, they acknowledge the value that a Water Culture House can bring to the people, the common
people. Moreover, they appreciate that public housing will be part of the new development which in
conjunction with the Water Culture House might bring the developed area closer to the citizens even
though they find the development of luxury housing is tearing the community into parts and thereby not
allowing “folkelighed” to be an integral part of the urban renewal plan.

“It helps that there is public housing and a water park which is for everyone. It can bring a “folkelig”
atmosphere with green areas on the other island, but we must not become too optimistic about
“folkeligheden” in this development.” Male, 65+
The bureaucracy makes it seem hopeless for the common (hu)man to gain influence. It is up to big,
organized forces to take part in the decision-making processes on behalf of the citizens.
Gaining influence as an individual seems hopeless and unapproachable, which is why the citizens have a
clear perception that it is through the power of the masses that the citizens can obtain influence in public
processes. They think of it as a long hard battle, where you need a strong backbone with knowledge and
capacity to take up the fight of the “little man”.

An information gap challenges the participation and interest of
the citizens.
It is unclear to citizens where they might find information about
urban renewal projects and for the majority, they use google as their
main source of information and knowledge as they would in other
contexts. This can prove to be a key barrier for the participation of
citizens in development projects. If they find it difficult to simply
gain information, getting to participate becomes an even bigger
hurdle for them. Knowledge and information establish interest
which can lead to participation, if a barrier occurs in the first step
of the way, going through the rest gets more unlikely thereby
challenging the accessibility of participation for the citizen.

”If I had to find more info I would google. I honestly would not know
where to start finding information.” Female, 40-45 years.

”It’s the line of command you have to follow. First, we must run around with signs and shout. I get
extremely tired just by thinking about the effort needed, it is mobilization of a lot of people. It takes
more than 50,000 signatures before they will even bother looking at suggestions. So, to make citizen
suggestions you need to be passionate and really have plans and knowledge about what it takes.” Male,
60+
”I do not believe an individual statement can do much. It would need to be a people’s movement.” Female,
65+
It is especially enthusiasts, associations, and volunteer-affiliations, where professional knowledge is
important to be able to make an impact. This perception is caused by multiple reasons one of them being
their knowledge and experience from urban renewal projects e.g., Amager Fælled, where the citizens
feel the politicians force their political agenda through at the expense of the citizens and the citizens’
consideration for nature.

Figure 32 insight analysis of the probe interviews
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Establishing participation possibilities on the citizens terms and time heightens
motivation and incentive to actively join in.
If you ask citizens, most of them have strong opinions about the development in their
local area, even if it might take them a while to express these opinions. However,
they are busy with their everyday life and their current to do list, why time is a
critical element to factor in when you want people to engage. Therefore, establishing
participatory practices that allow them to participate in a more flexible way is a means
of increasing motivation and ensuring participation. Creating accessible, easy ways to
voice your opinion, hear others and join in. With time being such an essential factor,
establishing a range of possibilities for participation that varies in time allows for more
agency of a broader spectrum of citizens.

”Maybe I wanted to participate. However, it should come to me. I’m not going anywhere
for it. I might consider spending 15-30 minutes on it.” Male, 25-30 years
”I would mostly support through signatures” Male, 65+

The citizens long to move beyond being heard, they want locals to actively
participate in decisions.
The motivation of the citizens improves when they feel their ideas, thoughts and
opinions are valid and considered throughout the process. They want to me more
than just heard – they want to feel respected and taken serious in their ability to
imagine the development process not just an actor who is superficially heard but not
considered nor actively listen to. The citizens strongly believe that the local people
should have a seat at the table in the decision-making of their area. It is precisely
those people who have their daily lives in the area. Therefore, their considerations and
inputs should be included in those processes.

“Well, it’s important that some from the local area gets and wants influence.”
“But I think it’s mostly the locals who need to be heard. These are the ones that are
most important to be heard. There are many buildings that do not work, so if you can
meet the needs of the locals there then it is good”

Politics seem to weigh higher than resident and civic considerations in
decisions
Citizens buy into the idea of citizen involvement as a positive theoretical
approach to public processes, but in practice they experience it as a utopian
thought, where politics is paramount and because of this, citizens are pushed
to the back of the line in communal and governmental projects. This generates
a feeling of hopelessness and powerlessness amongst citizens since there are
always other interests that are prioritized above theirs and the communities.

”Citizen involvement is a way to keep the mob in check. Then you have a labyrinth
of communication and plans that nobody can find their way around and that is
exactly the point. Then they can just make the decisions themselves.” Male, 60+
”(Citizen involvement) it’s important so that people can feel they are being
listened to. It’s democracy, hopefully still. You can be heard and at least pretend
to be listened to.” Female, 40 years.

Money is the main priority in decision making.
Those with the deepest pockets have a greater say when decisions are to
be made in the city. Citizens feel powerless that they do not have any real
influence in development projects. This is largely due to the notion that
capital is the biggest driver in decision-making processes. In that way
citizens are prone to see capital as a contradictory interest, to the ones
living in the city. As a citizen, it is difficult to compete with the huge capital
and the taxes that can be earned that way.

”But we as citizens and local councils cannot match the capital from
here.” Male, 65+
”You just have to make money and make homes. The citizens who try to
have an influence are just brushed off with by the notion that the Water
Culture House will be for the public.” Male, 35-40 years,

Moreover, the citizens feel it’s too late for them to be included when the project
has already started. They feel that the possibility for influence has stopped and
are therefore left as powerless bystanders while their area undergoes change.

Politicians no longer focus on building long term politics, but on short term
re-elections.

This continued development causes the city to be a paradise for the
wealthy with no place for the common citizen.

When politics is paramount, some citizens experience a distrust of politicians to
pursue long-term plans to tackle the complex and wicked issues we face today.
They have hope, since the political powers are there but the political willingness
to set aside personal success with the greater good for the society is lacking. The
citizens do not believe that the politicians are willing to set aside their ego and
risk being unpopular to make decisions that are in the best interest of the citizens
and the complex problems the society is facing.

The way the city is being built creates inequality in the housing market,
where the ordinary citizens feel like they are being pushed out of the city.
They do not have the income to be able to participate. It will therefore be
a mecca for the rich, with luxury housing in Copenhagen’s prime location,
which the rest of the population cannot get close to.

”The system does not work. They are more into populistic politics than keeping
their word. It’s way too short-term. 4 years. Re-election is more important than
making policy.” Female, 40 years
Furthermore, the tone has changed in political debates, where some citizens
points to discussion and arguments as a certain part of the political processes,
why you need to be willing to engage in dispute that are on occasion quite heated.

”It’s fine that they are building, but who can afford to live here?” Male,
35-40 years
“You just must make money and create homes. The citizens who try to
get influence are just eaten off with ’water culture’ and they then tick off
that box! It is not so much for the people now.” Male, 35-40 years.
“It’s cool for those who can afford to live there.” Male, 35-40 years.

”But, for example, just like with parliamentary debates, you have to bother
arguing on that same level (like the politicians).” Female, 60+
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4.1.4.5 LIMITATIONS FOR PROBE
INTERVIEWS
Due to the limited time period of this
project, the probe interviews were designed
and conducted within a short timeframe.
Moreover, the participants had a limited
time to respond to the probe, since some
were on a small break from work, walking
with friends or simply had a lot of daily tasks
on their to-do list.
The method of probe interviews was
selected specifically to cater for these
limitations, nonetheless, they still limit the
depth of the approach. Since the participants
were recruited on the spot around the Paper
Island, it was only possible to recruit people
who were physically present during the
selected time. To accommodate this, the
research was carried out during different
timespans across two different weekdays.
Even so, the participants had to be present

during the time of day that we facilitated
the research.
It was possible to reach a decent diversity
between gender and social class.
Unfortunately, the participants of the
probe interviews were all considered
as Scandinavian ethnicity. None of the
respondents were of non-western origin.
This was in no way intended as a parameter of
segmentation. The research was conducted
over different time periods to reach a diverse
range of participants. However, ethnic
minorities were not represented in the
local area around the Paper Island in these
timeslots. The research set out to recruit
respondents who have their daily lives
around the Paper Island of Christianshavn,
however, it is acknowledged that a bigger
effort to involve ethnic minorities in the
research could have been done by the team.
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4.1.5 CONNECTING INSIGHTS
FROM MOBILE ETHNOGRAPHY
AND PROBE INTERVIEWS

participation in the public sphere.
The key takeaways, barriers, motivations,
and general insights considering citizen
engagement were clustered and connected
based on themes with a new headline for the
connection of the insights from the mobile
ethnography and probe interviews giving
a clear overview of the main perspectives
from the initial research from a citizen
perspective.

Connecting the key insights from mobile
ethnography and probe interviews is a way
to gather clear insights about the citizen
perspective in citizen engagement and the
motivation and barriers that affect the way
citizens think and act when it comes to

Mobile ethnography
Key takeaway
Citizen involvement is "just" a way for governments to ﬂaunt that they have interacted
citizens.

Cultural Probes

Connection

Key takeaways
Citizens have many views on urban development, their participation and how decisionmaking processes take place. Even with the citizens strong views on e.g. slow processes,
political reluctance, capital and democratic processes, they are not actively engaged in
participating in public processes.
”Folkelighed”, diversity and community are traded in for the ﬁnancial assets of private
stakeholders
The bureaucracy makes it seem hopeless for the common (hu)man to gain inﬂuence. It is up
to big, organized forces to take part in the decision-making processes on behalf of the
citizens.

Citizen involvement

Being actively involved not just informed
added

To citizens, hearings are the main synonym for citizen involvement
Citizen involvement is "just" a way for governments to ﬂaunt that they have interacted
citizens.
The citizens long to move beyond being heard, they want locals to actively
participate in decisions.
Citizens believe that their involvement in decision-making enhances the value and relevance
of the project outcome

Citizen involvement

Citizens believe that their involvement in decision-making enhances the value and relevance
of the project outcome

To citizens, hearings are the main synonym for citizen involvement

Actual representation is critical to represent the community

An information gap challenges the participation and interest of the citizens.

Participation is not for the little man(but citizen organisations)
added

The bureaucracy makes it seem hopeless for the common (hu)man to gain inﬂuence. It is up
to big, organized forces to take part in the decision-making processes on behalf of the
citizens.
Bureaucracy and lengthy processes make participation exhausting and tiresome

added
added

Information gap and need for transparency

Motivation for participation

The ultra-local is a strong motivator for citizens' participation in municipal projects.

Establishing participation possibilities on the citizens terms and time heightens
motivation and incentive to actively join in.

The motivation for participation is highest if you feel permanently or semi-permanently
rooted in the local area.

The citizens long to move beyond being heard, they want locals to actively
participate in decisions.

Barriers for participation
There is a preconceived expectation of citizen involvement as a conﬂict-ﬁlled experience
where disagreements create division between the participating parties.
The citizens desire to participate is challenged if it takes too much time and resources from
them to join in.

Actual representation is critical to represent the community
This continued development causes the city to be a paradise for the wealthy with no place
for the common citizen

It is not always clear to the citizens who or where they can seek information about
development projects.

Motivation for participation

added

TIme and eﬀort
Establishing participation possibilities on the citizens terms and time heightens
motivation and incentive to actively join in.

added

Politics seem to weigh higher than resident and civic considerations in decisions
Politicians no longer focus on building long term politics, but on short term re-elections
Money is the main priority in decision making.

Locality and permanence in living situation as motivation
added

Citizens are at the bottom of the hieracy in decision making
Money is the main priority in decision making.
Politics seem to weigh higher than resident and civic considerations in decisions

The citizens desire to participate is challenged if it takes too much time and resources from
them to join in.
Barriers for participation

Representing the actual community(ethnicity, gender, age, income etc)
”Folkelighed”, diversity and community are traded in for the ﬁnancial assets of private
stakeholders

An information gap challenges the participation and interest of the citizens.

added

re-elections over long term
Politicians no longer focus on building long term politics, but on short term re-elections

The ultra-local is a strong motivator for citizens' participation in municipal projects.
The motivation for participation is highest if you feel permanently or semi-permanently
rooted in the local area.

conﬂict and disagreement barrier
added

There is a preconceived expectation of citizen involvement as a conﬂict-ﬁlled experience
where disagreements create division between the participating parties.

Bureaucracy and lengthy processes make participation exhausting and tiresome
It is not always clear to the citizens who or where they can seek information about
development projects.

This continued development causes the city to be a paradise for the wealthy with no place
for the common citizen

FIGURE 33 CONNECTING INSIGHTS
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After clustering the insights, connections
between them were done to establish
key takeaways from the interconnection
of the mobile ethnography and the probe
interviews.
The connected insights were
• Citizens are more motivated when they
are actively involved, not just informed.
• Citizens experience an information gap
and a need for transparency.
• The amount of time and effort the
citizens must put towards participation
matters in a busy everyday life.Locality
and permanence in citizens living
situation brings stronger motivation for
participation.
• Citizens experience participation efforts
as something for larger organisations
that act on the citizens behalf’s not
something that they as individuals can
participate in.
• Citizens feel like they are at the lowest
level in the hierarchy in decision-making.
• Citizens experience politicians to be
more focused on re-elections than long
term politic impact of their actions.
• Citizens expect participation in public
decision-making processes to be
conflict-filled and full of disagreement.

Based on this, it is crucial to involve citizens
also specifically into the decision-making
processes. By doing so, the citizens have the
possibility to impact decisions, while there
is a higher level of transparency provided
to the citizens since they too become an
‘insider’ just like the other ‘power-holders’ in
urban renewal projects. Moreover, decisionmaking is currently perceived by citizens
as a closed forum where they are never
allowed in. Bringing the citizens into the
decision-making process would help break
this barrier.
4.1.5.1 RESPONDENTS
Through the combination of the mobile ethnography and the probe interviews there
was a good distribution of gender and age.
Through the probe interviews the respondents were between 25-65+ with and equal
split between men and women. While the
mobile ethnography respondents were between 28-33 with three Females and two
males participating. Moreover, a good distribution of social classes was also represented through the connection of both methods. The respondents were not specifically
asked about their social class, however their
responses strongly indicated these, thus, it
was possible to indicate a good distribution
on this parameter as well.
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4.1.6 THE INVESTIGATE STEP
QUESTIONS

The investigate step in Governance Future
Lab offered a diverse selection of questions
to deliberate. Considerations on how to
make use of the questions were initiated by
slightly modifying the step into a selection
of questions that were later translated
into Danish. It was decided to utilise these
questions when interviewing actors from
the Paper Island decision-making process.
This decision supported the participatory
aim of the project. Moreover, the questions
were considered as good provocations that
potentially would bring back memories or
opinions otherwise forgotten or held back
by the interviewees. Thus, the investigate
step created the foundation for how the
following interviews were planned and
carried out.
UNDEMOCRATIC
How is this democratic, if at all? Are decisions
being made by relevant people or but a few
‘powerful’ players?
UN-FUTURISTIC
Does it contain ‘present-bias’, where
decisions are made for the now rather than

for the future? Are incentives being made
that are short-term rather than long-term?
PATRIARCHAL
How is gender equality in this context?
Consider if the context is inclusive or expert
driven e.g., decision making processes.

represented?
SLOW
Can the government keep up with social
or technological changes on e.g., legal
legislations?

NATIONALISTIC
Does it primarily focus on the national
context or include an international view?
What or whom are excluded?
BUREAUCRATIC
Bureaucracies
were
developed
to
eliminate politics and general bias on the
administration of governments in the aim
to be neutral. Is this project striving to be
neutral? What is the level of complexity and
how is it beneficial?
VIOLENT
Does anyone or anything exploit power and
thereby harm someone or something else?
UNJUST
Who can participate in the decision-making
processes? Whose voices are heard and
who are included to engage? Who cannot
be included e.g., future generations, other
living creatures, nature and others not
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4.1.7 INTERACTIVE INTERVIEWS
The interactive interviews were developed
to get an understanding of the actors
involved in the urban renewal process of the
Paper Island. They focused on their journey
throughout the process, their emotions
connected to the process as well as the
provocations, from the Governments Future
Lab (institute for the future, 2013), to spark
discussion and provoke thoughts.
4.1.7.1 INTERACTIVE INTERVIEW
RECRUITMENT

The interactive interviews aim at involving
the different actors who had taken part
in the urban renewal project at the Paper
Island. Within the initial research performed
to develop the timeline of the Paper Island,
all actors were identified and contacted.
Thus, a lengthy process of contacting,
following up, identifying the right person
to interview, and setting a date was carried

out. The actors contacted can be clustered
into the following groups: local councils, By
& Havn, Copenhagen municipality, several
architectural companies, and participants
from the idea competition. The recruitment
process was mainly carried out through calls
and emails.
5.1.7.2 RESEARCH DESIGN
User journeys formed the basis of the interactive interviews, here the interviewees
were asked to map out the stages, actions,
and emotions of them as an actors involved
in the decision-making processes of the
Paper Island. The user journey format was
chosen to establish the process of the decision-making process as well as finding
gaps in the process with potential to explore possible solutions. Moreover, the user
journey format helped visualise the process
and make the existing process more understandable to cluster afterwards.
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Figure 34 interactive interview template
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The first step in the interactive interviews
was to place so-called process cards on
the user journey. The process cards were
mapped out to enable the interviewees to
remember the process they went through.
The project had at this stage lasted for
more than a decade, thus, it was expected
that some interviewees would need help

recollecting the journey. Moreover, the
process cards were created as a means of
facilitating a different conversation about
the process, the interconnection of actors
and decisions in the process allowed the
participants to speak more freely since it
was structured in a different way than usual
interviews.

FIGURE 35 INTERACTIVE INTERVIEW PROCESS CARDS
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The second step was about adding feelings
to the steps through the emotion cards. The
emotion cards were created to encourage
the participants to reflect about the
feelings they experienced throughout their
involvement in the development of the Paper
Island and relate it to the different steps of
the process. The emotion cards originated in

the service design method of adding user’s
emotions onto a user journey. Furthermore,
the cards enabled the interviewees to bring
back further memories of their emotions
related to each step of the way with an
array of emotional stages represented in
the cards.

FIGURE 36 INTERACTIVE INTERVIEW EMOTION CARDS
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The third step in the interactive interview
was the provoking questions. The public
engagement and foresight elements were
incorporated through cards with provocative
questions related to both foresight and
public engagement. These were used as
a final step of mapping out the process.
The interviewees were introduced to the
provocations from the investigative steps of
the Governments Future Lab (institute for
the future, 2013). These were as follows:
undemocratic, un-futuristic, patriarchal,
nationalistic, bureaucratic, violent, unjust,
and low. Within each provocation card
there were questions for the interviewee
to consider. The interviewees were asked
to read through all the provocations and
pinpoint relevant steps on their user journey
matching individual or several provocations.
FIGURE 37 INTERACTIVE INTERVIEW PROVOCATION CARDS
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The fourth and last step of the interactive
interview was for the interviewees to create
their own actor network. To ensure a correct
representation of the actors involved and the
interconnection of them, representations of
the involved actors were provided for the
interviewees as well as blank actor cards, to
allow the interviewees to add other relevant
actors in the actor network. In this way the
interviewees were enabled to elaborate on
the collaborations in the process.
FIGURE 38 INTERACTIVE INTERVIEW STAKEHOLDER CARDS
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4.1.7.3 INTERACTIVE INTERVIEW
PARTICIPATION
Each interviewee was introduced to the
user journey, together with an explanation
of the structure and purpose of the user
journey. Within the process of filling out the
user journey, the interviewee was asked to
elaborate on each step, chronological order,
emotion, and provocation all the while
everything was captured on cards and postit notes.

FIGURE 39 PICTURES OF THE INTERACTIVE INTERVIEWS
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4.1.7.4 LIMITATIONS OF INTERACTIVE
INTERVIEWS

The decision-making process at the Paper
Island was started over a decade ago.
Resulting in the interviewees most likely
having forgotten parts of the process and
potentially remember things imperfectly.
Some participants acknowledged the
struggle of having to remember parts of the
process and decisions they were involved
in during the interview. With the timeline in
mind, it is unsurprising that the participants
would struggle to remember specific details.
However, the design of the interactive
interview aimed at accommodating this
by assisting the interviewees to identify
specific steps and their relations within

the process. Moreover, most interviewees
prepared for the interactive interview by
looking back at materials, emails, and other
contents from the parts of the process they
were involved in.
Of all the interviewees in the process of
the Paper Island who agreed to talk to us,
only three were women and none of them
can be identified as having any ‘power’ in
any decisions in the process. Moreover, all
interviewees were ethnic Scandinavians,
which can be seen as an indicator that the
decisions made in the process of the Paper
Island remained with the privileged few
without being inclusive of minorities even
regarding the participation of women in the

jury of the masterplan competition.
Some interviewees were provoked by the
investigative Governance Future Lab cards
and felt the cards were too harsh to use to
describe the process. However, it was clear
in observing the interviewees that the cards
enabled them to reflect on the process in a
more nuanced manner. The cards engaged
the interviewees in reflections that made
them consider each step of the process in
new ways e.g., including perspectives of
inclusion and exclusion, future perspectives,
which altogether brought new perspectives
to the table that had not been mentioned
previously in the interview.
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4.1.8 INCLUSION AND
EXCLUSION OF ACTORS IN THE
DISCOVER & RETHINK STAGE

The process of contacting and following up
with actors defined in the research stage
was carried out over several weeks. It took
an extensive effort to get in contact with

Copenhagen Municipality
•
Kultur og Fritidsforvaltningen
•
Teknik og Miljøforvaltningen
•
The Water Culture House
By & Havn

relevant actors, however, it was observed
that once contact was established the
actors increasingly had a positive attitude
and interest in the project. Thus, several of
the actors shared interest in staying in the
loop and seeing the result of the project.

Architecture companies taking part in the
competition
Architectural companies taking part in the
development of the Paper Island

In every interview each interviewee
mentioned or suggested more actors for us
to include. Efforts were made to include and
invite all suggestions, however, due to the
time constraints of the project it was not
possible to follow up with all suggestions.
A focus on all the actors who replied was
carried out resulting in interviews with all

Copenhagen Municipality
•
Økonomiforvaltningen
•
Center for byudvikling
•
The former mayor
•
The current mayor

Companies who participated in the idea competition

Private developers taking part in different aspects of
the projects.

Citizens who participated and won the idea competition

Private fonds investing in the projects.

The local council of Christianshavn

Companies renting the areas within the temporart
activities on the Paper Island.

Private developer
•
CØ P/S
•
The Paper Island

Architect companies taking part in the Water culture
house.

FIGURE 40 INCLUSION AND EXCLUSION
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DEFINE & RETHINK
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4.2 DEFINE & RETHINK
5.2.1 COMBINING THE DECISION-MAKING TIMELINE OF
THE PAPER ISLAND

The timeline produced in the research phase
of this project performed as the basis of this
comparison. Extensive work was conducted
to combine all interactive interview with the
researched timeline, figure 41 displays the
working process of this. Each interactive
interview was mapped out into steps
within its own user journey, these were
then collated onto the timeline in each their
own row. Whenever a step in the timeline
was missing, a new one was created to
enable the assembly of all timelines and all
steps. Colour codes were used to visualise
the difference between steps rooted in
research and steps based on statements
by individual interviewee. The combined
timeline can be seen on figure 42. The steps
based on the interviews became specifically
interesting when several interviewees,
independent from each other, mentioned
and had opinions about the same step. In
these instances, comparison was carried
out.

Other steps, based on the interactive
interviews were accounts of things that
had happened or recollections, they were
acknowledged as such, and no further
research was carried out to validate the
statements. Further validations could
provide meaningful embodiment of each
step; however, time and efforts were
prioritised on the completion of the project.
The interactive interviews required the
interviewees to remember and think back in
time, most interviewees had looked back and
2011-12

2011

1980'

2001

Awareness of the
Paper Island becoming
a big project in the
future

Architectural plan for the entire
Copenhagen harbour is created
and added to the municipal plan

Paper island became empty

In December 2011, the tenant of Papirøen, Den
Danske Presses Fællesindkøbsforening, announced
their termination of the lease.

Initial conversations and
meetings about the
project to be and the
general future of the
Paper Island

The landowner By & Havn
Den Danske Presses Fællesindkøbsforening

2013-14

2014

2013-14

The Paper Island is included in the
city plan as an opportunity for
urban development

Klaus Kastbjerg buys the
buildings on the Paper
Island.

The initial process started with the municipal planning
strategy for 2014. The Papirøen was deﬁned as a place
with potential to accommodate housing, businesses,
cultural institutions and recreational facilities. In this
process it was decided that swimming facilities should
be included in the plan.
Furthermore, it was decided that the development of
the area should be carried out on the basis of a broad
involvement of Copenhageners and the general public.

The Local comity of
Christianshavn creates an
initial version of their
wishes and dreams for
the Paper Island.

The landowner By & Havn
Copenhagen municipality (The Center for Urban
Development in the Financial Administration is
responsible for the overall municipal planning, including
the designation of various land uses.)

https://byoghavn.dk/koebenhavns-haller-vinderkonkurrenceom-masterplan-paa-christiansholm/

2014

2014

Copenhagen Street Food and
other temporary activities
opened on the island

KK and B&H negotiates what kinds of
citizen involvement they would like and
who should be the one to initiate the
participation

2014

The ﬁrst workshop with citizens together
with a presentation by the mayor of
Copenhagen to kickstart the project.

When the paper storage moved away from the island,
new initiatives were developed. One of these were the
highly popular Copenhagen Street Food which opened
in May 2014, as Denmark's ﬁrst street food market.
This was the ﬁrst time the island was opened up to the
public.
By & Havn has since 2012 had a cooperation with CØ
P/S (consisting of Unionkul Holding, Nordkranen and
Danica properties). The agreement ensured, among
other things, that temporary activities were initiated
on Christiansholm until the plans were developed so
the whole island could be sold to CØ P/S.

2014

2014

The Local comity of
Christianshavn has their
ﬁrst meeting with the
Copenhagen municipality

By & Havn initiates an
architectural investigation
of the heritage of the
island

2015
feb

4. marts
2015

The open idea
competition started
Copenhagen municipality created an idea
competition called 'what should the Paper island
become?'
It was an open competition meaning that anyone
and everyone could enter their ideas. A jury would
award 5 winners, each of which would receive
10.000 DKK. The competition was presented as a
way for the municipality to get inspiration for the
further development.

Copenhagen municipality
The general public

The landowner By & Havn
Copenhagen Street Food
Explamatariet
CØ P/S
Unionkul Holding
Nordkranen
Danica properties.

https://www.kk.dk/sites/default/ﬁles/agenda/cd873
856-2d3b-487c-b487-9fd008677887/54ddc817-c9df487a-8ebb-4b560879d64c-bilag-1.pdf

https://docplayer.dk/23492875-Idekonkurrence-nykultur-og-fritidsfunktion-paa-christiansholmdommerbetaenkning-maj-2015.html

https://www.tv2lorry.dk/sondagsmagasinet/papiroe
n?autoplay=1#player

https://docplayer.dk/3942497-Liste-og-kort-resumeover-alle-indkommende-forslag-fra-idekonkurrencenfor-en-ny-kultur-og-fritidsfunktion-paachristiansholm.html

https://byoghavn.dk/koebenhavns-haller-vinderkonkurrenceom-masterplan-paa-christiansholm/

marts
2015

Internal hearings in the
local committees

april
2015

Deadline for the idea
competition

Copenhagen municipality conducted an internal
hearing session with the local committees
(lokaludvalg)

Winners of the idea competition
(the decision is made and the ﬁve
winners are informed)

7. april
2015

april
2015

The ceremony for the
winners of the idea
competition

april
2015

Copenhagen Municipality held a preliminary public
consultation where 17 consultation responses
were collected.

Replies from the citizen hearing
is received

juni
2015

The masterplan
competition started

2015-16

feb.
2016

Negotiations regarding the road
to the island, weather or not it
should become a bridge

The process of creating the new
local plan for the island is
started by TMF

By & Havn announced the seven teams that would
compete in drawing the masterplan for the area.
The winning masterplan would form the basis for
the local plan of the Paper island.

15
marts
2016

11-16
marts
2016

The Local committee
of Christianshavn
creates their summary
of the
(startsredegørelse)

The Local committee
of Christianshavn
carries out a citizenpanel survey

1 April
2016

2016

TMF publishes a
summary based on
the dialog with the
citizents

Initial plan and budget
was proposed
A proposal for the local plan (lokalplan) was
proposed by the municipal planning supplement
(kommuneplantillæget).
Here the budget 2016 was agreed with an
allocated 1.4 million DKK for an outdoor and
indoor swimming facility on Paper Island.

The ﬁve winners

https://www.kk.dk/sites/default/ﬁles/agenda/cd873
856-2d3b-487c-b487-9fd008677887/54ddc817-c9df487a-8ebb-4b560879d64c-bilag-1.pdf

By & Havn (owner of the island)
Henning Larsen Architects (DK)
COBE (DK)
C.F. Møller (DK)
Adept (DK)
Holscher Nordberg
Polyform (DK)
MVRDV (NL)
OMA (NL)

Copenhagen municipality

https://www.kk.dk/sites/default/ﬁles/agenda/cd873
856-2d3b-487c-b487-9fd008677887/54ddc817-c9df487a-8ebb-4b560879d64c-bilag-1.pdf

https://www.magasinetkbh.dk/indhold/vinderefremtiden-papir%C3%B8en
https://www.magasinetkbh.dk/indhold/masterplanpapiroen-i-gang

https://www.berlingske.dk/kultur/hvad-skal-dervaere-paa-papiroeen

https://www.kk.dk/sites/default/ﬁles/agenda/cd873
856-2d3b-487c-b487-9fd008677887/54ddc817-c9df487a-8ebb-4b560879d64c-bilag-1.pdf

https://www.kk.dk/sites/default/ﬁles/agenda/2cf01
bec-e585-4bfe-8d61-7988ab742613/111aa088b19e-4f67-a28b-364987a82a63-bilag-7.pdf

https://twitter.com/antrolab/status/578111782834704
385?lang=ar

Aug oct
2016

11 feb
2016

COBE Architects wins
the masterplan
In February 2016, the architect COBE won the
competition with their master plan called
'Copenhagen Halls' (Københavns haller)
The constraints for the competition included that
the masterplan should include housing,
businesses and public institutions.
Among other things, they incorporated a
swimming facility on the northwest corner of the
island and the possibility to open a 4,000 m2 for a
"art and culture center".

Copenhagen municipality
The general public

Copenhagen municipality
A panel of judges consisting of three mayors:
Deputy Mayor Frank Jensen (S), Technical and
Environmental Mayor Morten Kabell (Enl.) And Culture
Leisure Mayor Carl Christian Ebbesen (DF)

https://www.kk.dk/sites/default/ﬁles/agenda/cd873
856-2d3b-487c-b487-9fd008677887/54ddc817-c9df487a-8ebb-4b560879d64c-bilag-1.pdf
https://www.kk.dk/sites/default/ﬁles/agenda/2bfea
20a-3671-4a59-9de4-7a3ccc3f4f17/a64a5c76-9af840cb-b0ef-b97091fbafd4-bilag-2.pdf

2015

Preliminary public
consultation meeting

The winners are left
out of the loop

The idea competition resulted in 160 proposals which
a jury, consisting of three mayors, selected ﬁve
winners.
The ﬁve winners were as follows:
'Life Between the Quays' Proposed by Andy Michev
and Anne Nielsen
'Bath, food and perspective' Suggested by Brian
Lottenburger and Anders Ojgaard
'Copenhagen's Maker City' Proposed by Christina
Fleuron
'Folkebadet' Proposed by Jaja Arkitekter
'Art Swim' Proposed by Copenhagen Contemporary
The winner projects were planned to serve as
inspiration for the further planning of the area.

Copenhagen municipality

https://www.valbylokaludvalg.kk.dk/idekonkurrencefor-christiansholmpapiroeen/

https://lovecopenhagen.com/en-hyldest-tilpapiroen/

https://www.kk.dk/sites/default/ﬁles/agenda/2bfea
20a-3671-4a59-9de4-7a3ccc3f4f17/a64a5c76-9af840cb-b0ef-b97091fbafd4-bilag-2.pdf

found materials validating their statement,
inevitably, some steps were based purely on
the memory of interviewee. It would have
been beneficial to allow the interviewees
to validate the updated timeline, however,
due to time constraints and us not wanting
to exploit the interviewees’ willingness to
collaborate with us, this was not prioritised.
In the process of collating all timelines, none
of the steps appeared unreliable, in fact it
proved to be simpler than expected. The
combined timeline consists of 126 individual

COBE architects
Jury: Rita Justesen, Head of Planning and
Architecture, City & Port, Chairman of the Judging
Committee, Michael Soetmann, Development and
Sales Director, City & Port, Klaus Kastbjerg, CØ P / S,
Flemming Ibsen, architect MAA, professional judge
appointed by the Association of Architects, Mette
Tony, architect MAA, professional judge appointed by
the Association of Architects.
Supporting Jury: Tina Saabye, City Architect, Technical
and Environmental Administration, City of
Copenhagen, Ingvar Sejr Hansen, Oﬃce Manager,
Finance Administration, City of Copenhagen, Jens
Damgaard, Project Director CØ P / S, Christian F.W.
Dalsdorf, project manager, City & Port, Lise Pedersen,
project manager, Finance Administration,
Copenhagen Municipality, Vida Christeller, project
manager, Technology and Environment
Administration, Copenhagen Municipality, Mads
Nørby Hansen, partner, Nordkranen
Ejendomsudvikling.
Judge of the Judging Committee: Bent Kolind,
architect MAA, The Danish Association of Architects'
Competition Department.

A meeting including a
walk on the Paper
Island together with
Klaus Kastbjerg,
Copenhagen
municipality and the
local comities

Citizens hearings

The Copenhagen municipality held Citizens'
hearings over a period of two months, these
resulted in 466 responses.

https://www.kk.dk/sites/default/ﬁles/agenda/cd873
856-2d3b-487c-b487-9fd008677887/54ddc817-c9df487a-8ebb-4b560879d64c-bilag-1.pdf

nov 2016

nov
2016

Citizen panel survey

A citizen panel survey was conducted by the name of
'Paper island culture and leisure facilities'. The survey
was sent out to locals in the area of Christianshavn.
The results were summarised as follows:
322 respondents answered questionnaire survey.
51.9% of these live north of Torvegade, 25.5% live
south of Torvegade, 17.4% live on Holmen and
5, 3% live on Margretheholm.
No respondents lives on Refshaleøen
In terms of age, 45.7% were aged 36 - 60, 36.3% were
aged 61-80 years, 14.6% 26-35 years, and 3.4% were
aged 15-25 years. No respondents are over 80
There are roughly equal numbers of women (50.9%)
and men (48.4%) and 0.7% other sex.

Copenhagen municipality
The general public
Christianshavn localcommity

Citizen meeting and
hearings
After announcing the winners of the masterplan,
By & Havn held a public meeting about the
winning project. Copenhagen Municipality also
sent a proposal for a local plan for Papirøen for
public hearing where approximately 150 citizens
showed up.

By og Havn
Copenhagen municipality
The general public

The locals of Christianshavn
Christianshavn local comity

https://christianshavnslokaludvalg.kk.dk/ﬁles/medi
a/dokumenter/Nyheder/Papir%C3%B8en/Konklusio
ner-p%C3%A5-borgerpanelunders%C3%B8gelse17-21-nov.-16.pdf

https://byoghavn.dk/koebenhavns-haller-vinderkonkurrenceom-masterplan-paa-christiansholm/
https://christianshavnslokaludvalg.kk.dk/ﬁles/medi
a/dokumenter/Nyheder/Papir%C3%B8en/Lokalplan
sforslag%20Papir%C3%B8en.pdf
https://christianshavnslokaludvalg.kk.dk/ﬁles/medi
a/dokumenter/Nyheder/Papir%C3%B8en/Referataf-borgerm%C3%B8de_Final..pdf

https://byensejendom.dk/article/cobe-vinderkonkurrence-om-45000-kvm-byggeri-paapapiroen-17786

29. april
2017

marts
2017

The competition for the
'water culture house' is
launched
The 'water culture house' competition was based on
COBE's masterplan for the whole area, and thus the
winning project for the water culture house should
be linked to this masterplan.
By and Havn selected ﬁve teams to bid on the design
of a water culture house and a harbour bath that
should correspond with Copenhagen municipalitie's
vision for the area.
In the spring of 2017, the international architectural
competition was announced with support from the
Nordea Foundation for a water culture house with
association rooms of a total of 5,000 m2 as well as a
harbour promenade and harbour bath. Particular
emphasis was placed on it being an extraordinary
swimming facility that stands out from other
swimming pools in Copenhagen and which provides
new water and bathing experiences. Furthermore,
the house should connect inside and outside in new
ways.
In the 2017 budget, funds were set aside for planning
grants, architectural competitions and the purchase
of the building right for a municipal facility.

22.
decemb
er 2017

nov
2017

The local plan is
approved

The winner of the 'cultural
water house' is announced

The citizens' representation adopted the local
plan for the Paper island. It has the possibility of
45,000 sqm of buildings. There will be between
270 and 340 homes, of which 25 percent will be
'almene'. In addition, there is a hotel, swimming
function and a large number of outward-facing
functions in the island's new halls.

The international architectural competition for
Papirøen's water culture house in tender. In
December 2017, Kengo Kuma & Associates /
Cornelius Vöge was named the winner of the
architectural competition.

2018

The last day of the street
food
On 22 December 2017, was the last day for the
public to enjoy Copenhagen Street Food and the
other creative companies that have had oﬃces on
the island.
It was an oﬃcial farewell to a piece of Copenhagen
history seeing as the whole island would be
transformed according to the new plans.

2018-20
19

2018

The Swedish company
Fotograﬁska are
interested in the
location of Paper
Island as it is.

lokaludvalg og Nicolai
Walner arbejder på bib
og kunsthal plan

2019

Water culture house
theme group meeting

The general project of
the Paper Island is
moved within KK

okt.
2019

mar
2020

Water culture house is
launched

2020

Water culture house
group meeting

Copenhagen
municipality are
negotiating the budget
for the water culture
house

2020

Copenhagen
municipality applies
for new fonds to the
Water culture house

ma-okt.
2020

Water culture house
receives entrepreneur
proposals

okt.
2020

sept
2021

Jan 2021

feb
2022

Water culture house
conditional contract

feb.
2022

mar.
2022

Water culture house
unconditional contract

Water culture house
fond application

2019

The excavation is stared

In October 2019 and until August 2020, G.
Tscherning A / S was responsible for excavating
the construction pit, where Per Aarsleﬀ A / S was
responsible for completing the development work
and upgrading Trangravsvej.

Final approval of the local plan and municipal
plan supplement and a notice about the matter
were announced to the general public.
Local plan for Papirøen (Christiansholm) ﬁnally
announced in May 2017
Prior to this, the Municipality has on that
occasion held open Facebook posts: 78 posts,
255 comments, 2143 likes, 1883 followers, 55
shares of posts.

Copenhagen municipality
Team Kengo Kuma and Associates
The jury consisted of: Frank Jensen Copenhagen
Mayor, Morten Kabell Technology and
environmental mayor, Carl Christian Ebbesen
Culture and leisure mayor, Mogens Hugo
Chairman of the Board of Nordeafonden
Jury advisors were: Reiulf Ramstad Professional
judges, Lars Steﬀensen Professional judges, Tina
Saabye City Architect

Copenhagen municipality
Team BIG & COBE
Team Kengo Kuma and Associates
Team 3XN
Team AART
Team ALA Architects Ltd.

Hvem

G. Tscherning A / S

https://lovecopenhagen.com/en-hyldest-tilpapiroen/

https://papiroeen.dk/naboer/

2020 2022

2020

Archaeology

Prior to the Paper island's transformation into a
new, vibrant city district, archaeologists from the
Copenhagen Museum have examined the 300year-old island, armed with shovels, digging
spoons and brushes.
The ﬁrst boreholes showed traces of the Stone
Age, and there may be a settlement from before
the sea rises on the seabed below the island. The
many layers under the artiﬁcial island tell a story
about the entire development of the city, and
about how people have lived their lives for
hundreds of years. The island is built partly of
waste from the surrounding town, which
contains a great deal of knowledge about
consumption and household in the late 17th and
early 18th centuries.

The construction is
stared
In the late summer of 2020, NCC moved into the
construction site, and the new construction could
begin. The next four years of work on PAPIRØEN
will fall into several phases. Roughly speaking, in
the summer of 2021, lids will be laid on the
parking basement, and in the summer of 2023,
the ﬁrst phase of housing construction (owneroccupied ﬂats) will be ready. In the spring of
2024, the hotel, the halls and the remaining
apartments (public and owner-occupied housing)
will be completed.
The Water Culture House is being built in the
north-western corner, but this project is not part
of the construction project for which NCC is
responsible and will start up in 2020. Read more
about the Water Culture House at

https://www.kk.dk/sites/default/ﬁles/agenda/cd873
856-2d3b-487c-b487-9fd008677887/54ddc817-c9df487a-8ebb-4b560879d64c-bilag-1.pdf
https://byensejendom.dk/article/lokalplan-for45000-kvm-byggeri-paa-papiroen-vedtaget-21393

2024 +

2022

construction is initiated
on the Paper Island

What happens when
the buildings are
done?

In the late summer of 2020, NCC moved into the
construction site, and the new construction could
begin. The next four years of work on PAPIRØEN
will fall into several phases. Roughly speaking, in
the summer of 2021, lids will be laid on the
parking basement, and in the summer of 2023,
the ﬁrst phase of housing construction (owneroccupied ﬂats) will be ready. In the spring of
2024, the hotel, the halls and the remaining
apartments (public and owner-occupied housing)
will be completed.
The Water Culture House is being built in the
north-western corner, but this project is not part
of the construction project for which NCC is
responsible and will start up in 2020. Read more
about the Water Culture House at

NCC

https://papiroeen.dk/historien/
https://papiroeen.dk/naboer/

https://byensejendom.dk/article/arkitektkonkurren
ce-om-5000-kvm-vandkulturhus-paa-papiroen-paavej-20208
https://nordeafonden.dk/projekter/vandkulturhuset

The building height
exceeds the local plan
(according to the local
council)

Copenhagen museum
NCC

By og Havn
Copenhagen municipality TMU, ØU, BR
The general public

https://papiroeen.dk/naboer/

https://nordeafonden.dk/projekter/vandkulturhuset
https://www.kk.dk/sites/default/ﬁles/agenda/3e459
28f-fb42-4972-b485-f42789be2947/e45fa9ac-524b4628-9423-bbd42ac4c46d-bilag-3.pdf

https://www.kk.dk/sites/default/ﬁles/agenda/3e459
28f-fb42-4972-b485-f42789be2947/e45fa9ac-524b4628-9423-bbd42ac4c46d-bilag-3.pdf

https://www.kk.dk/sites/default/ﬁles/agenda/cd87
3856-2d3b-487c-b487-9fd008677887/54ddc817c9df-487a-8ebb-4b560879d64c-bilag-1.pdf
https://byoghavn.dk/koebenhavns-haller-vinderkonkurrenceom-masterplan-paa-christiansholm/
https://www.buildingsupply.dk/article/view/240239/cobe_skal_udvikle_
papiroen?rel=related

Klaus K 2014

2014
Klaus K 2014

Udviklingen af
Papirøen efter
papirlageret
lukkede

"Klaus Kastbjerg
forhandlede med By og
Havn - Jens Krammer der
var direktør for By og Havn.
Klaus hjalp dem med at få
noget liv ud på Papirøen
som Streetfood"

emporary

"Money talks. Det
var jo kalkuleret
hele vejen
igennem fra KK og
dem med
pengene"

"Det er jo lidt vildt at en
privatperson kan få lov til
at købe nok Københavns
bedste beliggenhed, en hel
Ø! jeg tror han køber den
af By og Havn men det er
jeg ikke sikker på"

KK
"det er her vi får
ideen til at skabe
den tredelte ide
om art swim, art
centre og art
walk"

"Det er jo lidt vildt at en
privatperson kan få lov til
at købe nok Københavns
bedste beliggenhed, en hel
Ø! jeg tror han køber den
af By og Havn men det er
jeg ikke sikker på"

"Det var Klaus der
ﬁk Streetfood
derud og får
andre aktiviteter
derud"

"Beliggenheden er jo
sublim. Det var jo en
spændende mulighed
for at udvikle et
kunstmuseum på
sådan en beliggenhed"

"Der blev der
overhovedt ikke
tænkt på andre
generation eller
væsner!"

"det var kultur som
lokkemiddel til
udvikling af
området. Det skulle
jo bare smides ud
igen når udviklerne
ville købe grunden"

"Udsigt til
borgerindﬂydel
se" RUC Kristian
Lønsborg
Andersen mf.

vi skal være på forkant som
med visionspjecen. Ideer
skal forankres anderledes
som borger. politiker kan
godt få gennemslagskraft
som individ det kan
borgerne ikke, der skal
mange til .

ca. 2015
møde med
kommunen om
forslag til
lokalplan

ønsker om almene
boliger+ senior bolig.
ønsker om havnebad
og kolonihistorisk
center
Foreningen havnebad,
har været primus
motor på havnebad
initiativ (ikke kun en
forening i christianshvn
men i cph.)

Klaus K

"der er en høj grad
af politisk interesse
som så gør det
svært at deltage i
der er en høj grad af
kompleksitet"

"det er jo lidt interessant at
COBE også lejede sig ind på
Papirøen. Og de har jo også
en stærk forbindelse til
Claus som jo også var en af
dommerne i konkurencen
mener jeg. Hvor fair det så
er kan man jo tænke over"

"kommunen og
fonde involverede
i tankerne om at
skabe et art
centre med art
swim og talk"

Ikke nok m3 til
kunst
"det gik helt i
ged at skabe
kulturprojekter
på Papirøen"

"man kan jo også
snakke om hvor fair
den konkurence er,
for de havde jo selv
valgt hvem der
måtte være med"

"Det var jo en privat grund
nu så både kommunen og
virksomhederne skulle
batale for at købe sig ind
på grunden igen og oven i
det skulle hver så selv
betale for at opføre
byggerier på grunden"

"det er jo en
supertanker som bare
køre afsted. det var
bare en skam at KK
ikke havde ﬂere
ambitioner med sådan
en central beliggenhed"

"der er så mange
penge i at sælge
lejligheder så jeg
gjorde mig ingen
illutioner, det kan vi
jo ikke konkurere
med"

"Vi snakkede jo med
dem alle om at skabe
CC på Papirøen. Blandt
andet med Klaus K og
kommunen. Fondene
var med på at CC skulle
blive på øen"

"der var stor
usikkerhed og det var
jo meget ambitiøst.
Fordi det nu var privat
var der ikke nok
interesse i at skabe
kultur på øen"

"udemokratisk er jo et stort ord,
det er jo demokratisk for vi har
selv valgt hvem i kommunen der
skal tage beslutningerne men
det er jo de få der træﬀer
beslutninger som ikke
nødvendigvis er i alles interesse.
grundlaget for beslutningerne er
nok ikke altid det rigtige
(penge..)"

Lokaludvalg udgiver
Ønsker om papirøen
2014

Lokaludvalg får tilsendt
bachelorprojekt
2013

Konkurence om
masterplanen
på Papirøen

2015

Der SKULLE
bare være en
svømmehal

"Det var urealistisk i
forhold til det økonomiske
interesse grundlag med
borgerinddragelse. det var
pseudo borger inddragelse.
det gjorde jo ikke nogen
forskel det var bare for at
de kunne sige at de havde
gjort det"

"det var da en
fed tid, vi ﬁk
bare to
computere fra
KK og
beskeden om
at vi skulle lave
et museum!"

Projektet startede
og vi blev inviteret

ALG

KK

CC
2015
En ide konkurence
om hvad der skal
være på Papirøen
som vi deltager i

CC lejer sig ind
på Papirøen,
for at skabe CC

Klaus Kastbjerg
køber
bygningerne på
Papirøen

"På dette tidspunkt lejer
Eksplamantariet nogle
lokaler ude på Papirøen,
men så får de et andet
lejemål og vil gerne væk fra
Papirøen 1 1/2 år før deres
kontrakt udløb. Det var jo
godt for os for det var der
vi ﬁk lov til at komme ind"

"her havde vi
samtaler med KK
og Frank Jensen
hvor vi ﬁk til
opgave at skabe
CC"

byens hus som ide har hele tiden haft
interesse for at
bruge hallerne til
kultur fx at ﬂytte bib
ud til et bedre sted.

enkeltborgere
der for for stor
indﬂydelse
fordi de kender
en i byrådet
som lytter til
dem frem for
lokaludvalget
og vores
undersøgelser

pga. chancen for at ﬂytte
bib og udsigten ti mere
plads på en lille bydel,
når der næsten ingen
ledige lokaler er på
Christianshavn

så bliver det politik
på baggrund af
enkeltudsagn at
politikerne siger de
har borgerne i fokus

vi følte os
overordnet hørt
vi følte os
overordnet hørt
Kommunen ar fulgt
spillereglerne så vil ikke

sige udemokratisk. der har
vi følte os
været høringsret , men
vores forslag føles som de
overordnet
hørtlodret
i og
bliver arkiveret
ikke grebet, men det har
processen.
KKmere end i
ikke været
andre projekter.
begik jo en fejl ved
sit eget
at sælgedet
såkører
store
løb selvom vi ikke
dele fra tilfår
privat,
helt nok
så der kuninformation.
er lille
"nogle skal jo tage
del til oﬀentlig
beslutningerne"
brug, men her er vi
overordnet
blevet
det foregår
i hieraki hvor vi
er lavt led. De skal til at
hørt. tage os mere ind, hvor vier

Kommunen ar fulgt
spillereglerne så vil ikke
sige udemokratisk. der har
været høringsret , men
vores forslag føles som de
bliver arkiveret lodret og
ikke grebet, men det har
ikke været mere end i
andre projekter.

arbejdsgruppe i
lokaludvalg
laver
startredegørelse
15.03 2016

vi følte os
overordnet hørt i
processen. KK
begik jo en fejl ved
at sælge så store
dele fra til privat,
så der kun er lille
del til oﬀentlig
brug, men her er vi
overordnet blevet
hørt.

vi følte os
overordnet hørt
vi følte os
overordnet hørt i
processen. KK
begik jo en fejl ved
at sælge så store
dele fra til privat,
så der kun er lille
del til oﬀentlig
brug, men her er vi
overordnet blevet
hørt.

det kører sit eget
løb selvom vi ikke
får helt nok
information.
"nogle skal jo tage
beslutningerne"

med inden det bliver dem
der forklare deres ideer til
os men os der kan komme
med forslag fra
borgerforslag

det foregår i hieraki hvor vi
er lavt led. De skal til at
tage os mere ind, hvor vier
med inden det bliver dem
der forklare deres ideer til
os men os der kan komme
med forslag fra
borgerforslag

Kommunen ar fulgt
spillereglerne så vil ikke
sige udemokratisk. der har
været høringsret , men
vores forslag føles som de
bliver arkiveret lodret og
ikke grebet, men det har
ikke været mere end i
andre projekter.

det kører sit eget
løb selvom vi ikke
får helt nok
information.
"nogle skal jo tage
beslutningerne"

det foregår i hieraki hvor vi
er lavt led. De skal til at
tage os mere ind, hvor vier
med inden det bliver dem
der forklare deres ideer til
os men os der kan komme
med forslag fra
borgerforslag

KK forslag til
lokalplan 2016
bliver oﬀentliggjort

vi følte os
overordnet hørt

Borgerpanel
undersøgelse
11-16.03.2016
Lokaludvalget
sørger for
undersøgelsen
og KK skriver
ind i i notat

Kommunen ar fulgt
spillereglerne så vil ikke
sige udemokratisk. der har
været høringsret , men
vores forslag føles som de
bliver arkiveret lodret og
ikke grebet, men det har
ikke været mere end i
andre projekter.

det kører sit eget
løb selvom vi ikke
får helt nok
information.
"nogle skal jo tage
beslutningerne"

det foregår i hieraki hvor vi
er lavt led. De skal til at
tage os mere ind, hvor vier
med inden det bliver dem
der forklare deres ideer til
os men os der kan komme
med forslag fra
borgerforslag

teknik og miljø
01.04.2016
borgerdialog
notat

KK laver notat

med konklusioner
fra borgerpanel
undersøgelse ->
højde som en af
hovedpunkterne i
notat
borgerund
ersøgelse
lavet
digitalt

vi følte os
overordnet hørt i
processen. KK
begik jo en fejl ved
at sælge så store
dele fra til privat,
så der kun er lille
del til oﬀentlig
brug, men her er vi
overordnet blevet
hørt.

Kommunen ar fulgt
spillereglerne så vil ikke
sige udemokratisk. der har
været høringsret , men
vores forslag føles som de
bliver arkiveret lodret og
ikke grebet, men det har
ikke været mere end i
andre projekter.

det kører sit eget
løb selvom vi ikke
får helt nok
information.
"nogle skal jo tage
beslutningerne"

det foregår i hieraki hvor vi
er lavt led. De skal til at
tage os mere ind, hvor vier
med inden det bliver dem
der forklare deres ideer til
os men os der kan komme
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alligevel.
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Fotograﬁska viste
interesse i hallerne

vandkulturhuset er
jo forhåbentligt lidt
futuristisk ift dets
funktioner - det er
ikke som de gamle
badehuse, så det er
jo mere futuristisk

Man kan sige at der fra
borgernes side var interesse i at
genetablere stretfood og det
kunne man nok ogsp ,ed det
gode ved streetfood var jo det
uformelle og det er svært at
genetablere i det nybyggede
formelle og ordnede.

jeg følte mig utilfreds
Københavns k. på
vej ud på sidespor
ift. kultur, vi vil
have det folkeligt
ikke for ﬁnkulturelt
kunstcenteret

ide om samspil
mellem bib og
fotograﬁska i hallerne.
Der var stormøde i hal
C, men fotograﬁska
mistede interesse hen
ad vejen

troede at
fotograﬁska ville
der ud og det
kunne spille
sammen med
udﬂytning af bib

vi følte os
overordnet hørt

personligt
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information.
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Københavns kommune
interesseret i kunst
Interesse i
kusnt i hallerne
fordi der er
mulighed for at
der kommer
penge ind

Arbejde på kunsthal med
Nicolai Walner (kunstner)
på bib og kunst
i samme hus
men det blev
ikke til noget

Klaus Kastbjerg er
dygtig og
sympatisk. Har en
go tilgang til egen
ejendom. Han er
vel det man kan
kalde en moderne
ejendomsmand.
Han har ikke kun
pengene in mente.
han har fx samarbejde med
folkeskole der inviteres
indenfor til byggeriet og
laver opgave om det
hedder vidst bibiana. de
har plads i et lokale i
keddelhuset
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positivt
ca .2018
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noget. Det kunne
jeg sagtens have
forestillet mig ville
være blevet skåret
væk.
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I detaljerne om
byggeelementer.
Men det er jo
ggodt vi involveres
og andre i
lokaludvalget var
sikkert
interesserede
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Kommunen ar fulgt
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vi følte os
overordnet hørt i
processen. KK
begik jo en fejl ved
at sælge så store
dele fra til privat,
så der kun er lille
del til oﬀentlig
brug, men her er vi
overordnet blevet
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en følgegruppe fra
lokaludvalg deltager
løbende i proces
hvor kommunen
tegner og fortæller
om proces

kommentarer fra
borgere på sociale
medier

de tegner de store
linjer op og vi har
små pip - vi havde
mere indﬂydelse
ftidligere i
processen

løbet er næsten
kørt. Nu er det
detaljestyring når
arkitekter,
udviklere osv er i
føresædet. Så
løber projektet lidt
fra borgerne

det foregår i hieraki hvor vi
er lavt led. De skal til at
tage os mere ind, hvor vier
med inden det bliver dem
der forklare deres ideer til
os men os der kan komme
med forslag fra
borgerforslag

nu skriver
utilfredse folk på
facebook på"os fra
christianshavn"
de kender ikke
processerne.

"Hvis du er
almindelig borger
og ikke går op i
politik ved du ikke
der er et
lokaludvalg"

lejligheder i udbud
nu

for kultur i bydelen

Jeg forventer ikke
at
Kommunen vil nok
ikke bruge penge
og resourcer på i
leje af hallerne til
kultur

der kommer et
hotel 25 hours som del af øen, det
er ikke high class,
men nok mere
fremtidsperspektiv
fordi det er med
cykler og tanken
om en anderledes
turisme

Kastberg vil
bevare
lokalhistorikken
og det støtter
lokaludvalget op
om

Streetfood og CC
på papirøen

11/12

alle mulige aktiviteter
ﬂyttede derud. De
blomstrede op. Broerne
havde en afgørende rolle for
det cetrale i den forbindelse.

referater på
lokaludvalg og
drøftelser om
hvad der skulle
være

Christianshavn er
en lille landsby. Så
de kan ikke nå at
gøre meget før vi
ved det

det afgørende var hvor tæt
og hvor højt der skulle
bygges. De lokale ville
gerne have mere luft. V
ville gerne have den ene
hal til at blive for der fulgte
fra arsenal øen.

i dag siger man jo at huse bliver
bygget til at holde de næste 300
år. Det er jo langt længere end
jeg kommer til at opleve men
derfor er jeg jo stadig
interesseret fordi det er så tæt på
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Jeg forventede

vi blev udvalgt og
- del af -vindere
var

Første gang jeg
hørte om projektet
"Vores ideforslag var
hyper lokalt men
konkurrencen var
mere international
ift at tiltrække
turister"

hørte fra
roommate arbejdede selv
som
projektleder på
tegnestue,

det var super
sjovt - jeg
kender jo
området og er
fra amager

-

vi lavede forslag
-

"vi lavede
forslaget på
en aften"

har ikke indtryk af
at det var en
demokratisk
proces - der var
ingen
stemmekraft

"Jeg tænkte
ikke så
meget over
det efter"

vi var glade
men nok ikke
stolte, vi lavede"hvis tanken er
det jo på en borgerinddrag
else, virker det
aften. Det var lidt som en
joke"
bare en ide

det var en
ret
homogen
gruppe ->

peer to
peer,

at deltage kræver jo
resourcer. Der var jo
ingen tvivl om at alle
deltagerne der
vandt var super
resourcestærke,
som har overskud.

vi modtog check på rådhus
med andre vindere
-Det føltes som et show
gik op for os at
vi var nogle af
de eneste der
ikke var fra
arkitetkt
virksomheder
etc.

Jeg blev overrasket

""

De andre forslag var
jo professionelle - vi var
jo private. det er jo et
urimeligt grundlag for
en konkurrence

en form for
opfølgning

Jeg blev
ekskluderet
-

det er en god historie men
der var ingen inddragelse,
ingen fortælling om hvorfor
og hvad det skal bruges til
videre. Jeg har ikke ne
følelse af at det har ændret
noget.

-

Det er jo en god historie, men det
modsatte af borgerinddragelse
meget for PRs skyld

vi kontaktede
dem for at
komme med i
processen og
vide mere men
ﬁk ikke svar

det var jo fedt for os
at vi vandt men det
var super
provokerende at
blive inkluderet men
på en meget falsk
måde.

det bliver proforma
inddragelse - det er
skuﬀende hvis det
er det eneste mål så er det kun for at
undgå tastatur
krigere på facebook.

det understøtter det
her fordi det er
iugennemsigtigt. Det
understøtter at det
er nogle få der
stadig tager
beslutningerne

Jeg blev forbavset
over vi ikke
blev involveret
videre

"det er en slørende
demokratisk proces. Det
bliver så uklart, når det
bruges som PR imod dårlig
omtale.så kan man kun
sige og ytre sig, men hvad
blive det til?"

hvorfor 5 forslag?
skal de bruges
videre? hvad skal de
bruges til? fedt at
have været med i
videre udviklingen

"vi skrev mange mails,
det var en meget ﬂad
fornemmelse for vi
måtte ikke være med
mere. vi ﬁk bare den
dumme check

"uigennemsigtigh
eden understøtter
hierakiet med
eksperter der
træﬀer
beslutninger. "

Over at det var
Fran Jensen der
præsenterede
alle vinder
koncepterne og
vi ikke selv ﬁk
lov til at
fortælle om
konceptet

det handlede
mere om at viseat
de inddragede,
men har ikke en
fornemmelse af
reel inddragelse

det bliver meget
borgereksperter - ikke
for almene
borgere,

Det handler om nyhedsværdi, at
sige man har inddraget - det
understøtter en politisk
dagsorden, men der var ikke
fremtidsudsyn i hvordan det er
tænkte ind Nu kan de pege og
sige at de lavede inddragelse
som politisk dagsorden. Det var
kun for nuet.

fordi det
understøtter
hierakier der
traditionel er
patriarkalske

temamøde i
følgegruppe
Som borger

2019
da jeg kom ind
idet. Var blown
away over
størrelsen af
2018 projektet

brugt papirøen
som
københavner.
COBE til
byudviklings gå hjem møder
og kendte den
prikkede gris
(vibskov)

det er ekstremt mange
parter og organisering af
alt. Også ift. hvad der må
kommunikeres ud. Man
siger ikke noget højt før alle
har sagt go for det. det er
en kompleks struktur.

Jeg blev informeret

"vi sidder som 'bestiller'
inde i kommunen. når
politiker siger de vil have
svømmehal -> der sidder vi
( byggeludvalg: bygherre,
brugere kk) + følgegrupper
med lokaludvalg og
organisationer . "

ved ansættelse
og overtagelse
som
projektleder

om hvad der
skal bygges

"det er et meget politisk
projekt. Så vi skal bruge
borgerinvolveringen til
noget. Deres synspunkter
skal høres og overvejes.
også selvom ikke alt kan
lade sig gøre. Det er en
måde at afstemme med
alle interessenter."

byplanlægning
er som
skovdrift. det
tager ufattelig
lang tid.

Studie af havnens
muligheder
Henning Larsen
2001
og Kommunen
hvad er muligt på sigt
- det kom med i
kommuneplanen.
skuespilhus
opera
oﬀentlig
mulighed på
christiansholm

"byens hus som
ide til
Christiansholm"

midlertidighed
som stort
tema i den
dynamiske by

Jeg har været
planlægger på
Christianshavn
i 20 år

vi laver bestilling på
budgetnotat og er
bindeled fra start
. bygherre
.borgere

vi afholdte løbende
følgemøder
2018-2019

idekonkurrencen
og
arkitektkonkurren
ce havde været
der.

Første gang jeg hørte
om projektet

80'erne
Ideer til havnen
christiansholm,
nyholm var
først forsvar og
skibsbygninger.

Det er uambitiøst hvis
inddragelsen stopper
ved de fysiske rammer.
Byg nogle rum som kan
ændre sig. Der er jo
potentiale for at lave
ændringer (løbende)

man formodner
et område med
kulturelle tiltag
for så at kunne
bygge.

lokaludvalg
Jeg var lige kommet med ombord og vi havde
møde om dybde af bassin. Der var
besparelses process om bassin og der blev
ramaskrig fra lokaludvalg pga det. om at gå til
pressen.

vi halser jo
bagefter fordi
det går
langsomt men
vi prøver.

det er jeg i tvivl
om det har været
tænkt ind i en
længere proces
om det er
overvejet.

potentiale for
borgerinddragelse
også efter
bygningen er byget,
det giver mere
mangfoldighed og
diversitet

hvis man ikke
ved hvilken
magt man har
og så er det jo
udemokratisk

projekt ﬂyttes til
erhvervsdrivende font
2019
vi ﬂytter projektet over
i en erhvervsdrivende
font som skal drive
hele byggeriet. Flyttes
inden det sendes i
udbud til entreprenør.

budgetforhandl
inger

Projektet
sendes i udbud
okt
2019
til at ﬁnde
entreprenør
Følgemøde
marts
2020

projektet er
blevet dyrere så
der skal ﬁndes
penge
det er ﬁnancieret
af Nordea fonden
og Køebnhavns
kommune

det er ikke nationalistisk
der er internationalt udsyn
- japanske arkitekter,
international tegnestue,
britiske ingeniører og det
henvender isg til turister

der er
generelt langt
mellem ide
og ting sker.

det går langsomt
også som borger.
Det kan være
svært at forstå
hvorfor det går så
langsomt

at processen ikke
er lige til men op
og ned og frem og
tilbage

søgt nordea fond

sender
ansøgning til
nordea fonden

nordea fonden
og kommunen
kommer
begge med
ﬂere penge

modtager tilbud fra
entreprenører
maj - okt 2020
modtager 2
tilbud

Betinget kontrakt med
entreprenør underskrives
okt 2020

Følgemøde
januar 2021
følgegrupperne er om
temaer.
de er detaljenære,
om funktion og
kvaliﬁkation af brug.

Følgemøde

Ubetinget kontrakt med
entreprenør underskrives
feb 2022

Følgemøde

til
bæredygdighe
dsoptimering

feb 2022

sept 2021
følgegrupperne er om
temaer.
de er detaljenære,
om funktion og
kvaliﬁkation af brug.

Skal kunne
holde i
længden med
materialer osv.

bæredygtighedstiltag til at
gøre det bedre for en
svømmehal bliver aldrig
bæredygtig. det har slet
ikke været tænkt ind i det
men har prøvet at blive
tilføjet senere.

"Følgegrupperne er
politiks aktive på vegne
af de foreninger de
repræsenterer. Det er
helt ned i detaljerne så
alle foreningsaktiviteter
kan blive faciliteret.

ide-forslag
gennemgås
Projektet startede

Uopsigelig kontrakt
med papirlageret og by
& havn
B&H havde en uopsigelig
kotrakt med papirlageret.
Derfor vidste vi at vi på et
tidspunkt ville få den men
vi kunne ikke bestemme
hvornår

Eksperimentarium
ﬂytter ud på papirøen
Notat udarbejdet
forudgående
arbejde fra
økonomiforvalt
ningen

2008-2011
vi begynder at
kigge mere
planmæssigt på
papirøen
traﬃkalt.
"papirlageret snak
om at udﬂytte dynamiske
strømninger med
fokus på
midlertidige
læsninger"

det bliver jo bare
en success ud
over alle grænser.
streetfood og alle
de midlertidige
aktiviteter

2014
Jeg kom ind i projektet.
der blev lavet
borgerinddragelser i
form af:
1. worshop/borgermø
de med Frank
jensen
2. idekonkurrence
3. øvandring
"Brugte ﬁrma til

vi hyrede et selskab
til at stå for den
inddragende proces.
De stod for en
workshop og
idekonkurrencen.

Vi ville kigge alle forslag
igennem for at gøre det
lettere at gennemskue
de 160 ideer men
borgmestrene satte tid
af til selv at gennemgå
alle ideerne.
det var svært at
kultur og
fritidsforvaltni
ngen står for
konkurrencen
og følger op.

det var svært at
ﬁnde det rette ord
- ville ikke bruge
svømmehal det
var for ﬂadt.

ﬁnde det rette ord
- ville ikke bruge
svømmehal det
var for ﬂadt.

indledende
processer og få
inddraget ﬂere end
bare de ældre der
ofte er til
borgersamlingerne"
"der var meget
engagement.
Overborgmesteren
var der senere tog
jeg en rundtur med
borgerne på
papirøen."

demokrati er svært at
tale om som sådan for
hvad er demokrati. Her
var det meget
lokalpolitisk forankret
med lokaludvalget.

Det er spændende som
planlægger at se små til
stor -> jeg cykler rundt
i lokalområdet og taler
med lokale så jeg har
ﬁngren på pulsen med
hvad der sker

og det er jo også godt
for det er jo alle
mennesker de grupper
samler og arrangerer.
det er ikke dem der
traditionelt var med i
høringer før hen.

Vinder af ide
konkurrencen

folder omkring
resultatet af
konkurrencen

Jeg blev berørt

Over maker-city
forslaget og deres
begejstring over at være
en af de 5 vindende
forslag. Så man kunne
lidt i den proces.

forudgående
høringer
7 april 2015
kommuneplantillæ
gget for
christinasholm,
dokøen,
arsenaløen og den
grøndlandske
der var et ønske om
handlesplads.
at det skulle være
for alle og ﬂere end
de "gamle" i
borgersamlinger og
lokaludvalg.

lokaludvalget måtte
ikke se
arkitektkonkurrence
forslagene fordi
detvar internt det
var lidt en
udfordring.

Jeg kæmpede for
noget jeg kæmpede
meget for var at lave
dæmningen om til en
bro. det var en god
opbakning fra min chef
men vi måtte selv
stoppe det fordi der
ligger nogle ekstremt
dyre og vigtige
ledninger under.
fx klima skal der
arbejdes med større
løsning ift stormsikring
med lynetteholm og
kystsikring. Det tager
tid at realiserer.

start redegøresle
feb 2016 til
lokalplan

det står i lokalplan
om den historiske
del af
christiannsholm,
på opfrodring af
bymusseet

hvem plamlægger vi for?
det gør vi jo for politikerne
- jeg føler mig som
borgernes rådgiver. jeg
hjælper med at fortælle
dem hvad der skal til. det
er gdot at have hjertet
med.

4-6 møder med
lokaludvalg
inden
vedtagelse af
lokalplan

det der har ændret sig mest
siden jeg startede som
byplanlægger er at borgerne er
blevet bedre til at yre sig
igennem fx facebookgrupper. Så
det er en hel ny verdne for os at
navigerer i. Borgerne er blevet
langt mere højlydte og har krav
til at deres holdniger skal høres

endelig lokalplan
maj 2017

nu. stadig gang i
processen

endelig lokalplan
maj 2017

der var en del
debat om traﬁk
for ikek at få for
meget traﬁk på
prinsessegade.

der var ikke
nogne der
modarbejdede
selvom det
ofte sker.

Der var ingen indsigelser.
alle var glade, de ville bare
vide hvad planen var. Der
var et godt internt
samarbejde med By & Havn,
Økonomiforvaltningen,
kultur og fritid og TMF.

jeg vil arguetnerer for at
det netop er futuristiskk.
Men det er ufattelig svært
at spå om fremtiden.
Vi arbejder med statestik
om e.g. små butikker i
70'erne .

vi gør vores
bedste for et
godt
plangrundlag.

kigger på hvilke
institutioner der skal
være, aﬀaldsområdet,
statslig initiativer på
klima og beregninger,
rådgivning på
cykelområdet etc.

der sker som er udenfor den relevante timeline kan sættes herned:
KK
Frank Jensen ﬁk
dårlig
samvittighed og
fandt 4 mio. til
os som
kompensation
til at vi måtte
forlade
Papirøen.
"på den måde
gjorde KK det
muligt for os at
ﬂytte ud på
Refshaleøen i
disse lokaler"

Figure 41 working progress in combining the timeline of the paper island
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steps translated into a combined timeline
consisting of 58 steps, of these 22 were
from the research. It is worth wondering if
the steps that were not identified through
research can be seen as a reflection of
the less transparent steps within the
decision-making process, as most of these
include internal meetings e.g., between the
municipality and other actors or internal
meetings within the municipality and the
local council. Just 17 steps were based on
statements from only one actor, none of
which were taken further in this project as
it appeared to be too unreliable a source.
Upon comparing the emotions stated on the
individual actor journeys, most actors found
it was a vastly positive process, several
actors emphasised the participatory aspects
of the process as very beneficial and as highly
influential in the positive outcome. To all
the 126 individual actor steps, the emotion
positive, neutral, or negative was added. A
total of 20 individual steps were defined
as negative, several of these were related
to being bored or similar feelings, none
were defined as strong negative emotions.
Another reflection on the combined timeline
was that a private development company
was allowed to purchase the buildings on
the Paper Island before any citizens or local
councils had been invited into the project.

Figure 42 The combined timeline of the paper island
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4.2.1.1 MAPPING OPPORTUNITY SPACES WITHIN THE DECISION-MAKING
PROCESS OF THE PAPER ISLAND
36 steps were found in the interactive
interviews and 22 upon desk research. Upon
clustering the steps from the combined
timeline, an interesting pattern emerged.
Within the steps based on desk research
the following clusters were made: ‘local
news and articles’, ‘planning procedures
and statements’ and ‘the construction plan’.
What these three clusters had in common
was that they were of an informative
nature, none of the steps involved provided
any transparency into the reasoning behind
the decisions made. As an opposition to
this, there were clusters within the steps
defined by the interactive interviewees.
Here, three clusters were also made,
these were interpreted as a range of
how confidential they were, starting with
‘procedures published publicly’, ‘internal
bureaucratic plans and procedures’ and
‘internal discussions and considerations. It
was acknowledged that not all these steps
were meant to be confidential or secret, but
it appeared that many of these steps were
not made publicly known and thus they
ended up only being known to the people
involved and ‘on the inside’. Furthermore,
it was observed that an extensive desktop

research for the timeline of the Paper
Island, nevertheless, it appears that most of
the steps regarding actual decisions being
made were not possible for us to find. One
can wonder how public information is if it
has to be searched and found on an internal
municipal website not easily accessible for
people without an understanding of the
specific archiving procedures.

36 interviewed steps

22 researched steps
Planning
procedures

local news value
Internal plans and procedures
(buer. processer)
26
11-16
marts
2016

The Local commitee of
Christianshavn carries
out a citizen-panel
survey

12

25

Internal discussions
and consideration
30

24

23

The Local commitee of
Christianshavn creates
their summary of the
(startsredegørelse)

11

feb.
2016

2015-16

The process of creating the new
local plan for the island is started
by TMF

A meeting including a
walk on the Paper
Island together with
Klaus Kastbjerg,
Copenhagen
municipality and the
local comities

48

19

Negotiations regarding the road
to the island, weather or not it
should become a bridge

1

4

Paper island became empty

The Paper Island is included in the
city plan as an opportunity for
urban development

13
okt.
2014

CØ P/S buys the Paper Island,
with exception of the north
corner which the municipality of
Copenhagen purchases.

41

Water culture house
group meeting

april
2015

Awareness of the
Paper Island becoming
a big project in the
future

The winners are left out
of the loop

Initial conversations and
meetings about the
project to be and the
general future of the
Paper Island

38

43

39

56

44

2018

2019
mar
2020

The general project of
the Paper Island is
moved within KK

The Swedish company
Fotograﬁska are
interested in the
location of Paper
Island as it is.

Water culture house
group meeting

45
2020

The open idea
competition started

53

2015
feb

28

april
2015

35

Internal hearings in the
local committees

31

29. april
2017

2016

Preliminary public
consultation meeting

Initial plan and budget
was proposed

32

The local plan is
approved

33

2019

The excavation is stared

Aug oct
2016

22

nov
2017

22.
decemb
er 2017

juni
2015

nov 2016

nov
2016

Citizens hearings

37

The winner of the 'cultural
water house' is announced

april
2015

Winners of the idea competition
(the decision is made and the ﬁve
winners are informed)

2018-20
19

Water culture house
theme group meeting

4. marts
2015

20

15

2014

Copenhagen Street Food and
other temporary activities
opened on the island

36

17
40

14

8

Citizen panel survey

Citizen meeting and
hearings

2011-12

2014

The Local commitee of
Christianshavn has their
ﬁrst meeting with the
Copenhagen municipality

2014

KK and B&H negotiates what kinds of
citizen involvement they would like and
who should be the one to initiate the
participation

5
2013-14

1980'

Jan 2021
2014

By & Havn initiates an
architectural investigation
of the heritage of the
island

9

15
marts
2016

3
2011

47

2018

lokaludvalg og Nicolai
Walner arbejder på bib
og kunsthal plan

The building height
exceeds the local plan
(according to the local
council)

The last day of the street The masterplan
food
competition started

29
11 feb
2016

COBE Architects wins
the masterplan

34

Construction plan

marts
2017

The competition for the
'water culture house' is
launched

54
2020

Archaeology

55
2020 2022

The construction is
stared

57
2022

construction is initiated
on the Paper Island

58

2020

Copenhagen
municipality are
negotiating the budget
for the water culture
house

49
sept
2021

Water culture house
roup meeting

Copenhagen
municipality applies for
new fonds to the Water
culture house

okt.
2020

2024 +

Water culture house
conditional contract

What happens when
the buildings are done?

51
feb.
2022

Water culture house
group meeting

52
mar.
2022

Water culture house
fond application

Figure 43 clustering of the timeline steps
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Procedures published
or known publicly
27

16

1 April
2016

marts
2015

TMF publishes a
summary based on the
dialog with the citizents

Deadline for the idea
competition

21
2015

Replies from the citizen hearing is
received

17 steps out of a total of 58 steps could be
defined as steps where citizens had been
engaged or represented by the local council
e.g., hearings, the idea competition, citizen
meetings. Thus, it appeared that there was
a vast potential for more public engagement
in future public renewal projects compatible
to this. The ladder of public engagement
(Arnstein, 1969) (Ransbeeck, 2020) was
utilised combined with a scale ranging from
past oriented, present oriented to future
oriented (Van der Duin, 2016), as seen on
figure 44.

about what the buildings on the Paper
Island may be used for, together with the
initial considerations by the government of
what the island could potentially become.
Thus, there appears to be a great potential
for including both more public engagement
and more thinking about the future in such
processes.

THE LEVEL OF CITIZEN CONTROL

THE LEVELS OF DELEGATION AND EMPOWERMENT

It was concluded that none of the 58 steps
exceed the level of consolidation and
consulting. Moreover, most of the steps
involving decision-making were to be
found within the level of manipulation and
therapy. Upon inspecting the horizontal axis
of the figure, a predominant focus on the
present emerged. The steps placed in the
past area were there due to the focus of the
steps, one of them being the archaeological
excavations of the Paper Island, another the
exceedingly traditional ceremony held for the
winners of the idea competition. The most
future oriented steps include considerations

THE LEVELS OF PARTNERSHIP AND CO-CREATION

THE LEVELS OF PLACATION AND INVOLVEMENT

THE LEVELS OF CONSULTATION AND CONSULTING
10
31

33

Aug oct
2016

nov 2016

32

30

40

Citizen meeting and
hearings

Citizen panel survey

43

48

49

51

14

20

26

15
2014

Citizens hearings

nov
2016

2015
feb

2018-20
19

The ﬁrst workshop with citizens together
with a presentation by the mayor of
Copenhagen to kickstart the project.

A meeting including a
walk on the Paper
Island together with
Klaus Kastbjerg,
Copenhagen
municipality and the
local comities

Internal hearings in the
local committees

mar
2020

Water culture house
theme group meeting

sept
2021

Jan 2021

Water culture house
group meeting

Water culture house
group meeting

The open idea
competition started

Water culture house
group meeting

11-16
marts
2016

april
2015

4. marts
2015

feb.
2022

Water culture house
group meeting

Preliminary public
consultation meeting

The Local comity of
Christianshavn carries
out a citizen-panel
survey

THE LEVELS OF INFORMING AND INFORMAL
18

16

3

54

7. april
2015

11

marts
2015

2011

37

8

2014

Paper island became empty

Copenhagen Street Food and
other temporary activities
opened on the island

The Local comity of
Christianshavn has their
ﬁrst meeting with the
Copenhagen municipality

Deadline for the idea
competition

Archaeology

34

22.
decemb
er 2017

2014

2020

The ceremony for the
winners of the idea
competition

22

marts
2017

The last day of the street
food

50

juni
2015

The competition for the
'water culture house' is
launched

36

17

Water culture house
unconditional contract

29
11 feb
2016

nov
2017

april
2015

feb
2022

The masterplan
competition started

Winners of the idea competition
(the decision is made and the ﬁve
winners are informed)

The winner of the 'cultural
water house' is announced

53
2019

COBE Architects wins
the masterplan

The excavation is stared

55
2020 2022

The construction is
stared

27

57

2

1 April
2016

2022

construction is initiated
on the Paper Island

TMF publishes a
summary based on the
dialog with the citizents

5

2001

2013-14

Architectural plan for the entire
Copenhagen harbour is created
and added to the municipal plan

The Paper Island is included in the
city plan as an opportunity for
urban development

THE LEVELS OF MANIPULATION AND THERAPY
12
2014

By & Havn initiates an
architectural investigation
of the heritage of the
island

PAST ORIENTED

9
2014

KK and B&H negotiates what kinds of
citizen involvement they would like and
who should be the one to initiate the
participation

25
15
marts
2016

The Local comity of
Christianshavn creates
their summary of the
(startsredegørelse)

21
2015

Replies from the citizen hearing is
received

19

13

april
2015

okt.
2014

The winners are left out
of the loop

CØ P/S buys the Paper Island,
with exception of the north
corner which the municipality of
Copenhagen purchases.

4
2011-12

Initial conversations and
meetings about the
project to be and the
general future of the
Paper Island

6
2013-14

Klaus Kastbjerg buys the
buildings on the Paper
Island.

28
2016

Initial plan and budget
was proposed

41
2019

The general project of
the Paper Island is
moved within KK

38

42
okt.
2019

2018

The Swedish company
Fotograﬁska are
interested in the
location of Paper
Island as it is.

Water culture house is
launched for tender

44

45

2020

2020

Copenhagen
municipality are
negotiating the budget
for the water culture
house

Copenhagen
municipality applies for
new fonds to the Water
culture house

46
ma-okt.
2020

Water culture house
receives entrepreneur
proposals

47
okt.
2020

Water culture house
conditional contract

52

56

39
2018

mar.
2022

Water culture house
fond application

The building height
exceeds the local plan
(according to the local
council)

lokaludvalg og Nicolai
Walner arbejder på bib
og kunsthal plan

24
feb.
2016

The process of creating the new
local plan for the island is started
by TMF

35
29. april
2017

The local plan is
approved

23
2015-16

Negotiations regarding the road
to the island, weather or not it
should become a bridge

PRESENT ORIENTED

7

1

2014

1980'

The Local comity of
Christianshavn creates an
initial version of their
wishes and dreams for the
Paper Island.

Awareness of the
Paper Island becoming
a big project in the
future

58
2024 +

What happens when
the buildings are done?

FUTURE ORIENTED

FIGURE 44 TIMELINE STEPS MAPPED ON LEVELS OF PARTICIPATION, PAST, PRESENT, AND FUTURE ORIENTATION
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4.2.2 ACTOR-NETWORK THEORY
With an outset in the actor-network
theory (ANT), the process of collating and
comparing the individual actor-networks
provided by each interviewee of the
interactive interviews was carried out.
Based on the ANT, it was decided to create
multiple actor-networks to account for the
Participants
in the idea
competition

Copenhagen
Municipality

By & Havn

level of complexity in the decision-making
process of the Paper Island. As visualised
on the timeline, the process was carried
out over a ten-year period. Consequently,
the level of details would be affected due
to people changing positions, things being
deleted, not saved or simply forgotten and
other factors that inevitably were out of our
hands. Within processes such as this it is
worthwhile to create several actor-networks
Private actors
such as
companies and
investors

Citizen
representation
and council

Private
developer

A local
council

Architect
company for
the Paper
Island

as aspects change over time (Munthe-Kaas,
2015). The actors considered in this process
are both human and non-human e.g., some
actors are communities or organisations,
and others are specific people. This is
done to accommodate for the effect and
importance of each actor and to endeavour
to not exclude actors.

Construction,
development and
architectural
companies and
consultants

Actors arising
as a result of
the decision
making process

Other actors

Development
advisors

The Paper
Island

The Danish
military

The Water
Culture
House

Private
facilitation
agency

Copenhagen
Contemporar
y

Kultur- &
Fritids
forvaltningen

Teknik &
Miljøforvaltni
ngen

Participants
in the idea
competition

Kultur- &
Fritids Mayor

Teknik &
Miljø
forvaltningen

Private
developing
company

Individuals
from the local
council

Individual
architectural
advisors

Individual
development
advisors

The Mayor of
Copenhagen

Teknik- &
Miljø Mayor

The company
CØ P/S

Citizen
representatio
n survey

Entrepreneur

Architect
company for
the Water
Culture House

Økonomi
udvalget

Center for
Byudvikling

Private
investment
fond

By & Havn

Construction
company

Økonomi
forvaltningen

FIGURE 45 CLUSTERS OF ACTORS
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Visualised in figure 45 was the total list of
actors accounted for by all the interviewees
in the interactive interviews. Duplicates
were removed and the list of actors were
clustered to clarify the weight of actors.
The first cluster consisted of individual
interviewees who specifically participated
in the idea competition. Copenhagen
municipality made up a cluster on its own
and had in total nine actors defined by
the interviewees. By & Havn was only
mentioned as their name, no individual
actors or departments were highlighted
resulting in them becoming a cluster on their
own. Another cluster of actors was made
up by private companies and investors.
The local councils made up an actor cluster
together with individual citizens highlighted
and the citizen survey carried out by the
Christianshavn local council. One of the
most diverse clusters was the one with
all the consultants and partners regarding

the construction, architecture, and urban
development. These refed to both public and
private actors and were generally secondary
actors supporting the main actors. A highly
important cluster consisted of the actors
that were developed throughout the
process, these were the company Paper
Island and the municipal offering of the
Water Culture House. The last cluster of
actors are periphery actors, one being the
Danish military as a neighbour to the Paper
Island and the other was a company hired in
to facilitate the citizen participation by the
Copenhagen municipality, however it was
not possible to obtain more information
about this actor.
Figures 46, 47, and 48 were the three
actor-networks created to reflect the actors
involved in the decision-making process of
the Paper Island. At the centre of each actornetwork, the phase of the decision-making
process was displayed to differentiate the

three phases. Each actor was visualised in
a circle, the colour matching the clusters
of figure 45. The size and placement of
each actor was of importance, the size was
defined by how big a role the specific actor
played. E.g., defined by how many of the
other actors mentioned and connected with
a given actor. The placement should be read
as follows, the actors closest to the centre
are of the most involved and the ones
touching the inner circle are all in contact
with each other in the given phase. The
actors closest to each other were the ones
in most contact, thus, the positioning of the
actors vary in the different actor-networks.
The more peripheral actors were visualised
by only being attached to one or two other
actors, these are only in indirect contact
with other actors. The phases were defined
based on the combined timeline.
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In the actor-network of the planning phase,
as seen in figure 46, the most important
actors are the Copenhagen municipality, By
& Havn together with a private developer
and a local council. Worth highlighting in
this actor-network was that the private
developer was mentioned by almost all
participants, and thus it could be established
that the specific developer was perceived
to be more essential in this part of the
process than the private organisations the
developer represented. Another insight was
that the idea competition by Copenhagen
municipality was carried out within this
phase, however, the participants and more
specifically the winners of the completions
were only in contact with actors from the
municipality itself.

Planning the decision-making
process

Private
facilitation
agency

The Danish
military

Copenhagen
Contemporar
y

Participants
in the idea
competition

The Mayor of
Copenhagen

Kultur- &
Fritids Mayor
By og Havn

Kultur- & Fritids
forvaltningen
Økonomi
forvaltningen

Private
developing
company

Private
investment
fond

Planning the decisionmaking process
Architect
company for
the Paper
Island

The company
CØ P/S

Teknik &
Miljøforvaltningen

A local
council

Private developer

A local council

Individuals
from the local
council

Teknik- &
Miljø Mayor

Individual
architectural
advisors

Development
advisors

Citizen
representatio
n survey

FIGURE 46 ACTOR NETWORK WITHIN THE PLANNING STAGES OF THE DECISION-MAKING PROCESS OF THE PAPER ISLAND
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The actor-network of the approval phase can
be seen in figure 47. The phase included the
masterplan completion, the development
and architectural competition of the Water
Culture House. Here, the most important
actors were generally the same as in the
previous, however, the actors developed
in the process had become key actors as
well. The Paper Island as an actor was more
developed and thus it was larger in size than
the Water Culture House. More consultancy
and development actors were involved in
this process.

Approval and the decision-making
process
Architect
company for
the Paper
Island

The company
CØ P/S

Private
developing
company

Private
investment
fond

The Paper Island
Private developer

The Mayor of
Copenhagen

Kultur- &
Fritids Mayor

Økonomi
forvaltningen

Kultur & fritids
udvalget

Citizen
representatio
n survey

By og Havn

Approval og the
decision-making
process

Center for
Byudvikling

A local council

The Water
Culture House

Økonomi
udvalget

Kultur & fritids
forvaltningen

Teknik & miljø
forvaltningen

Teknik- &
Miljø Mayor

Architect
company for
the Water
Culture House

Development
advisors

Construction
company

A local council

Individual
architectural
advisors

Entrepreneur

Individual
architectural
advisors

FIGURE 47 ACTOR NETWORK WITHIN THE APPROVAL STAGES OF THE DECISION-MAKING PROCESS OF THE PAPER ISLAND
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The actor-network of the final stage, as
seen in figure 48, included the local plan
for the area being finalised and approved
together with group meetings regarding
the Water Culture House. Also included in
this phase were the excavations followed
by the construction of the Paper Island.
Worth noting on this actor-network was
that the local councils were moved out to
the periphery. The same happened with the
private developer, as this place was taken
over by the Paper Island as an actor on its
own.

Finalising and making the last
decisions
Private
developing
company

Private
investment
fond

Private
developer

The company CØ P/S

Architect company for the Paper
Island

A local council

The Paper
Island

Individual
architectural
advisors

Individuals
from the local
council

Teknik & miljø
forvaltningen

By og Havn

Økonomiforv
altningen

Kultur- &
Fritids Mayor

The Mayor of
Copenhagen

Citizen
representatio
n survey

Finalising and making
the last decisions

Kultur & fritids
udvalget

Økonomi
udvalget

Kultur & fritids
forvaltningen

Development
advisors

A local council

Teknik- &
Miljø Mayor

The Water
Culture House

Entrepreneur

Individual
architectural
advisors

Architect
company for
the Water
Culture House

FIGURE 48 ACTOR NETWORK WITHIN THE FINAL STAGES OF THE DECISION-MAKING PROCESS OF THE PAPER ISLAND
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4.2.3 INSIGHT ANALYSIS OF
THE INVESTIGATE QUESTIONS
The process of clustering and theming the
statements and reactions concerning the
investigate question from future governance
lab was undertaken. To further explore the
investigate questions and provocations, an

Money talks
det er jo ikke
uretfærdigt, der bliver
jo 84 almene
lejeboliger på øen og ja
så er resten ejerboliger.
jeg tror der er 151 og
så 18 rækkehuse.

"Money talks. Det
var jo kalkuleret
hele vejen
igennem fra KK og
dem med
pengene"

"Klaus K havde købt
bygningerne med tanke for
at udvikle øen videre men
selve projektet blev først en
realitet ide Realdanica viste
interesse for projektet"

'privat' vs. oﬀentlig

"Klaus K skabte
aktiviteter for at prøve
at holder området
igang og for at skabe
mandat til at udvikle
området på et senere
tidspunkt"

"Det er jo lidt vildt at en
privatperson kan få lov til
at købe nok Københavns
bedste beliggenhed, en hel
Ø! jeg tror han køber den
af By og Havn men det er
jeg ikke sikker på"

"By og havn ejede Papirøen – by og havn
er aktieselskab ejet 99% af kommunen
men skal arbejde på markedsvilkår –
derfor business case der skal hænge
sammen for dem – fx noget af det var at
beslutning om at komme ud i nye
områder uden lokalplaner skal 25 % være
almen af boligmassen . derfor kom det
ind som vi sagde hvis der skal være
lokalplan er et af kravene 25% alment.
Intet anderledes end ved andre
projekter. By og havn sælger dels til kk
lille del med kulturhus og resten solgt til
konsortium af Kastbjerg og PFA."

"Klaus K gjorde jo det med
viden om at det var
midlertidigit. Så han kunne
kuratere stedet med en
'aktie' i at kunne være med
i den næste process om
udviklingen"

"Central placering solgt til private?
"Sådan er verden jo – for det første by &
havn markedsmæssig så skal sælge til
private mm nok kommunale formål kan
bruges men ellers skal det på markedet.
Det er den konstruktion man har valgt i
gamle dage diskussioner om hvem ejede
københavns havn og førte sager mod
staten fra kommunen og tabte for at
havnen var sin egen."

ekskludere kommende
generationer

mere inddragelse

"By og Havn er jo et
aktieselskab hvor
Københavns kommune ejer
90% af aktierne. men
derfor skal selskabet jo
stadig arbejde på lige fod
med alle andre selskaber"

"Nej ikke rigtig – nogle
er kritiske overfor
by&havn
konstruktionen men vi
hørte ikke noget særligt
ii forhold til salget af
Papirøen til Kastbjerg."

"som borger er det jo en primær
lokation som så blev til en privat
ø i midten af København. Den
bliver jo meget privat for det er
det der er penge i. Det er jo ikke
engang lejligheder med
bopælspligt, så de kan jo snilt
ende med at stå tomme. "

jeg lavede borgermøder og
rundvisninger. det tager
tid. mange forskellige
grupper har skrevet,
politikere, kommunen,
lokale. Så fortæller jeg om
planerne og hvorfor vi har
besluttet det vi har

"man kan godt snakke om
at lokalplanspolitik kan
blive lavet mere retfærdigt.
at der skal ﬂere høringer til
af ﬂere gange. det tror jeg
ikke selv på det bliver
bedre af men det bliver
helt sikkert ikke billigere"

man kan måske
få lov at ﬂytte et
punktum, men
ikke meget
mere

næsten alle kan jo deltage i
beslutnings processerne
hvis der kommer
borgerforslag og sådan så
har vi forsøgt at lytte. vi har
virkelig forsøgt at lytte hele
tiden.

"jeg vil godt diskutere
om der skal være
længere processer man
kunne suge nu udvikler
vi den halve bu og
resten om 10 år"

hvis man
argumentere
godt for sin
sag så lytter vi
da

Det var
lokaludvalget der
kom med ideen
om at der skulle
være en
svømmehal

vi er jo ikke
tvunget til at tale
med mange
mennesker men
det gør vi da
gerne.

Vi har jo inviteret
lokaludvalget herud til
Nordhavn i 'the crain'
og også ud i vores
lokaler på øen, det
havde jeg indtryk af at
de benyttede meget.

elaborated analysis was conducted. The
resulting insights from this analysis can be
seen in figure 50.

Det handler om nyhedsværdi, at
sige man har inddraget - det
understøtter en politisk
dagsorden, men der var ikke
fremtidsudsyn i hvordan det er
tænkte ind Nu kan de pege og
sige at de lavede inddragelse
som politisk dagsorden. Det var
kun for nuet.

man kan ikke bygge
fremtidssikret

vi gør vores bedste

vi gør vores
bedste for et
godt
plangrundlag.

"Man bliver nød til næsten
at vente 30 år for så er
træerne kommet op og
tingene har sat sig.
Kulturen for brugen har sat
sig. det tager langt tid at
bygge by!"

uviden om rettigheder

"gik op for os at vi
var nogle af de
eneste der ikke
var fra arkitetkt
virksomheder
etc."

"hvis tanken er
borgerinddragelse,
virker det lidt som
en joke ikke at
inddrage
ideforslagene
videre"

Det bæredygtige er
jo meget i forhold til
materialevalg.
messing eller rustfri
stål til amatur og
håndtag, ikke chom.

"Det var urealistisk i
forhold til det økonomiske
interesse grundlag med
borgerinddragelse. det var
pseudo borger inddragelse.
det gjorde jo ikke nogen
forskel det var bare for at
de kunne sige at de havde
gjort det"

Vi ville lave en bro i
stedet for en
dæmning men det
kunne ikke lade sig
gøre i forbindelse
med nogle kabler i
jorden.

det er en god historie men
der var ingen inddragelse,
ingen fortælling om hvorfor
og hvad det skal bruges til
videre. Jeg har ikke ne
følelse af at det har ændret
noget.

Det er uambitiøst hvis
inddragelsen stopper
ved de fysiske rammer.
Byg nogle rum som kan
ændre sig. Der er jo
potentiale for at lave
ændringer (løbende)

det er jeg i tvivl
om det har været
tænkt ind i en
længere proces
om det er
overvejet.

ufuturistisk bygning
det er jo bygget til
at åbne op for
dem der er inde
og lukke med ude
der er udenfor.

Lokaludvalget ville gerne have et
museum for koloni historie på øen, det
var jeg ikke sikker på om nogen ville gide
at besøge men de skulle da have
muligheden for det. Så jeg sagde at hvis
de kunne stable det på benene skulle vi
nok ﬁnde lokalerne på øen. men det
endte jo med at de ikke kunne ﬁnde de
rette fonde. men det var ikke min skyld
det ikke lykkedes

Skal kunne
holde i
længden med
materialer osv.

skal der inkluderes
også efter bygeriet
er slut?
potentiale for
borgerinddragelse
også efter
bygningen er byget,
det giver mere
mangfoldighed og
diversitet

borger vs. organisationer
"Hvis du er
almindelig borger
og ikke går op i
politik ved du ikke
der er et
lokaludvalg"

søgt Nordea fonden til
bæredygdighedsoptim
ering af
vandkulturhuset - på
bagkanten det var ikke
tænkt ind fra starten

bæredygtighedstiltag til at
gøre det bedre for en
svømmehal bliver aldrig
bæredygtig. det har slet
ikke været tænkt ind i det
men har prøvet at blive
tilføjet senere.

"Vi kan kun bygger nu. det man
bygger vil altid være en reﬂektion
af tiden den bliver skabt i. man
kan ikke altid forudsige hvad folk
vil synes og om de vil bruge det
som planen var. der er så meget
kultur i den slags så det er
umuligt at forudsige. derfor er
du nødt til at vente 30 år før du
vurdere et byggeri"

Kun lyttet til ikke nok
indﬂydelse

bæredygtighed ikke
tænkt ind

present bias
"der kommer jo
penge i
kommunekassen
nu og her så det
er jo nutids-bias"

"Der blev der
overhovedt ikke
tænkt på andre
generation eller
væsner!"

de tegner
de(kommunen+byg
herre) store linjer op
og vi har små pip - vi
havde mere
indﬂydelse tidligere i
processen

"det er en slørende
demokratisk proces. Det
bliver så uklart, når det
bruges som PR imod dårlig
omtale.så kan man kun
sige meninger og ytre sig,
men hvad blive det til?"

"nogen borgere
mener jo de skal
have et ord med i
det hele, men det
skal de jo ikke."

de lokale kender
behovene bedst

det bliver proforma
inddragelse - det er
skuﬀende hvis det
er det eneste mål så er det kun for at
undgå tastatur
krigere på facebook.

har ikke indtryk af
at det var en
demokratisk
proces - der var
ingen
stemmekraft

"Vi der bor her er
nok en hel del mere
opmærksom på de
lokale behov end de
nok er ved TMF"

Kommunen ar fulgt
spillereglerne så vil ikke
sige udemokratisk. der har
været høringsret , men
vores forslag føles som de
bliver arkiveret lodret og
ikke grebet, men det har
ikke været mere end i
andre projekter.

"man kan jo også
snakke om hvor fair
den konkurence er,
for de havde jo selv
valgt hvem der
måtte være med"

"det er jo lidt interessant at
COBE også lejede sig ind på
Papirøen. Og de har jo også
en stærk forbindelse til
Claus som jo også var en af
dommerne i konkurencen
mener jeg. Hvor fair det så
er kan man jo tænke over"

det bliver meget
borgereksperter - ikke
for almene
borgere,

svært for
udefrakommende

faste processer

"vi sidder som 'bestiller'
inde i kommunen. når
politiker siger de vil have
svømmehal -> der sidder vi
( byggeludvalg: bygherre,
brugere kk) + følgegrupper
med lokaludvalg og
organisationer . "

DK's bureakrati er
langt hen ad vejen
upartisk og neutralt.
Det er mere på
chefniveau der kan
være problemer

hvorfor 5 forslag?
skal de bruges
videre? hvad skal de
bruges til? fedt at
have været med i
videre udviklingen

"Der var en tidsplan
for faser og hvem
der talte med hvem i
forhold til
lokaludvalg og
forsvaret."

"Vi står lidt som
politimanden. vi kan ikke
diskutere om der skal
bygges men mere hvor højt
det skal være. Det er jo
svært at forholde sig til hvis
man ikke er inde i sagerne"

et projekt for ALLE
mennesker

"det er jo en
supertanker som bare
køre afsted. det var
bare en skam at KK
ikke havde ﬂere
ambitioner med sådan
en central beliggenhed"

det understøtter det
her fordi det er
igennemsigtigt. Det
understøtter at det
er nogle få der
stadig tager
beslutningerne

"Kommunen
stiller en liste
op med tiltag
og krav til
bydelen."

"Klaus K ﬁk en
masse inspiration
i New York og
Paris om
langsigtede
boliger"

"Vores ideforslag var
hyper lokalt men
konkurrencen var
mere international
ift at tiltrække
turister"

det er ikke nationalistisk
der er internationalt udsyn
- japanske arkitekter,
international tegnestue,
britiske ingeniører og det
henvender isg til turister

Man støder på en
bueaukratisk process i
kommunen. det tager os år
at få en byggetilladelse. det
er ikke hensigtsmæssigt for
det koster jo penge. det
kunne gøres bedre.

"man skal bruge
borgernes viden
IKKE spørge dem
hvordan det skal se
ud. det skal man
tværtimod bruge
eksperter til."

inddragelse tidligt
det foregår i hieraki hvor vi
er lavt led. De skal til at
tage os mere ind, hvor vier
med inden det bliver dem
der forklare deres ideer til
os men os der kan komme
med forslag fra
borgerforslag

det afgørende for
borgerne var
tæthed og højde lokalt ønske med
grønt og åbent

arkitekt konkurence

Det er nok lidt udemokratisk.
Min demokratiopfattelse : man
kan aldrig komme for tæt på
dme som er berørt af det. Det er
bedst at inviterer dem ind så de
får medejerskab. det er bedst for
også at undgå at det bliver en
varm kartoﬀel

at inddrage
tidligt har
mange
fordele.

det er 'kun'
demokratisk fordi
de er folkevalgte
det kører sit eget
løb selvom vi ikke
får helt nok
information.
"nogle skal jo tage
beslutningerne"

høj kompleksitet,
mange aktøre

"udemokratisk er jo et stort ord,
det er jo demokratisk for vi har
selv valgt hvem i kommunen der
skal tage beslutningerne men
det er jo de få der træﬀer
beslutninger som ikke
nødvendigvis er i alles interesse.
grundlaget for beslutningerne er
nok ikke altid det rigtige
(penge..)"

"der er en høj grad
af politisk interesse
som så gør det
svært at deltage i
der er en høj grad af
kompleksitet"

medlemstal til partier
er faldet til omkring de
3%, så man kan sige at
de ikke på samme
måde repræsenterer
vælgerne.

"det er den der kompleksitet. der er
politiske krav(vi vil have en svømmehal),
så er der et service niveauu, en lovgivning
(hvor brede vejene skal være )og andre
ting som miljø (så som hvor langt
arbejdsmændende må gå for at hente
skrald) at tage højde for.
Det er vigtigt at have nogle steps til at
kunne træﬀe de rigtig beslutninger og
ikke springe noget over. "

det er ekstremt mange
parter og organisering af
alt. Også ift. hvad der må
kommunikeres ud. Man
siger ikke noget højt før alle
har sagt go for det. det er
en kompleks struktur.

Jeg går meget op i de
projekter vi laver så jeg er
slev med i alle processerne.
jeg har derfor været ind
over alt fra hvilke træer der
skal være til valg af
mursten. Jeg har været
med i alle beslutningerne.

jeg synes generelt
at jeg har et
indtryk af at alle
prøver at gøre det
bedst muligt

subjektivt: udvikling
af 50'er brutalisme
-> det er arkitektur
der lukker inde og
ude. Det er ikke
indbydende.

"Det er populistiskt at
sige voldigt. det kan
sagtens være mere
involvering men der
skal ekspertise til
sådanne komplekse
projekter"

baseret på statistik
kigger på hvilke
institutioner der skal
være, aﬀaldsområdet,
statslig initiativer på
klima og beregninger,
rådgivning på
cykelområdet etc.

jeg vil arguetnere for at det
netop er futuristiskt. Men
det er ufattelig svært at spå
om fremtiden.
Vi arbejder med statestik
om e.g. små butikker i
70'erne .

futuristisk turisme
der kommer et hotel 25
hours - som del af øen, det
er ikke high class, men nok
mere fremtidsperspektiv
fordi det er med cykler og
tanken om en anderledes
turisme

futuristisk bygning
vandkulturhuset er
jo forhåbentligt lidt
futuristisk ift dets
funktioner - det er
ikke som de gamle
badehuse, så det er
jo mere futuristisk

vi har tænkt langsigtet
hele vejen igennem.
Egetræ til vinduerne,
ikke fyr eller noget
andet. jeg gør meget
for at tænke og gøre de
rigtige beslutninger.

der er
generelt langt
mellem ide
og ting sker.

det går langsomt
også som borger.
Det kan være
svært at forstå
hvorfor det går så
langsomt

Det er tankevækkende
at vi startede
forhandlingerne i 2012
og øen kommer til at
stå færdig i 2024, det
diger jo noget om
perspektivet.

vi halser jo
bagefter fordi
det går
langsomt men
vi prøver.

byplanlægning
er som
skovdrift. det
tager ufattelig
lang tid.

Det tager langt til
hvilket det jo ikke
behøver. det er ikke
hensigtsmæssigt at det
skal tage så langt tid at
forhandle med
kommunen

Der er mange
incitamenter der
er lansigtede. skal
kunne holde
mange hundrede
år.

Vi vælger materialer
og bygger generelt
med tanke for at det
byggeri skal holde i
ﬂere hundrede år.

Man bliver nød til at være
ydmyg over for sådan en
vigtig placering. jeg synes jo
det er Danmarks bedste
placering. Det vi laver skal
jo kunne stå der i den
næste 400 år. man skal
fandme gøre det ordentligt.

et godt eksempel
Papirøen er en god proces
for borgerinddragelse
udover traditionelle
metoder - her har vi brugt
facebook grupper mm. for
at det ikke kun er en vis
gruppe der er
repræsenteret gennem
borgersamlinger.

"Hele processen åbne og
transparante – holdt
kæmpe borgermøde hvor
vi. Fortalte åbent hvad ved
vi og hvad ved vi ikke , så
da det var klar hvad
processen ind i det var
her."

"Normalt går vi bare i gang
uden at sprøge nogen, så
beslutter jeg for eksempel
bare hvilken type kultur jeg
vil have i et projekt, men
dette projekt var helt
anderledes og unikt at vi
gjorde det."

de folkevalgte tager
beslutningerne
hvem plamlægger vi for?
det gør vi jo for politikerne
- jeg føler mig som
borgernes rådgiver. jeg
hjælper med at fortælle
dem hvad der skal til. det
er gdot at have hjertet
med.

"Vi sørgede for at have en
lang og åben process hvor
vi inviterede folk ind og så
vi åbent kunne fortælle
dem: hvad ved vi og hvad
ved vi ikke. vi prøvede
virkelig at skabe
transparens"

"politikerne har
stor indﬂydelse
fordi det er dem
der vedtager."

"jeg ville sige
demokratisk, det er
en demokratisk
process ide at
politikere beslutter
om der skal bygges
eller ej"

"der var meget
engagement.
Overborgmesteren
var der senere tog
jeg en rundtur med
borgerne på
papirøen."

"Så er der jury vælger hvad skal
arbejdes videre med fra oﬀentlig
og sporet med udvikling af øen
ligger ved de private developers
hvor klaus kastbjerg var meget
vigtig – har god facon at tale med
københavnerne på så derfor en
måde hvor det passer godt – han
vil genre udvikle boliger og
mindre erhverv i samspil med
oﬀentlige faciliteter"

at få muligheden for
at deltage
"det var jo
demokratisk
(idekonuren
cen)."

demokrati er svært at
tale om som sådan for
hvad er demokrati. Her
var det meget
lokalpolitisk forankret
med lokaludvalget.

"politikerne
bestemmer om der
skal byudvikles eller
ej. det retter et
borgermøde ikke
på"

der var et ønske om
at det skulle være
for alle og ﬂere end
de "gamle" i
borgersamlinger og
lokaludvalg.

følgegruppe
en følgegruppe fra
lokaludvalg deltager
løbende i proces
hvor kommunen
tegner og fortæller
om proces

lokaludvalget måtte
ikke se
arkitektkonkurrence
forslagene fordi det
var internt det var
lidt en udfordring.

vi skal være på forkant som
med visionspjecen. Ideer
skal forankres anderledes
som borger. politiker kan
godt få gennemslagskraft
som individ det kan
borgerne ikke, der skal
mange til .

et projekt for ALLE
mennesker
Det er spændende som
planlægger at se små til
stor -> jeg cykler rundt
i lokalområdet og taler
med lokale så jeg har
ﬁngren på pulsen med
hvad der sker

og det er jo også godt
for det er jo alle
mennesker de grupper
samler og arrangerer.
det er ikke dem der
traditionelt var med i
høringer før hen.

det der har ændret sig mest
siden jeg startede som
byplanlægger er at borgerne er
blevet bedre til at yre sig
igennem fx facebookgrupper. Så
det er en hel ny verdne for os at
navigerer i. Borgerne er blevet
langt mere højlydte og har krav
til at deres holdniger skal høres

"den har jeg ikke noget til,
alle mine chefer og
kollegaer er kvinder, der er
fyldt med kvinder. jeg tror
faktisk arkitektfaget er
blevet overvejende kvinder
nu."

fordi det
understøtter
hierakier der
traditionel er
patriarkalske

hierakiet er jo traditionelt.
Det er mænd som
beslutningstager. Så på den
måde er der kønsligt skred.
Udviklere, bygherre,
kommune toppen, også i
lokaludvalget er toppen
mænd.

byggeri som sådan
præget af
patriarkale værdier
om at vise frem, det
bombastiske, stort
og fylder meget

Byggebranchen har nok
kun 5% piger. så det med
patriakalsk er svært. I selve
udviklingen er det bedre
men håndværkerne er jo
mest drenge.

der er masser af
kvinder...
pres for mere
inddragelse pga.
sociale medier

patriakalske
strukture er der
stadig

bygningen i sig selv
er maskulin

"Det er i stigende grad en af de
mest demokratiske processer jeg
ahr været med i som arkitekt.
Det er sjældent at man kan
deltage i konkurencer. Det ﬂeste
arkitektkonkurencer er lukkede
hvor de store ﬁsk bliver inviteret
for de så kan bliver større mens
de små ﬁsk bare ikke får
chancen"

der er alt alt for mange
rester af patriarkalske træk
i samfundet. Nu er det
Christianshavn så vi har
stadig en rest af 68'er
generationen der er der
mange kvinder i
lokaludvalg

i lokaludvalget
er 50%
medlememr
kvinder så der
er den ﬁn

få bestemmer for mange
NCC har
ﬂere piger i
kontorjobs

Kvinder er nogen
gange bedre at
arbejde med
synes jeg. de er
ligesom bedre til
nogen ting.

Jeg har været med i
2 jury, den for
vandkulturhuset og
den for
masterplanen og
begge har haft
ligevægt i kønnene

det var en
ret
homogen
gruppe

at deltage kræver jo
resourcer. Der var jo
ingen tvivl om at alle
deltagerne der
vandt var super
resourcestærke,
som har overskud.

hvis man ikke
ved hvilken
magt man har
og så er det jo
udemokratisk

man formodner
et område med
kulturelle tiltag
for så at kunne
bygge.

Figure 49 analysis of the investigate provocations
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Can the government keep up with
social or technological changes
on e.g., legal legislations?

How is gender equality in
this context? Consider if the
context is inclusive or expert
driven e.g., decision making
processes.

Bureaucracies were developed to
eliminate politics and general bias on the
administration of governments in order
to be neutral. Is this project striving
to be neutral? What is the level of
complexity and how is it beneficial?

Does anyone or
anything exploit
power and thereby
harm someone or
something else?

Who can participate in the decisionmaking processes? Whose voices are
heard and who are included to engage?
Who can not be included e.g., future
generations, other living creatures,
nature and others not represented?

Several interviewees
commented that governmental
processes are slow, others
that urban renewal project are
slow and will take up to 30
years before anything can be
concluded. ”Urban planning

Numerous interviewees
reflected upon the hierarchy
and that you just have
to inspect some of the
publications from the process
to realize that the decision in
the process were mainly made
by white males. ”The hierarchy

The process is bound to a set of bureaucratic
procedures. ”There was a schedule for phases

Only one interviewee
commented on this
provocation.

Comments on more participation were made, to
distribute the ’power’ in a new way. One interviewee
commented that as representatives of the citizens
they indeed did not really have any power.

is like forestry. it takes an
unbelievably long time.”

A private developer reflected on
the slowness of collaboration
with public actors “It is thought-

provoking that we started
the negotiations in 2012 and
our part of the island will be
completed in 2024, it does put
things into perspective.”
And “It takes a long time, which
it shouldn’t. It is not appropriate
that it should take so long to
negotiate with the municipality”
A public actor commented on
the following in regards to
collaboration and the speed of
the process. ”We are lagging

behind because it goes slowly
(here in the municipality) but
we try.” Another comment was
from a citizen concerning the
transparency of the reasons for
the process being so slow. ”It
moves slowly as a citizen, too.
It can be difficult to understand
why it moves so slowly.”

is traditional. It is men who
make decisions. So in that
sense there is a gender shift.
Developers, the developer, the
municipality, the top, also in
the local committee, the top
are men.”
The homogeneous nature
of the group of decisionmakers was also commented
upon. ”Participating requires

resources. There was no doubt
that all the participants were
super resourceful.”
Lastly a comment on the
buildings themselves was
made ”The construction itself

is characteristically patriarchal.
It is showing off, very
bombastic, large and takes up
a lot of space. It looks like it is
built to open up for those on
the inside and close off from
those outside.”

and who was talking to whom in relation to
local committees and the defence.”

A private developer added that “You encounter
a bureaucratic process in the municipality. It
takes us years to get a building permit. It is not
appropriate because it costs money. It could
be done better.”
The complexity of the project was highlighted
in regards to this provocation.

”It’s that complexity. There are political
requirements, then there is a service level,
legislation and other things such as the
environment to take into account. It is
important to have some steps to be able
to make the right decisions and not skip
anything.”

“There is a high degree of political interest
which then makes it difficult to participate due
to the level of complexity.”
“There is a high number of parties and
organizations to navigate within. Also in
terms of what may be communicated out.
Sometimes we cannot share information
before everyone has said OK to it. it’s a
complex structure.”
The point that you as an individual had very
little to say unless you were on the ’inside’
was made.

”We stand a bit like the policeman. We can not
discuss whether to build or not but rather how
high it can be built. It is difficult to relate to if
you are not involved in the project.”
”The municipality draws up a list of measures
and requirements for us to then execute.”
”It does not support for participation because
it is not transparent. It supports that there are
a few who still make the decisions”

”It is populistic to
say VIOLENT. It
may be that more
involvement should
be considered but in
the end it must be
experts who make
the decisions in such
complex projects.”

”One might be allowed to move a comma in a
sentence, but not much more”.

Another participant, from a public institution
commented that the processes could be made more
just but that this would come with a cost.

”It may be that we need to talk about including the
locals more in planning policy to make it more fair
and maybe more consultations are needed. However.
I do not believe the outcome will get any better and
the process will definitely not get cheaper ”.
’Money talks’ was a comment from one interviewee,
which forms a cluster of considerations that no-one
can stand up against the bottom line, thus making
the whole process of urban development unjust.

Does it primarily focus on the
national context or include an
international view? What or
whom are excluded?

Most interviewees pondered
about this provocation, due
to the project being a physical
building. Comments regarding
inspiration from new trends in
New York and the architects of
the Water Culture House being
Japanese were made.
Additionally, some interviewees
reflected that the area should be
for both locals but also tourists

”The idea proposal was hyper
local but the competition was
more international in terms of
attracting tourists”

”The temporary activities were only done by the
private developer as an investment so they could
cultivate the location and have a ’share’ of the
process of development” .

The interviewees identified three groups of
opponents within this decision-making process,
these are private actors, public actors and citizens.
The ownership of the island was commented
upon as unjust, which may be affected by lack of
transparency of the process towards the public.

”It is a bit crazy that a private company can be
allowed to buy probably Copenhagen’s best location,
an entire island.”
Other comments were made that individual citizens
have to seek out the relevant information, no-one
will inform them of their rights.

”If you are an ordinary citizen and do not go into
politics you do not know there is a local committee
that represents you.”
Lastly a comment from the developer of the Paper
Island was as follows “It’s not unjust, we are

developing 84 public housing apartments (almene
boliger).” However, when inquired, it was confirmed
that this initiatives is only following the rules that
all new developments must include a specific
percentage of public housing.

Figure 50 insight analysis of the investigate step
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How is this democratic, if at all? Are decisions being made by
relevant people or just a few ‘powerful’ players?

Several interviewees had a focus on the process being undemocratic due to the
participatory initiatives only serving as inspiration and not actually having any ’power’.
Specifically, in regard to the idea competition.

”If the idea is to create citizen involvement, it seems a bit like a joke not to involve the
winning ideas further in the project.”
Other interviewees commented on the participatory initiatives being there for the wrong
reasons. ”It feels like pro forma involvement - it’s disappointing if that’s the only goal then it’s just to avoid keyboard warriors on Facebook.” and ”It was unrealistic in relation to
the economic interest to include citizen involvement. It was pseudo citizen involvement. It
did not make any difference it was just so they could say they had done it”
A developer added that he considered everyone with good ideas welcome to share them,
thus, there was no need for more participation as people could just contact him directly.

“We are not forced to speak with people and take them into consideration, we just choose
to do so. After all, almost everyone can participate in the decision-making processes if
there are citizen proposals and that is how we have tried to listen. We have really been
trying to listen all the time.”
An interviewee from a local council reflected that all rules were followed but that the rules
may need to be changed.

”Everybody followed the rules of the game, so I guess that means that the game itself is
undemocratic. We have been given the right of consultation, but our proposals feel like
they were being archived vertically and not seized, but that is what it is like also in all
other projects.”
Others again reflected on the lack of transparency in why citizens were only listened to.

”It’s a blurry democratic process. It gets so vague when used as PR against bad publicity.
Then you can only say opinions and express yourself, but what difference does that
make?”
”It’s a good story to tell but there was no real involvement, no telling why and what it
should be used for next. I have no feeling my participation has changed anything.”
Lastly a public actor reflected that the aim for the processes should not be to make more
participation, the citizens should be listened to but not more than that.

”One should use the citizens’ knowledge NOT ask them what it should look like. That’s for
the experts to do.” The timing of participation is vital. An interviewee from a local council
reflected that. ”It takes place in a hierarchy where we are ranking lowest so if they have
already made ideas we can only comment.” and ”Involving early has many benefits. ”
The locals know the area and its needs best; thus, they should be invited and have a say
in the decisions made that will affect them. This is the opinion of one interviewee from
the local council.
”The process is probably a bit undemocratic. My view of democracy is that you can never
get too close to those who are affected by it. It is best to invite them in so they get coownership. That is also the best way to avoid it becoming a hot potato.”
Some interviewees comment on the only reason for calling the decision-making process
democratic is due to the people making the decisions being democratically chosen.
”Undemocratic is a big word, it is democratic because we have chosen who in the
municipality should make the decisions, but it is the few who make decisions that are not
necessarily in everyone’s interest. The basis for the decisions is probably not always the
right (money ..)”
”Politicians decide whether to develop urban project or not that is not something to be
decided in a citizens’ meeting ”
”I would say that it is democratic, it is a democratic process when politicians decide
whether to build or not ”

The undemocratic provocation made several
interviewees argue for the process being
democratic, thus, the following clusters reflect
these arguments.

Most of the interviewees were highly positive in regards
to the Paper Island project, several of the governmental
actors interviewed reflected that they were happy of our
choice of this project because they were very proud of the
level of participation and the regarded the project as an
overall success.

”Usually, we just get started without asking anyone, so for
example I can just decide what type of cultural offerings I
want in a project, but this project was completely different
and unique because we asked the opinion of citizens and
others.”
”The Paper Island is a good process for citizen involvement
in addition to traditional methods - here we have used
facebook groups etc. so that it is not only the usual
suspects that is represented through citizen gatherings.”
”The whole process was open and transparent - held huge
citizen meeting where we told openly what we knew and
what we did not know, so when it was clear.”
”We made sure to have a long and open process where we
invited people in and so we could openly tell them: what
we know and what we do not know. We really tried to
create transparency”
A citizen participating in the idea competition reflected
that.

”It is increasingly one of the most democratic processes I
have been involved in as an architect. It is rare to be able
to participate in competitions. Most architect competitions
are closed where the big fish are invited so they can get
bigger while the small fish just do not get the chance ”
There is an increasing need and expectation of public
engagement. An interviewee from a governmental
institution reflects that social media is an enabler for
citizens and that is engages a wider range of citizens.

”It has changed a lot since I started as an urban planner.
Citizens have become better at expressing themselves
through, for example, Facebook groups. So it is a whole
new world for us to navigate in. Citizens have become
much louder and have demands and must be heard. That’s
good because it’s all kinds of people the groups gather and
arrange. It’s not just those who traditionally took part in
hearings back in the day.”

Does it contain ‘present-bias’, where decisions are made for the
now rather than for the future? Are incentives being made that
are short-term rather than long-term?

The unfuturistic provocation made
several interviewees argue for the
process being futuristic, thus, the
following clusters reflect these
arguments.

One interviewee reflected that future generations were left
out in regards to the project not being futuristic. ”No other

One interviewee from the municipality
argued that the project was indeed
futuristic due to the process and decision
being based on data from the past.

generation or creatures were thought of at all”
Several interviewees argued that the decisions made had a
sense of present-bias.
”It’s about news value to say participation - it supports a political
agenda, but there was no foresight in how it is planned. Now
they can point and say that they made involvement as a political
agenda. It was only for the present.”
”It is all about getting money in the municipal treasure box here
and now, so it is definitely present-bias”
It is simply not possible to future prove anything, is a reflection
by an interviewee who were of the opinion that as a developer
you will have to wait at least 30 years before being able to pass
or fail a building because nature and people will need time to
get used to it.

”We can only build now. What you build will always be a
reflection of the time it is created in. You cannot predict what
people will think and whether they will use it as the plan was.
There is so much culture in that kind of thing. It’s impossible to
predict. That’s why you have to wait 30 years before evaluating
a building.”

”I would argue that it is exactly futuristic
work because it is statistically based.
But it is unbelievably difficult to predict
the future.”
A private developer contemplated that

“One has to be humble in the face of
such an important location. I think it is
Denmark’s best location. What we do
must be able to stand there for the next
400 years. You must really do it properly”
When asked how the future was taken
into consideration, it was mainly to
do with the choice of materials in the
building itself.

Some interviewees reflected why the participation would have
to stop just because the buildings are done, why would the
participation not continue, it would be a good chance to develop
the use of the place.

”It is unambitious if the involvement stops at the physical
construction. Why not build a spaces that can change depending
on the need? Shouldn’t there be a potential for making changes
continuously?”
”Create potential for citizen involvement even after the building
is built, that could provide more diversity and inclusion.”
Another point for why the process could be seen as un-futuristic
is due to the fact that sustainability has not been planned and
accounted for in the process.
”We have now started some sustainability initiatives to make it
better, because a swimming pool will never be sustainable. It has
not been thought of at all earlier in the process so now we are
trying to add something even though it is late in the process.”
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The interviewees, both private and public
actors, are agreeing on the fact that it was
a slow and complex process and specifically
that the complexity and slowness increased
when collaborating with municipal and
governmental actors. Navigating this
complexity and the high amount of people
and organisations involved results in a
lack of transparency, which has also been
highlighted by both private and public actors.
Generally, there was an understanding
that more participation would benefit the
process, specifically highlighted were to
bring in the local citizens more and to bring
them into the process early on. It was
pointed out that the citizens did not have
any real power in this process as they were
merely listened to, consequently, it could
be concluded that the decision-making

process of the Paper Island included public
engagement, however it could not reach
higher than the bottom three layers on the
ladder of public engagement.
Overall, the interviewees focused most
of their attention on the provocations
undemocratic and unfuturistic. Both
perspectives on the process being
democratic or undemocratic were revolved
around the lack of transparency and the
unjust distribution of power in the process.
Money and capitalism were highlighted as
some of the key reasons for parts of the
process being unjust and undemocratic. The
respondents also focused a lot of attention
towards the futuristic and unfuturistic
provocation. However, even though they
emphasised the futuristic perspectives

in the process, the actions they point
out as futuristic were not utilising any
future resilience tools but focused on the
immediate or very near future of 0-5 years,
such as choice of materials used in the
construction. Lastly, it was pointed out by
all interviewees that the decision-making
process of the Paper Island indeed has been
a positive process, and specifically that
this was a result of the public engagement
initiatives included in the process.
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4.2.4 DEVELOPMENT OF
CRITERIA STEP SELECTION

The potential grid was established based
on the idea of creating success criteria for
projects to ensure the correct objectives
have been considered when deciding an
idea to move forward with. The potential
criteria build on the structure of the success
criteria grid (Friis, 2015). The potential grid
was established to select stages of the
timeline of the decision-making process
in the urban renewal project of the Paper
Island. Therefore, the grid was created to

Mobile ethnography
Key takeaway
Citizen involvement is "just" a way for governments to ﬂaunt that they have interacted
citizens.

map out potentials and arrange them in
a way to support a beneficial way to spot
potentials and ensure the selected stages
of the timeline indeed had potential not only
when it came to foresight possibilities, but
also to accommodate the insights collected
from the analysis of mobile ethnography
and probe interviews.
To map out the potentials for the timeline,
the insights were translated into statements
of potential. This was done by framing the
question “Is there potential to..” and then
translating the connected insight into a

Cultural Probes

statement e.g. “Provide transparency to
the citizens”. The potentials derived from
the insights of the mobile ethnography and
probe interviews. The resulting clusters
of insights were not perceived to be of
equal importance to the project. Thus,
specific weight was added to the individual
potentials on a scale of 1-5, based on their
relevance to the points established in the
literature review, the scope of this project.

Connection

Key takeaways
Citizens have many views on urban development, their participation and how decisionmaking processes take place. Even with the citizens strong views on e.g. slow processes,
political reluctance, capital and democratic processes, they are not actively engaged in
participating in public processes.
”Folkelighed”, diversity and community are traded in for the ﬁnancial assets of private
stakeholders
The bureaucracy makes it seem hopeless for the common (hu)man to gain inﬂuence. It is up
to big, organized forces to take part in the decision-making processes on behalf of the
citizens.

Citizen involvement

Being actively involved not just informed
added

To citizens, hearings are the main synonym for citizen involvement
Citizen involvement is "just" a way for governments to ﬂaunt that they have interacted
citizens.
The citizens long to move beyond being heard, they want locals to actively
participate in decisions.
Citizens believe that their involvement in decision-making enhances the value and relevance
of the project outcome

Citizen involvement

Citizens believe that their involvement in decision-making enhances the value and relevance
of the project outcome

To citizens, hearings are the main synonym for citizen involvement

Actual representation is critical to represent the community

An information gap challenges the participation and interest of the citizens.

Participation is not for the little man(but citizen organisations)
added

The bureaucracy makes it seem hopeless for the common (hu)man to gain inﬂuence. It is up
to big, organized forces to take part in the decision-making processes on behalf of the
citizens.
Bureaucracy and lengthy processes make participation exhausting and tiresome

added
added

Information gap and need for transparency

Motivation for participation

The ultra-local is a strong motivator for citizens' participation in municipal projects.
The motivation for participation is highest if you feel permanently or semi-permanently
rooted in the local area.

Barriers for participation
There is a preconceived expectation of citizen involvement as a conﬂict-ﬁlled experience
where disagreements create division between the participating parties.
The citizens desire to participate is challenged if it takes too much time and resources from
them to join in.

Establishing participation possibilities on the citizens terms and time heightens
motivation and incentive to actively join in.

Actual representation is critical to represent the community
This continued development causes the city to be a paradise for the wealthy with no place
for the common citizen

It is not always clear to the citizens who or where they can seek information about
development projects.

Motivation for participation

added

TIme and eﬀort
Establishing participation possibilities on the citizens terms and time heightens
motivation and incentive to actively join in.

The citizens long to move beyond being heard, they want locals to actively
participate in decisions.

added

Politics seem to weigh higher than resident and civic considerations in decisions
Politicians no longer focus on building long term politics, but on short term re-elections
Money is the main priority in decision making.

Locality and permanence in living situation as motivation
added

Citizens are at the bottom of the hieracy in decision making
Money is the main priority in decision making.
Politics seem to weigh higher than resident and civic considerations in decisions

The citizens desire to participate is challenged if it takes too much time and resources from
them to join in.
Barriers for participation

Representing the actual community(ethnicity, gender, age, income etc)
”Folkelighed”, diversity and community are traded in for the ﬁnancial assets of private
stakeholders

An information gap challenges the participation and interest of the citizens.

added

re-elections over long term
Politicians no longer focus on building long term politics, but on short term re-elections

The ultra-local is a strong motivator for citizens' participation in municipal projects.
The motivation for participation is highest if you feel permanently or semi-permanently
rooted in the local area.

conﬂict and disagreement barrier
added

There is a preconceived expectation of citizen involvement as a conﬂict-ﬁlled experience
where disagreements create division between the participating parties.

Bureaucracy and lengthy processes make participation exhausting and tiresome
It is not always clear to the citizens who or where they can seek information about
development projects.

This continued development causes the city to be a paradise for the wealthy with no place
for the common citizen

Figure 51 connection of insights and their transition to the potential grid

Figure 52 potential statements and their weight
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4.2.5 DEFINING STEPS WITH
KEY OPPORTUNITY

To analyse and consider the potential of each
individual step within the combined timeline of
58 individual steps, a potential grid was developed. Prior to this, a selection of all the steps
was made since not all steps were considered
equally reliable, e.g., steps with only one interviewee were left out, together with steps considered too specific for the Paper Island which
could not be found in other urban development
projects. This was done to ensure that the selection of stages would allow for an explorative
approach in ideation of a future way to facilitate decision-making. Once a rough selection
was done, the remaining stages were placed
in the potential grid to analyse the potential of
each stage in relation to the insights mapped
out from the citizen research methods.

Figure 53 potential grid
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To map out the potentials of the stages,
a score was given to each stage based on
their potential for each potential statement.
The score was given based on their
potential from a 1-3 system with. 1 – low,
2- medium and 3- high potential. This score
was then multiplied by the weight of the
stage to provide a score. Afterwards a total
score was calculated by adding the score
of each potential statement of the stage.
The highlighted stages were the four top
scoring stages of potential when looking
at the stages from a citizen participation
perspective.
The highest scoring stages of the combined
timeline of the Paper Island project were:
Step: Launch of the Idea Competition
Step: Process of creating the local plan
Step: COBE architects win the Masterplan
competition
Step: The construction is finished
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4.2.6 ANALYSIS OF THE AREAS
WITHIN THE RETHINK STEP

The questions and considerations mapped
out in the Governments Future Lab (institute
for the future, 2013) rethink step were
utilised in a twofold manner. They were
both used in relation to frame and scope

the analysis and selection of the individual
steps within the combined timeline of the
Paper Island decision-making process.
Parallel to this, the rethink step was utilised
to reflect on the design project itself, and
how navigation and choices were made
within the process. This can be found in the
following.

VALUES: Clearly state the values that will guide
the way governing processes and institutions
are created. Do not try to solve the tensions
between values at this stage.
•

•

The overall values to guide the process
was to understand the public engagement
initiatives within the Paper Island project to
be able to suggest improvements based on
a mixture of foresight and service design.
These two fields were seen as guiding
principles for the actions and choices made
throughout e.g., the methodology the design
process was structured by.
The possibility grid was a concrete method
utilised to eliminate personal preferences
and biases. The method allowed us to
empower the voices of the citizens within the
probe interviews and mobile ethnography
to define the way forth. This specific choice

reflected the participatory aim of this
project, to allow us as service designers
to facilitate a process where participants’
voices were heard and followed, ultimately
striving to move away from expert design.

•

COSMOLOGY: Think about your beliefs about
the nature of reality and express these beliefs
as clearly and concisely as you can.
•

The process of designing the interactive
interviews enabled us to focus on the
individual actors within a specific decisionmaking process and their perspectives
on what, why, how, and when decisions
were made. Efforts were made to remove
the focus from our beliefs towards the
wishes, needs and desires of the actors
involved, ultimately to make it possible for
us to develop and present suggestions of

improvements that would be relevant for
them and their future projects.
It was believed that those who you design
for should be a part of the decisions about
matters that impact their lives. Thus, the
focus on accommodating and understanding
through the establishment of the interactive
interviews and their combination with the
potentials that emerged from the mobile
ethnography and probe interviews.

POLITICAL SUBJECT: Think about and decide
on a political subject(s) that provides the most
appropriate level of governance to achieve your
desired values and outcomes.
•

The scope of the project involved foresight,
service design and public engagement
within decision-making processes of urban
renewal projects, these are thereby defined
as the desired values and an improvement of
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these can be seen as the desired outcome.
HUMAN NATURE: Provide a logical, compelling,
theory- and evidence-based explanation of
human behaviour and decision-making, or an
argument for why there is no “human nature.”
•

As stated in the literature review, present
bias can be a barrier for people’s ability
to think about long term solutions. The
present bias is a strong factor of reality and
a tendency deeply rooted in human nature.
The present bias is something of great
importance strongly wanted to work around
in the facilitated process. Therefore, it was
implemented within the “investigative step”
provocations to the interactive interviews to
ensure to challenge the present bias of the
respondents and make them reflect about
their beliefs of reality in the process with a
future perspective and critical thinking.

TERRITORY: Delineate the territory or territories
that are subject to your governing system and
who it would include.
•

the combined timeline. It was planned to
utilise the same matrix when concluding
on opportunity spaces within the product
report.

All research and work within this project have
been done within the region of Copenhagen
and the field of urban renewal projects.

METRICS FOR SUCCESS: Provide a measurement
tool or explicit guidelines for measurement to
determine how successfully or unsuccessfully
your values are being represented.
•
•

The potential grid was developed and
utilised to measure and decide on the steps
to focus on.
A matrix of the participation ladder and
past, present, future focus was utilised to
measure the level of public engagement
and time focus of each individual step within
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4.2.7 INSPIRATION SESSION 3

INTERVIEW WITH COPENHAGEN INSTITUTE OF FUTURE STUDIES
In the attempt of obtaining a feedback loop with foresight experts in the process of
developing this paper, Copenhagen Institute of Future Studies was reached out to. Thus,
an initial interview was planned at the end of the define & rethink phase. This specific
timing was chosen to gain feedback, builds and advice on the insights selected to develop
experiments upon. At the interview, an introduction of our project and achievements was
performed to then allow for expert feedback on our possible next steps. A summary of the
key recommendations and feedback are as follows:
•

Focus on developing a few experiments
rather than many, to allow you to be more
thorough.

•

A suggestion to do an experiment with a
group of participants that represent the
demographic of future generations in
Copenhagen.

•

An interesting area is the last step where
citizens are allowed to have a say in
what the buildings, when they are done,

should be used for. This offers for both
participation and foresight
•

Maybe it is worth to consider citizens and
local councils to be a part of budgeting.
That way they are participating from the
beginning and co-deciding which funds
should be used for what. Budgeting is
done years in advance and so the efforts
of budgeting could easily be merged with
foresight tools and methods.

•

Suggestions to investigate Centre for
Public Innovation and the Public Sector
Innovation Scan for Denmark.
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4.3 DEVELOP & DESIGN
4.3.1 INSPIRATION SESSION 4

INVESTIGATION OF “OUR FUTURES” GAME FROM THE NESTA REPORT
The scope of the project was to produce a valuable
asset for municipal actors so they could explore
alternative ways of planning and executing urban
renewal projects, through a combination of service
design and foresight. However, the concrete format of
this asset had not been defined. Therefore, different
formats were researched and tested to inspire what
the outcome of this project might be. One of these
were as follows.

The game is structured with different levels of difficulty
and for the purpose of testing it on citizens, the lowest
level of complexity was chosen. The two other levels
are directed at people with more experience working
with design or futures. Therefore, the lowest level was
most relevant. There were three participants in the
test, two males aged 24 and 55 as well as one female
aged 58.

The “Our Futures” game was discovered in the research
phase. It has been created by Nesta in relation to the
“Our futures: by the people, for the people” report.
The game is stated to playable for anyone wanting to
dream up and create new, engaging ways to involve
groups in thinking about the future. The game focuses
its efforts on how one might involve more citizens in
participatory practices, with key questions about e.g.
emerging technologies to ask throughout the game
(Our Futures Instructions Booklet, 2020). However,
the intended experiments aim at citizen participation,
therefore an initial test of the “Our Futures” games
were established with non-design, non-futurist
citizens to understand how citizens experience the
game when it comes to understandability, complexity,
difficulty, and ideation.
FIGURE 54 OUR FUTURES GAME BOARD

The game consists of a game board with four categories
and an approach section that is decided by the roll of a
dice. Since the lowest level of complexity was chosen,
the participants only focused on technologies (purple)
and challenges (orange) shown in figure 59.
The participants drew cards from a pile of selected
cards for both the technology and challenge deck. The
cards that did not fit the context of the project were
discarded before the participants were given the deck
of cards. The participants drew a technology card and
a challenge card and had to ideate solutions about the
future of an empty small island in Copenhagen located
around cultural facilities and urban homes.
The participants drew the cards IoT as technology and
the challenge card Rising Inequality. From these they
started to discuss how this challenge might affect
what to build on the Island. However, the participants
struggled to connect the technology to the challenge.
The ideas they generated with both the technology
card and the challenge cards were bad scenarios in
their minds and therefore they were reluctant to freely
explore those ideas and built on them. Moreover, they
struggled to stay within an open ideation mindset,
which might be due to the poor introduction to the
context provided by the facilitator. Even so, the
ideas discussed by the participants revolved around
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finding common ground for people of both high and
low income and social status to ensure a sense of
community and kinship between the residents and
citizens having their daily lives at the given space.

4.3.4.1 LIMITATIONS OF TESTING THE “OUR FUTURES” GAME FROM THE NESTA REPORT

FIGURE 55 TEST OF ”OUR FUTURES” GAME

Before testing the “Our Futures” game, not much effort or time had been put into establishing the context and
creating a well composed storyline to engage and immerse the participants in the context of the game. This proved to
be a major barrier, resulting in the participants feeling uncertain about their role and tasks. To accommodate this, the
facilitators should have prepared the context and storyline better for the participants. However, the test was created
as a quick way to understand if people, without any prior knowledge of foresight and service design, would be able to
understand the game, which the test showed was not the case. For the participants to engage properly in the game,
the surrounding factors had to be established more in detail to help navigate them throughout the game.
The approaches that were chosen at the roll of a dice were unclear for both the facilitator and the participants, therefore
they were taken away from the testing. This was partially done due to the language barrier and the intangibility of the
approaches listed. The language barrier proved to be a barrier throughout the game. From this, is can be concluded
that in order to fully engage participants in the game it should be translated into the native language of the participants
to truly be participatory since the language requires a high level of English language skills. In conclusion, the test of the
“Our Futures” game showed that it is a great starting point for participation. However, the challenges met during the
test show that it might be better to use the game as inspiration for citizen participation rather than a one off.
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4.3.2 CLUSTERS OF INSIGHTS
AND OPPORTUNITIES ON A
GENERIC TIMELINE
4.3.2.1 DEVELOPMENT OF A GENERIC
TIMELINE FOR PUBLIC URBAN RENEWAL
PROJECTS
A generic timeline of steps was developed
to form the basis of a set of insights and
considerations relevant for public actors
working on other urban renewal projects.
The generic timeline was established as a
condensed version of the timeline of the
Paper Island. Duplicates and overlapping
steps were clustered into one generic step.
Steps considered too specific for the Paper
Island project were taken aside. The result
was a generic timeline consisting of thirteen
steps. For the sake of simplicity, steps which
would appear several times within a public
urban renewal project e.g., public hearings,

were represented as one step.
To ensure the possibility for the opportunity
spaces to be translated into other decisionmaking processes within urban renewal
projects, the timeline was streamlined and
condensed into generic steps. Doing so,
allowed the potentials for each step to be
transferred more easily to other processes
and projects within urban renewal projects.
The aim was to allow the insights to bring
value, not only to the specific case of the
Paper Island, but to ongoing and future
projects in the context of urban renewal,
too.

Interestingly, the four steps selected in the
potential grid, based on the opportunity to
incorporate public engagement, were all
represented in the generic timeline.
The generic steps of the urban renewal
projects were shared with the key
municipal actors, who also participated in
the interactive interviews, so they could
verify if the timeline was representative for
public renewal projects in general. This was
confirmed, with minor edits and suggestions
for changes, which were integrated into the
total of 12 steps.
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Steps speciﬁc to the Paper Island
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

2011

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

16

15

17

18

19

20

22

21

2014

Paper island became empty

23

24

26

27

28

30

31

32

33

34

35

36

37

Among other things, they incorporated a
swimming facility on the northwest corner of the
island and the possibility to open a 4,000 m2 for a
"art and culture center".

The last day of the street
food

A meeting including a
walk on the Paper
Island together with
Klaus Kastbjerg,
Copenhagen
municipality and the
local comities

On 22 December 2017, was the last day for the
public to enjoy Copenhagen Street Food and the
other creative companies that have had oﬃces on
the island.
It was an oﬃcial farewell to a piece of Copenhagen
history seeing as the whole island would be
transformed according to the new plans.

https://www.tv2lorry.dk/sondagsmagasinet/papiroe
n?autoplay=1#player
https://byoghavn.dk/koebenhavns-haller-vinderkonkurrenceom-masterplan-paa-christiansholm/

2018

The Swedish company
Fotograﬁska are
interested in the
location of Paper
Island as it is.

39

40

2018

41

42

43

2019

lokaludvalg og Nicolai
Walner arbejder på bib
og kunsthal plan

44

45

2020

The general project of
the Paper Island is
moved within KK

46

Copenhagen
municipality applies
for new fonds to the
Water culture house

47

ma-okt.
2020

2020

Copenhagen
municipality are
negotiating the budget
for the water culture
house

Water culture house
receives entrepreneur
proposals

48

50

49

okt.
2020

51

52

feb
2022

Water culture house
conditional contract

53

mar.
2022

Water culture house
unconditional contract

Water culture house
fond application

54

2019

The excavation is stared

In October 2019 and until August 2020, G.
Tscherning A / S was responsible for excavating
the construction pit, where Per Aarsleﬀ A / S was
responsible for completing the development work
and upgrading Trangravsvej.

G. Tscherning A / S

Hvem

COBE architects
Jury: Rita Justesen, Head of Planning and
Architecture, City & Port, Chairman of the Judging
Committee, Michael Soetmann, Development and
Sales Director, City & Port, Klaus Kastbjerg, CØ P / S,
Flemming Ibsen, architect MAA, professional judge
appointed by the Association of Architects, Mette
Tony, architect MAA, professional judge appointed by
the Association of Architects.
Supporting Jury: Tina Saabye, City Architect, Technical
and Environmental Administration, City of
Copenhagen, Ingvar Sejr Hansen, Oﬃce Manager,
Finance Administration, City of Copenhagen, Jens
Damgaard, Project Director CØ P / S, Christian F.W.
Dalsdorf, project manager, City & Port, Lise Pedersen,
project manager, Finance Administration,
Copenhagen Municipality, Vida Christeller, project
manager, Technology and Environment
Administration, Copenhagen Municipality, Mads
Nørby Hansen, partner, Nordkranen
Ejendomsudvikling.
Judge of the Judging Committee: Bent Kolind,
architect MAA, The Danish Association of Architects'
Competition Department.

https://lovecopenhagen.com/en-hyldest-tilpapiroen/

38

22.
decemb
er 2017

11 feb
2016

In February 2016, the architect COBE won the
competition with their master plan called
'Copenhagen Halls' (Københavns haller)
The constraints for the competition included that
the masterplan should include housing,
businesses and public institutions.

The landowner By & Havn
Copenhagen Street Food
Explamatariet
CØ P/S
Unionkul Holding
Nordkranen
Danica properties.

https://byoghavn.dk/koebenhavns-haller-vinderkonkurrenceom-masterplan-paa-christiansholm/

29

COBE Architects wins
the masterplan

The Local committee
of Christianshavn
creates their summary
of the
(startsredegørelse)

Negotiations regarding the road
to the island, weather or not it
should become a bridge

When the paper storage moved away from the island,
new initiatives were developed. One of these were the
highly popular Copenhagen Street Food which opened
in May 2014, as Denmark's ﬁrst street food market.
This was the ﬁrst time the island was opened up to the
public.
By & Havn has since 2012 had a cooperation with CØ
P/S (consisting of Unionkul Holding, Nordkranen and
Danica properties). The agreement ensured, among
other things, that temporary activities were initiated
on Christiansholm until the plans were developed so
the whole island could be sold to CØ P/S.

The landowner By & Havn
Den Danske Presses Fællesindkøbsforening

25
15
marts
2016

2015-16

Copenhagen Street Food and
other temporary activities
opened on the island

In December 2011, the tenant of Papirøen, Den
Danske Presses Fællesindkøbsforening, announced
their termination of the lease.

55

Prior to the Paper island's transformation into a
new, vibrant city district, archaeologists from the
Copenhagen Museum have examined the 300year-old island, armed with shovels, digging
spoons and brushes.
The ﬁrst boreholes showed traces of the Stone
Age, and there may be a settlement from before
the sea rises on the seabed below the island. The
many layers under the artiﬁcial island tell a story
about the entire development of the city, and
about how people have lived their lives for
hundreds of years. The island is built partly of
waste from the surrounding town, which
contains a great deal of knowledge about
consumption and household in the late 17th and
early 18th centuries.

56

57

2020 2022

2020

Archaeology

The construction is
stared
In the late summer of 2020, NCC moved into the
construction site, and the new construction could
begin. The next four years of work on PAPIRØEN
will fall into several phases. Roughly speaking, in
the summer of 2021, lids will be laid on the
parking basement, and in the summer of 2023,
the ﬁrst phase of housing construction (owneroccupied ﬂats) will be ready. In the spring of
2024, the hotel, the halls and the remaining
apartments (public and owner-occupied housing)
will be completed.

58

2022

The building height
exceeds the local plan
(according to the local
council)

construction is initiated
on the Paper Island
In the late summer of 2020, NCC moved into the
construction site, and the new construction could
begin. The next four years of work on PAPIRØEN
will fall into several phases. Roughly speaking, in
the summer of 2021, lids will be laid on the
parking basement, and in the summer of 2023,
the ﬁrst phase of housing construction (owneroccupied ﬂats) will be ready. In the spring of
2024, the hotel, the halls and the remaining
apartments (public and owner-occupied housing)
will be completed.
The Water Culture House is being built in the
north-western corner, but this project is not part
of the construction project for which NCC is
responsible and will start up in 2020. Read more
about the Water Culture House at

The Water Culture House is being built in the
north-western corner, but this project is not part
of the construction project for which NCC is
responsible and will start up in 2020. Read more
about the Water Culture House at

https://papiroeen.dk/naboer/

https://lovecopenhagen.com/en-hyldest-tilpapiroen/

Copenhagen museum
NCC

NCC

Generic timeline relevant for other public renewal projects
1

2

1980'

2001

Awareness of the
Paper Island becoming
a big project in the
future

Architectural plan for the entire
Copenhagen harbour is created
and added to the municipal plan

3

4
2011-12

Initial conversations and
meetings about the
project to be and the
general future of the
Paper Island

5
2013-14

The Paper Island is included in the
city plan as an opportunity for
urban development
The initial process started with the municipal planning
strategy for 2014. The Papirøen was deﬁned as a place
with potential to accommodate housing, businesses,
cultural institutions and recreational facilities. In this
process it was decided that swimming facilities should
be included in the plan.
Furthermore, it was decided that the development of
the area should be carried out on the basis of a broad
involvement of Copenhageners and the general public.

6
2013-14

Klaus Kastbjerg buys the
buildings on the Paper
Island.

7

8

2014

The Local comity of
Christianshavn creates an
initial version of their
wishes and dreams for
the Paper Island.

9
2014

KK and B&H negotiates what kinds of
citizen involvement they would like and
who should be the one to initiate the
participation

10
2014

The ﬁrst workshop with citizens together
with a presentation by the mayor of
Copenhagen to kickstart the project.

11

12

13

2014

2014

okt.
2014

The Local comity of
Christianshavn has their
ﬁrst meeting with the
Copenhagen municipality

By & Havn initiates an
architectural investigation
of the heritage of the
island

CØ P/S buys the Paper Island,
with exception of the north
corner which the municipality of
Copenhagen purchases.
The collaboration between the public development
company By & Havn and the project and real estate
companies Nordkranen and Union Holding has made the
temporary initiatives possible on the island.
Nordkranen and Union Holding now includes Danske
Bank's large pension company in the fold, Danica
Pension.

14

Copenhagen municipality created an idea
competition called 'what should the Paper island
become?'
It was an open competition meaning that anyone
and everyone could enter their ideas. A jury would
award 5 winners, each of which would receive
10.000 DKK. The competition was presented as a
way for the municipality to get inspiration for the
further development.

16

15
2015
feb

4. marts
2015

The open idea
competition started

17

marts
2015

Internal hearings in the
local committees

Deadline for the idea
competition

Copenhagen municipality conducted an internal
hearing session with the local committees
(lokaludvalg)

april
2015

Winners of the idea competition
(the decision is made and the ﬁve
winners are informed)
The idea competition resulted in 160 proposals which
a jury, consisting of three mayors, selected ﬁve
winners.
The ﬁve winners were as follows:
'Life Between the Quays' Proposed by Andy Michev
and Anne Nielsen
'Bath, food and perspective' Suggested by Brian
Lottenburger and Anders Ojgaard
'Copenhagen's Maker City' Proposed by Christina
Fleuron
'Folkebadet' Proposed by Jaja Arkitekter
'Art Swim' Proposed by Copenhagen Contemporary

18
7. april
2015

The ceremony for the
winners of the idea
competition

19
april
2015

The winners are left
out of the loop

20

21

april
2015

2015

Preliminary public
consultation meeting

Replies from the citizen hearing
is received

Copenhagen Municipality held a preliminary public
consultation where 17 consultation responses
were collected.

22

23

juni
2015

The masterplan
competition started
By & Havn announced the seven teams that would
compete in drawing the masterplan for the area.
The winning masterplan would form the basis for
the local plan of the Paper island.

24
feb.
2016

The process of creating the new
local plan for the island is
started by TMF

25

26
11-16
marts
2016

The Local committee
of Christianshavn
carries out a citizenpanel survey

27
1 April
2016

TMF publishes a
summary based on
the dialog with the
citizents

28
2016

Initial plan and budget
was proposed
A proposal for the local plan (lokalplan) was
proposed by the municipal planning supplement
(kommuneplantillæget).

29

30

31
Aug oct
2016

Citizens hearings

The Copenhagen municipality held Citizens'
hearings over a period of two months, these
resulted in 466 responses.

Here the budget 2016 was agreed with an
allocated 1.4 million DKK for an outdoor and
indoor swimming facility on Paper Island.

The landowner By & Havn
Copenhagen municipality (The Center for Urban
Development in the Financial Administration is
responsible for the overall municipal planning, including
the designation of various land uses.)

By & Havn
CØ P/S
Unionkul Holding
Nordkranen
Danica Pension

https://www.kk.dk/sites/default/ﬁles/agenda/cd873
856-2d3b-487c-b487-9fd008677887/54ddc817-c9df487a-8ebb-4b560879d64c-bilag-1.pdf

Copenhagen municipality
The general public

https://www.valbylokaludvalg.kk.dk/idekonkurrencefor-christiansholmpapiroeen/

https://www.berlingske.dk/virksomheder/pengetankkoeber-halvdelen-af-koebenhavns-hemmelige-oe

https://www.kk.dk/sites/default/ﬁles/agenda/2bfea
20a-3671-4a59-9de4-7a3ccc3f4f17/a64a5c76-9af840cb-b0ef-b97091fbafd4-bilag-2.pdf

https://docplayer.dk/23492875-Idekonkurrence-nykultur-og-fritidsfunktion-paa-christiansholmdommerbetaenkning-maj-2015.html
https://docplayer.dk/3942497-Liste-og-kort-resumeover-alle-indkommende-forslag-fra-idekonkurrencenfor-en-ny-kultur-og-fritidsfunktion-paachristiansholm.html

Copenhagen municipality

https://www.kk.dk/sites/default/ﬁles/agenda/2bfea
20a-3671-4a59-9de4-7a3ccc3f4f17/a64a5c76-9af840cb-b0ef-b97091fbafd4-bilag-2.pdf

https://twitter.com/antrolab/status/578111782834704
385?lang=ar

Awareness of
potential for a new
public urban renewal
project by the
municipality
Architectural plan
Architectural herritage investigation
Included in the city plan

Initial scoping and
planning of the
public urban renewal
project by the
municipality
Internal meeting between the
landowners and the municipality
Included in the municipal plan

Copenhagen municipality
A panel of judges consisting of three mayors:
Deputy Mayor Frank Jensen (S), Technical and
Environmental Mayor Morten Kabell (Enl.) And Culture
Leisure Mayor Carl Christian Ebbesen (DF)

https://www.kk.dk/sites/default/ﬁles/agenda/cd873
856-2d3b-487c-b487-9fd008677887/54ddc817-c9df487a-8ebb-4b560879d64c-bilag-1.pdf

Negosiations
between the
municipality, the
land owners, local
council and the
potential developers
The local council presents initial
wished
The local council presents the citizen
survey
A plan for public engagement

The ﬁve winners

Copenhagen municipality
The general public

https://www.kk.dk/sites/default/ﬁles/agenda/cd873
856-2d3b-487c-b487-9fd008677887/54ddc817-c9df487a-8ebb-4b560879d64c-bilag-1.pdf

By & Havn (owner of the island)
Henning Larsen Architects (DK)
COBE (DK)
C.F. Møller (DK)
Adept (DK)
Holscher Nordberg
Polyform (DK)
MVRDV (NL)
OMA (NL)

Copenhagen municipality

https://www.kk.dk/sites/default/ﬁles/agenda/cd873
856-2d3b-487c-b487-9fd008677887/54ddc817-c9df487a-8ebb-4b560879d64c-bilag-1.pdf

https://www.magasinetkbh.dk/indhold/vinderefremtiden-papir%C3%B8en

32
nov
2016

Citizen panel survey

A citizen panel survey was conducted by the name of
'Paper island culture and leisure facilities'. The survey
was sent out to locals in the area of Christianshavn.
The results were summarised as follows:
322 respondents answered questionnaire survey.
51.9% of these live north of Torvegade, 25.5% live
south of Torvegade, 17.4% live on Holmen and
5, 3% live on Margretheholm.
No respondents lives on Refshaleøen
In terms of age, 45.7% were aged 36 - 60, 36.3% were
aged 61-80 years, 14.6% 26-35 years, and 3.4% were
aged 15-25 years. No respondents are over 80
There are roughly equal numbers of women (50.9%)
and men (48.4%) and 0.7% other sex.

The winner projects were planned to serve as
inspiration for the further planning of the area.

Copenhagen municipality
The general public
Christianshavn localcommity

https://www.kk.dk/sites/default/ﬁles/agenda/cd873
856-2d3b-487c-b487-9fd008677887/54ddc817-c9df487a-8ebb-4b560879d64c-bilag-1.pdf

The locals of Christianshavn
Christianshavn local comity

https://christianshavnslokaludvalg.kk.dk/ﬁles/medi
a/dokumenter/Nyheder/Papir%C3%B8en/Konklusio
ner-p%C3%A5-borgerpanelunders%C3%B8gelse17-21-nov.-16.pdf

33
nov 2016

Citizen meeting and
hearings
After announcing the winners of the masterplan,
By & Havn held a public meeting about the
winning project. Copenhagen Municipality also
sent a proposal for a local plan for Papirøen for
public hearing where approximately 150 citizens
showed up.

By og Havn
Copenhagen municipality
The general public

https://byoghavn.dk/koebenhavns-haller-vinderkonkurrenceom-masterplan-paa-christiansholm/
https://christianshavnslokaludvalg.kk.dk/ﬁles/medi
a/dokumenter/Nyheder/Papir%C3%B8en/Lokalplan
sforslag%20Papir%C3%B8en.pdf
https://christianshavnslokaludvalg.kk.dk/ﬁles/medi
a/dokumenter/Nyheder/Papir%C3%B8en/Referataf-borgerm%C3%B8de_Final..pdf

https://www.berlingske.dk/kultur/hvad-skal-dervaere-paa-papiroeen

34
marts
2017

The competition for the
'water culture house' is
launched
The 'water culture house' competition was based on
COBE's masterplan for the whole area, and thus the
winning project for the water culture house should
be linked to this masterplan.
By and Havn selected ﬁve teams to bid on the design
of a water culture house and a harbour bath that
should correspond with Copenhagen municipalitie's
vision for the area.
In the spring of 2017, the international architectural
competition was announced with support from the
Nordea Foundation for a water culture house with
association rooms of a total of 5,000 m2 as well as a
harbour promenade and harbour bath. Particular
emphasis was placed on it being an extraordinary
swimming facility that stands out from other
swimming pools in Copenhagen and which provides
new water and bathing experiences. Furthermore,
the house should connect inside and outside in new
ways.
In the 2017 budget, funds were set aside for planning
grants, architectural competitions and the purchase
of the building right for a municipal facility.

Copenhagen municipality
Team BIG & COBE
Team Kengo Kuma and Associates
Team 3XN
Team AART
Team ALA Architects Ltd.

35
29. april
2017

The local plan is
approved
The citizens' representation adopted the local
plan for the Paper island. It has the possibility of
45,000 sqm of buildings. There will be between
270 and 340 homes, of which 25 percent will be
'almene'. In addition, there is a hotel, swimming
function and a large number of outward-facing
functions in the island's new halls.

36

37

nov
2017

The winner of the 'cultural
water house' is announced

38

39

40
2018-20
19

Water culture house
theme group meeting

41

42
okt.
2019

Water culture house is
launched for tender

43

44

45

46

mar
2020

47

48
Jan 2021

Water culture house
group meeting

Water culture house
group meeting

49

50

sept
2021

Water culture house
group meeting

51

52

53

54

feb.
2022

55

56

57

58
2024 +

What happens when
the buildings are
done?

Water culture house
group meeting

The international architectural competition for
Papirøen's water culture house in tender. In
December 2017, Kengo Kuma & Associates /
Cornelius Vöge was named the winner of the
architectural competition.

Final approval of the local plan and municipal
plan supplement and a notice about the matter
were announced to the general public.
Local plan for Papirøen (Christiansholm) ﬁnally
announced in May 2017
Prior to this, the Municipality has on that
occasion held open Facebook posts: 78 posts,
255 comments, 2143 likes, 1883 followers, 55
shares of posts.

Copenhagen municipality
Team Kengo Kuma and Associates
The jury consisted of: Frank Jensen Copenhagen
Mayor, Morten Kabell Technology and
environmental mayor, Carl Christian Ebbesen
Culture and leisure mayor, Mogens Hugo
Chairman of the Board of Nordeafonden
Jury advisors were: Reiulf Ramstad Professional
judges, Lars Steﬀensen Professional judges, Tina
Saabye City Architect

By og Havn
Copenhagen municipality TMU, ØU, BR
The general public

https://www.kk.dk/sites/default/ﬁles/agenda/2cf01
bec-e585-4bfe-8d61-7988ab742613/111aa088b19e-4f67-a28b-364987a82a63-bilag-7.pdf

Public engagement
workshop by the
municipality

Presentation of the plan to kickstart
the project
Workshop with citizens

The ownership of
the area is
negotiated between
the land owners, the
developers and the
municipality

Open idea
competition by the
municipality

Planning and launch
Jury selection of winners

Public hearing by the
municipality

Publishment of summary of citizen
hearings

Architectural
masterplan
competition by the
developers (public or
private)
Planning and launch
Selection of winning architectural
plans

The development of
a new local plan by
the municipality

Public hearings
Publishment of summary of citizen
hearings

Plan and budget
proposal by the
municipality

Citizen hearing

Citizen panel survey
by the municipality

A survey sent out to all local citizens
about public oﬀerings

Group meeting by
the municipality
(Følgegruppemøde)

A group of local citizens, and
representatives of local activities are
formed to follow the project

The buildings and
area are ﬁnished

The area is open to the public
The cultural use of the place is
started

FIGURE 56 DEVELOPMENT OF GENERIC TIMELINE
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4.3.2.2 GATHERING KEY INSIGHTS
FROM BOTH THE RESEARCH AND
DESIGN PROJECT

Throughout the project, a diverse set of key
information and insights was collected. The
generic timeline was utilised as a structure
to map the key information and insights
up against. This synthesis was carried out
to ensure the activation of key insights
collected throughout the process, while
mapping out the potentials by gathering
perspectives from diverse datasets and
data sources. The data was clustered based
on the steps of the generic timeline and in
sub-categories, to indicate the origin of the
data source e.g., literature review or the
mobile ethnography. Once the insights were
identified and placed on the generic timeline,
the amount of work done became apparent.
The generic timeline consisted of a total of
twelve steps and each step had between
four and fifteen insights attached to it.

Considerations were made on how this
material could be transformed into a
valuable asset for municipal actors within
urban renewal projects. The aim and vision
for the project was to empower municipal
actors to utilise more public engagement
and to challenge the way they traditionally
plan and execute urban renewal project. This
was inspired by the encouragement we had
received in communications with municipal
actors, they had shared our interest in
improving public engagement and bought
into the idea of including both foresight and
service design to achieve this. So, it was
decided to develop a framework specifically
tailored to municipal actors.

insights into questions to consider or be
provoked by was carried out. This was done
inspired by the format of the Governance
Future Lab, which had proved to be a muchappreciated guide throughout the design
process and in the interactive interviews.
Due to a limited time left of this project, it
was decided to be inspired by the format of
the Governance Future Lab as a tested and
usable format for the framework. However,
the generic timeline of urban renewal
project, developed in the design process,
would still be utilised as the underlying
structure of our framework.

Based on the decision of making a
framework, the process of rewriting all the
132/191

Generic timeline steps

Awareness of
potential for a new
public urban renewal
project by the
municipality
Architectural plan
Architectural herritage investigation
Included in the city plan

PREDICTIVE FUTURES: The predictive approach
to the future has a focus on the past and how
historical data and patterns can anticipate
what might happen in the future.
Consider the upcoming public renewal project,
what knowledge, experiences and data can be
utilised to consider the scope for this project.
What will happen in the area, which needs will
develop, which people will use and live there?
(The predictive approach has a focus on the
past and how historical data and patterns
anticipate the future. As the name suggests,
the predictive approach strives to ask
questions such as ‘what will happen in the
future?’. )

Key information and
perspectives from the
literature review,
shaped as questions

SHORT-TERMISM: is a term used to describe decisions being
made for the wrong reasons, it emphasises the tendency to
make easy decisions that does not consider all the negative
eﬀects. Consider what basis decisions are being made on, are
decision being made because they are technically or
economically feasible? To avoid short-termism the real
question to ask is: Should this be done? Be critical about the
reasoning behind the decision being made, are they based
on a need?
(Therefore, people's tendency to make easy choices based in
the present is no surprise, since the brain is wired to make
those choices. However, this is also the case for the brains of
politicians, experts and top decision-makers in businesses
and organisations. Ramos calls this tendency to avoid diﬃcult
decisions the epidemic of short-termism. He argues that this
is resulting in decisions being made on the basis of what we
can and points out that the real question to consider more
often than not is whether we should )

Initial scoping and
planning of the
public urban renewal
project by the
municipality
Internal meeting between the
landowners and the municipality
Included in the municipal plan

NORMATIVE FUTURES: The normative
approach to the future has a focus on solving
the problems of the present, it perceives the
future as an opportunity to eliminate the
current challenges.
Consider the challenges facing the area today.
Which initiatives should be included in the
project to eliminate the problems of the
present?
(The normative approach has a focus on
solving the problems in the present, it
perceives the future as an opportunity to
eliminate the current challenges. It does this
by asking questions such as ‘what should
happen in the future?’)

CONFIRMATION-BIAS: It is basic human nature to conclude on the
easiest possible decisions, however, those are not always the right
decision. conﬁrmation-bias is the tendency to conﬁrm own beliefs,
knowledge or previous decisions e.g., to carry out a project based
on out-dated decisions because it appears to be more viable to
carry out the project regardless of new evidence against the old
decisions.
Consider what basis this project is founded upon and if
conﬁrmation-bias can be identiﬁed? Should any decisions be
reconsidered?
(This is often done unconsciously, however, the consequences can
be severe if e.g., outdated decisions are being followed regardless
of new evidence displaying that a new direction is needed.
Moreover, ‘conﬁrmation-bias’ also aﬀect outdated decision being
carried out, simply due to ﬁnancial investments already being
made e.g., if a project is in progress, it may be seen as more viable
to carry out the project regardless of evidence against the old
decisions. )

VISION: The uncertainty of the future is becoming a fearful,
dystopian and negative entity in people’s minds which has been
linked to the increase of popularity of dystopian ﬁction, but also
nationalism and religion as people are searching for communities
that can support and supply answers to all the uncertainty.
Consider how the municipal and governmental plans and visions
can become safe and undramatic platforms for people to talk and
think about the future.
How can these visions and plans empower citizens to think and
talk about the future in a calm and healthy manner?

Negosiations
between the
municipality, the
land owners, local
council and the
potential developers
The local council presents initial
wished
The local council presents the citizen
survey
A plan for public engagement

PROOF: Systems and services are amongst other
things transparent and intangible, thus, it can be
diﬃcult for citizens to realise and appreciate a
service oﬀering. A classic example of proof of a
service happens in hotel rooms where the toilet
paper has been folded or there are chocolates on
the pillows to remind the visitor that the room has
been cleaned.
Consider which gestures might enable citizens
understanding of the complexity of urban renewal
process? How can transparency be created through
highlighting the public engagement through
physical artefacts? Which gestures might remind
and emphasise the importance of public
engagement?

Presentation of the plan to kickstart
the project
Workshop with citizens

EXPLORATIVE FUTURES: The Explorative approach to
the future has a focus on speculations of what might
or could happen in the future.
Consider how the public engagement workshop
could become a forum for thinking about the future
of the area as its own, not deﬁned by either the past
nor the present. What could this public renewal
project become?

NAVIGATIONAL APPROACH: The navigational approach is a way of
being mindful of the impact and agency provided in a project.
Consider the following questions:
What is this public renewal project striving to achieve? Who will be
involved in the process, and who will be excluded? Who will be
aﬀected by the outcome? In which ways is public engagement being
utilised and for what reasons?
(The navigational approach is a way of being mindful of the impact
and agency provided in projects with sensitivity, staging and
mobilization as key aspects. Due to the awareness of actor inclusion
and exclusion in sensitivity, the future perspective in staging and the
importance of mobilisation, the navigational approach to citizen
participation is considered to be a strong approach for citizen
participation to ensure real agency, participation and involvement in
the decision-making processes.)

(Zeithaml’s key characteristics of services
furthermore shed light on some of the key
challenges of designing and performing good
services.)

(The explorative approach has its focus on
speculations of what might or could happen in the
future, by asking questions such as ‘what could
happen in the future?’. It views the future as its own
and is not deﬁned by either the past or the present.)

(The public sector thereby strives to get the citizens’ approval of
the outcome. In this context it may be worth deﬁning what a
citizen is. A citizen can be deﬁned as a person that makes use of a
municipal oﬀering e.g., a public hospital, public space or public
school, a citizen can also be deﬁned as a relative to a person who
makes use of a municipal oﬀering)

( stickdorn et al. it is an inclusive approach
where all stakeholders should be represented. )

Open idea
competition by the
municipality

Planning and launch
Jury selection of winners

WORKSHOP: A workshop is a facilitated session for a group of
people to achieve collective intelligens within clearly deﬁned
objectives. To achieve collective intelligence the group of
people have to be divers in demographics, backgrounds,
capabilities and personalities.
Consider the plan for this workshop, are there clearly deﬁned
objectives which resinated with the scope of the urban
renewal project? Have the right people been invited, how will
the citizens needs, wants, skills and demographics be utilised?
Who will facilitate the session?

TOUCHPOINTS: A touchpoint is every encounter
between a service provider and the user, an
example of this can be a municipal oﬀering such
as a literary, every time a citizen is in contact
(digital and/or physical) can be identiﬁed as a
touchpoint.
Consider the touchpoints between this urban
renewal project and the citizens, are any
interactions missing or misplaced? Can
touchpoints be optimised to meet the citizens
where they are, to motivate and engage more?

(people, their needs, wants, skills and personalities. This
emphasis on people-centricity is inspired directly from the
practice of design)

(Shostack introduced terms and tools such as
touchpoints as arguments for how designing
services is diﬀerent to e.g., designing products )

FUTURE CONES: Futures thinking can be clustered into four
diﬀerent cones, probable, plausible, possible and preferable.
The cone of the probable futures is the most likely since it is
closest to the present. The plausible futures cone is a space
for investigating diﬀerent scenarios and planning for what
might be. The possible futures cone is the space for the
extreme, for everything that may be possible in time with
e.g., future technologies. The preferable cone is all about
aligning and scoping what a group of people would prefer to
happen in a given context such as a an urban space.
Consider how the scope of this project may be deﬁned by a
divers group of people's deﬁnition of a preferable future for
the urban space.

ACCEPTANCE: One of the beneﬁts of including public engagement
early in a project is transparency for the citizens. If citizens feel
they are being included they are more likely to trust the process
an outcome, in contrast, if a a public renewal project lacks
transparency it is much more likely that citizens will disapprove
and mistrust the decisions being made. How can this project
utilise public engagement initiatives early on, to allow for better
communication and collaboration?

HOLISTIC: Urban public renewal projects will
always be aﬀected by its surroundings, timing
and cultural norms, thus, they decisions and
plans should not be made in a vacuum.
Consider how this project can plan for holistic
and inclusive public engagement.

(Service designers could facilitate forums where people in a safe
and undramatic way could perform thinking about their desirable
future. These could empower people to feel and develop agency
of the future, with an emphasis on people-centred values of
ethics. This should be seen as an opportunity for both public and
private projects, with both users and citizens. There is great
potential in the exploration of future and present needs, as the
investigation of both known and unknown needs can ignite new
unexplored knowledge. In this way, Bason manifests the
importance of service design principles by examining motivations
and needs of people )

Public engagement
workshop by the
municipality

Public hearing by the
municipality

Publishment of summary of citizen
hearings

PARAMETERS: The beneﬁt of hosting an open idea competition
is to receive a wide range of perspectives on the usage of a
given area. To make it inclusive for all to participate on the same
terms, it may be valuable to provide a short brief or scope for
the competition.
Consider which parameters the competition proposals will be
measured by? How can diﬀerent views, concepts and idea
formats be measured equally? What will happen when single
individuals, groups and organisations compete in the same
contest? Which encouragement will be used to empower
innovative and creative ideas? Who will select the winners, are
they a representative group?
(the resistance that will inevitably occur when bringing opposing
views into play. Highlighting these opposing views and concerns
early on allows the citizens to discover innovative ways to meet
each other and ﬁnd common ground. Therefore, the great value
of agonism in participatory design is the way it allows opposites
to ﬁnd constitutions that change them from conﬂicting
opponents towards constructive dialogue ending up in
passionate, imaginative discussions, that are far more likely to
deliver innovative and creative outcomes (Björgvinsson et al.,
2010).

Masterplan
competition by the
developers

Planning and launch
Selection of winning architectural
plans

STAKES: Consider what is at stake in this public urban
renewal project, who and what will be aﬀected in the layout
of the area and are they given a voice in the decisions being
made? Who deﬁnes which criteria the masterplan
competition is measured upon? How is it decided who can
participate in the competition, or should it be open for
everyone with the required background and capabilities?
What are the needs for the area e.g., a developer may have
an economic incentive, a municipal oﬀering may have a
public need, the local citizens may have a communal need,
how are these measured and compared?

AGENCY: Can be described as the power of people to
think for themselves and their ability to act in ways that
impact their experiences and life. However, Agency is
not always given to those who are unaware of their
stakes, thus, it becomes relevant in relation to inclusion
and exclusion of citizens in public decision-making
processes.
How is citizens agency being engaged, if at all?
Can agency be promoted to more citizens along the
decision-making? Can agency be provided to citizen
groups who are oftentimes (either willingly or
unwillingly) excluded from public engagement, e.g.,
future generations?

Public hearings
Publishment of summary of citizen
hearings

AGONISM: Agonism can be said to be the
ethos of democracy since it through public
engagement allows and values the legitimacy
of diﬀerence.
Consider how this project is bringing diﬀerent
opinions forward to establish consensus?
Which platforms are oﬀered as spaces for
open exploration of diﬀerences to strengthen
the decisions being made?
(As Pløger implies, agonism could be said to be
the ethos of democracy since it through public
participation allows and values the legitimacy
of diﬀerence. He argues that ideally planning
should be a place to explore opinions on the
road towards commonly agreed solutions
between opposing views (Pløger, 2004).

(design thinking methodologies have some commonalities:
a clear focus on the end user and need-ﬁnding,)
(based on: Fischer argues that presented with the right
skills and tools, communities of users or citizens may be
able to facilitate and communally solve problems through a
design process on their own, he calls this participatory
governance. He further argues that the process is
dependent on mutual respect and power)

(Cole’s deﬁnition of agency as the power of people to
think for themselves and their ability to act in ways that
impact their experiences and life trajectories both in
individual and collective ways. Agency and social
structures inﬂuence and change each other, with a shift
in one, the other change. )

The development of
a new local plan by
the municipality

PRESENT-BIAS: It is in the human nature to
make decisions in the easiest possible manner,
which is why it is typically challenging for
people to priorities value over time vs. now.
Consider the current process, can any
examples of present-bias be identiﬁed? If yes
become more aware of and act upon presentbias as it happens by themselves, politicians,
developers or citizens. e.g., not including
sustainability aspects in urban renewal
projects, thinking about capital in the present
and not future investments?
(In the context of thinking about the future,
people tend to favour the short-term. Münster
describes this tendency as temporal focused,
‘status quo bias’ or ‘present-bias’. )

Plan and budget
proposal by the
municipality

Citizen hearing

Citizen panel survey
by the municipality

A survey sent out to all local citizens
about public oﬀerings

OVERCONFIDENTS-BIAS: The tendency of being too optimistic about
the future is an acknowledge trait within behavioural design.
Common examples can be found in small things such as people
starting a diet or stopping a bad habit, not today but next week, more
essential examples can be found in e.g., governmental sustainability
visions where the plan is to tackle environmental issues in 5-10 year,
not today. The problem is that the plans assume that there will be
more time, energy, knowledge, money etc. available in the future,
however, that is rarely the case.
Consider the project at hand, can any cases of overconﬁdents-bias be
identiﬁed? If yes, can any, or parts of, the initiatives planned for the
future be initiated today? Are there concrete planned for how to
execute the speciﬁc vision or are they based on an optimistic
assumption?

Group meeting by
the municipality
(Følgegruppemøde)

A group of local citizens, and
representatives of local activities are
formed to follow the project

CO-PRODUCTION: Representative decisions can be
co-produced when a group of people with diverse
opinions are brought together.
Consider if the actors invited are representatives for
the citizens who will be aﬀected by the decisions
being made. Do the actors have and act in
compliance with the citizens? Consider how to frame
the sessions, how will the decisions be made? Who
will make the decisions? Who and what will beneﬁt
and/or be hurt by the decisions?
(service-dominant logic: The user becomes a coproducer of the service, and the value is deﬁned by
the user in sharp contrast to goods, the exchange of
value happens at a speciﬁc time and cannot be
stored nor owned, only experienced. The transition
of goods, on the other hand, is a physical object that
when exchanged to the user will be consumed or
ruined )

(A last prejudice that aﬀects decision-making processes is the
tendency of being optimistic about the future and what may be
achieved also known as ‘overconﬁdents-bias’ )

The buildings and
area are ﬁnished

The area is open to the public
The cultural use of the place is
started

BØR DENNE VÆRE
PÅ ALLE KORT??

VALUE: The perception of the value a given
decision will bring is subjective depending who
or what it aﬀects. The value of a public urban
renewal project will thereby vary, for some a
green area may be of value, whereas others
may ﬁnd value in oﬃcespaces, a skatepark or a
parking lot.
Consider the public urban renewal project,
what value is produced and for whom? What
value the should or could bring the project
bring both to present and future citizens?

LADDER PUBLIC
ENGAGEMENT:
How can public
actors utilise the
diﬀerent levels of
participation as a
tool to create
transparency in
which steps in the
process will include
citizens and how?

(Design ﬁction, originally derived from science
ﬁction design which was formed from science
ﬁction and industrial design. Sterling argues
that science ﬁction and industrial design were
brought together as a reaction to the ﬁnancial
crises to challenge the way to perceive value.
Indeed, he argues that the new discipline
developed to ask critical questions about the
current situation to challenge and imagine
what might )

(The cone of the probable futures is the ﬁrst one and the
most likely since it is closest to the present. The plausible
futures take one step further into what might happen, it is a
space for investigating diﬀerent scenarios and planning for
what might be. Even so, it should be stressed that the
plausible futures cone is not focused on predicting but
rather investigating and speculating. The last and broadest
cone in the PPPP model is the possible futures. This is a
space for the extreme, for things that are not yet possible at
the present but could be feasible in time with e.g., future
technologies. The possible futures are where everything can
happen, and nothing is impossible within this cone.
However, Dunne and Raby do reﬂect that there is a space
outside the possible cone which is the space of fantasy.
When working with a foresight project the aim is to gather a
diverse team and deﬁne one or several preferable futures
cones.)

ACTOR NETWORK: The method of mapping out all actors
within one project, their relations, importance and roles is
called an actor network. Actors can be described as
anyone or anything that plays a part e.g., municipal
planners, private developers, citizens, local councils,
politicians, but also organisations, technologies and so
forth. As a project evolves over time so does the actor
network, it can therefore be beneﬁcial to update it
through the processes.
Consider the navigation of actors within this public
renewal project, does everyone have an equal
understanding of each others roles? Can an actor
network enable clarity and transparency?

How can we enable people to explore the
future as a space for positive impact rather
than a dystopia?
How can public actors facilitate public arenas of
(dystopian ﬁction, where worst-case futureparticipation
scenarios are being displayed (Larsen, 2021).
The uncertainty of the future
(Thisisisbecoming
secondedaby Björnvinsson who argues
fearful and negative entity
in people’s
mindsshould be done by designers
that
the facilitation
which has been linked so
to they
the increase
of public arenas of participation)
can create
nationalism and religion as people are
searching for communities that can support
and supply answers)

Pointer der
allerede er med

how can we facilitate
open discussions and forums about how change
can happen, not if they should to continously
iterate?
(based on - When presented in this manner, it
should not be a question of if change needs to
happen but rather how.)

How can public actors be inspired by
speculative design by facilitating speculations
about what the future might be to enable
citizens and themselves to imagine what the
future needs and desires are for a given urban
project?
STORYTELLING:
(Speculative design is yet anothercan
variation
we useofstorytelling as a way to engage users in the
contemplating about what might
be.development of projects? To understand their
early
Speciﬁcally, speculative design investigates
daily lives in the area, understand the movement
plausible futures by examining emerging
patterns (in conjunction with other big datasource) to
technologies and their use and/orunderstand
misuse
the use of the area, while using signal
through a variety of cross-disciplinary
skills
scanning
and sensing to understand future needs that
and tools. Speculative design often times might change these patterns?
include the use of storytelling )

(ladder of
participation)

How can public actors utilise strategic
foresight methods to drive long term planning
and decision-making processes?

Could public actors incorporate an initial
workshop with local citizens of an urban
renewal project where future needs are
deﬁned through the ﬂow for foresight?

(Strategic foresight can be seen as the process
of scanning the current state of things for any
so-called drivers of change to ultimately utilise
methods and techniquesHow
to enable
the needed
can public
engagement be executed
change. Buehring and
Bishop
thatas
it a method to empower
inspired
byreﬂect
foresight
overlaps with strategic design
since
both apply
collective
intelligence
in a diverse group of
strategies to form visions to ultimately
people?
determine decision making
and can
drive
(Foresight
be seen as a method to
implementation within
organisations
empower
collective) intelligence in a diverse

USER JOURNEY: How can public actors utilise
ﬂow
forpreferable
foresight”future
where choosing an
user journeys (“the
to map
out
approach
tourban
the future
is followed by
citizen journeys of
the given
renewal
deﬁning
foresight method(s), creating a
project?
foresight study, and ﬁnally making choices
andsuch
or actions.
)
(Traditional service design tools
as journey
maps, personas and scenarios, system maps
and others can be tweaked to take future
aspects into consideration)

How can public actors be inspired by critical design
by questioning and being critical in what the future
needs of technology and urban projects might be?
Speciﬁcally questioning if a technology or project is
being build because it is feasible or because it is
needed.
(Critical design originated in movements of art and
design as a catalyst to challenge the status quo.
Speciﬁcally, challenging assumptions of the
relationship between humans and products or
technologies through conceptual designs. The
concepts and critiques are future-focused and often
investigates not yet invented technologies, thereby
being critical about the given situation and asking
questions about the future )

can we loop back and forth between especially
the normative and exlorative approach to
foresight to allow us to solve the challenges of
today with a future lense?
(The normative approach has a focus on
solving the problems in the present, it
perceives the future as an opportunity to
eliminate the current challenges. AND
The explorative approach has its focus on
speculations of what might or could
happen in the future, by asking questions such
as ‘what can happen in the future?’.

group of people so that they together can
imagine and deﬁne a preferred future. Candy
and Kornet underline the importance of design
to facilitate this process )

How can public actors make use of ANT to enable
themselves in navigating complex projects? (In
participatory design, a signiﬁcant aspect to consider is the
actor-network theory, henceforth referred to as ANT,
where everything is considered to exist in constantly
shifting social actor networks. )

de her er
næsten ens
RESILIENCE: Has a common vision of the
future been developed to validate the
right decisions being made?

Insights from the design
project shaped as
questions

(based on interactive interview comment
: ”We can only build now. What you build
will always be a reﬂection of the time it is
created in. You cannot predict what
people will think and whether they will
use it as the plan was. There is so much
culture in that kind of thing. It’s
impossible to predict. That’s why you
have to wait 30 years before evaluating a
building.”

PERCEPTION: Have we managed to show
citizens that we value their thoughts,
takes and ideas through participation
and communicate it to empatise that we
value their eﬀort and time?
(How can we change the assumption
that participation is not worth the eﬀort?
(mobile ethno: There is a preconceived
expectation of citizen involvement as a
conﬂict-ﬁlled experience where
disagreements create division between
the participating parties. )

LOCAL KNOWLEDGE:
Local citizens often have wast knowledge about
the use, requirements and needs of a local area.
Incorporating this local knowledge in decisionmaking processes can enhance the value and
relevance of the project outcome.
How will the local citizens be involved in this
project? What kinds of involvement is planned?
(mobile ethno Citizens believe that their
involvement in decision-making enhances the
value and relevance of the project outcome )

CHAMPION: Have we scoped the project with
citizen participation in mind? Do we have a
designated champion from (Copenhagen
Municipality) who will drive this participation and
can ensure that the citizens are actively involved
throughout the project?
(Can we create a 'public champion' someone from
the municipality or like it that will be the champion
of the citizen-participation? (from CT having a
champion in Parliament throughout their project)

CLOSING THE INFORMATION GAP: Are there steps
in the planned project where we are not providing
citizens with information? Is it clear to the citizens
where and how they might obtain this
information? Who and where they can make
contact to if they have concerns, ideas etc.?
(can we bridge the information gap and the notion
that money rules, by bringing citizens and the
"people with the ﬁnances" in the same room, for
them to familiarise themselves with each others
stances, concerns and ideas for the speciﬁc
development project?)

EARLY INCLUSION AND STAKES:
Are we including citizens in the early stages of
planning? Where might their perspectives help
scope the project to strengthen the citizens feeling
of stakes in urban renewal projects?
(Involve early (Cultural probes the citizens feel it’s
too late for them to be included when the project
has already started. They feel that the possibility
for inﬂuence has stopped and are therefore left as
powerless bystanders while their area undergoes
change.)

SCOPE: Consider the scope for the
public engagement, which eﬀorts
will be made and how much will
citizens be involved? Are the
limitations for public engagement
clearly communicated?
(based on CT insights and
transparency comments from ethno
and cultural probes)

RULE OF THUMB: Have we
integrated speciﬁc ways to ensure
higher levels of participation from
citizens as "rules" or guidelines for
municipal procedures?
(Can inviting citizens into the project
early on become a 'rule' or a part of
the municipal procedures in their
bureaucratic processes? (mobile
ethno about inviting participant in
early)

UNDERSTANDING AND
TRANSPARENCY: Do we explain to
the citizens in clear, straightforward
terms which limitations and
restrictions there are due to the
bureaucratic processes of public
procedures?
(can we communicate the
restrictions, limitations due to the
bureascratic process in a simple
way that creates understanding
rather than frustration? (bureacracy
comments from mobile ethno and
cultural probes)

FUTURE DEMPGRAPHICS:
Consider the timespan of the
public urban renewal project,
what will the future demographic
of the local area be and which
needs may they have for the
area?

VIEWS: Do we include views that
are not rooted in the local
community, city, municipality,
region, nation, continent? Could
these views challenge our take
on the project outcome?
(can and should we work on
motivating people who are not
permanent residents in the
development of the city? (mobile
ethno insight)

ENCOURAGEMENT AND IMPACT:
Are we encouraging diverse
citizen groups to take action and
engage themselves in public
participation? Are we clearly
explaining the impact the can
contribute to by taking part? Are
we providing them with
awareness of their own agency
to enable them to put it into
play?

EQUAL PARTICIPATION:
Consider the platform(s) for
public engagement, can
everyone participate no matter
their background?
(based on CT seminar where the
citizen proposals will be
discarded if they are not written
'in the right way')

FOLKELIGHED: Does this project
open up for originality, genuine
and authentic culture? Can the
notion of "folkelighed" be
incorporated into the approach
to citizens and public
engagement?

EMPOWERMENT AND
REPRESENTATION:
Are we empowering the actual
demographic of the local community to
take part(ethnicity, gender, age, income
etc.)? How will this demographic change
in the future? Who should be included
to represent the projected demographic
of the area?
(How can we empower the actual local
community -ethnicity, gender, age,
income etc.? (cultural probes:
”Folkelighed”, diversity and community
are traded in for the ﬁnancial assets of
private stakeholders))

(cultural probes)

PLATFORMS: Consider the platforms planned for
public engagement, who may be excluded and
included(both consciously and unconsciously).
Should alternative digital or analogue platforms be
considered?
(going to the citizens, facilitating hearings, doing
online panels and workshops) to ensure we are
reaching a broader audience? (based on CT
seminar and interactive interview comment about
hearing participants being dominantly 65+ white
males)

CHANNELS FOR ENGAGEMENT:
Can we harness the commitment and will
of the local community to bring locals into
the equation, by encouraging local
councils to create diﬀerent means of
citizen engagement (e.g. citizen surveys as
the local council of Christianshavn does)
(Can we empower all local councils to do
as Christianshavn and have citizen surveys
to make sure they actually represent the
whole area and not just themselves?
(Interactive interview with Christianshavn
local council)

MEASURES THAT FIT INTO
DIVERSE DAILY LIVES:
Consider to implement
participatory measures that ﬁt
into the daily lives of the
citizens: Are we allowing citizens
to participate at diﬀerent times
of day, diﬀerent time-intervals
and locations?

FLIPPING THE HIERACY:
Consider the hieracy and structure you plan
participation through. Could we do participatory
measures more on the citizens terms? Could we
ﬂip the hieracy and come to them instead of
them coming to us, to create short/long term poups of public areas of participation?

(Can citizens be involved
however and wherever they
want? (mobile ethno: The
citizens desire to participate is
challenged if it takes too much
time and resources from them
to join in. )

based on ("can create public arenas of
participation (Björgvinsson et al., 2010).

INVITATION AND ACCESS TO PARTICIPATION:
Are we encouraging and communicating to citizens to participate in the
early stages of planning? How are we providing them with the information
of urban renewal projects as early as possible? Which platforms/arenas can
we utilize, that the citizens are already interacting on and with?

ENCOURAGEMENT:
What is being done to motivate citizens to participate?
Who is accountable for driving the citizens inﬂuence
within the decision-making process, if anyone?
(cultural probes Gaining inﬂuence as an individual
seems hopeless and unapproachable, )

INCLUSION: Are the initiatives of
public engagement inclusive to all
citizens who will be aﬀected by its
outcome e.g., consider citizens who
might not be digitally native,
illiterate citizens, citizens with a
minimum of time to invest?
(based on CT reﬂection about the
language that needs to be used in
citizen proposals (borgerforslag.dk)
for it to be implemented on the
page).

ACTIVE LOCAL ACTORS:
Consider the people who will have
their daily lives around the area of
urban renewal. Are they empowered
by inclusion in informing, ideating and
deciding areas of the competition?
How can we empower the actual local
community -ethnicity, gender, age,
income etc.? (cultural probes:
”Folkelighed”, diversity and community
are traded in for the ﬁnancial assets of
private stakeholders)

can we utilize the power of
social media to engage people in
the decision making (to not only
have them negatively engage
through SoMe when they are
unhappy) (CT and interactive
interviews about preventing bad
press and including citiznes
concerns)

CITIZEN FEEDBACK LOOP:
Consider transparency as a key player for citizens
motivation and engagement. Are we being
transparent about how and why we are including the
citizens? Are we explaining when and how their inputs
have beneﬁtted and guided speciﬁc steps of the
project or outcomes?

POWERHOLDERS:
Through citizen proposals (borgerforslag) it
is possible for citizens to gather enough
signatures to demand the parliament to
take action. Thus, the powerholders in the
parliament have distributed some of their
power back to the citizens.
Consider the distribution of power. Is it an
equal distribution between private actors,
public actors and citizens? Which initiatives
could be utilised to make the distribution
more equal?
(inspired by CT citizen proposals only being
inspiration for parliament)

LOCATION:
One of the main factors for citizens not
participating in public engagement initiatives is
lack of time.
Does this initiative rely on citizens traveling to
a speciﬁc location at a speciﬁc time? Could
alternative platforms be utilised to create
more ﬂexibility for participation?

(Mobile ethno where citizens have an expectation that
the participations is 'fake' or for the wrong reasons)
WITH INSPIRATION FROM BLOOD DONER ETC.

(mobile ethno It is not always clear to the
citizens who or where they can seek
information about development projects.)

(mobile ethno: The motivation
for participation is highest if you
feel permanently or semipermanently rooted in the local
area. )

(How can we create awareness
for citizens about their own
agency and their own rights? (CT
that most citizens does not
know they can make proposals
to their local municipality))

(How can we let citizens know what urban renewal projects are planned
early on - before the project is fully planned and decided? (from cultural
probes Knowledge and information establish interest which can lead to
participation, if a barrier occurs in the ﬁrst step of the way, going through
the rest gets more unlikely thereby challenging the accessibility of
participation for the citizen.))

de her er næsten ens, men
kan goså være begge steder,
lad os lige se på hvordan det
bedst giver mening

CHANNELS:
Consider how you invite people to participate,
which channels are we reaching them through?
are these diﬀerent based on demographics?
Could we utilize the power of social media, local
gatherings, community drivers etc. to activate
and engage citizens?
(can we utilize the power of social media to
engage people in the decision making (to not
only have them negatively engage through SoMe
when they are unhappy) (CT and interactive
interviews about preventing bad press and

BUREAUCRACY 101:
Are we explaining the (invisible) processes of
bureaucratic processes to the citizens, to create
understanding on both sides?
(cultural probe: The bureaucracy makes it seem
hopeless for the common (hu)man to gain inﬂuence.
It is up to big, organized forces to take part in the
decision-making processes on behalf of the citizens. )

RESPECT: Citizens often have the
assumption that their participation is
irrelevant and that it has no aﬀect on
the decisions being made.
What are the motivations for public
engagement? Which plans are being
made for actions based on citizen
feedback, builds and wishes, if any?
(mobile ethno ) (cultural probes they
want to be more than just heard – they
want to feel respected and taken
serious in their ability to imagine the
development process not just an actor
who is superﬁcially heard but not
considered nor actively listen to.)

ALIGNMENT: If citizens become
disappointed or feel
misinformed during public
engagement, it is moste likely
that they will stop participating
all together.
Which eﬀorts are being made
to clearly communicate, roles,
stakes and responsibilities, to
the citizens to eliminate
disappointment?
(CT recommendation that if
citizens were disappointed
then they would not use it
again)

TYPES OF CAPITAL:
How are we bringing in perspectives from people at
diﬀerent income levels.
Are we understanding their hopes and dreams for the
city? Which capital are they bringing to the table,
that's not monetary capital?
(cultural probes: This continued development causes
the city to be a paradise for the wealthy with no place
for the common citizen )

BRINGNING DIFFERENT VOICES TOGETHER:
Consider agency of a broader spectrum of citizens
and the beneﬁts of having mixed perspectives.
Are we beneﬁtting from diverse voices and opinions
about the project? Could we create more accessible,
easy ways for citizens to voice their opinions, hear
others and join in?
(cultural probes Creating accessible, easy ways to
voice your opinion, hear others and join in. With time
being such an essential factor, establishing a range of
possibilities for participation that varies in time
allows for more agency of a broader spectrum of
citizens.)

FUTURE AND CURRENT VALUE
Consider the future reality the urban renewal
project could be placed in.
Are we including diﬀerent versions of future realities
to account for diverse perspectives? Which values
are our guideline? Are we supporting these or do we
have perspectives that are biased through money,
power or political cycles).

can we actively include future perspective to avoid
people feeling like money, power and political cycles
are the only reasons for decisions? (skal nok lige
omskrives lidt)
(interactive interview:
”It’s about news value to say participation - it
supports a political agenda, but there was no
foresight in how it is planned. Now they can point
and say that they made involvement as a political

MINIMISING CONFLICT:
Remember that citizens expect citizen participation to be conﬂict-ﬁlled.
Are we explaining how the participatory measures will take place, are we
creating spaces that activate all present citizens to participate(not just the
loudest), how are we prepared to handle the moments of conﬂict, that could
occur?

Consider the public opinion towards politics
and political actors.
Are we ensuring the public a seat at the table?
... not just a prestige project to be re-elected

How can urban renewal projects and citizen
participation become more important than
who is the mayor or other political actions that
may be taken due to the four year political
cycle (cultural probes The citizens do not
believe that the politicians are willing to set
aside their ego and risk being unpopular to
make decisions that are in the best interest of
the citizens and the complex problems the
society is facing + Politics seem to weigh higher
than resident and civic considerations in
decisions )

POLITICAL CYCLE: Urban renewal projects typically
span across several years, thus, they typically outlast
political cycles and change. However, the projects may
still be aﬀected by the political cycles.
Are decisions in the project made due to political
change? if yes who are they beneﬁting? is it within the
vision of the project? which side eﬀects should be
considered?

CO-CREATING AGENDAPOINTS:
Consider who decides the scope and planning. Are
we allowing citizens to help establish the agenda?
Are there speciﬁc areas where they could
contribute, that would bring transparency to the
process and show that public actors indeed want to
hear and act on their opinions?

(Mobile ethno where citizens have an expectation
that the participations is 'fake' or for the wrong
reasons)

REPRESENTATIVE: Citizens participating in public
engagement does not always represent the variety and
opinions of people living in a given area. Therefore, some
local councils make use of citizen surveys to backup their
proposals.
Which initiatives are making sure that the citizens voices
involved in a project represent the local demographics in
the area?
(mobile ethno about it not being the same voices who
always participate but they only represent themselves)

INCLUSIVE MEASURES:
Considering the available time of citizens, could
we use diverse ways to include citizens that go
beyond surveys? Could we do inclusive
measure that are short and fast and others
that are more in depth understand citizen
perspectives both those that are visible and
hidden?

Can the hierarchy be ﬂipped so
local citizens are more
important than political ﬁgures?
(cultural probes: Politicians no
longer focus on building long
term politics, but on short term
re-elections)

how can we showcase that the public actors
actually want participation? (cultural probes: To
citizens, hearings are the main synonym for
citizen involvement )

Can we develop a way for
citizens to participate that is on
their terms - in their time, place?
(inspired by mobile ethno being
highly ﬂexible for the
participants and insight that
participants do not have time
and therefore need to
prioratise)

How can we change the assumption that participation is not worth the
eﬀort? (mobile ethno: There is a preconceived expectation of citizen
involvement as a conﬂict-ﬁlled experience where disagreements create
division between the participating parties. )

can we mobilise citizens in ultra-local "hubs" to
strenghten motivation for municipal
participation?
(cultural probe: Establishing
participation possibilities on the
citizens terms and time
heightens motivation and
incentive to actively join in. )

(mobile ethno: The ultra-local is
a strong motivator for citizens'
participation in municipal
projects. )

based on ("can create public arenas of

INDIVIDUALITY:
Are we encouraging and enabling individual
citizen to actively participate in the ongoing
development? Which barriers might stand in
the way of them taking part? Could we remove
some of these barriers, to show that we are
interested in their perspectives and
involvement?

FLEXIBILITY:
Consider the time and place of participation.
Are we using ﬂexible ways of including
citizens? Are we enabling citizens to
participate in diﬀerent settings, ways and
timeframes?
Can we develop a way for citizens to
participate that is on their terms - in their
time, place? (inspired by mobile ethno being
highly ﬂexible for the participants and insight
that participants do not have time and
therefore need to prioratise)

de her er næsten ens,
LAD OS SNAKKE OM
HVOR DE HØRER
MEDST TIL

FLIPPING THE HIERACY:
Consider the hieracy and structure you plan to
do participation through. Could we do
participatory measures more on the citizens
terms? Could we ﬂip the hieracy and come to
them instead of them coming to us, to create
short/long term po-ups of public areas of
participation?

based on ("can create public arenas of
participation (

MOBILISATION AND USE:
Consider the people who are currently using
the public space and those who might do so in
the future. Can we ﬁnd ways to mobilise them
in small "hubs" to imagine shared futures
about the space to strenghten continued
motivation for participation?

How do we make it worth while for individual
citizens to participate? (cultural probe: The
bureaucracy makes it seem hopeless for the

How can we change the
assumption that participation is
not worth the eﬀort? (mobile
ethno: There is a preconceived
expectation of citizen
involvement as a conﬂict-ﬁlled
experience where
disagreements create division
between the participating
parties. )

can we utilize the power of
social media to engage people in
the decision making (to not only
have them negatively engage
through SoMe when they are
unhappy) (CT and interactive
interviews about preventing bad
press and including citiznes
concerns)

Pointer der
allerede er med

can we mobilise citizens in ultralocal "hubs" to strenghten
motivation for municipal
participation?
based on ("can create public
arenas of participation
(Björgvinsson et al., 2010).

How can we create awareness
for citizens about their own
agency and their own rights? (CT
that most citizens does not
know they can make proposals
to their local municipality)

How do we make it worth while
for individual citizens to
participate? (cultural probe: The
bureaucracy makes it seem
hopeless for the common
people to gain inﬂuence. It is up
to big and organised forces to
take part in the decision-making
processes on behalf of the
citizens. )

can we communicate the
restrictions, limitations due to the
bureascratic process in a simple way
that creates understanding rather
than frustration? (bureacracy
comments from mobile ethno and
cultural probes)

can and should we work on
motivating people who are not
permanent residents in the
development of the city? (mobile
ethno insight)

How can we create awareness
for citizens about their own
agency and their own rights? (CT
that most citizens does not
know they can make proposals
to their local municipality)

CAPITAL: Does those with capital investments
have more power in the decision-making
process than others? Consider the distribution
of power between public and private actors.
Who will beneﬁt from the decisions being
made? How are citizens being represented in
these decisions?
(cultural probes This is largely due to the
notion that capital is the biggest driver in
decision-making processes. In that way citizens
are prone to see capital as a contradictory
interest, to the ones living in the city. )

BUILT ENVIRONMENT: What
aspects of the physical
environment could be designed or
altered that would inﬂuence
behaviour to reach the goals?

Governments future lab
provocations

LAW AND POLICY: What laws and
regulations will strengthen the
architecture of the process so that
it supports citizens?
NATIONALISTIC: Does it primarily
focus on the national context or
include an international view?
What or who are excluded?

TERRITORY: Delineate the territory
or territories that are subject to
your governing system and who it
would include.
UNDEMOCRATIC: How is this
democratic, if at all? Are decisions
being made by relevant people or
by a few ‘powerful’ players?

COMMONS: Which forms of
participation or engagement
would support the values and
desired goals?

COSMOLOGY: Think about your
beliefs about the nature of reality
and express these beliefs as
clearly and concisely as you can.

UNJUST: Who can participate in
the decision-making processes?
Whose voices are heard and who
are included to engage? Who
cannot be included e.g., future
generations, other living
creatures, nature and others not

UN-FUTURISTIC: Does it contain
‘present-bias’ where decisions are
made for the now rather than for
the future? Are incentives being
made that are short-term rather

METRICS FOR SUCCESS: Provide a
measurement tool or explicit
guidelines for measurement to
determine how successfully or
unsuccessfully your values are

TECHNOLOGY: What technologies
can be employed to improve
governance, participation, or
decision-making processes?

POLITICAL SUBJECT: Think about
and decide on a political subject(s)
that provides the most
appropriate level of governance to
achieve your desired values and

VALUES: Clearly state the values
that will guide the way governing
processes and institutions are
created. Don’t try to solve the
tensions between values at this

VIOLENT: Does anyone or
anything exploit power and
thereby harm someone or
something else?

BUREAUCRATIC: Bureaucracies
were developed to eliminate
politics and general bias on the
administration of governments in
the aim to be neutral. Is this
project striving to be neutral?
What is the level of complexity

SLOW: Can the government keep
up with social or technological
changes on e.g., legal legislations?

CULTURAL NORMS: What medium
could be used to inﬂuence the
cultural norms of society to
promote a chosen value
structure?

PATRIARCHAL: How is the gender
equality in this context? Consider
if the context is inclusive or expert
driven e.g., decision making
processes.

MARKETS: Which oﬀerings and
experiences inspired from
diﬀerent markets, could be
introduced to engage citizens?

HUMAN NATURE: Provide a
logical, compelling, theory- and
evidence-based explanation of
human behaviour and decisionmaking, or an argument for why
there is no “human nature.”

FIGURE 57 DEVELOPMENT OF CONSIDERATIONS AND PROVOCATIONS IN A STRUCTURED FRAMEWORK
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4.3.3 FRAMEWORK SCOPE

To ensure the viability of the framework,
scoping was critical to ensure the reasoning,
the potential it opens up and the value
it creates for the public actors in the
municipalities, as well as the citizens and
future citizens, by incorporating measures
to bring these to the forefront in decision-

making processes in the context of urban
renewal projects. To do so, a scoping exercise
was conducted by posing and answering
questions related to the framework such as
who it is for, what it is, why should you use
it, when can you use it, how does it work.

This exercise was conducted early on when
scoping the framework but also updated
throughout the development. The final
version was later incorporated into the
final framework, which can be found as the
product report in the appendix.

Mapping success
Who

The framework is for
municipal actors working
on public urban renewal
projects

Why

What

A framework to empower municipal
actors to consider and make conscious
choices of when and how to include
public engagement in their projects.
Moreover, the framework includes
provocations and considerations from
the ﬁeld of foresight to empower better
decision-making processes.

To challenge assumptions and
decisions made based on
conﬁrmation-bias.

How

The framework is build up of a generic
timeline of public urban renewal projects,
within each step there are a list of
considerations and provocations for the
municipal actor to make decision upon.

What not

Where

When

The toolkit does not oﬀer
any answers, but food
for though in the
decision-making
processes.

In municipalities in
Copenhagen, potentially
in all of Denmark.

In all stages of the
decision-making within
public urban renewal
projects.

Why foresight

Why public engagement

Goal for us when creating the toolkit

Goal for the toolkit - aspiration

The tools and methods of foresight can be utilised to
create visions of desired futures to ultimately plan and
make decisions that represent steps in the direction
towards the future vision.
These capabilities can be seen as highly relevant in the
context of urban renewal projects since these projects
are seen as investments that will last far into the future.

Including public engagement in the decision
processes of public urban renewal projects has the
potential to result in better outcomes, when each
actor is empowered to act upon their knowledge and
visions.

To empower others to utilise the insights and knowledge
obtained throughout this project.

For the framework to be used and seen as a valuable asset
for municipal actors when navigating the complexity of
public urban renewal projects.

FIGURE 58 MAPPING SUCCESS FOR THE FRAMEWORK
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4.3.4 SELECTION OF TWO STEPS
TO DEVELOP EXAMPLES OF

It was decided to make two examples of how
the framework could be utilised on specific
steps within urban renewal projects. This
was decided to both enhance the usability
of the framework by providing inspiring
examples but also to test if the questions
indeed would provoke new thinking.
The two examples were naturally selected
from the four areas defined as having the

The open idea competition

workshop with
citizens to initiate
the idea
generation based
on participatory
future methods

citizens as
part of the
decision
panel(jury)

a forum for
participants to
collaborate
whilst creating
their proposal

open idea competition is
highly inclusive also based
on what we have observed
from mobile ethno. So the
question is more to include
more citizen partcipation
and future aspects into the
the planning of this step.

future citizen
representatives
in the jury

citizens
incorporated
into the jury

1. have an idea
competition open for
all but with speciﬁc
criteria formulated in
the brief (to
incorporate the vision
of the future )

main challenges in
urban development
based on
(fremskrivninger)
e.g. increasing
urbanisation, more
elderly etc.

separate
competitions
for
professionals
and citizens

2. selection of 10
ideas that are of a
good quality and
represent diverse
aspects (who should
select these??)

3. the 10 idea teams
are invited to a session
where they can
develop their ideas
further. involves
foresight methods and
aspects.

pop-up ideation in
the city based
again on foresight
prinicples to invite
for future proof
ideation

most opportunities for public engagement,
defined in the potential grid.
Each of the four steps were brainstormed
upon to open up for new thinking on possible
alternatives, builds or changes to the
current structure. In regard to the selection
of the four areas, each step was considered
as an individual step, however upon further
exploration it became apparent that the

The process of creating a local
plan
signal sharing
in the idea
competition to
make it more
future proof.

4. maybe 2 winners
are selected and
these will be invited
to participate in the
decision-making
process of the actual
project

include
citizens
into the
process

make the process
more transparent
and easier to
understand for
people outside
the municipality

selecting a few
citizen
representatives who
are included into the
process of creating a
new local plan

incorporate
participatory
aspects e.g.,
workshops into
the process. not
just hearings

steps could not be considered as individual
steps in a vacuum, actions both prior and
post should be included.
Thus, the names for the four steps were
reconsidered to reflect the opportunity
spaces identified within. This was also
done to introduce more generic opportunity
spaces that may be relevant to urban public
renewal projects in general.

The architectural masterplan
competition

When the buildings are
ﬁnished
including
citizens in the
use of the
buildings

citizen surveys to deﬁne
the key pain points for the
locals, e.g., height of the
buildings, kinds of
stores/shops etc. to
integrate it into the local
plan

citizens
in the
jury

having criteria
based on
future and
citizen
needs(wants)

including future
demographics/
future
generations into
the jury

incorporating
criteria for the
masterplan based
on local needs and
pains. maybe from
citizen survey

have ongoing experiments
or events where the people
using the space can have a
say in their desires and
needs and possible
changes for the location

workshop with
citizens to
determine the use
of the buildings
based on
participatory future
methods

create local
motivation to use
the space and
create communities
by allowing them to
have a say in new
initiatives

brug investigate step kort
som reﬂektions og ideværktøjer til at få
fremtidsperspektiver ind i
tankerne om hvad
bugningerne skal bruges til
efter de står færdige.

have speciﬁc areas or
rooms for activities that will
change dependant on need
wishes from locals. e.g.
have a vote every 2 year on
what the room should be
used for a shop, a
hackerlab, a public service
of local herritage etc.

4. maybe all ideas will be
presented and all
participants will be invited
to become a 'jury' that will
have a say in the actual
decision-making process of
the project.

ret i reglerne for
idekonkurrence for at
få fremtidsperspektiver
ind. Inviter fx de bedste
10 ind til workshop
med foresight - hvor de
videreudvikler ideerne.

FIGURE 59 BRAINSTORM ON POTENTIALS FOR THE 4 STEPS
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4.3.4.1 POTENTIALS AND BARRIERS
The updated names and initial potential
and barriers identified can be seen in figure
61. The step of the open idea competition
and the step of when the building are
finished offered the most potential and
least barriers, and were thereby selected to
produce examples of.

Barriers

Potentials

The open idea
competition

The process of creating
a new local plan

The architectural masterplan
competition

When the buildings are
finished

The idea competition, and the way it was
performed in the Paper Island project, was
perceived as a great success. The actors
interviewed in the interactive interviews
had expressed a will to utilise open idea
competitions in upcoming projects. The idea
competition could thereby serve as a platform
with potential to be moulded to incorporate
more public engagement and foresight.
Thus, this step could, through an update of the
idea competition as a method, reach a higher
level of foresight and public engagement, which
in time could offer great value to a broad range
of urban renewal projects.

Establishing or updating a local plan is taking
place throughout all municipalities. It is a
bureaucratic process with specific steps and
procedures, which if updated has a great
potential to incorporate both more public
engagement and future perspectives.

The architectural masterplan competition is
oftentimes used for urban renewal projects, as
such, it offers great potential to open up for the
public to gain higher stakes and for the process to
become more transparent.

Several citizens interviewed in both the
mobile ethnography, probe interviews and the
interactive interviews have identified the time
after the buildings are done as an obvious gap of
potential. Up to this point, all decisions have been
made on what the buildings and areas should
look like, however, as soon as the construction
is finished people move in and start to use or
misuse it. Thus, the culture and way people make
use of an area after the buildings and areas are
done offers great potential. Such potential could
be utilised through inclusive citizen forums or
more explorative design processes.

To incorporate the new suggestions and
modifications of the idea competition, actors
within governmental institutions would need
to buy into the premise and to make actual use
of the suggestions. Such actors were already
aware of this project and had shared interest in
the outcome.

To update such a complex process, internal
actors with mandate for change would be
needed, both to drive the change but also to
present the procedures as they currently were.
For the scope of this project, none of the above
were included. Moreover, the included actors
and citizens would need a clear understanding
of the bureaucratic processes to understand
the demands, time, and structures they would
need to engage in to take part in this step. In
addition, it would take a vast amount of time
and effort to achieve such a project.

The owner of the architectural masterplan
competition was, in this project and many others,
private developers; thus, they do not necessarily
have an interest in incorporating more public
engagement nor foresight. In cases where the
developers are governmental actors, it could be
interesting to incorporate public engagement and
foresight aspects into the competition criteria,
however, this should lie before the competition
itself. Thereby, the potential may be perceived as
out of scope for this project.

The owners of the area or buildings, be that
public or private, would need to buy into the idea
of exploration to improve the cultural use of the
area. To implement any change time, capital and
efforts will be needed. Thus, the scope of this
project may merely offer parts of this due to the
short timeframe.

FIGURE 60 POTENTIALS AND BARRIERS FOR OPPORTUNITY STEPS
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4.3.5 CONSIDER THE MECHANISMS FROM THE DESIGN STEP
COMMONS Which forms of participation or
engagement would support the values and
desired goals?
•

It is assumed that the framework will offer
substantial support in enabling municipal
actors to challenge their own biases and
their usual way of working. However, this
has been based on the communications
with the municipal actors throughout this
project, and not by directly asking them,
which would be needed. By asking the
municipal actors it would also be possible to
get feedback on which formats they would
prefer and if there are specific barriers.
The framework would be a stand-alone
asset, without any other support, the value
proposed will be dependent on the municipal
actor themselves actively using the asset.
However, the value it proposes to all actors
will be provided through a value map.

MARKETS Which offerings and experiences,
inspired from different markets, could be
introduced to engage citizens?
•

Different formats have been investigated
before choosing to develop a questionbased framework. The other formats such

as games, design frameworks and foresight
methods were considered to specific and
locked in the format. The assumption, still to
be confirmed by the municipal actors, was
that the framework would need to inspire,
provoke and open up for new thinking and
not deliver any answers or set ways of
doing things. The openminded format of the
Governance Futures Lab had proved highly
flexible and thought provoking throughout
the design project and was therefore a great
inspiration.
LAW AND POLICY What laws and regulations
will strengthen the architecture of the process
so that it supports citizens?
•

This would be for public actors to answer
since they have a stronger take on the
legislation and regulations to abide by or
utilise in this context.

TECHNOLOGY What technologies can be
employed to improve governance, participation,
or decision-making processes?
•

The first iteration of the framework would be
produced as a digital file that could be used
digitally or printed out by municipal actors.

Technologies and other channels may be
utilised for this framework, unfortunately,
that was outside the scope of this master’s
thesis.
BUILT ENVIRONMENT What aspects of the
physical environment could be designed or alter
that would influence behaviour to reach the
goals?
•

An initial iteration of the structure and
layout of the framework would be produced,
however more iterations would be beneficial
but again not possible due to the limited
time of this project.

CULTURAL NORMS What medium could be used
to influence the cultural norms of society to
promote chosen value structure?
•

The norms and ways of working of the
municipal actors, who are the end users
of this framework, were taken into
consideration when developing the format
of the framework. As mentioned above, it
was considered highly important to develop
a flexible and easy framework which
eliminated as many barriers as possible for
the municipal actor.
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4.4 DELIVER & PROTOTYPE
4.4.1 FEEDBACK SESSIONS ON
THE FRAMEWORK FORMAT
4.4.1.1 FEEDBACK INTERVIEWS
WITH MUNICIPAL ACTORS

Four individual interviews were conducted
with different municipal actors, who had
shared great interest in the project during
the interactive interviews. It was decided to
conduct interviews with these four actors
as they represented the potential end
users of the framework of provocations,
considerations, and recommendations
which this project strived to produce.
The interviews were planned and executed
as an open conversation, where the vision
and plan for the framework was presented.
This was done to obtain knowledge on how
the actors would like the structure of the
framework to be, including considerations
on how they could see themselves use the
framework and which barriers of use there
would be. The vision of combining service
design, foresight, and public engagement

within public urban renewal projects was
also presented to provide the context and
for the actors to give their initial views on
the relevance of these fields and how it
Barriers
Potentials

format

foresight

B&H

would be presented and utilised to provide
the most value for them as users of the
framework.

use

public
engagement

TMF

KF-P

-Hire in consultants to
facilitate meetings w
citizens and workshops
– an external is more
neutral and better at
addressing diﬀerent
actors

Ofthen the citizen
perspective lands w.
the communication
department and the
work group who are
in charge of the
overall project

we have done we
brought buzzwords
and sentences from
the citizens into our
work e.g.” build
more in wood, not
in stone.”

Many
stakeholders
makes it diﬃcult:
there are a lot of
people and lots of
opinions

-There are lots of aspects
as a planner. How do you
accommodate and handle
the future; Theres always a
development we have to
relate to. why and which
trends etc. How can you as
a municipality act on this in
the individual case?

-helps ask the
unpleasant
questions. Good
to have some that
provoke and
really question.

work with: -A
project leader
Crossdisciplina
ry workgroups

but they(the
processes) change
dependent on the
cities inhabitants

-We negotiate the
process of
inclusion: 2 or 3
times of inclusion
or should one be
a coﬀeemeeting?

-To address it to the
diﬀerent actors: us, but
also the architectural
companies like COBE, it’s
interesting and important
for them to also
understand and relate to
the local and the future.

-To make is
easy to
implement, so
it’s actionable
to implement

-it should be ﬂexible, not
too much of a template,
then it becomes a machine
(not how the reality of
decision-making in urban
renewal projects work).

-To question where
does the planner get
their knowledge from?
How do you search for
knowledge about the
local environment?

-Bring in diﬀerent
perspectives and
challenge blind
spots and angles

The visionary and
professional is a must – to
dare to embrace today and
be visionary about the
future. Also about wht you
write into the idea
competition program ->
should embrace the good
life.

There’s a lot of
legislation that
makes it challenging
to do public
engagement
initiatives

Not everyone
understands what
happens backstage
(in relation to
transparency for
citizens)

-It’s exciting I’d
like to test out
something
new.

-Usually the population
we talk to is not that
diverse, unfortunately.
I’d like to work with
“nabourhood groups”

-As planners we
need to get better
at understanding
the local areas
and local citizens

-Diﬃcult: have
already tried the
format of
“playingcards”
with the
developers

-The future setup is
quite interesting:
here there might be
ways to bring more
ﬂexibility into the
city.

Idea competition:
great way to get
indications of the
wants of citizens.
But have to be
professional in it

Interested in
understanding
how to bring it
further with
the future

-The
process
gets longer

-Not having
it be part of
“the
backbone”

-There are diﬀerent
levels in city planning:
local committees, could
be a great way to test it
out – it’s diﬃcult to do
in the local plan.

-Diﬃcult if it’s one
person who should
represent the citizens.
But deﬁnitely doable as
one of the hats to put
on. It’s important.

-Is it used to
ligitimise the
opinions we already
have or is it done to
actually bring the
citizens into the
process?

- It’s quite
interesting but
also diﬃcult, since
we get so close to
people and their
needs.

-It’s diﬃcult to imagine
in a localplanprocess.
The developers have
speciﬁc demands and
the municipality has
speciﬁc frames that are
based in legislation.

-We miss
knowledge about
trends and the
future as a
municipality!
-

KF-M

-Often a lot of
projects
running at the
same time

-A frame you can
look at for each
project or each
morning (a new
hat to put on)

-Being
aware of the
intention
and purpose

help us
answer:the core
messages we
want to deliver.
(communicationst
rategies)

-There are some
steps that you
need to go
through that can’t
be touched or
altered.

-What we try to do
is to bring the real
world and the
thought up or
ideal world to
connect.

-The problem is that
some things are
improper but has to
be done. So how
schizophrenic can
we be, it’s diﬃcult to
accommodate both.

-Early inclusion: we
can’t not do an initial
report, but could we do
something before? It’s
an art to be innovative
in such set processes.

-Like onboarding: a project
wit 90 actors, where
onboarding didn’t happen
well and you feel people
are pulling in diﬀerent
directions -> this could
possibly help create the
same preconception of the
project.

-It’s
idealistic
and
objective

Diverse agendas with
multiple actors:
There Are diﬀerent people
with diﬀerent agendas.
Politicians, fondmanagers
who have strong agendas
in ﬁxed directions.

Good to have a
frame or
foundation for
what to consider.
Putting on
diﬀerent glasses

-Make sure the
frames are
understandable.
What’s up for
negotiation and
what’s not.

-Time and
laziness are
the main
barriers

Good format to
inspire and use
those that are
applicable and
discard those that
are not

-Being able to ﬁt it into
those prioritized places
where they make more
sence. There are a
certain production that
we need to prioritize.

-It’s always good to
have discussions
and if there are no
other to discuss with
then it’s great that
tere are cards.

-To strategise: since
politicians are
changed and there
are then others who
are liable and
obligated to this.

-“Alle decisions
belong to a
political and
ﬁnancial
space”

-To be
provoked and
shaken out of
ﬁxed ideas

-It’s good with
some creative
constraints for
those unique
projects that just
have to play well!

There are some
institutional
representatives who are
biased. Therefore we have
to make sure to represent
the citizens generally or at
least the broader
population

It’s hard to give
privileged access
into some locked
processes (on the
winners in the loop
after idea
competition)

-To challenge thos
who are very
uniwiling to change
perspective. To say
“For the purpose of
the exercise, what if
you had tis opinion”

-Doctrines
one can
work with

-Should be
easy to
implement

-Should be easily
accessible and fast
to do. (e.g. 10 ideas
a minute, 5
megatrends to think
into the ideas..)

-Who does it relate
to? Diﬃcult if it’s too
generic, it’s quite
hard to homogenize
the processes, they
are not alike.

-One really
needs to
understand the
framing to post
provocations.

-We hang on to the
argument “the
copenhageners asked for
this” in the discussions with
other actors. When the
going get’s tough.
We are often the
watchdogs of “citizen
interests”

-Context and
mandate is
quite
important

-Should be easily
accessible and fast
to do. (e.g. 10 ideas
a minute, 5
megatrends to think
into the ideas..)

FIGURE 61 FEEDBACK SESSION INSIGHTS
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To gain key insights into the different themes
covered in the feedback session, the replies
from the different actors were collected
based on their connection to; the use of the
framework, the format of the framework, the
foresight elements and public engagement
elements. Service design was not covered
as a cluster on its own due to it being spread

across the entire framework, the format of
a framework was considered a facilitation
method to empower the end users to think
for themselves, which was considered a
core service design capability. Moreover,
indications to represent the replies related
to a barrier or a potential were made with
circles in different colours. The data was

then clustered to uncover the key insights
into potentials and barriers for each theme.
The feedback and builds provided by the
municipal actors were further clustered into
the sections seen in figure 63. These were
also used as guidelines in the development
of the framework itself.

Clustering Use

Format
Potentials

opens up to new
knowledge streams
-To question where
does the planner get
their knowledge from?
How do you search for
knowledge about the
local environment?

-Bring in diﬀerent
perspectives and
challenge blind
spots and angles

-It’s exciting I’d
like to test out
something
new.

Potentials
challenges the
comfortable/easy choice
-helps ask the
unpleasant
questions. Good
to have some that
provoke and
really question.

-To challenge thos
who are very
uniwiling to change
perspective. To say
“For the purpose of
the exercise, what if
you had tis opinion”

it's objective, and
awareness focused

applicable for variety of
actors in group or solo
-To address it to the
diﬀerent actors: us, but
also the architectural
companies like COBE, it’s
interesting and important
for them to also
understand and relate to
the local and the future.

-It’s always good to
have discussions
and if there are no
other to discuss with
then it’s great that
tere are cards.

-Doctrines
one can
work with

-There are diﬀerent
levels in city planning:
local committees, could
be a great way to test it
out – it’s diﬃcult to do
in the local plan.

create shared
preconception
-Like onboarding: a project
wit 90 actors, where
onboarding didn’t happen
well and you feel people
are pulling in diﬀerent
directions -> this could
possibly help create the
same preconception of the
project.

Real world vs ideas
-What we try to do
is to bring the real
world and the
thought up or
ideal world to
connect.

-It’s
idealistic
and
objective

-Time and
laziness are
the main
barriers

-Often a lot of
projects
running at the
same time

help strategise

help strategise

help us
answer:the core
messages we
want to deliver.
(communicationst
rategies)

-A frame you can
look at for each
project or each
morning (a new
hat to put on)

The visionary and
professional is a must – to
dare to embrace today and
be visionary about the
future. Also about wht you
write into the idea
competition program ->
should embrace the good
life.

bringing in new
perspectives

a format that seems to
allow for ﬂexibility
Good format to
inspire and use
those that are
applicable and
discard those that
are not

-The problem is that
some things are
improper but has to
be done. So how
schizophrenic can
we be, it’s diﬃcult to
accommodate both.

-There are some
steps that you
need to go
through that can’t
be touched or
altered.

who does it apply to,
wheres the ownership?
work with: -A
project leader
Crossdisciplina
ry workgroups

Ofthen the citizen
perspective lands w.
the communication
department and the
work group who are
in charge of the
overall project

-We miss
knowledge about
trends and the
future as a
municipality!
-

-To make is

-Should be
easy to
implement

legislation leaves little
wiggle room

-Being able to ﬁt it into
those prioritized places
where they make more
sence. There are a
certain production that
we need to prioritize.

ﬂexability: processes are
not alike all the time

Diverse agendas with
multiple actors:
There Are diﬀerent people
with diﬀerent agendas.
Politicians, fondmanagers
who have strong agendas
in ﬁxed directions.

-Context and
mandate is
quite
important

-Not having
it be part of
“the
backbone”

-Diﬃcult if it’s one
person who should
represent the citizens.
But deﬁnitely doable as
one of the hats to put
on. It’s important.

-Who does it relate
to? Diﬃcult if it’s too
generic, it’s quite
hard to homogenize
the processes, they
are not alike.

create understanding and
challenge ﬁxed ideas
Interested in
understanding -To be
provoked and
how to bring it
further with shaken out of
the future ﬁxed ideas

ensure a thoughtful
process
-It’s good with
some creative
constraints for
those unique
projects that just
have to play well!

-It’s diﬃcult to imagine
in a localplanprocess.
The developers have
speciﬁc demands and
the municipality has
speciﬁc frames that are
based in legislation.

-it should be ﬂexible, not
too much of a template,
then it becomes a machine
(not how the reality of
decision-making in urban
renewal projects work).

clearly deﬁne the value
-Being
aware of the
intention
and purpose

question our
understanding of the local

get indications of needs
and motivations early
-Early inclusion: we
can not do an initial
report, but could we
do something
before? It’s an art to
be innovative in
such set processes.

-Usually the population
we talk to is not that
diverse, unfortunately.
I’d like to work with
“nabourhood groups”

Idea competition:
great way to get
indications of the
wants of citizens.
But have to be
professional in it

-As planners we
need to get better
at understanding
the local areas
and local citizens

more ﬂexability

-The future setup is
quite interesting:
here there might be
ways to bring more
ﬂexibility into the
city.

Barriers

costumisation to
speciﬁc steps

easy to
-Diﬃcult: have
already tried
the
implement,
so
format
ofactionable
it’s
“playingcards”
to implement
with the
developers

time to learn to apply it

-There are lots of aspects
as a planner. How do you
accommodate and handle
the future; Theres always a
development we have to
relate to. why and which
trends etc. How can you as
a municipality act on this in
the individual case?

Potentials

open up for broader
inclusion

Barriers

should be easy and not
too complex to use

but they(the
processes) change
dependent on the
cities population

many actors with many
agendas

-To strategise: since
politicians are
changed and there
are then others who
are liable and
obligated to this.

understanding signals
and trends

Good to have a
frame or
foundation for
what to consider.
Putting on
diﬀerent glasses

-Should be easily
accessible and fast
to do. (e.g. 10 ideas
a minute, 5
megatrends to think
into the ideas..)

Barriers
some things aren't up
for change

Public Engagement

Potentials

using it as a guide

Barriers

mulitipe projects,
limited time and eﬀort

Foresight

diﬃcult due to here and
now needs of citizens

- It’s quite
interesting but
also diﬃcult, since
we get so close to
people and their
needs.

to work hands on the
focus has to be sharp

-One really
needs to
understand the
framing to post
provocations.

frame what is
negitiable and what is
not
-Make sure the
frames are
understandable.
What’s up for
negotiation and
what’s not.

legislations leaves little
wiggle room

will it be misused to argue and
justify the political wants?

There’s a lot of
legislation that
makes it challenging
to do public
engagement
initiatives

-Is it used to
ligitimise the
opinions we already
have or is it done to
actually bring the
citizens into the
process?

political and ﬁnancial
spaces matter

-“Alle decisions
belong to a
political and
ﬁnancial
space”

many actors with many
agendas and biases
There are some
institutional
representatives who are
biased. Therefore we have
to make sure to represent
the citizens generally or at
least the broader
population

Many
stakeholders
makes it diﬃcult:
there are a lot of
people and lots of
opinions

not all parts are or should be
open to citizens
It’s hard to give
privileged access
into some locked
processes (on the
winners in the loop
after idea
competition)

Not everyone
understands what
happens backstage
(in relation to
transparency for
citizens)

time concern
-The
process
gets longer

FIGURE 62 WORKING PROGRESS ON THE FEEDBACK INTERVIEW CLUSTERS
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4.4.1.2 KEY INSIGHTS
Considerations on the format
of the framework

Considerations on the elements of
foresight in the framework

Considerations on the public
engagement in the framework

The municipal actors see potentials in the use of the
framework specifically in its ability to challenge the
comfortable, easy choices that become part of the
routine. To help aske the uncomfortable questions
and challenge not only themselves, but those in
the workgroup. They point to the potential it has
to open new streams of knowledge by addressing
different perspectives and angles on decisionmaking processes in the urban renewal context.
They find value in the way, it allows for individual
use and use in group settings, where it can help
align project focus and efforts and create a shared
preconception.

The main potential the municipal actors point
to regarding the format is how it opens up for
flexibility in the use. That it is possible to browse
through them and choose those which are of most
importance or concern to the specific case, thereby
using it as a guide to help strategize what to
deliver while bringing to light new perspectives to
consider and create the foundation of the decisions
based on.

The municipal actor’s curiosity arose when foresight
was mentioned. They saw a great potential in the
implementation of trends, drivers, and signals in their
work, however it is the way to approach it which matters.
They believed it would be valuable to bring foresight in
as a strategic tool, to challenge e.g., the political pull
to ensure long term focus and vision. Furthermore,
they found it to be an accessible way to be shaken out
of preconceived and fixed ideas to use it as creative
constraints with room for flexibility.

The municipal actors point to the main potential
concerning public engagement to be the way it could
bring indications of the needs and motivations of
citizens into the process early on. That it challenges
them to question their understanding of the locals
and local community in a way that they might not
have done otherwise or in such detail. Thereby also
opening the process to include a broader spectrum
of citizen perspectives since those who are included
cannot always be said to be representative of the
broader population.

The main concerns of the municipal actors in the
use of the framework points to the limited time and
effort they have in their workday and workstreams
to implement new ways that they need to learn
to use and implement properly. Moreover, the
number of actors involved in these processes mean
that many people need to be aligned so if no one
poses the mandate to implement it, it might prove
challenging for it to bring any actual change.

The main concern of the actors was that the
framework might be too complex for them to apply
relatively easy in their process. Their processes
are not alike, even though some steps in them are
quite set. Therefore, a barrier for the format of the
framework is its flexibility, fast readability of it and
understanding of the intention and purpose of each
of the parts in the framework.

The municipal actors point to legislation as a key barrier.
It leaves little room to operate within since there are a
lot of specific frames and regulations to navigate in.
Moreover, they pointed to the citizens present bias as a
key barrier.

The main barrier they point to is the fact that not
all parts of the decision-making processes are or
should be open to the public, that citizens couldn’t
and shouldn’t navigate in the legislation and the
complex structure of the municipal system in that
way. However, the frames of how, why, and when
they are able to be included should be clearly
communicated to them. Moreover, the municipal
actors’ pointed to the complex interconnection of
actors in urban renewal projects to be a key barrier
to open up to public engagement since there are a
lot of specific agendas and biases at play. Therefore,
a concern about using public engagement to justify
political or specific actor agendas in the name of the
citizens arose.

Barriers

Potentials

Considerations on the use of
the framework

FIGURE 63 FEEDBACK INTERVIEW CLUSTERS
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4.4.2 VALUE MAPPING
In the feedback sessions, the barriers
and potentials were highlighted by the
four actors participating, which led to the
continued development of the framework.
Moreover, it validated and strengthened the
proposed value of the framework. Allowing
the feedback session to bring the municipal
actors motivations of use to the forefront
while providing deeper insights into the
value a framework like this has the potential
to bring not only to these actors, but the
network of actors involved and affected by
decision-making processes within urban
renewal processes. Based on the key
insights into the barriers and potentials of
the use and format of the framework, not
to mention the elements of foresight and
public engagement, a value proposition was
developed to bring the framework closer to
the everyday of decision-making process in
urban renewal and bridging the gap between
idea and action.
Obtaining insights into the value it creates
for the citizens was proposed by comparing
the insights of the mobile ethnography and

the probes to understand their motivation
and the barriers they highlight with the
framework. Doing so revealed the main
value propositions from a current citizen
perspective. To investigate the proposed
value on an institutional level for the
municipality, questions from the framework
to evaluate participatory futures (Ramos,
2019) were used to investigate the
proposed value on the institutional level and
clarifying the impact, moreover reflections
from the feedback sessions with municipal
actors were integrated to differentiate the
municipal actor’s value vs the value of the
municipality as an institution.
To map out the proposed value of the
professional actors within urban renewal
projects e.g., architectural firms, developers,
and entrepreneurial companies, insights
from the feedback sessions were used. Since
actors representing these interests did not
respond to the invitation to participate, the
value proposed was based on information
supported by the other actors involved in
these complex decision-making processes

who have second-hand, and likely biased
knowledge of the motivation and desires
of these actors. We acknowledge that
the collection of these diverse actors into
one actor network in the value map does
not represent the varying values these
actors might find by using this framework,
however, due to the limited insight into
their perspectives in urban renewal projects
and for the purpose of creating as few
unfounded speculations as possible, these
actors are collected into the actor network
of “Professional actors within urban renewal
projects”. With public engagement being a
key concept in the framework, the citizens,
municipal actors, professional actors within
urban renewal projects and the municipality
as an institution are key actors to include in
the value map. Since foresight is the other
key element of the framework, society and
planet, the municipality as an institution
and future citizens are included to propose
the value of foresight on an individual,
institutional and societal level.
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4.4.3 TEST OF THE
FRAMEWORK ON STEP:
THE IDEA COMPETITION
4.4.3.1 SERVICE BLUEPRINT OF STEP:
THE IDEA COMPETITION

To get an overview of the opportunity
areas and pain points within the open
idea competition, it was decided to utilise
the service design method of blueprinting
(Shostack, 1982). For the sake of making
suggestions for change relevant to other
public urban renewal projects, the whole
process of the open idea competition
was mapped out, including before, during
and after. The blueprint method made it
possible to map out key actors involved, the
communication channels and when citizens
were involved through touchpoints. The idea
competition was mapped out across several
steps in the timeline; thus, it was placed on
several of the levels of participation. Based
on the blueprint, it was beneficial to revisit
the levels of participation, to mark each stage
of the blueprint on a level. It was assumed

that this exercise would enable reflections
about the potential of the framework and
how much the public engagement could be
improved in this specific stage. As seen in
figure 65 each touchpoint with citizens has
been identified on a level of participation.
Most of the touchpoints within the open
idea competition are within the levels of
consultation and consulting or informing
and informal. The touchpoint where citizens
submit their proposals was defined as
the level of plantation and involvement.
Lastly, the lack of a touchpoint after the
winner’s ceremony was marked as the
level for manipulation and therapy due
to the winners being entirely excluded at
this point. The chosen levels may appear
harsh, however, each selection was based
on a thorough discussion, where details

from the interactive interviews were taken
into considerations. There may have been
more citizen involvement than identified
here, however, these decisions can only be
made based on the research and accounts
available. As an example of this, it has not
been possible to find any written materials
from the scoping for the workshop, thus
this step is presented and measured solely
on the personal records of actors in the
interactive interviews. Moreover, the service
blueprint does not account for the internal
structure and processes between different
actors within the municipality, obtaining the
knowledge needed to include that in the
service blueprint goes beyond the scope of
this project, additionally, the aim is to make
the blueprint generic to make it relevant for
other projects and other municipalities.
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Step 13: The open idea competition

THE LEVELS OF
INFORMING AND
INFORMAL
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PLACATION AND
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Stages

Send invitation to the
citizen hearing and
opening of the
project

Execute the citizen
hearing including a
presentation of the
project plan

The competition is
launched as a
campaign both
physical in the city
and digital on social
media

Respond on any
questions and
comments on social
media platforms

Post deadline
reminder on social
media platforms

Receive submissions

Send out a notice to
the 5 winners that
they have been
selected together
with an invite for the
ceremony

Send thanks to all
proposals received

Presentation of the
plan for the project
and the idea
competition

The Mayor

Execute the
ceremony

THE LEVELS OF
PLACATION AND
INVOLVEMENT

Presentation of the 5
winning projects

Channel

THE LEVELS OF
CONSULTATION
AND CONSULTING

Line of visibility

Municipal actor actions

The Mayor

THE LEVELS OF
DELEGATION AND
EMPOWERMENT

THE LEVELS OF
PARTNERSHIP
AND COCREATION

Citizen actions

Line of interaction

Municipal actor actions

THE LEVEL OF
CITIZEN CONTROL

Project planning

Prepare citizen
hearing

Facilitate hearing, and
receive and store
notes and feedback
from citizens

Post the launch of the
idea competition on
social media
platforms

Alignment and
qualiﬁcation of
responses on social
media

Send out deadline
reminders on social
media platforms

Store submissions

Organise and qualify
submissions in
clusters

Share organised
submission with the
jury

Receive the selected 5
winners

Align on who to involve
in the project including
goals, budgets and
scope
Receive and go
through submissions
and select the 5
winners

The jury

Media company

Print and post media
campaign about the
idea competition

The project is
continued without
any further
communication with
the citizens nor the
winners

THE LEVELS OF
INFORMING AND
INFORMAL

Notify the municipal
actors about the
winners

THE LEVELS OF
MANIPULATION
AND THERAPY

Flow

FIGURE 65 BLUEPRINT OF STEP 15

FIGURE 66 BLUEPRINT SYMBOLS FROM LADDER OF PARTICIPATION
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STEP 5. OPEN IDEA COMPETITION

CONSIDERATIONS AND PROVOCATIONS
FOLKELIGHED
Does this project open for originality, genuine and authentic culture? Can
the notion of ”folkelighed” be incorporated into the approach to citizens
and public engagement?
Consider the people who will have their daily lives around the area of urban renewal. Are they
empowered by inclusion in informing, ideating, and deciding areas of the competition? How
can the agency of the local communities and citizens be empowered? Are all the niches of
citizens of the local community and area being represented, and invited in to take part?

4.4.3.2 DEVELOPMENT OF
OPPORTUNITIES FOR CHANGE OF STEP:
THE IDEA COMPETITION

The service blueprint created a good overview
of the entire step which made is possible
to ideate on the different touchpoints and
stages within the specific step. From this
the developed framework was utilised to
consider the different opportunities for
changing. The relevant framework step
included the provocations, considerations,
and recommendations which can be seen in
figure 67.

TOUCHPOINTS
Consider the touchpoints of the processes of this project, its actors and
the citizens, are any interactions missing or misplaced? Can touchpoints
be optimised to meet the citizens where they are, to motivate and engage
more?

A touchpoint is every encounter between a service provider and the user, an example of
this can be explain through the municipal offering such as a library. Every time a citizen is in
contact (digital and/or physical) with the library it can be identified as a touchpoint (Shostack,
1982).

PARAMETERS
How can different views, concepts and idea formats be measured
equally? What will happen when single individuals, groups and
organisations compete in the same contest? Which encouragement will
be used to empower innovative and creative ideas?

The benefit of hosting an open idea competition is to receive a wide range of perspectives on
the usage of a given area. To make it inclusive for all to participate on the same terms, it may
be valuable to provide a short brief or scope for the competition. Consider which parameters
the competition proposals will be measured by? Who will select the winners, are they a
representative group?
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FIGURE 67 FRAMEWORK FOR STEP 5 THE OPEN IDEA COMPETITION
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To establish the suggestion for a new and
improved service blueprint, the developed
framework was used. The questions and
recommendation guided the ideation and
development of the suggested service
blueprint, keeping in mind the parameters
of foresight and public engagement. Some
of the considerations are summarised in the
following, whereas the final example of the
suggested new open idea competition step
will be presented later and as an example in
the framework itself.

STEP 5. OPEN IDEA COMPETITION

RECOMMENDATIONS
METRICS
FOR SUCCESS
Metrics for success are critical to establish
to both be able to measure the success
of a service as well as for the decisionmakers to align on the wanted outcome
and success of the project. Providing a
measurement tool or explicit guideline for
measurement to determine how successful
or unsuccessful values of the project are
being represented can be done in multiple
ways. One of these is by establishing a
success criteria grid to define success.
Further information can be found here:
https://www.servicedesigninstitute.com/
wp-content/uploads/2019/01/succescriteria-grid.pdf

EXPLORATIVE
FUTURES
The explorative approach to the future has
a focus on speculations of what might or
could happen in the future. Consider how
the public engagement workshop could
become a forum for thinking about the
future of the area as its own, not defined
by either the past nor the present. The
explorative approach focuses on speculation
of what is possible in the future. It does
not focus on the past or present but the
possibilities of the future. Applying an
explorative approach towards futures can
be done through scenario building. Further
information and knowledge about how to
build possible scenarios for the future can
be found here: http://foresight-platform.eu/
community/forlearn/how-to-do-foresight/
methods/scenario/ and https://www.iftf.
org/what-we-do/foresight-tools/scenarios/
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The provocations helped identify the
scoping process of the idea competition as a
focal point. This part of the idea competition
step had great potential to activate the local
actors, to provide agency to them and to
ensure inclusion in establishing the values
the idea competition should be based on.
To address the “Folkelighed” provocation, a
suggestion to incorporate representatives of
future citizens in the scoping was proposed.
This was done to ensure the agency of future
generations. Addressing the “Parameters”
consideration with the question “Which
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Step 13: The open idea competition
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1. have an idea
competition open for
all but with speciﬁc
criteria formulated in
the brief (to
incorporate the vision
of the future )

Organising proposals

3. the 10 idea teams
are invited to a session
where they can
develop their ideas
further. involves
foresight methods and
aspects.

Send thanks to all
proposals received

whilst creating
their proposal

Presentation of the
plan for the project
and the idea
competition

The Mayor

Channel

establish the
choosing drivers of
values that
change/signals to
should be the
navigate and
connect them to the
guidelines
Facilitate hearing, and

Line of visibility

Project planning

Municipal actor actions

The Mayor

Prepare citizen
hearing

Align on who to involve
in the project including
goals, budgets and
scope

The jury

Include foresight
measures to open
up the minds of the
participants and
allow them to ideate
Media company
based on signals of
change
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Winners ceremony
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the 5 winners that
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selected together
with an invite for the
ceremony
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ceremony

4. maybe 2 winners
are selected and
these will be invited
to participate in the
decision-making
process of the actual
project

4. maybe all ideas will be
presented and all
participants will be invited
to become a 'jury' that will
have a say in the actual
decision-making process of
the project.

Ensure the engagement of
the citizens and the people
with stakes in the process,
by establishing measures
for participation in the
decision-making processes
after the competition ends.

Presentation of the 5
winning projects

Post the launch of the
idea competition on
social media
platforms

Alignment and
qualiﬁcation of
responses on social
media

Send out deadline
reminders on social
media platforms

Organise and qualify
submissions in
clusters

Store submissions

include the
ideation
principles
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the workhop

Scoping the idea
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establish a timeframe and
ﬁnd the prognosed
demograﬁc - how does it
change? Invite people
based on the future
demographic to have
"future citizens"
represented.
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Stages
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An idea to address the considerations of
“values” and “parameters” were proposed
by adding in a 1-day workshop before the
winners were selected. This was proposed
for the winners to further develop the ideas
with the future citizen perspectives, signal
awareness and values be incorporated
into the core of the ideas before choosing
the final winners. “Touchpoints” were
considered through the visualisations of all
touchpoints in the service blueprint of both
the before and proposed step.
Inspiration was drawn from other parts of

the framework too, to ultimately propose
an example that could inspire more broadly
e.g. adding a citizen representative into
the mix to ensure the citizen perspective
throughout, having a citizen representative
as part of the jury who does not have
political agendas etc.

cit

encouragement will be used to empower
innovative and creative ideas?” the idea of
presenting the participants with ways to
explore signals and choose which of these
could guide the metric for success; the
values of the idea competition. “Metrics
for success” were considered when adding
citizens voices into the jury and into the
parameters of the objectives or scope of the
idea competition.

separate
competitions
for
professionals
and citizens

ret i reglerne for
idekonkurrence for at
få fremtidsperspektiver
ind. Inviter fx de bedste
10 ind til workshop
med foresight - hvor de
videreudvikler ideerne.

Print and post media
campaign about the
idea competition

no clustering
or discarding.
the jury should
see all
proposals

Share organised
submission with the
jury

Receive the selected 5
winners

2. selection of 10
ideas that are of a
good quality and
represent diverse
aspects (who should
select these??)

Receive and go
through submissions
and select the 5
winners

future citizen
representatives
in the jury

citizens
incorporated
into the jury

provide agency for
the participants by
(as a minimum)
allowing them to
present their own
winning solutions to
the rest of the group

The project is
continued without
any further
communication with
the citizens nor the
winners

Notify the municipal
actors about the
winners

a jury that
represents all
actors involved
and aﬀected by
the outcome

FIGURE 68 OPPORTUNITY AREAS WITHIN THE BLUEPRINT OF STEP 15
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4.4.3.3 DESIGN OF SUGGESTIONS FOR
STEP: THE IDEA COMPETITION

To implement the suggestions based on
the provocations and considerations of
the framework, new actions and roles
were added on both sides of the line of
visibility. The biggest section was added
in the scoping of the idea competition to
raise the level of participation in the early
stages. By doing so, stages that formerly
were part of the backstage processes are
now, in the suggested service blueprint,
part of the frontstage processes, providing
more transparency about the process to the
citizens, allowing them to actively engage
and thereby raising the levels of participation
to a higher standard.
Opportunity for foresight
Specific initiatives were added to ensure
the implementation of foresight principles
in the scoping process. One major factor

was the implementation of future citizens
as part of the scoping workshop. This
implementation was based on the study by
Uwasu et al. where citizens were prompted
to represent future generations in decisionmaking (Uwasu et al., 2020).
Moreover, an introduction to signals within
the sphere of urban renewal was added
to provide citizens with the necessary
inspiration for innovative ideas to guide
the establishment of values for the idea
competition.
Opportunity for public engagement
The major initiative to promote public
engagement was to establish a scoping
workshop with citizens to develop the core
values for the idea competition and the
continued development. By doing so, the

level of involvement increases to the level of
partnership and co-creation in the scoping
part of the step.
An extra step to ensure the level of
partnership and co-creation is maintained is
to establish a workshop to further develop
the ideas, thereby allowing the citizens who
were selected to actively take part in the
refinement of the ideas. Bringing their ideas,
competencies and creativity into play again,
while also ensuring the ideas are aligned
with the values that were defined by the
scoping of the idea competition.
To reach an even higher level of participation,
the suggested blueprint enables the winners
of the idea competition to not be excluded
from the process after the idea competition
takes place, thus raising the level of
participation to the level of delegation and
empowerment.
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Step 15: The open idea competition
During the idea competition

After the idea competition
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Before the idea competition

Citizen actions
Line of interaction

Send out recruitment posts

Greet participants

Introduce 'the public
engagement champion' and
how to get in contact

Greet participants

Present agenda for the day and
the urban renewal project

Municipal actor

Facilitator

The competition is launched as a
campaign both physical in the city
and digital on social media with
criteria from the scoping
workshop

Execute the citizen hearing
including a presentation of the
project plan

Introduce participantswho
represent the future citizens
and introduce the future
demography

Activate participants in a
presentation round: who are
they, why are they here, what
do they hope to get out of the
day

Introduce the participants to
signals and let them choose 2
dualities in groups to work with.
Groups include citizens and TMF
and B&H actors

Guide the presentation session

Guide the ideation session

Introduce provocation cards
and guide session

Guide presentation and
clustering session

Guide session

Facilitate and guide the
selection of a citizen jury
member for the competition

Respond to any questions and
comments on social media
platforms

facilitate participation and
respond

Post deadline reminder on
social media platforms

Receive submissions

Send out a notice to the 10 best
that they have been selected for
a session to include foresight

Send thanks to all proposals
received

Thanks and goodbyes

Invite winners to ceremony

Greet at session

Guide presentation of ideas and
motivations and values worked
with

Present to provocations and
future demographics

Facilitate ideation to align with
criteria from scoping workshop

Presentation of ﬁnal ideas

Presentation of the plan for the
project and the idea
competition

The Mayor

Execute the ceremony

Invite for continued inclusion

Thanks and goodbyes

Congratulate the winners and
hand over check

Channel

Line of visibility

Municipal actor actions

Align on the time, budget, eﬀort
and roles. Assign public
engagement Champion

Decide which future
perspectives to include
throughout the process. Brief
the facilitator

Coordinate participation
recruitment of future citizens

The Mayor

Pinpoint key demographic
changes from current citizen
demographic to specify which to
recruit for.

Public engagement "Champion"

Future citizens representatives

The one who ensures contact,
inclusion and who acts on the
citizens behalf in planning
processes, if they are not
themselves represented.

Send out invites to citizen
hearing

Accept invite

Facilitator

Book in actors from the
municipality, contractors,
private actors etc.

Look into materials for signal
scanning and drivers of change.
Decide on a structure to include
them in the facilitation

Prepare materials, presentation
and exercises for workshop

Create recruitment posts for
participants as future citizens
based on the future
demographic.

Collect the data from session

Prepare citizen hearing with
insights from scoping workshop

Receive and store notes and
feedback from citizens

Correct/add concerns/ ideas
from hearing. And write note
from the hearing

Post the launch of the idea
competition on social media
platforms with criteria from the
scoping workshop and hearing

Alignment and qualiﬁcation of
responses on social media

Establish platforom/forum for
participants to communicate
and inspire each other

Send out deadline reminders on
social media platforms

Store submissions

Organise and qualify
submissions in clusters of
private and professional
suggestions

Invite 10 best for a day to
develop further with foresight
aspects

Share organised submission
with the jury

Receive the selected 10 best

Share organised submission
with the jury

Receive the winners from jury

Receive and go through
submissions and select the 10
best

Notify the municipal actors
about the winners

Receive and go through ideas to
select winners

Notify the municipal actors
about the winners

Represent the citizens in
internal processes

Represent the citizens in
internal processes

Represent the citizens in
internal processes

Represent the citizens in
internal processes

Receive and go through
submissions and select the 10
best

Notify the municipal actors
about the winners

Receive and go through ideas to
select winners

Notify the municipal actors
about the winners

Translate data from session into
guiding principles for idea
competition

prep invitations to the winners

Save contact and include in
future steps of the process

Collect the data from session

Represent the citizens in
internal processes

Represent the citizens in
internal processes

Answer and accept recruitment
post

The jury

Media company
Print and post media campaign
about the idea competition

Flow

FIGURE 69 BLUEPRINT OF THE STEP: THE IDEA COMPETITION

4.4.3.4 LIMITATIONS OF THE TEST OF
THE FRAMEWORK ON STEP: THE IDEA
COMPETITION
The service blueprint was established based
on the framework and has not been iterated
on with the actors involved.
However, the opportunity spaces and the
interest in foresight indicated in the feedback
sessions suggested an openness to test
things out and to seek out new information
and suggestions on how to implement

changes based on the framework’s
provocations, which this experiment is an
example of. However, due to time limitations
and the scope of the project this experiment
was not further developed or validated with
the actors working with urban renewal
projects.
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Step 58: When the buildings are ﬁnished
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4.4.4 TEST OF THE PROVOCATIONS AND CONSIDERATIONS
FRAMEWORK ON STEP:
THE BUILDINGS ARE DONE
4.4.4.1 BLUEPRINT OF STEP: THE
BUILDINGS ARE DONE

The blueprint method was utilised again
on this step, however, it quickly became
evident that this step was not as much
about developing the process and different
touchpoints, as it was more about exploring
options. It had not been possible to find
any plans for when the buildings and area
of the Paper Island would be finished.
Thus, it appeared to be a blank canvas for
us to experiment upon. From the insights
it became evident that it takes a long time
before an urban renewal project can be
integrated into cultural and communal use of
citizens. The opportunity space for this step
could then be to allow citizens to imagine
the use of the public area themselves. To
empower citizens to shape and use an area
based on the communities and cultures
already in place instead of inventing new
ones altogether.

Citizen actions

Line of interaction

Municipal actor actions

Private development actors

Releasing statements
regarding the timings
of the projects

Execute the opening
ceremony

Releasing statements
regarding the timings
of the projects

Execute the opening
ceremony

Channel

Line of visibility

Municipal actor actions

Private development actors

Construction workers

Tracking and planning
progress on site

Planning opening
ceremony

Tracking and planning
progress on site

Construction work on
the site

Flow

FIGURE 70 BLUEPRINT OF STEP 58
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STEP 12. THE AREA IS OPENED TO THE PUBLIC

CONSIDERATIONS AND PROVOCATIONS
CULTURE OF USE
How can the area welcome alternative initiatives and uses that were
not planned? How can learnings and new iterations of the usage be
incorporated into the development for the area?
How can the citizens be empowered to imagine and create their own use of the new area?
Who decides on the ’right’ way to use a public area? Urban renewal projects are not just
finished once the buildings and area are done, as soon as people start to use a given area the
culture of use will be initiated. It can take years before communities and other usage of the
area is developed.

4.4.4.2 DEVELOPMENT OF
OPPORTUNITIES FOR STEP: THE
BUILDINGS ARE DONE

Figure 72 presents the provocations and
recommendations for the last step in the
developed framework. These were utilised
to develop suggestions to experiments
on how to engage the public in providing
suggestions and feedback on the public
area once it was finished.

MOBILISATION
How can ultra-local citizens be motivated to iterate and develop the use
of an area?

Consider the people who are used to use the public space and those who might do so in the
future. Can new ways of mobilising them be imagined to create small ”hubs” where shared
futures can be imagined? Creating arenas for change can strengthen a continued motivation
for participation.

BUILT ENVIRONMENT
Which elements within the public urban space could be changed to
achieve the desired behaviours of the citizens using it?

Public areas can be designed to promote all sorts of social, communal and cultural
behaviours, consider which behaviours would emphasise the vision of this project (institute
for the future, 2013). The design of an area has the potential to change the behaviour of
people, however if the design is inconvenient, it will simply be ignored or overruled. The path
of the least resistance will almost always be chosen, thus, if the design strives to make the
citizens behave in a specific manner, it needs to be easy (Münster, 2017) (Kahneman, 2011).
A classic example of this is that people will generally throw out more of their own trash if
there are enough trash cans nearby.
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FIGURE 71 FRAMEWORK FOR STEP 12 THE AREA IS OPENED TO THE PUBLIC
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STEP 12. THE AREA IS OPENED TO THE PUBLIC

RECOMMENDATIONS
MULTI-CHANNEL
ENGAGEMENT
Evaluating a project can empower learning and knowledge
to make the next project even better. The framework for
evaluating participatory futures may inspire the process of
evaluating the public urban renewal project (Ramos, 2019,
p. 46).
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'hacket
version'

vi lader som om vi
er kommunen som afsender:
hvad vil du have
der skal være der

test: fysisk
nede ved
Paper
Island

step 58:
fremtiden??

vi lader som om vi
er kommunen som afsender:
hvad vil du have
der skal være der
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Future cones // Postcards
Hvilke oﬀentlige tilbud
antager du der kommer
på Papirøen når den er
færdig?

Hvilke oﬀentlige tilbud er
sandsynlige at udbyde på
et tidspunkt på Papirøen?

Hvilke oﬀentlige tilbud er
mulige at udbyde på
Papirøen i fremtiden?

Future use // Drawing

Hvilke oﬀentlige tilbud er
at foretrække på
Papirøen?

THE LEVELS OF
PLACATION AND
INVOLVEMENT

THE LEVELS OF
PLACATION AND
INVOLVEMENT

Value // guiding principles

PPPP
model
inspiration
Hvordan
foretrækker du
fremtiden ser ud?

Mulig

kan
bruges til
at guide?

Sandsynlig

xxxx

forklaring
af "opgave"

Hvilke oﬀentlige tilbud
antager du der kommer
på Papirøen når den er
færdig?

Hvilke oﬀentlige tilbud er
sandsynlige at udbyde på
et tidspunkt på Papirøen?

Hvilke oﬀentlige tilbud er
mulige at udbyde på
Papirøen i fremtiden?

Hvilke oﬀentlige tilbud er
at foretrække på
Papirøen?

Past // Present // Future

Hvilken værdi ønsker du Papirøen skal tilbyde dig som borger?
Positiv værdi for dig

Hvilke oﬀentlige tilbud er at foretrække på
Papirøen?

Antagelser
Lad os antage, at det er muligt for en dygtig
tryllekunstner at forudsige udfaldet af en
lottotrækning. Jamen hvis det er tilfældet, hvorfor i
alverden så spilde sin tid med gøgl, når man i
stedet ville kunne indkassere lottogevinster i
millionstørrelse på stribe. En dygtig tryllekunstner
ville vel næppe være så tåbelig. Ergo kan man roligt
gå ud fra, at den slags postulerede magiske numre
selvklart er ren svindel.
Objektiv antagelse anses undertiden for at være
en erkendelse, som stemmer overens med
faktiske forhold, i modsætning til en subjektiv
antagelse, der kun udsiger noget om, hvordan
den person, der hævder antagelsen, opfatter
disse forhold.

Hvilke oﬀentlige tilbud
antager du der kommer på
Papirøen når den er færdig?

Sandsynligheder

Muligheder

Prioriteter

Ved sandsynligheden for en
hændelse forstås i
almindelighed den hyppighed,
hvormed hændelsen
indtræﬀer, når det forsøg,
hændelsen er knyttet til,
gentages mange gange.

muligheden er at skulle vælge
mellem ondt og godt. I begge
tilfælde er det en fremtidig
mulighed.

foretrække handlinger, der
medfører den størst mulige
nytte og lykke for det størst
mulige antal mennesker.

Hvilke oﬀentlige tilbud er
sandsynlige at udbyde på
et tidspunkt på Papirøen?

Hvilke oﬀentlige tilbud er
mulige at udbyde på
Papirøen i fremtiden?

Hvilke oﬀentlige tilbud er at
foretrække på Papirøen?

FIGURE 72 DEVELOPMENT OF EXAMPLES FOR THE STEP: THE BUILDINGS ARE DONE

Negativ værdi for dig

Interessant værdi for dig

The opportunities for implementing both
foresight and public engagement initiatives
were apparent, since nothing else appeared
to be planned. Thus, the framework was
utilised to ideate on how public engagement
initiatives could allow citizens to think
and consider the use of the area, both in
the present but also in the future. The
provocations and recommendations were
considered, together with other inspiration
from past experiences and learnings. Three
groups of experiments were defined, the
process of developing them can be seen
in figure 72. Each example has a mockedup template for how the probe could look,
based on the Paper Island project, these are
prototypes and developed for inspirational
purposes. As proved in the literature review,
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PLAUSIBLE

Which public offers do
you think most likely
on The Paper Island
when it is finished?

Which public offers might
be offered at some point
on The Paper Island?

Means something or someone
that is seeming likely to be true,
or able to be believed.

Means something that can
or might be done or achieved,
or can exist.

Postcard back

Postcard front

POSSIBLE

The municipality

The municipality

of the possible

of the plausible
future

future

PROBABLE

PREFERABLE

Which public offerings could be
offered on the Paper Island
in the future, even offerings
that are not yet possible?

Which public offerings would
you prefer on the Paper Island?

Means to have to choose
between evil and good.
In either case, it is a
future probability.

Future cones and postcards, evolved from
a simplification of the PPPP model (Dunne
& Raby, 2013). Here, an experiment was
developed through the idea of allowing
citizens to consider probable, plausible,
possible, and preferable benefits and uses
of a given public urban renewal project.

Means actions that
bring the greatest possible
benefit and happiness to the
greatest possible number of people.

The municipality

FIGURE 73 FUTURE CONES AND POSTCARDS PROBE EXAMPLE
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Draw the activities that
would bring you value

Future use and drawing were an idea
about provoking new thoughts through
creative expression. By inviting citizens to
draw on the new areas and buildings of
the Paper Island, they might come up with
new ideas of what would bring value to
them. It was developed through the notion
of small modifications could be identified
which offered a great potential for a higher
perceived value by the citizens.

FIGURE 74 FUTURE USE AND DRAWING PROBE EXAMPLE
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POSITIVE

NEGATIVE

INTERESTING

Describe the things on the Paper Island
which offer positive value for you

Describe the things on the Paper Island
which offer negative obstacles for you

Describe the things on the Paper Island
which have unused potential

Write your answers here...

Write your answers here...

Write your answers here...

Lastly, a cluster about the value and guiding
principles was made. This experiment was
developed through the notion that citizens
should have a possibility to express feedback
and builds on which parts on a public urban
renewal project that brings value to them,
and which parts may need to be tweaked.
The citizens using a specific area would
have a better foundation of knowledge to
determine what may bring positive and
negative value and which areas are open for
new developments.

FIGURE 75 VALUE AND GUIDING PRINCIPLES PROBE EXAMPLE
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4.4.4.3 LIMITATIONS OF THE TEST
OF THE FRAMEWORK ON STEP: THE
BUILDINGS ARE DONE

No testing was done for the three
prototypes, they were purely based on
capabilities and past learnings of how probe
interviews and templates work. These are
made as examples for the purpose of the
framework. However, it would have been
beneficial to test the examples.
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4.5 INTRODUCTION
TO PRODUCT REPORT
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4.5 INTRODUCTION TO THE PRODUCT REPORT
few examples of how service design and
foresight has been interconnect have been
established. However, in the context of
urban renewal projects these ways might
not be viable to implement, due to the
complexity of the problem area and the
level of futures literacy of the involved
actors. This thesis proposes a framework,
which focuses on provocations and critical
considerations as the most feasible means
to harvest the benefits of the conjunction of
foresight and service design to strengthen
public engagement in decision-making
processes. It proposes to consider timely,
nuanced insights for decision-making
across sectors and scales, particularly in
times of uncertainty (Wood et al., 2021). This
was strengthened through the feedback
sessions of the framework, where each
actor independently highlighted the barrier
of time and flexibility due to complexity,
and the need for these measures to easily
be adapted and integrated into busy

workstreams with multiple projects at the
same time with varying levels of difficulty. In
addition, the format of posing provocations
to navigate and challenge decisions was
carried out with success on both public- and
private actors within urban renewal projects.
This framework endeavours to challenge
assumptions and decisions based on
‘autopilot’, unconscious choices, and hidden
biases. The framework does not offer any
answers, but rather food for thought in
the decision-making processes. It does not
state to know the exact formula, though it
provokes to establish a consciousness to
the decisions made throughout the steps
of urban renewal projects and suggests
resources for elements worth implementing
or reflecting upon.
The framework is developed to empower
the actors within municipalities to make
informed decisions, considering not only

the present but the future impact of the
decisions being made today and how this
might help them navigate the complexity
of urban renewal projects. The provocation
within the framework draws on the notion
of collective knowledge and intelligence
that provide pluralistic inputs and nuanced
insights for decision-making processes.
Much like the study of Wood that showcases
the power of collective foresight to charter
robust pathways by engaging diverse
communities that illustrate the power of
collective foresight (R. Wood et al., 2021).
Recommendations are also provided as
additional support in to further enhance
public engagement initiatives inspired by
service design and foresight. The framework
does so by including provocations and
considerations from the field of foresight to
empower better decision-making processes,
as well as bringing consciousness to the
choices of when and how to include public
engagement in their projects.
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5.0
DISCUSSION
This chapter presents discussions, key findings, reflections, and learnings of the design project in the
context of the research question. It further consists of reflections on the overall design process and the
achieved outcome.
This chapter consists of the following sections:
5.1 Reflections on the basis of the design process and the problem statement
5.2 Reflections on the project focus and the research question
5.3 Reflections on the learnings objectives
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5.1 REFLECTIONS ON THE BASIS OF THE DESIGN
PROCESS AND THE PROBLEM STATEMENT

5.1.1 COLLECTIVE INTELLIGENCE
Collective intelligence refers to ways to
establish robust paths towards the future,
by bringing in diverse perspectives of
communities in order to better understand
systemic challenges, anticipate risks and
opportunities to disrupt the present (Wood
et al., 2021). Through the design process,
the different actors were mobilized in
various ways, though none of these ways
were by bringing them all together. Bringing
them together in such a manner would
have brought the collective knowledge of
the actors with stakes in urban renewal
projects together, to strengthen this
knowledge through sharing and building on
perspectives and nuances. However, with
the time restriction of the thesis creating
the space for this level of participation

of actors would have required intense
efforts in the planning processes to align
the calendars of different actors, including
citizens, which proved difficult even when
scheduling interviews individually with the
actors. Therefore, the collective intelligence
was explored individually and then clustered
through multiple rounds of data comparison
to harvest the benefits of collective
intelligence to provide timely, nuanced
insights for decision-making across scales
especially in uncertain times (Wood et
al., 2021). It can thereby be argued that
collective intelligence was still utilized in the
design project to strengthen the impact and
insights of the citizens, public- and private
actors.
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5.1.1.2 AGENCY AND AGONISM AS
GUIDING PRINCIPLES TO ESTABLISH
COLLECTIVE INTELLIGENCE
Agency and agonism have been key terms
throughout the design project and have been
used as guidelines throughout the process
to ensure actors with stakes in urban
renewal projects have agency. By utilising
these key terms, the collective intelligence
is developed through the ongoing use of
service design practices. Service design
has been identified to have the capability
to facilitate collective intelligence in diverse
groups to enable change. Specifically due to
the disciplines use of agonism and agency
as key means of empowering participants
through facilitated arenas so the citizens
themselves can imagine and create their own
future (Munthe-Kaas & Hoffmann, 2017)
(Björgvinsson et al., 2010). Thereby, using
the notions of agency and agonism as key
elements of service design to encourage and
mobilise the identified actors to participate
in the process and provide their diverse
perspectives and nuances to a collective pool
of information. Different public engagement

tools were utilised to collect perspectives
from citizens, public- and private actors
in relation decision-making processes
in urban renewal projects. However, the
agonistic approach of bringing actors
together in ways that allows for opposites
to meet and find constructive dialog was
not utilized through the process. Due to
the beforementioned time constraints and
difficulty in scheduling, this was not carried
out as workshops or dialog-based sessions
between conflicting actors. Even so, the
value of agonism to allow opposites to find
ways for their conflicting perspectives to
come together in constructive, imaginative
discussions that open up for innovation,
was carried out by the continuous layering
of insights and perspectives throughout the
design process to ensure the dualities and
contradictory perspectives to be connected.
Moreover, in the decision-making processes
of the Paper Island agency was only given
to citizen in a limited space, the case of the

Paper Island proves an increased interest
form the municipality and the municipal
actors to include and create more agency for
the citizens, however, as the thesis highlights
there is still room for improvement, which
can be done through the interconnection
of service design and foresight through
the proposed framework in the context of
public engagement within decision-making
processes. It is evident based on this
project, that citizens increasingly expect
agency through public engagement, and
that the projects where public engagement
has been included result in more positive
processes with less conflicts and in better
results that align with the local needs and
heritage.
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5.1.1.3 COLLECTIVE INTELLIGENCE
THROUGH THE NAVIGATIONAL APPROACH
To ensure awareness of the ways of
collecting knowledge throughout the project
the navigational approach was utilized as a
reflective tool, to create consciousness about
the sensitivity, staging and mobilization of
actors.

Munthe-Kaas et al. argue that the mapping of an area will never be
complete, it will however, be possible to get a sense of the complexity
of the area (Munthe-Kaas & Hoffmann, 2017). This indeed can be said
to be true about the decision-making process of the Paper Island. It
has been possible through desk research and the methos of interactive
interviews to map out an overview of the decision-making process of
the Paper Island, however it is inescapably clear that the timeline does
not reflect the whole process.
The approach of the interactive interviews allowed us to be sensitive
to the actors involved in the process and for them to display their
own version of the process and other actors involved. It allowed us to
include their points of view when mapping out and comparing both
the combined timeline and the actor networks. Thus, it can be argued
that the interactive interviews were of an inclusive and participatory
manner.

FIGURE 76 THE NAVIGATIONAL APPROACH
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The act of staging is centred around prompting participation
challenge or reshape the future (Munthe-Kaas & Hoffmann, 2017).
Thus, it can be argued that the entire aim of mapping out the
decision-making process of the Paper Island to ultimately strive
to propose improvement to include more citizen participation and
future perspectives is indeed staging. Specifically, the interactive
interviews allowed actors to take part and consider provocations
regarding things that could be improved or explored further.

The act of mobilising actors in new ways and constantly looping
between exploration and alignment is argued to be a most important
role for the designer (Munthe-Kaas & Hoffmann, 2017).

By allowing the actors to stage their own observations of the process
and actor network it was possible to move our own assumptions
into the background.
It was made clear to all actors interviewed that there were no
right or wrong answers, it was only a matter of mapping out the
process as they individually remembered it. Thus, it was not about
informing the actors, it was rather about receiving the actors’ points
of view. Specifically allowing the actors to remember and reflect on
areas within the timeline that they perceived to have potential for
improvements.

All actors were contacted and interviewed in an equal manner, and
all individually to allow every individual actor to present their point of
view. Transparency was provided by making it clear to all actors that
interviews would or had been made with other actors too. Considering
that all actors had taken part in the same process, they all knew each
other, which was also reflected in the individual actor networks.

It was not possible to establish contact with all the actors involved
in the Paper Island decision-making process, however, most
organisations were represented which was a satisfactory result
considering the short timeline of this project.

The outcome of the project was offered and presented to all actors,
in previous established contact, within the Paper Island process.
Thus, it will be staged and opened up for feedback.
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5.1.1.4 COLLECTIVE INTELLIGENCE
THROUGH THE INCLUSION AND
EXCLUSION OF ACTORS
To ensure perspectives from a diverse group
of actors involved in the project of the Paper
Island, a mapping of the actors was carried
out. The Actor network represented the
inclusion of actors, including actors who
were invited but never responded to the
invitation and the actors who were excluded
from participation in the project and thereby
unable to share their knowledge and
nuances to the project.
The navigational approach showcasing the
inclusion and exclusion of actors within this
design project can be found in figure 40.
Worth highlighting here is the misfortune
that none of the architect firms involved
in The Paper Island project replied despite
the extensive efforts of contacting them
through several channels to include them
and strengthen the collective intelligence
with their knowledge and perspectives.
This misfortune was also shared and
emphasised by some of the public actors
in later conversations, seeing as the
architectural firms play a vital part in the
development and decision-making of urban

renewal projects.
The diverse perspectives provided by
citizens, public- and private actors were
utilized in various ways throughout the
project. This was not done all at once.
Insights from different methods to gain
knowledge from different actors were
continuously collected, clustered, and
cross-referenced to activate the collective
intelligence of the various perspectives.
Moreover, doing so through thematic
analysis ensured an active effort against
own biases. Even so, we acknowledge
that the collective intelligence could have
been strengthened by the actors coming
together to discuss their knowledge and
share it. However, due to time constraints
and busy schedules of the different actors
this was not a possibility within the limited
time of the master’s thesis. Nevertheless,
the collective intelligence is ensured
through the collection and combination of
the different perspectives. Through a public
engagement focus the citizen insights

gathered in the mobile ethnography and
the probe interviews were collected,
combined, and translated into potential
statements, which formed the basis of the
potential grid. Here, the only focus of the
data was on the citizens, to understand the
values, opportunities and potentials that
would be relevant for them. Gathering an
understanding of the public- and privateactors’ values, opportunities and potentials
from the perspective was done through
feedback sessions. Both these insights
were then collected and used to establish
the value map of the framework, which
additionally includes the value proposed
by the extensive literature review. In this
way, the value map is a great example of
how the collective intelligence is put into
play through a service design method, with
foresight and public engagement elements
to strengthen it.
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5.1.1.5 COLLECTIVE INTELLIGENCE
AND DIVERSITY THROUGH THE
DESIGN PROCESS
Utilizing different methods of collecting data
from citizens and actors ensured a good
knowledge base to design the framework
upon. To ensure that diverse perspectives
and nuances were brought to life, a more
targeted focus on inclusion of diverse
citizens and private- and public actors could
have been beneficial. While the gender
balance between the sexes was evenly
divided in the mobile ethnography and the
gender, age and social class split were well
represented through the probe interviews
in connection to the mobile ethnography,
the inclusion of minority actors was
questionable. Therefore, we acknowledge
the lack of diverse perspectives concerning
the inclusion of minority actors, who would

have enriched the perspectives and nuances
of the citizen findings, as well as create a
broader picture of the citizens with their
daily lives around the Paper Island, despite
efforts to ensure inclusion of citizens
connected to the area were attempted.
Even so, better efforts could have been put
into insuring representation and diversity of
citizens, not only current but future citizens
too, by looking into future demographics of
Denmark.
In relation to the public- and private actors
represented through the actor networks,
the majority of the participating actors
were middle aged white men. The research
proved that the jury of the idea competition

had women as jury members, however out
of the ten actors who agreed to participate
in the design process only two were women.
Moreover, the two women were not placed
in the spaces of decision-making. The
likeness in gender, age and educational
level of the people inhabiting these
decision-making spaces limits the nuances
provided in the data provided by them. This
undoubtedly impacts the knowledgebase
that was collected and referenced from
thereby limiting the diversity of the
collective intelligence that is the basis of the
framework.
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5.1.2 FORESIGHT ELEMENTS
Through the design process the elements
of foresight implemented to support service
design were carried out in various ways.
Even so, other foresight measurements
could have been implemented. In the
discovery stage, an investigation of signals
and drivers within areas related to urban
renewal could have been useful to ensure
an understanding of which indications we
are currently seeing and how they might
impact the way urban renewal projects
evolve in the future. This could have been
done by investigating industries and sectors
close to urban renewal, looking at mobility,
population, and behavioural patterns within
cities. Together with relevant bottom-up
citizen-initiated movements, and how
municipalities in Denmark and other
countries work with public engagement, and
examples of foresight utilised in governance.

Some of these have been investigated
through the literature review, looking into
the developing field of participatory futures
while some have been implemented in
the recommendations of the framework.
However, a deeper investigation and
exploration of signals might have allowed for
very concrete inspiration for the municipal
actors in the project to take home and find
inspiration from. Some signals have been
investigated and used to inspire the example
of the suggested scoping workshop,
with future citizen representatives as a
projection of demographics of Denmark
in 2040. Executing such a workshop could
have strengthened the motivation of the
public and private actors’ knowledge and
insights into some of the emerging trends
in the realm of public engagement within
decision-making, urban renewal and the

conjunction of foresight and service design.
Unfortunately, planning and conducting
such a workshop was out of the scope and
timeframe of this master’s thesis. More
elaborate foresight methods and tools e.g.,
soundscapes and elaborate investigations
into possible future scenarios would
have been too substantial to establish
in the timeframe of this master’s thesis.
Furthermore, the investigation of the use of
foresight in conjunction with service design
in public decision-making within urban
renewal showed, that the ease of use and
was key to the municipal actors. Therefore,
such elaborate scenarios were not the
feasible outcome for this specific context.
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5.2 REFLECTIONS ON THE PROJECT FOCUS
AND THE RESEARCH QUESTION
5.2.1 FUTURES LITERACY
Through the exploration of foresight
combined with service design in the
context of public decision-making, a
key challenge emerged. The interactive
interviews carried out with actors within
the public decision-making of the Paper
Island displayed a severe gap in the actors’
ability to comprehend, reflect and discuss
futures. Even when supported by e.g., the
provocations from the Governance Futures
Fab in the interactive interviews, the actors
were not able to conduct thinking that went
beyond the present.
The identification of this gap impacted the
scope of this project. The initial vision of
this master’s thesis was to incorporate a
higher degree of foresight with increased
complexity, nevertheless this had to be
dialled down to accommodate the municipal
actors. Thus, a correction of the outcome of
the design project had to be made. Futures

literacy is an established term within the
foresight field defining the skills that allow
people to understand the role of the future
in the things they see and do, while being
literate in futures speaks to your ability to
imagine, prepare, recover and invent in
everchanging settings (Futures Literacy,
n.d.).
The gap identified through the interactive
interviews proves that when combining
foresight with service design to support
public decision-making processes, futures
literacy is significant. The interactive
interviews showcased how foresight and
thinking future oriented is not an established
part of the public decision-making
process in urban renewal project. When
confronted with the provocation of “unfuturistic” actors in referred to sustainable
measures being implemented at the end

of the project and not at the initial stages,
while the developer pointed to material
choices as key futures aspect. These
findings pinpointed the lack of a strategic
measurement or vision for the future and
how to accommodate the uncertainties,
why the implementation of established yet
more complex foresight methods was not a
priority to implement in the deliver stage of
the design process. Instead, the focus of the
deliver stage shifted with the development
of a framework to ensure critical reflections
and provocations to bring biases to light and
establish a higher level of futures literacy
for the municipal actors as well as question
the public engagement in the decisionmaking processes. The format of posing
provocations and recommendations was
based on the barriers of implementations
identified through the feedback sessions.
Here, the actors identified the limited time
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and effort in their daily work structure for
learning and implementing new things,
when navigating multiple projects at the
same time, working with a complex actor
network and legislation, the need for a
simple and easily applicable tool was key.
Some actors in the actor network were
conscious about their incompetence, while
others were unconsciously incompetent
(The Hierarchy of Competence, n.d.) about
foresight. The hierarchy of competence
created a communication barrier between

us and the public actors to even discuss
the future and the impacts their decisions
have on both the present and the future.
Therefore, the level of communication on
foresight needed to be aligned at a lower
level of futures literacy, for the actors to
comprehend that they have agency to act
on behalf of future generations, citizens,
and concerns in the decisions they make in
urban renewal projects today.
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5.2.1.1 FACING MORE UNCERTAINTY
The public institutions have been a breeding
ground for innovation for some time,
however, as the public innovation scan,
carried out by OECD states, the naturally
occurring innovations are not enough. In
order to respond to the upcoming challenges
we are facing with more uncertainty and
complexity, new structures, roles and
support measures are needed (Wendelboe
& Wolf, 2021). To support the public
engagement in decision-making through
service design and foresight, the framework
was established to assist the municipal
actors in public engagement in the decisionmaking processes.
The municipal actors identified a clear
potential and need of incorporating the
combination of foresight and service design
to strengthen public engagement within
decision-making processes. Through the
feedback sessions, actors stated the main
potentials of public engagement within
decision-making to be the way it can bring
indications of the needs and motivations of

citizens to the early stages of the project,
and how including citizens challenge der
assumptions about the locals, which they
otherwise may not have challenged. The
potentials for foresight from a municipal
actor’s perspective was focused on the
strategic benefits it could bring them to
ensure a long-term focus and vision. As
well as being more mindful about emerging
trends and drivers.
With the current level of futures literacy
of the municipal actors, the integration
of bigger foresight frameworks became
too complex to add to both the process of
answering the problem statement not to
mention include in the framework. Had the
municipal actors’ level of futures literacy
been higher, more foresight heavy methods
could have been added and explored.
However, to meet them at their level and
encourage them towards more futures
literacy, the amount of foresight methods
and tools were limited to not over-complexify
the incorporation of foresight and service

design in their work. The futures literacy
level is critical to enable municipal actors to
address the uncertainties and complexity
of the context in which their urban renewal
projects are placed. To be able to harvest
the benefits of the combination of foresight
into service design a basic understanding
of the context of implementation is critical.
Doing so means understanding the actors
and their connections throughout the
processes, their levels of futures literacy,
the motivation, barriers, potentials, and the
value the connection of the fields bring them
in both the short term by future work as
well. Therefore, this paper identifies futures
literacy as the starting point for foresight
to enable service design practices to tackle
the increased uncertainty and complexity of
the world, to ensure that there is a balance
between the communication levels and skills
required to activate foresight methods.
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5.2.2 TRANSFORMING SERVICE
DESIGN METHODS THROUGH
FORESIGHT
As proven through the literature review,
implementing foresight can change the way
service design methods are used e.g., by
changing the purpose of a user journey from
visually structuring the user experience
to identify touchpoints to instead use it to
facilitate long-term thinking about how to
change the service offering according to
possible and preferred futures (Løgager et
al., 2021). Through the design process of
the decision-making processes of the Paper
Island, the service design methods applied
were also changed due to foresight elements
being added. Ultimately, it is essential to
stress that one method or approach cannot
be seen as better than another, seeing as
each method and approach has its own
unique objective. It is not about choosing
one or another but rather about tailoring the
approach to the relevant problem at hand. For
this, they suggest using creativity through
e.g., facilitating workshops, convergent, and

divergent thinking throughout a foresight
project. It is argued that processes of design
thinking offer the people involved the ability
to break away from the existing thought
patterns to ultimately come up with new
original solutions to a given problem.
Furthermore, they argue, just like Simeone,
that the best way to engage stakeholders
and create ownership is by inviting them
into the process(Van der Duin, 2016). Doing
so, while transforming the method through
foresight allows for future perspectives
to be brought to light through the basis of
service design.

5.2.2.1 MOBILE ETHNOGRAPHY
In the research design for the mobile
ethnography, scenarios were integrated to
get a fuller understanding of the citizens’
perspectives towards public engagement
and urban renewal projects. The scenarios
were integrated to understand the citizen
perspective to different scenarios of public
engagement. Integrating scenarios in
mobile ethnography allowed unconscious
perspectives to be brought to light and
thereby strengthening the use of mobile
ethnography as a method in the project.
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5.2.2.2 INTERACTIVE INTERVIEW
For the interactive interview, the format of a
user journey was changed from an internal
service design tool into an interview probe
where the journey was co-created with the
interviewee. Here, the user journey format
of stages with actions, emotions and pain
points were transformed into process stages, with the actors’ actions throughout the
process, emotion cards to place in relation
to the process to understand the opportunities and barriers through an emotional aspect and bringing new perspectives
in. However, the biggest transformation
through foresight to the established format of the user journey occurred by adding
provocations from The Governance Futures
Lab to bring new perspectives, hidden biases, and status quo challenges to the format.
Transforming the format of the user journey
resulted in more elaborate insights into the
process journey of the actors by mapping

5.2.2.3 POTENTIAL GRID
out their conscious and unconscious experiences of the decision-making in the urban
renewal project.

In service design, mapping success criteria
helps establish the success of implementation of the service. Based on the interconnection of foresight and service design, the
success criteria grid was modified to cater
to the future potentials instead of the current barriers and potentials of the citizens.
Translating the criteria grid into potential statements opened up for elements of
foresight to be directly integrated. This was
done to establish the potential for success
and broaden the areas within the steps of
urban renewal projects to accommodate
the barriers and potentials in the present,
as well as in the future.
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5.2.2.4 LEVELS OF PUBLIC ENGAGEMENT
In service design, the clustering of insights is
a common way to do pattern recognition of
data. To connect the data to the context of
public engagement within decision-making
processes this was done by clustering steps
on the ladder of participation to understand
the levels each step was on, to visualize
which levels were in play and through which
steps. Moreover, the transformation of the
clustering was altered to include foresight
measures of mapping the past, present,
and future outlook of the steps. Doing so allowed for a better understanding of the current stages in regard to participation levels
and their orientation to the futures through
clustering. This transformation of the clustering method visualized the lack of foresight elements throughout the steps in the
decision-making process. Even with a few
steps being placed between present and
future, the level of future outlook was min-

5.2.2.5 VALUE MAP
imal, why futures literacy again became the
starting point for implementing foresight
and service design in the context of public
engagement within decision-making.

Both in service design and foresight values are crucial to identify. In service design,
the value a service creates is represented
through a value constellation, proposition,
or a map with different actors. Through the
implementation of foresight in this setting
the chosen way to represent value included
the society and planet as well as future citizens as actors whom the suggested service
of the problem statement proposes value for. This transformation was created to
represent the impact the decisions that are
being made today have on not only the current actors who are directly involved in the
decision-making processes of urban renewal projects but the society, the planet and
the future citizens as actors with stakes in
these decisions. Thereby, the foresight approach offered new perspectives to a service design tool by mapping out value with a
broader outlook, focusing on more than just
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5.2.2.6 FRAMEWORK
the current actors by representing hidden
actors and bringing their stakes into the decision-making as well.

The framework for urban renewal projects
is in itself a transformation of service design through foresight with public engagement at the core. Through the framework
service design has not been an element in
the same sense as foresight or public engagement since service design has been
the subject for the development of the entire framework and project. The framework
was developed as a participatory governance tool to facilitate and enable municipal
actors to communally navigate complexity
and make decisions on their own (Fischer,
2016). It was the aim to empower citizens,
public- and private actors to imagine and
create their own futures (Munthe-Kaas &
Hoffmann, 2017) (Björgvinsson et al., 2010).
This framework was seen as an opportunity
to share the capabilities of service design to
innovate these processes through the notion of agonism (Pløger, 2004). Through this

integration the framework strives to create
areas of change to strengthen the motivation for participation, promote and empower the agency of citizens, public- and private
actors to overcome biases and harness the
potential created through the collective intelligence the framework proposed. Moreover, the framework enabled the futures
literacy levels of all actors to be increased
thereby pushing foresight away from an expert driven field towards a capability of the
many. As a result of the integration of public
engagement and foresight in service design
through the framework, it allows diverse
actors to identify common goals and visions
through agonism and opposing views to facilitate the decisions, which allow change to
happen (Buehring & Bishop, 2020)
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5.2.3 BIASES
Based on the literature review, four main
biases were identified and worked with in
relation to the integration of foresight in
service design practices. The four biases
identified were confirmation-bias, presentbias, overconfidence-bias and shorttermism. The existence of numerous other
biases, which might also be relevant in this
context, is fully acknowledged. However,
these were identified as most important
in the context of public decision-making
processes, service design and foresight.
These four biases were added in the
framework, as it was decided that they offer
considerations about the future without a
demand for a high level of futures literacy.
A way to avoid own biases through the
process has been by utilising the thematic
analysis throughout all stages of analysis.
This method brings all the collected data
into play, while forcing the designer to

5.2.4 AGONISM AND FORESIGHT
consider all elements of the collected
data, to ensure that no data is missed or
prioritised consciously or unconsciously.

This project has applied the notion of
agonism from service design together with
foresight’s focus on revealing biases and
assumptions. This has resulted in the ability
to welcome diverse perspectives, bringing
opinions forward and building consensus
even in challenging and complex matters
where actors with different agendas need
alignment.
Thereby, the interconnection of foresight
and service design connects the strategy
of the future with the democratic practices
through public participation to allow and
value the legitimacy of differences to ensure
better resilience towards the future.
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5.2.5. PUBLIC ENGAGEMENT
There are different streams within the
design practices ranging from expert design
towards participatory design and co-design.
Service design, as defined in the context
of this paper, strives to move away from
expert design by facilitating arenas which
empower users or citizens to make choices
and act upon their own agency. In foresight
practices, experts have too been the leading
powerholders, thus, movements towards
more participation and shared power can be
identified in both practices.
To make this move from expert driven
to participatory to strengthen public
engagement in urban renewal, the question
turned out to be more about when and how
to include citizens rather than why. The
municipal actors’ awareness of the benefits
of including citizens was sparked prior to
the investigation of the master’s thesis,
however, currently they still find themselves
somewhere between expert driven and

user centred. The motivation to apply more
public engagement is established, even so
the challenges the municipal actors face
concern their capability and knowledge to
best apply public engagement measures in
the complexity of an urban renewal project.
Therefore, the framework is established with
provocations and recommendations about
the possibilities and benefits of applying
public engagement measures. Moreover,
the provocations bring consciousness to the
challenges the municipal actors face with
confirmation-bias, which they themselves
point to as a barrier in decision-making
processes.
The provocations thereby
empower the municipal actors to tackle
their confirmation-bias head on and to bring
in new thinking. Utilising public engagement
in the provocations to provoke new thinking
is based on the authors’ endeavour to
democratise processes specifically by
moving service design, foresight and

public decision making away from expertdesign and foresight experts towards a
participatory practice where collective
intelligence is brought into play.
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5.3 REFLECTIONS ON THE LEARNING OBJECTIVES
5.3.1. OFFICIAL LEARNING
OBJECTIVES

The knowledge obtained throughout the
service systems design course provided a
solid foundation of knowledge upon which
new explorations could be made. This master’s thesis offers a unique opportunity to
explore and discover new areas within the
field of service design. Within this exploration, known methods, theories and capabilities were combined with a range of new
discoveries. These new discoveries consisted of new relevant theories and tools, but
also the chance to develop new custom tools and methods for a specialised problem
context. It has offered valuable learnings
about the importance of being able to adapt
both methods and facilitation capabilities to
the context at hand. It has proven a valuable
skill which will indeed be of great use in the
everchanging and complex world.
The extensive research conducted for the
sake of the literature review within the areas of service design, foresight, and public

engagement within decision-making processes made it possible to define opportunity areas in which new research and experiments could be made to further enhance
the field of service design. In previous projects it was not in scope to conduct a research
investigation of several fields of interest
such as a literature review, thus, it was a
positive experience to be offered the opportunity to dive into subjects of interest. Many
new learnings and much new knowledge
has been achieved through the literature review, which has served as the backbone of
the entire project.
The problem context of enhancing public
engagement within decision-making processes through a combination of foresight
and service design proved to offer enormous
complexity. The extensive efforts set out to
plan, execute, and follow a structure of this
project proved to be the best possible way
to navigate the unpredictable complexity.

The thorough planning and timely recruitment of actors, interviewees and other participants made it possible to reach a decent
amount of data throughout all the different
stages of the project. Another learning of
this project has been to be able to navigate complexity, this has been done through a
clear scope and a plan that can be adapted
along the way. The scope allowed us to dive
into complex issues but also to define when
some areas where out of scope. It has been
a positive experience to reach out and be
in continuous contact with citizens, publicand private actors in the context of this project, everyone has shared a great interest in
both the process and the project outcome.
This has taught us to both be transparent
and grateful when communicating and managing expectations of participants in such
a project.
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5.3.2. PERSONAL LEARNING
OBJECTIVES

Through the case study of the public engagement within decision-making processes in urban renewal projects we have utilized methods from previous courses and
projects to establish a method library to
continuously draw on. For this project specifically, the navigational approach and actor networks were key methods that guided
the project along with the classical service
design methods of user journeys and value maps that were transformed by incorporating foresight elements to tailor them
to comply with the complexity of the decision-making spaces within urban renewal
projects.
As the elaborate literature review indicates, extensive theoretical knowledge
was acquired and brought into practical
use throughout the process to democratize the decision-making processes e.g., by
implementing and mapping out levels of
participation while providing provocations

on how to increase these levels, as well as
concrete examples through the framework
on how this could be done thereby allowing
the theory to be applied hands on. The extensive work on the literature additionally
increased the future literacy level and ensured a stronger connection to foresight in
the design field, with participatory futures
and anticipatory foresight as key terms.
It has been a great experience to receive as
much positive energy and interest as we
have throughout this project. The vast majority of the people, be that citizens, public- or
private actors we reached out to responded
with great interest and a willingness to participate. It has been interesting and a great
learning to meet the public- and private
actors where they are, and to then utilise
the knowledge obtained to later help them
change the way they make decisions. That is
what was done through first the interactive

interviews and then later the development
of the framework. The public actors, when
providing feedback to the framework were
positive about being provoked, which was in
our view a positive encouragement.
The insights and opportunities initially
planned were further developed in the provocations, considerations, and recommendations of the framework. It was initially out
of scope, due to time constraints, to do the
extensive efforts of creating a framework.
However, once the insights were established it was decided to alter the plan and
create an asset which could be shared directly with the public actors involved. The
encouragement of the public actors and
their eagerness to receive the results of
our work empowered us to increase the
efforts and create a framework. This was
done with the knowledge that there would
not be enough time to appropriately test the
framework, however, the hope is to do this
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at a later stage. The learnings from this are
that the end users or collaboration partners
of a project play a significant role in the efforts invested in a project.
In addition, the feedback sessions with municipal actors proved the opportunity of the
framework to contribute and inspire the
municipal actors to challenge the traditional approaches through their fascination of
the framework and how they might be able
to apply it. Furthermore, the conjunction of
foresight and service design in the context
of public engagement within decision-making processes of urban renewal projects indicates the beneficial aspects of conjoining
these fields. Nevertheless, futures literacy
has proven to be vital before foresight can
truly be integrated into the service design
practice or any other context.
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6.0
CONCLUSION
This section presents the overall conclusions of the thesis, it examines the outcome and its potential use
together with conclusions of the process itself. The limitations and other unachievable outcomes for the
scope of this project is also presented in this section.
This chapter consists of the following sections:
6.1 Conclusion
6.2 Limitations
6.3 Future work
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6.1 CONCLUSION
Public engagement in decision-making processes in urban renewal projects are often set in complex interconnections of actors, agendas, biases, legislation, political
spheres and wants. Navigating these, not
to mention creating somewhat alignment of
the oftentimes contradictory perspectives
and viewpoints can be quite the challenge.
However, as indicated through the analysis
of the problem statement, design and foresight are well suited to support the public
engagement in decision-making and help
navigate this complexity while democratising the process by moving the decisions
away from the experts and thereby utilise
the collective intelligence of many actors.
The assumption that combining foresight
into the service design approach could
enhance public engagement within deci-

sion-making processes, was made. It was
anticipated that the combination would empower the production of preferable futures
through systematic thinking and dynamic
experimentation (Bühring & Liedtka, 2018).
That it could innovate the decision-making
processes and make sense of complex systemic changes (Bühring & Koskinen, 2017).
And that it could make planning for the future into a people-centred, co-creational
process (Ramos, 2019). These propositions
were confirmed through the investigation
of the problem statement and visualized in
the value map, which emphasizes the value
that the conjunction of foresight into service
design can have in the context of public engagement within decision-making. It does
not only rely on the data produced through
the analysis of the problem statement but
has been supported by the extensive litera-

ture review of the three themes.
Through the conjunction of foresight into
service design it was indicated that futures
literacy and collective intelligence were core
elements to begin with, especially when involving other actors through public engagement initiatives. As established by OECD in
their innovation report, the barriers of the
future require a different level of innovation
to answer to the future challenges and uncertainty (Wendelboe & Wolf, 2021). However, through the investigation of the three
themes within this thesis, futures literacy
was emphasised as a key factor to enable
this type of innovation in the context of public engagement within decision-making processes in urban renewal projects. The lack
of futures literacy by the citizens, publicand private actors emphasised the urgency
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and need for futures literacy as the starting point of bringing foresight in conjunction
with service design practices into the decision-making processes of urban renewal
projects, to ultimately enhance their ability
to navigate uncertainty and complexity. Doing so with service design as the foundation
of the investigation, as the act of planning
service and process offerings with an emphasis on citizens, public- and private actors
as well as their needs, wishes, motivations
and desires. Levels of public engagement
were developed and utilised throughout, it
proved to be a valuable asset to evaluate
and bring awareness to the conscious or unconscious inclusion or exclusion of actors in
public engagement. Moreover, the agonistic
approach was utilised through the focus on
public engagement as a means of empowering citizens while actor network theory was

used to navigate the complex actor network
involving these actors in the specific urban
renewal project. Through the investigation
of the problem statement, the foresight approach was merged with service design to
define ways to execute and measure public
engagement and by bringing forth hidden
biases and un-futuristic perspectives within
the decision-making processes of urban renewal projects.
The futures literacy level is critical to address in the context of public engagement
within decision-making processes in urban renewal projects to address the uncertainties and complexity of the world
through the conjunction of foresight and
service design. Otherwise, the feasibility
and implementation of foresight and service design in this context would not align

with the level of the actors’ participation
in these processes and therefore not bring
any significant change or support to tackle
the uncertainty within public engagement in
decision-making processes. Moreover, futures literacy enables the actors to confront
their biases and assumptions. To be able
to harvest the benefits of the integration
of the two fields, understanding the context of implementation is critical. Thereby,
this paper identified futures literacy as the
starting point for foresight to enable service design practices to tackle the increased
uncertainty and complexity of the world, to
ensure that there is a balance between the
communication levels and skills required to
activate foresight methods. The product report consists of the proposed framework,
developed to empower the actors within
municipalities to make informed decisions,
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considering not only the present but the future impact of the decisions being made today and how this might help them navigate
the complexity of urban renewal projects.
The framework is a result of the knowledge
and conclusions made throughout this thesis, it was proposed as an initial bridge to
achieve futures literacy and collective intelligence, through the conjunction of foresight
into service design. Here the collective intelligence is understood as the foundation, for
a robust path towards the future. It brought
in diverse perspectives through inclusive
measures, which ensured more resilience
towards the future highlighting diverse view
to overcome biases and allow for differences and nuances.
It can be concluded that the integration of
foresight and service design in the context

of public engagement within decision-making processes can help tackle the uncertainty and complexity within decision-making
spaces, however, there is a need to raise
the futures literacy in order to strengthen
the impact the integration of foresight into
service design could have within this context. Bridging design and foresight allowed
for actors who utilise the interconnection
of the two fields to bring consciousness to
the decisions which were made both intentionally and unintentionally. Furthermore,
the collective intelligence that was utilized
by including diverse perspectives and actors
offered to strengthen future resilience of
the decisions being made. It did so through
a better understanding of risks, opportunities, and systemic challenges from the collection of views of various actors. Doing so
meant bringing awareness and conscious-

ness to the biases, assumptions, agendas,
and perspectives each actor brings with
them. Thereby, collective intelligence and
futures literacy are key aspects when integrating foresight in service design practices
in the context of public engagement within
decision-making processes to support and
produce solutions that are more resilient to
the future uncertainties and complexity.
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6.2 LIMITATIONS
Throughout the process of this master’s
thesis, several limitations have occurred.
Some limitations have been presented in
the relevant context in the analytical description of the design project, other more
general limitations to the whole project will
be presented as follows. The most critical
limitations of this project include the aspect
of time and capital. Time has been a constant limitation throughout the project, from
conducting the literature review, recruiting
participants and interviewees, conducting
probe interviews, receiving feedback but to
name a few. Time constraints are a natural
part of any work, however, the short time
scale of this master’s thesis has been considered to be quite a limitation to the extensive work effort. Specifically, testing of the
framework could not be prioritised due to
the limitations of time. Capital has offered

a limitation in that this master’s thesis is a
student project, and thereby does not offer
any investment by any other parties. If other parties had invested in this project e.g.,
the municipality it might have been possible
to reach more, and more diverse, public- and
private actors. Moreover, efforts to include
architectural firms and other highly relevant
actors involved in the decision-making processes and development of the Paper Island
was done, however it was unsuccessful.
Therefore, the perspective of architects,
contractors and entrepreneurs were lacking in the establishment of the framework
which impacts the knowledge base and
thereby outcome of the framework. The
timescale of The Paper Island project has
been a limitation as well. The project had
lasted more than ten years, and this project
was carried out across a few months at the

end of The Paper Island project. Thus, it is
fully acknowledged that some parts of the
process may have been based on actors’
opinions rather than facts, as time was not
invested in proving and double checking all
interactive interview statements.
Lastly, it is acknowledged that our own personal biases as citizens and service designers may have, despite our extensive efforts
to be neutral, affected decisions and directions taken throughout the project.
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6.3 FUTURE WORK
This master’s thesis should be seen as a
pilot study where a multitude of aspects
should be further investigated, developed,
and tested. Further work and experiments
on different alternatives for each step within the generic timeline would be beneficial
to conduct, including testing the suggested
examples of step 5 and 12.
The framework, in particular, would benefit from thorough feedback and testing,
to specialise it even further to municipal
actors within public renewal projects. It is
fully acknowledged that proper testing has
not been conducted on the framework, as
unfortunately, it was out of the time and
scope for this master’s thesis. For this, an
initial test plan has been developed, in the
hope that this could be achieved during the
second half of this year. Specifically impor-

tant to test and refine is the structure, the
descriptions, and the language in general.
The framework is written in English for the
purpose of this master’s thesis, however, a
translation into Danish would be needed. It
would be beneficial to include municipal actors in the process of translating the framework and thereby write it use the correct
terms and phrases as are used internally
in municipalities in Denmark. The generic
timeline was approved and altered by the
key municipal actors, however, it would be
beneficial to investigate other urban renewal projects to be able to refine the generic
timeline.
With the further testing of the framework, it
can later be concluded how well the framework enables municipal actors in disrupting
their habits by including more foresight and
public engagement into their urban renew-

al projects. For now, it can only be assumed
that the framework will do so, based on the
insights from this master’s thesis and the
confirmation and eagerness of the involved
public actors.
However, the proposed timeline merely represents a suggestion, the testing period of
this framework will rely on both the collaboration with municipal actors and relevant
urban renewal projects. Thus, it may take
far longer to test and develop new iterations
of the framework, as urban renewal project,
as presented in this project, can span across
many years.
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FIGURE 77 THE PROPOSED FUTURE TESTING PLAN OF THE FRAMEWORK

Through the process of developing the
framework, one of the key methods used
was the interactive interview to gain insights into the urban renewal process from
the perspectives of different public- and
private actors. The interactive interviews
proved to be a great asset for conducting
interviews and later synthesising data. Fur-

ther work could thereby be done to refine
the interactive interviews as a method and
develop a guide for it. The method and guide
will be developed for service designers and
other professionals working in the crossing
fields of foresight and service design.
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